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Abstract
This "Annotated Bibliography of Literary Mormon Humor" includes over five
hundred sources, cross-referenced to pertinent commentary and criticism, and
divided into seven sections: "Humor in Mormon Fiction," "Humor in Mormon NonFiction," "Mormon Criticism Assessing 'Inside Humor,'" "Gentile Criticism of the
Saints' Humor," "Gentile Humor About Mormons," "Mormon Criticism of Gentile
Humor," and "Mormon Internet Humor," all made accessible to scholars by a
comprehensive index of more than one thousand topics. The author has filed
selected photocopied pages of alphabetized, annotated items by author, or
chronologically as periodicals, into a twenty-volume Archive of Mormon Humor in
Literature, housed at the Center for the Study of Christian Values in Literature,
3076E JKHB, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah. The introduction includes
the author's survey of recent trends in Mormon literary humor.
This compilation of Mormon humor and literary criticism conclusively dispels
the notion that Mormons are humorless. Indeed, this bibliography convincingly
documents the fact that the Mormon people enjoy laughing at themselves.
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Foreword
The community of Latter-day Saints, both in its early days and in recent times, has
been quite capable of laughing at itself. Self-righteousness has not been characteristic.
Any reader of Mormon diaries, personal histories, and minutes of meetings will conclude
that real life Mormons were not as serious and sober as their historians and commentators
have sometimes pictured them. Latter-day Saints enjoyed the everyday things of life.
Their Prophet Joseph Smith had set the pattern from the church's founding in 1830. Far
from being sanctimonious and solemn as were many contemporary preachers, the founding
prophet was exuberant and open; encouraged his followers to enjoy the mental, cultural,
and physical aspects of life; and exhibited a warm, affectionate, and jovial personality. He
wrestled, played ball, participated in contests of chopping wood and cradling wheat, took
his boys to the circus, and occasionally played jokes on his associates.
That the Saints were encouraged to enjoy life, as their circumstances would permit,
helps explain the undiscouraged tone of so many of their diaries, histories, stories, and
sermons.
Sherlene Hall Bartholomew has done an immense favor for modern Latter-day Saints
by preparing this annotated bibliography of Mormon humor in fiction and non-fiction.
This indispensable reference work also includes Mormon and "Gentile" criticism of
Mormon humor and Sister Bartholomew's survey of recent Mormon humor trends. She
has comprehensively indexed pioneer humor, missionary humor, humor about bishops, J.
Golden Kimball stories, general conference humor, and humor in personal histories.
Clearly, as she demonstrates, Latter-day Saints have enjoyed and continue to enjoy
laughing at themselves.
—Leonard J. Arrington
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Introduction
More Manic Mantic Mormon Antics:
Recent Trends in Mormon Literary Humor*
My thesis, "An Annotated Bibliography of Literary Mormon Humor"* annotates
and cross-references over five hundred sources of Mormon humor and its criticism
in seven categories: "Humor in Mormon Fiction," "Humor in Mormon Non-Fiction,"
"Mormon Criticism Assessing 'Inside Humor,'" "Non-Mormon ('Gentile') Criticism
of the Saints' Humor," "'Gentile' Humor About Mormons," "Mormon Criticism of
'Gentile' Humor," and "Mormon Internet Humor."
Attached to the bibliography is an index to many of the original humorous
pieces, samples of which are available for scholarly research in twenty large binders
housed at the Center for the Study of Christian Values in Literature, 3076E, JKHB,
Brigham Young University, in Provo, Utah. This index lists over a thousand topics,
including a multitude of human foibles our humorists have lampooned, then bound
up, by applying laughter as a soothing balm. Although this bibliography and index
will be of interest principally to literary scholars and cultural historians, others may
find it useful in adding fun and interest to a talk, classes, or papers that address
some aspect of the human condition.
In 1985, Professor Richard H. Cracroft prefigured this bibliography in "A Time
to Laugh," an unpublished article on the development of Mormon humor. His "A
Bibliography of Mormon Humor: or, A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to
*A preliminary version of this essay was read at the October 17, 1997 Rocky
Mountain Modern Language Association "Mormon Conjoint" session in Denver.
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Eternal Life," presented as part of an AML panel on humor in February 1997, bring
his earlier study up to date and provides an overview of developments in Mormon
humor over the last dozen years.
This study has indeed been a labor of laughs. What fun I had this year,
snooping in and shuffling through Professor Cracroft's monumental collections of
humor-knocking over his neat rows of books as I transported armloads of treasure
from his office or the library to the "Center" next door, in preparation for yet
another laugh-in evening. I found Mormon humor ranging from a more gentle,
nostalgic, quietly ironic vein, such as Virginia Sorensen's Where Nothing Is Long
Ago, and Edward Geary's Goodbye to Poplarhaven, to the more obvious contact
lens-popping humor found in stories like Neal Chandler's "Benediction" and Levi
Peterson's "The Christianizing of Coburn Heights." It was more fun getting up
mornings, knowing that evening was on its merry way, when I would hole myself
up in the Christian Values Center to read supernally devilish satire—all alone,
without one single interruption, except from an occasional concerned janitor, who,
noting a pause in the [muted, certainly not "loud"] laughter reverberating up, down,
and around empty halls—checked in just to make sure I was still breathing.
After all that fun reading distinctly "Mormon" humor, it was a little
disconcerting when Eugene England, on hearing about our project, joked: "Mormon
humor? Isn't that an oxymoron?," a sentiment echoed by a woman I met at the
meetings of the Rocky Mountain Modern Language Association. Having been
introduced to some good LDS humor in England's "Literature of the Latter-day
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Saints" course, I knew, although he was jesting, that he also reflected this general
perception that we Mormons seem lacking in humor. This bibliography indicates
that although "official" and public Mormon humor is sparse, there are rich veins of
literary Mormon humor to be mined by adventurers willing to pick a little.
Granted, some humor is decidedly trite, some spiteful, some clearly swiped from
jokes in other cultures. Too much of it projects unsagacious silliness, supine
salaciousness, insipid sappiness, or schmaltzy schlock. Unfortunately, Mark Twain's
observation that "Everything has its limit—iron ore cannot be educated into gold"
("What is Man?" 4) seems especially true when it comes to the making of humor.
Unless the Spirit sponsors miraculous dispensations, in most cases, a person either
has "the gift" or does not. A collection like this at least keeps handy the best humor
that has emerged; we can learn from its wisdom, if not its style. Fortunately, God
gave many Saints the gift, as evidence of his love, to make the load less burdensome
for all. I feel that good humor is a pure and clear but sometimes pungent and
purging draught, often a divine surprise, to renew lightheartedness among the Saints
and thus to increase their faith, hope, and charity. I also feel that Mormons, as a
people, have drawn much more than previously thought at this wholesome fount.
My goal in this bibliography is to document a blessed mirth that many have
overlooked, a prevailing propensity in LDS culture to laugh instead of weep (despite
our dark-suit, straight-tie, or apron-bound public images), and a refreshingly healthy
maturing as Mormons are better able to laugh at themselves.
Latter-day Saints, by their very belief that humankind should aspire to godhood,
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must accept the gap between where they are and where they are going. This gap
guarantees the likelihood of a whopping, potentially comic, ironic incongruity that is
the very essence of the comic spirit. Cracroft explains:
The premise of this collection is that the Mormon funnybone is sensitive,
healthy, and active, based as it is in positive, life-affirming values and a
positive world-view, while faced with persistent disparity—all of which
makes mortality a very good "time to laugh"; indeed, there may never be a
better time if Mark Twain is right in asserting that "There is no humor in
heaven"! ("A Time to Laugh" 2)
Twain's logic, in assuming that "There is no humor in heaven," was his belief
that "Everything human is pathetic. The secret source of Humor itself is not joy but
sorrow" (Following the Equator 101, headnote). Twain might, with such wisdom,
have fortified the argument that God has a divine sense of humor, had he read
Enoch's question, "How is it that thou canst weep, seeing thou art holy, and from all
eternity to all eternity?" (Moses 7:29).
In a 1982 BYU forum address, Cracroft declared:
If humor is based largely in incongruities fostered by society, I shout
"Hurrah for the Mormon heaven," where the "same sociality" exists on earth.
I see some distinctive possibilities for humor in the Mormon heavenpossibilities for a lofty Celestial, middle-brow Terrestrial, and downright
earthy Telestial variety. Think about the witty bon mots of haughty
Celestial types as they jest about the rare, Godly English major (it took a
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long time) trying to engineer his first universe; or about the length of Fast
Sundays when a day is as a thousand years; of the joys of eternal
motherhood, and eternal (and numberless) mothers-in-law. I suppose that
Outer Darkness will be eerily lightened now and then by a few antiadministration jokes, as well as a few nagging Cleopatra and Antony, or Mr.
and Mrs. Macbeth, or What did Hitler say to Mussolini? jokes. In the
heavens are there to be no incongruities?--the thought makes reason stare.
Just knowing we're forever tells me there'll be humor there! And think of
all the available wives waiting to refine one's delivery and straighten out his
punchline! ("A Time for Laughter," 11)
Modern prophets do not question God's propensity to laugh as well as weep and
do not hesitate to do likewise, within certain limits (Packer, 279-280). President
Gordon B. Hinckley commented to a reporter,
We've got to have a little humor in our lives. You had better take seriously
that which should be taken seriously but, at the same time, we can bring in a
touch of humor now and again. If the time ever comes when we can't smile
at ourselves, it will be a sad time. (Hinckley 432)
And Elder Robert D. Hales tells how President Spencer W. Kimball once observed
to him, "Do you know the devil can never laugh, can never smile, can never enjoy
himself?" (Hales 144). If Satan represents opposition to things virtuous, then good
humor and free laughter are squarely on the side of the angels.
Maturing humor thrives in an individual and collective climate that is warmed
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by the lightness of spirit experienced when a person or a people is unburdened with
blaming, defensiveness, selfishness, and moroseness. After researching early
documents in the LDS Historical Department Archives, Leonard J. Arrington made
available to researchers his notes about Joseph Smith's joviality as described by
Brigham Young and others, and explores background influences, as well as
implications for Latter-day Saints. Explaining that the Lord schooled the Prophet
Joseph early, before he could be influenced by the "sanctimonious demeanor" of his
would-be-holy contemporaries, Arrington observes:
He thus avoided the artificially severe, ascetic, fun-abhorring mantle that
contemporary religion seemed to insist upon. He was pious, but not
inhibited; earnest, but not fanatical; a warm, affectionate, and enjoyable
personality—a prophet who was both serious and playful--a wonderful
exemplar of the precept: "Man is that he might have joy" [2 Ne. 2:25]. It
was humor which helped Joseph to dispose of conflicts and problems that
did not really matter. . . . Our difficult moral struggles require a certain
relaxation and surrender. We should give the Lord and the Holy Ghost a
chance to do the refreshing. (3, 10-11)
Jedediah M. Grant observed:
How is it that brother Brigham is able to comfort and soothe those who are
depressed in spirit and always make those with whom he associates so
happy? I will tell you how. He is happy himself and [that] man can make
others feel so, for the light of God is in him. (JD 3:12)

6
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Brigham Young himself commented:
I like to be pleased myself I like to be filled with joy; but if I cannot be
filled with joy and gladness that is full of meat and marrow, or, in other
words, full of meaning and sense, I would rather retain my gravity. (JD
9:290)
In a similar vein, Mark Twain averred: "Laughter without a tinge of philosophy
is but a sneeze of humor. Genuine humor is replete with wisdom" (Ayres 108).
It is perhaps in this spirit that Cracroft, in editing my annotations, often wrote a
qualifying, "But is this funny?" beside a so-called "humorous" entry—after having
encouraged me to collect comprehensively and without making value judgments, so
that the collection would be complete, for scholarly evaluation. The complexity of
deciding what qualifies as "funny" rapidly became apparent, especially considering
such facets as wit, satire, parody, irony, comedy, and punning. So much of a
person's reaction to humor depends on his or her background, personality, and
rapidly changing cast of mind which varies from day to day and even from hour to
hour.
Additionally perplexing is spontaneous humor, that erupts unanticipated and
therefore unedited, in ways that can be delightful, but also hurtful and even
dangerous (Cracroft, "Bibliography," 19-20). This collection emphasizes humor that
has been committed to the page as literary, or compiled and edited—usually
published—humor. No attempt is here made to list transcriptions of oral lore,
including jokes, or taped or video recordings of orally circulated, traditional humor.

7
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In his essay, "E. B. White and the Theory of Humor," Stephen L. Tanner
indicates that:
White pointedly discounted the value of analyzing humor for the sake of
theory. "Humor can be dissected, as a frog can," he said, "but the thing dies
in the process and the innards are discouraging to any but the pure scientific
mind." Humor, he insisted, "won't stand much blowing up, and it won't
stand much poking. It has a certain fragility, an evasiveness, which one had
best respect. Essentially it is a complete mystery." . . . Elsewhere, he added,
"To interpret humor is as futile as explaining a spider's web in terms of
geometry" (Qtd. in Tanner, 43)
While acknowledging the elusive nature of intended humor, Cracroft outlines
some identifying characteristics that qualify "our senses of humor" as "our lines of
defense":
Humor is especially dangerous to the somber-spirited one. Too often those
who seem to be taking their subjects seriously are simply taking themselves
seriously. A sense of humor is the ability to discover, to identify, and to
appreciate the ludicrous and the incongruous—in words, situations, in ideas,
in human beings, in the universe. A sense of humor is at least a partial
way of looking at life. It is a person opting to see himself or herself from a
comic instead of from a solemn perspective. Humor is a kind of selfdramatization in which a human being clambers out of himself, springs to a
nearby pinnacle, and views himself from a different standpoint, from a
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comic stance, which either diminishes the problem by lacing it in a cosmic
context or magnifies the problem by exaggerating the matter to ludicrous
dimensions and thus diminishing it.
Cracroft adds,
While humor presents the ludicrous as it is, wit exposes the ludicrous by
contrasting it with something else. Wit is, wrote Mark Twain, "the sudden
marriage of ideas which before that union were not perceived to have any
relation." Humor, unlike wit, may be gentle or rough, subtle or
unsophisticated, but it need not be critical. Humor can range from the
bludgeonings of burlesque to a subtle turn of the pen, but true humor is
always a product of natural growth, a product of accident—not art. Humor is
spontaneous. It is a child psychiatrist writing in a newspaper about
disciplining children, "It is permissible to spank a child, if one has a very
definite end in view."
Further,
The complexities of humor depend so much upon launching the right
incongruities at the right moment. The "sense of humor" must, therefore,
include a keen sense of timing, which is almost a moral sense. Humor is a
threat to our pride, for it is an occasional reminder that the sure and firm-set
earth upon which we tread can shake and tumble us at any moment. If you
say that such is also the effect of religion, you are speaking gospel truth.
True humor and true religion mount a steady siege against the layers of
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falseness which can congest and destroy our souls.
He concludes,
We have enough jokes, I think; what we need are more laughs and more of
the optimism and faith in the universe which enables laughter. What we
need is a greater sense of the ridiculous, the ludicrous, the incongruous.
Laughing at the laughable, which often includes laughing at ourselves, will
enable us to put mundane realities and Eternal Truths into their proper
perspectives, unfettered by our Self, which can distort the simplest of truths.
Our senses of humor are our lines of defense against the vicissitudes of life.
("Our Senses," 47)
Although Cracroft invariably left to me the final decision about which items to
include in this bibliography, he let me know what he thought was appropriate
"Mormon humor," sometimes questioning whether dark or stinging satire could be
classified as "humorous" at all. I soon learned that "Is this funny?" in the margin
really meant: "Does this humor amuse or abuse? Is this healing?"; "Does this
humorist lampoon to jostle readers into awareness, or with intent to hurt and
destroy?"; "Is the aftertaste refreshing or bitter, the fare nourishing or poisonous?";
"Is this humor rationalizing or actualizing?"
Cracroft asks good questions. He raised a number of them in his controversial
and classic AML presidential address in 1992, "Attuning the Authentic Mormon
Voice: Stemming the Sophie Tide in LDS Literature." That essay has become a
standard for me, yet I struggle, as does he, about where to draw the line between
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what is essentially "mantic" or "sophic." It seems doubtful that the earthy realism
in humorous stories like Levi Peterson's "The Christianizing of Coburn Heights" and
Neal Chandler's "Benediction" will be featured in the Ensign. Yet I often find the
relative "healing" potential in laughter provoked by these authors more nourishing of
the mantic in me than literary fare from authors whose approaches, at times, have
been described as formulaic "myth" (see Bruce W. Jorgensen's "Imagining [the Fun]
in Mormon Marriage, Part I: The Mythic, the Novelistic, and Jack Weyland's
Charly, AAML, 1997: 128-129). On the other hand, while I laughed out loud
reading Brian Evenson's "Sanctified, In the Flesh," a morbid satire that portrays a
zealously "religious" wife who nags her less-convinced husband with superstitious,
self-righteous dogmatism, I found other elements in the story—flippant treatment of
the sacred, capriciously injected violence, and a nihilistic tone—decidedly unfunny.
As Lavina Fielding Anderson explained in her AML presidential address, "Making
'The Good' Good for Something: A Direction for Mormon Literature," "The new
Mormon fiction attempts something more ambitious. It is literature of intelligent
affirmation, not of alienation, fiction that takes as its province the hitherto
unexplored field of spiritual experience and treats it as realism" (106). Enlarging on
this theme, she asserts,
In spiritual realism, the conflicts that a character may encounter in his or her
social settings are primarily important as they provide information about the
spiritual life of that person. The experiences move the person toward a
greater understanding of the ambiguous nature of human good and human
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depravity. They affirm or challenge the reality of God. They illuminate by
recording those perplexing moments when prayers are not answered and the
equally perplexing moments when they are. They shoulder the burden of
the community where a vision of holiness and unity stands in contrast to the
inevitable pettiness and cruelties of daily living. They attempt to make
sense out of human interaction that includes both deepest doubts and anger
focused on a seemingly uncaring God and swelling rejoicing and gratitude
focused on a seemingly loving and watchful God. (107-108)
To shield ourselves from literary humor that is questioning, perturbing, biting,
challenging, or complex would be as impossible and impractical as to try and shield
ourselves from life. On the other hand, to expose ourselves deliberately to "humor"
so morose and sardonic that it provokes more grimace than grin is to shackle that
lightness of spirit which differentiates between the comedic and its opposite.
Further, "real" life, as it is experienced by Latter-day Saints in general, is best faced
with faith and hope.
In reviewing Levi S. Peterson's The Canyons of Grace, a collection of stories
that includes "The Christianizing of Coburn Heights," one of the most hilarious
"Mormon" pieces created, Eugene England writes:
In the main [Peterson's] protagonists are attractive human beings in spite of
their being Mormon, not because of it. We still must wait for a writer to
capture consistently the deep ravishment of sincere Mormon faith, the
comprehensible joy as well as the utterable anxiety God's presence can
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bring. [This book] breaks valuable ground and may be the best collection of
Mormon stories yet, but we can anticipate better, from him and others.
(121)
The pure delight and important insights savored of "The Christianizing of
Coburn Heights" are sullied by the story's conclusion in which Rendella Kranpitz,
the recipient of many "service project" plates of cookies, returns the favor in feces to
the bishop's front step. This coarse joke is similar to elements in several of
Peterson's other stories, supporting my conclusion that some of Peterson's best
humor spills forth in spite of and not because of the negative distractions and
preoccupations of some authors.
In establishing workable categories for evaluating Mormon humor, I find useful
Monet's technique: "To capture light, Monet began to paint in pure color only,
without black pigment even for shadows" (Year-In-A-Box Calendar, Indianapolis,
IN: Day Dream, Inc.). Some would argue, with Lehi, that "it must needs be, that
there is an opposition in all things" (2 Ne. 2:11); however, we must remember that
Lehi was discussing this earthly state and experience. Nephi, after all, enlarged on
his father's theme, insisting, "I say unto you that the Lord God worketh not in
darkness" (2 Ne. 26:23). In my opinion, "dark" humor cannot shed light nor fulfill
its divine potential in working on the human soul.
In Bruce W. Jorgensen's AML presidential address which immediately preceded
Cracroft's, he makes a case that the central question of all story—and thus possibly
of every form of human culture—is simply: "How shall we greet the Other? Shall
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we devour, or annihilate, or welcome? . . . The rule at any rate seems clear:
welcome the stranger, bathe and clothe and feed, maybe even hear the story, then
ask who" (54-55).
Jorgensen continues:
Hospitable reading would be slow to shut out. It would be slow to decide
whether a literary visitor is "Mormon" or not, especially slow to gauge this
by some presumed "doctrinal" criterion or some elusive metaphysical or
"essential" notion of "spirituality." (61)
In a similar vein, John Bennion makes a case for a "balanced narrative diet" that
includes both popular and literary Mormon novels in terms also applicable to literary
humor:
Few examples are purely mantic and popular or purely sophic and literary.
No individual work perfectly entertains the stranger; no novel secures the
home culture unchanged. Popular fiction that allows no excursion into the
unfamiliar world has no tension; literary fiction that allows no firm
framework is valueless, having no moral center. (172)
Bennion also expresses his view that there is "room for both at the inn" (171),
and sounds a call for
a compromise between faithful and literary writers and critics, beginning by
recognizing that each is different and each culturally precious. I am
encouraging a grudging friendship, an occasional dance where readers of
faithful and literary fiction each take turns leading (and not with a strong
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right). Through such efforts, we might overcome the divisiveness that
dominates much discussion of Mormon literature. (Bennion 178-179)
Certainly this plea for more openness and welcoming sounds inviting. In a
Church where outreach is integral to our perspective and mission, we must
continually stretch to include much diversity. Such stretching does not, however,
erase moral boundaries; new converts must make covenants at baptism to maintain
standards and values shared by the community of faithful Latter-day Saints. Were
these boundaries compromised, Mormon whole culture would ferment lukewarmly,
lose its distinctive flavor, and quickly become "spew"-worthy (Rev. 3:16). I believe
that similar moral boundaries must also be drawn before a literary work is baptized
"Mormon." This boundary-drawing does not preclude the reader's appreciation of
non-Mormon literature, any more than he might cease associating with and learning
from non-Mormons of good character. However, before I accept a work as
Latter-day Saint, I feel that its content must witness the author's total immersion.
It is only fair to ask those Mormon writers of humor who do not choose
fellowship with the Saints to also "hear" those who are struggling to be authentic
Latter-day Saints. Such writers can cease excluding the more orthodox from the
conversation by deliberately abusing their sensibilities, insisting on satiric themes
that describe "Mormons" mired in violent, brutal, abusive, or immoral behavior. I
find such writing in satiric works like Franklin Fisher's Bones (a novel about an
excommunicated missionary enmired in often grotesque, stream-of-sexual thought,
who leaves his roots for life as a would-be artist in California), or Dennis Clark's
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"Answer to Prayer" (a story exploring the similarly-mired mind of a young husband
and part of a collection, Greening Wheat: Fifteen Mormon Short Stories, ed. by
Levi S. Peterson, that was described in a review by Marilyn Brown as stories "not as
'Mormon' as they could be in such an unabashedly claimed 'Mormon' work" [The
Daily Herald, Jan. 29, 1984]). To such humorists, writers, and editors I say, "Let us
hear a more authentic voice. Give us 'Mormon' writing that reflects 'Mormon' life
that has more depth than is evident from authors who exhibit no more than a
'cultural' or 'cultured' veneer." Such writers will speak the language of authentic
Latter-day Saints, not just in words, but in Spirit, and will tutor Mormon sensibilities
with clearly focused humor.
My plea is not a call for didactic, uncomplicated reading. I find that Leonard J.
Arrington's guidelines for writing Mormon history also apply to the writing of
Mormon humor:
Life is inevitably complex. People are not always predictable, and
organizations, even the Lord's church, are not always benign. The reporting
of our history, if readers are to have confidence in it, must reflect these
ambiguities and complexities. Just as important, we must demonstrate our
true love for those who have questions, who are perplexed by certain aspects
of our history, who are disturbed about a few personalities and policies.
While being true to our own sense of integrity we must help others be true
to theirs, without becoming bitter against those with punctured illusions who
seem to enjoy the bad truths more than the good truths. We must practice
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warmth in our personal relationships with people of varying degrees of faith,
belief, and practice. I believe, with Brigham Young, in doing the best we
can and leaving the balance to God. We must not become cynical; we must
not become morbidly preoccupied with some of the unsavory elements in
our peoples' history. If our history furnishes examples of man's inhumanity,
it also furnishes examples of man's humanity. ("Personal Reflections," 45)
Neal Chandler provides a positive example of skilled art unmarred by sophic
distraction in his story "Benediction," a spoof about gospel-doctrine teaching that
should be read by each teacher in the Church. Reader Bruce L. Christensen notes:
Sacred things laughed at become sacrilege. Chandlers' story recognizes our
human condition without depreciating our spiritual values. He helps us
laugh at ourselves and our propensity to accept and even to promote the
secular as equivalent to the sacred. Through Chandler's humorous lens we
see the universal desire to make order out of chaos in the struggle to connect
daily life to religious aspiration (in this case, a Sunday School teacher's
absurd comparison between a movie hero and the Apostle Peter). (4)
Despite these strongly held feelings, in the spirit of encouraging a better
conversation within all of Mormondom, I have made this bibliography as
comprehensive as possible, including items such as those already discussed that may
not seem attuned to Mormon culture and that some, including myself, might find
offensive for their less-centered depictions of Mormons and Mormon culture and
belief. The annotations should enable those reading for edification to surmise each
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entry's basic content.
A closer look at this bibliography reveals my methodology. Some pieces are
just plain fun in their light satirization of certain aspects of being a Mormon. Who
can forget essays like Elouise Bell's "Zzzzzucchini" in Only When I Laugh, Louise
Plummer's description of her written choir audition in Thoughts of a Grasshopper,
or Emma Lou Thayne's "Dream" about that man who stole her cookies in All God's
Critters Got a Place in the Choir (with coauthor Laurel Thatcher Ulrich)-not to
mention Laurie M. Johnson's seam-busting spoof, Special Living Lessons for Relief
Society Sisters, by Sister Fonda Alamode, and Kathryn Kidd's novel Paradise Vue,
an ironic, engaging tale about an unusual Relief Society presidency in an
unmistakably usual LDS ward, along with her The Alphabet Year, about "perfect"
and not-so-perfect Mormon mothers. Additional hilarity by male authors includes
John Paxman's "Comedy of [BYU] Frosh Flukes," Clifton Jolley's "Selling the
Chevrolet" (it belonged to Gene England), J. Frederic Voros's "Goodworks, Inc.," in
which he proposes a marketing scheme to sell services-by-proxy on behalf of the
living (for pay, they'll home teach), and Richard H. Cracroft's rollicking, "On the
Vicissitudes of Serving in the Bishopric," a spoof of Church leaders' sleeping in
meetings. Also unforgettable is the fictional delight in Robert F. Smith's
breakthrough novels, Baptists at Our Barbeque and The Miracle of Forgetness.
When it comes to satire on Mormon humanity, the master is, of course, Robert
Kirby, whose newspaper columns, as illustrated by Pat Bagley and available in such
collections as Sunday of the Living Dead, Wake Me For the Resurrection, and Pat &
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Kirby Go to Hell, have provoked recent warfare between news editors vying for his
services (as described in Section II). Illustrating our discussion about how humorists
have a child-like fresh perspective in looking at the world, note this e-mail sent to
the compiler by Kirby, in answer to her request for some information. He signs his
initial "K" at the bottom, and before we know it, he's having fun turning up carpet.
Of course he's being goofy—but who else would have thought of such a twist,
signing off:
K
Help, I've fallen and I can't . . . Hey, nice carpet!
Robert Kirby
rkirby@itsnet.com
Also poking with craft at Mormon cultural flaws with sometimes biting, acerbic
cartoonery are Pat Bagley (Oh My Heck!, Treasures of Half-Truth, and Calvin
Grondahl (Utah Sex and Travel Guide, Marketing Precedes the Miracle, Sundays
Foyer, Faith-Promoting Rumors, and Freeway to Perfection). Samuel W. Taylor's
Heaven Knows Why prepared earlier readers for laughing at themselves, as Kenneth
Hunsaker notes, by providing readers with the kind of characters Mormons have
long made fun of (Hunsaker, 849-58), making waves ahead for modern satirists like
Orson Scott Card, who teamed up with Grondahl's illustrations in Saintspeak—the
Mormon Dictionary.
Mormon parodists have eased with humor the frustrations of growing up
Mormon, teen romantic pitfalls, efforts to keep a high moral standard, the dating
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predicament for LDS singles, the disparity between youthful idealism and mature
disillusionment, tensions rising from the gap between Christian "outer" and "inner"
society, the twists and strains inherent in Mormon Wasatch Front culture, and
generally coping with LDS personal and cultural idiosyncrasies.
Mormon humorists also ply family treasures: polygamy tradition, disparities in
husband-wife roles, rearing children (especially teens), childlessness, family reunions
and holidays, family letters, the isolation of the elderly, divorce, raising families as
single parents, and working with other members in Church callings. They also treat
challenges evoked by particular Church standards, including participation in
humanitarian service, keeping the Word of Wisdom, paying tithes, attending
meetings, holding funerals, singing hymns, doing home-teaching, keeping the
Sabbath, having large families, participating in church welfare, holding family home
evening, maintaining patience with reprobates, and relating with non-Mormons.
Along with that, there is much to say, humorously, about Cheerios in church to
insure quieter offspring, missions, and even how Mormons pray.
Humorists looking at women's issues have described the "Patty Perfect"
syndrome, homemaking challenges, spousal relationships, and the challenge of
staying on a diet. Men's issues, too, range widely and deal with sensitive issues like
self-abuse and the dwindling of virility, to farces about facial hair, and (vigorous)
participation in ward sports. (The thesis index includes many more topics and
references to numerous examples.)
In harmony with physicist Niels Bohr's slogan that "some things are so serious
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that you have to laugh at them" and that the "balance between seriousness and
humour plays no small part as we become gradually accustomed to coping with
practical necessities and learn to communicate in common language" (13-14),
Mormon satirists have a heyday depicting the Saints as struggling Christians. They
attack unrelentingly some Latter-day Ain't (LDA) hypocrisies, revealing Mormon
neglect of the weightier matters in preoccupation with materialism, status, and
appearance. Mormon humorists hold LDA's responsible for overemphasis on
salvation by works (Paul J. Toscano, Music and the Broken Word: Songs for
Alternate Voices); charitable institutional approaches to those good works (Bagley,
Treasures of Half-Truth), Grondahl, Utah Sex and Travel Guide); narrow-minded
prejudices (Brinkerhoff, You Know You're a Mormon If. . .); provincial attitudes
(Grondahl and all the cartoonists), Sorensen, Where Nothing is Long Ago);
isolationist world-views (Kirby Wake Me for the Resurrection); and simplistic
attitudes about politics (Bagley, Treasures of Half-Truth); bureaucracy (Card, "Notes
from a Guardian Angel"); any kind of government, and even issues of war and peace
(Cracroft, "Love at Home and Peace Abroad"). They warn the Saints about
complacency regarding increasing local crime (Kirby, Happy Valley Patrol and his
"Blitz" columns); their tendency to promote the secular as sacred (Chandler,
"Benediction," Petersen, "The Christianizing of Coburn Heights"); and their
proclivity to religiously incorporate corrupt business practices (Chandler, "The Only
Divinely Authorized Plan for Financial Success in This Life or the Next"). Always
a popular target is the LDA propensity to equate material success with spiritual
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worthiness (Grondahl, Marketing Precedes the Miracle); to exercise unworthy use of
authority in the name of patriarchy or matriarchy (Kump, "Sayso or Sense"); to
become enchanted with pseudo-scholarship (Jeppson, "Non-editorial Postlude"); and
to tolerate institutional obfuscations (Nibley, "Bird Island"). Mormon humorists also
have not neglected the idiosyncracies in Mormon use of language (Newell, Cow
Chips Aren't for Dippin), Mormon names of children (Associated Press, "Utah
Recognized for Peculiar Names"), and ward banquet menus (Salazar and Wightman,
No Man Knows My Pastries).
As this quick overview shows, LDS humorists make us laugh in healthy ways
that invite change. Much of this is handled with unsober propriety. Certainly those
humorists who perturb Mormon personal and social consciences without fostering
despair and disillusionment do the Saints a great service—God bless them, every one!
I find, with Thomas Kelly, that humor is infectious because it relaxes, refreshes,
renews, and helps us forget. It is not only healing medicine, but preventive
application as well, and it reduces tension within a family or group. Humor, says
Kelly, is a natural gift of children that can lead to moments of high comedy (22-23).
Children unite the spiritual and the comic by seeing the world from a fresh
perspective that includes a number of important elements: they dismiss hurt, can be
distracted from grief, forgive with spontaneity, explore constantly, question
relentlessly, learn persistently, relate guilelessly, and love unconditionally. Beyond
that, children have that quality intrinsic in the best humorists-they are brutally
honest!
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Psychologists insist that childhood is only easy when viewed in forgetful
retrospect. A child's tears come as fast as his laughter, and much falling down
precedes the constant getting-up. Likewise, a good humorist has to deal with the
tough stuff, applying good humor, Cracroft has said, as a "cleansing purgative, and
if the reader is in need of the medicine, he or she may, on occasion, be stung by the
mixture" ("Time to Laugh," 5).
Humor teaches, and learning is not always easy. Mark Twain was right in
insisting that humor "must not professedly teach, and it must not professedly preach,
but it must do both if it would live forever" (Autobiography, 198). Demonstrating
that humor often flourishes when insecurities are replaced by confidence, this
bibliography reinforces Cracroft's observation:
Mormons have begun, increasingly, to milk their Sacred Cows—to kid
themselves, their organization, their leaders, customs, folkways, traditions,
and culture. But while some of the humor is based in self-criticism,
particularly of Mormon tendencies toward distortion of its relative
importance in the wider world; self-righteousness and smugness; and antiintellectualism and an undue lack of self-reliance and consequent reliance
upon authority, the bulk of Mormon humor—even about such old standards
as polygamy, the Word of Wisdom, missionary work, the bishop, and
crossing the plains—is self-promoting, self-congratulatory, and self-defensive.
Calvin Grondahl's wonderful cartoons may gently (or not so gently) chide
Mormons for their individual and collective flaws, but they also assert, for
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the most part, that Mormon culture is important, its flaws worth correcting,
its idiosyncrasies worthy of our attention and our corrective laughter, for
laughter does not dismiss, it focuses interest and attention, and often begets
reform. ("A Time to Laugh" 4-5)
There are, of course, two sides of responsibility in nurturing "Mormon Humor."
Readers must provide a more discerning, receptive, and responsive audience. When
the reader is not threatened by satire and is freer to laugh at his or her flaws, thereby
acknowledging incongruities, inconsistencies, and ambiguities in personal behavior,
he or she is less concerned with others' weakness. As readers become proficient at
identifying inconsistencies in their own behavior, discarding narrow-minded
attitudes, and throwing out prejudices, they can rise above preoccupation with the
self. They can accept with grace (and accept the "Grace" in) those circumstances in
their lives that cannot change by creatively absorbing, instead of deflecting, offense
when "outsiders" poke fun. Further, intelligent readers can learn to take heart when
chastened by humorists and comics who prod them from perdition towards
perfection. They accept Mark Twain's dictum: "The human race consists of the
dangerously insane and such as are not" (Mark Twain's Notebook, 380). On another
occasion, Twain observed, "Such is the human race. Often it does seem such a pity
that Noah and his party did not miss the boat" (Christian Science, 146).
I acknowledge with thanks artist James Christensen's authorization to share
some of his sketches, as published in the Spring, 1982 issue of Dialogue. I
especially appreciate Christensen's portrait of the hunchback he describes as

James Christensen
Fig. 1. "The Hunchback is Everyman."
Sketch by James Christensen. "More
Sketches from the Artist's Notebook."
Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought
XV:1 Spring 1982 (on cover).

DIALOGUE
A JOURNAL

OF

MORMON

THOUGHT

Fig. 2. Sketch by James Christensen. "More Sketches From the Artist's
Notebook." Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought XV:l" Spring 1982, 127.

James Christensen

Fig. 3. Sketch by James Christensen. "More Sketches From the Artist's
Notebook." Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought XV:l Spring 1982, 132.
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"Everyman" (Figure 1): "Each of us carries our own 'lump' through life," he says:
"Some lumps are physical, some are emotional." Christensen graphically illustrates
Mark Twain's "exaggerate and shrink" formula for humor and is lauded by Charlene
Winters for being able, at the same time, to add layers of meaning to life's canvass
through this device: "Christensen laughs at himself in a biographical piece depicting
'The Burden of the Responsible Man,' which exaggerates his circumstance, while
shrinking his concerns through whimsical imagery" (36-41).
Under this drawing (Figure 2) of a woman who appears enlightened, relaxed-illumined by her light-yoked faith in Christ, Christensen writes about his approach to
communication through his art in terms that might be applied to the writing of
literary humor:
I believe that art should communicate with everyone. The elitist attitude of
art for the artists and the privileged few—obscurity for its own sake, the
deliberate alienation of the public is a mistake-I do not want to lower my
work to the lowest common denominator but rather offer a meaningful
experience on a number of levels—so that there is a little treasure for the
savant as well as the pedestrian viewer. My art must be provocative,
convincing, and honest. (127)
I have left unanswered the question about where to draw the "mantic-sophic"
line. There are no easy answers. In another of Christensen's drawings (see Figure
3) is a man looking a little bewildered when the fish-kite he had hoped to sail aloft
is grounded. The fish, traditionally a symbol for Christ and Christian values, may
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remind one of the difficulty raising a standard that embodies and represents such
values-especially when we, like the man here portrayed, must shed some trappings,
to get a run with that kite, in the right direction. Although this cannot be easily
expressed in language, Latter-day Saints can, with this man, add effort to our hope
and trust that we, with our standard, might be born[e] again by the power of an
unseen, but very real force—for as Jesus explained to the questioning Nicodemus,
"The wind bloweth where it listeth, and thou hearest the sound thereof, but canst not
tell whence it cometh, and whither it goeth: so is every one that is born of the
Spirit" (John 3:8). The same may be said for those who write and read by the
Spirit. Humor, like the Spirit, is something that can be better experienced and felt
than described, better invited than ordered, better nurtured than managed, better
discerned than defined. It also has that surprising, spontaneous, healing quality we
would dearly capture, but too often miss, in our preoccupation with trying to control
what only asks our free submission. When this unseen force lifts the human burden,
it is no longer heavy but light, and the view is lofty.
As Mark Twain wrote and Cracroft loves to quote, "Humor is the great thing,
the saving thing, after all. The minute it crops up all our hardnesses yield, all our
irritations and resentments flit away, and a sunny spirit takes their place" ("What
Paul Bourget Thinks of Us," 168-69). Even Mark Twain would agree, I think, that
the time has indeed come to take Mormon Humor seriously.
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Topical Solutions*
Index of Humor/Criticism in the Annotated Sources
(Guaranteed to Ease the Application of Laughter)
*References are listed by author, section, item number, and when isolated, by page.
For example, Schmoe IV:3 (2), 4 (3) indicates author Schmoe, Section IV, page 2 in
the 3rd reference and page three in the fourth reference listed under Schmoe in that
section. (These pages are almost all available for review in the collection at the
Center for the Study of Christian Values in Literature, 3076E JKHB, Brigham
Young University, Provo, Utah.) Authors in this index are mentioned in critical
reviews or within annotations of those references and can otherwise be found as
alphabetized within the seven sections of the Bibliography.
Aaronic (Priesthood)
Kirby 11:3 (214-216), Kirby & Bagley II (72-75)
Abner Byng
Adder V:2
absurdity
Arrington 111:4, Cracroft 111:2 (9), V, Davis III, Kirby III, Ward V
"Abusage" (of language—name of Provo, UT Seventh East Press column)
Dunn 11:2, Olsen II
abuse, of animals
"Freakish" II
abuse, child
Broderick II: (117), Kirby 11:3 (223), Kirby & Bagley II (82), Smith III
abuse, self
Bartholomew III (20), Clark (Dennis) I, Kirn I
abuse, spouse
Kirby 11:3 (216-217, 222), Kirby & Bagley II (82), Smith III
academic freedom
Kirby & Bagley II (67)
ACLU
Kirby & Bagley II (48-51)
acquisitiveness
Tanner VI:2 (61)
acrostics
Bolivan V
acting (dramatic)
Carter II (415), Young II
Adam, ribs (and Eve)
Arrington (Leonard) 11:2 (197), 111:2 (23), "Across the Fence" II (Benson),
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Bitton III (18), Bushman-Carlton II, Card 11:1, Cheney 11:3 (102-103),
Thology and Coop II
Adeler, Max (Charles Heber Clark)
Adeler V, Cracroft 111:7, 8 (15), V, VI:3 (3), 6
adolescence (see "teenagers")
Littke II
ads (humorous)
Bush II
adultery
Bunker and Bitton V:2, Cheney 11:3 (104), Kirby & Bagley (50)
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
Cracroft VI:1 (113)
adversity
Nelson II (128)
agaricus campestres whoopie (hallucinogenic mushrooms)
Nibley I (122)
age, aging, agedness
"Across the Fence" II (4:9, 62), Baadsgaard 11:2, Bagley (Pat) 11:2, Bailey
(Jack) 11:1 (15), Bartholomew III (20), Brinkerhoff 11:2 (92), Burrows 11:2
(117), Cannon II (117-128), Card 1:2 (630), Fugal II, Hendrickson 11:2,
Johnson (G.W.) II, Johnson (Lane) II, Larson 11:3, Lyon II, Pearson I,
Peterson I, Ward II
agency
Card 11:1
"air bags, Mormon"
Kirby 11:3 (226-229)
albums (see "autographs")
Alexandrine the Great
Bell 11:2
Allen, Josiah's wife
Cracroft VI:4
Allen, Woody
Tanner VI:2 (63)
Alphabet Year, The
Kidd III (6)
ambivalence, ambiguity
Barber II, Bennion III (176), Christmas II, Peterson I:1-4, Sorensen I,
"Amen" ("Ahh-men.")
Hendrickson II
ancestors, ancestral stories
Bartholomew II:1, Bushman VI
Andelin, Helen B.
Mann II
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Anderson, Linda Murray
Cracroft I (2)
angel, angels
Brinkerhoff II:2 (92)
Anderson, Lavina Fielding
Bartholomew III (11-12), Card 11:2, Evenson I
Anderson, Tory C.
Cracroft 111:5
anecdotes, witty
Bitton III, Cheney 11:3 (99), Durrant II, Heaton II, Spencer II
angel, angels
Brinkerhoff 11:2 (92), Card 11:2
angel, guardian
Burrows 2:2 (117)
angel, ministering
Bartholomew 11:3 (4)
anger
Arrington 111:2 (78), Card 1:3, Carter II (384, 415, 416), Kirby III (10)
anthropologists
Arrington 111:4 (6)
anti-intellectualism
Cracroft 111:8 (5)
apostasy
Arrington 111:5 (42, 45), Kirby III (10)
appearance (of Mormons)
Bartholomew III (21), Christensen 11:1 (25-26), Cracroft 111:7 (284), V (8-9),
VI:2 (7), 3 (207), Kirby & Bagley II (57), Twain V:2 (101)
Archive, Humor (at BYU)
Bartholomew III (1)
Arrington, James
Bartholomew II:3 (6)
art, taste in
"BYU Bans" II, Morgan II, Townsend II (Mar. 8, 1983, Jan. 18, 1982)
Articles of Faith
Card II:1
articulture
Cracroft III:17
ascetic, asceticism
Arrington 111:3 (3)
Asplund-Campbell
Poulsen III
astrology (and Mormons)
Bailey (Jack) II:1 (14)
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art, artists, artistry
Christensen II:1-2, Cracroft III:15 (5), Fisher I, Packer III
archeology, Book of Mormon
Bagley (Pat) II:2, Nibley I
Armour, Richard
Armour V, Cracroft III:8 (15)
arrogance (of the "humble")
Kirby III (11), Nibley I (123)
Article(s) of Faith (14th)
Kirby II:3
ashtrays
Morgan II
atheism, atheists
Cracroft III:5 (35), Pearson II:7
athletes, spiritual (Mormons as)
Arrington III:2 (74)
audience, Mormon
Bartholomew III (24), Cracroft III:5 (35), Jorgensen III:2 (60-61), Kirby III
audition, auditions
Plummer II:1 (21)
Austin, Michael
Evenson I, Poulsen III
Authority (misuse), authoritarianism (repressive), anti-authoritarian
Godfrey II (108), Cracroft III:8 (5, 9), Kirby III, Poulsen II, Voros II:2
autographs (from old albums)
Carter II:2 (74-75)
automobiles (see "cars")
award giving (as part of Church programs)
Cratchit I (60)
Azevedo, Lex de
Pearson II:5-6, Stewart II
Babel, Tower of
Bagley (Pat) II:2
babies, squalling of (in church)
Baadsgaard II:3 (8), Bailey (Jack) II:1 (89), Cracroft III:8 (17), Crowe II
(22),
Robinson V
Babylon
Kirby & Bagley II (118)
bachelors
Carter II (429-30)
Backslider, The
Cracroft III:5 (39)
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Bagley, Patrick
Bartholomew III (21), "Cornucopia" III, Cracroft III:8 (14)
Bailey, Paul
Bushman VI (241)
bake, baking
Pearson II:4
balance (see "humor")
baldness
Bitton III (6), Heaton II:3, Kimball (J. N.) II: 7, Sorensen II:3
balls (dances), Mormon
Cracroft III:7 (285)
Baled Hay
Nye V:3
ballads
Ward II
Ballif, J.
Cracroft III:2 (13-14)
Bangs, John Kendrick
Cracroft VI:4 (3)
baptism (and re-baptism)
Brinkerhoff II:1 (13), Carter II (404), Evenson I, Hafen II (33), Kirby &
Bagley II (33), Cheney II:1 (96)
Baptists
Cracroft III:2 (8), Smith I
barbedwire
Godfrey II (109)
Barbie (dolls)
Kidd III (1-2)
Bartholomew, Dan
Bartholomew II:3
basketball
Grondahl II:2, Morgan II
basketball, ward
Brinkerhoff II:1 (15), Card II:1, Cratchit I, Kirby II:6, Kirby & Bagley II
(140)
bathing suits
Bradford II:3 (19)
Bean, Amelia
Bushman VI (241)
bear (grizzly), bears
Carter II (401), Tanner VI:2 (56)
Bear Lake Monster (see "Loch Ness Monster")
Godfrey II (109)
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Bear Lake Valley
Arrington III:2 (74), 4 (18), Godfrey II
beards (see facial hair)
Beast, the
Card I:8 (243), Kirby III
bee, bees (bumble)
Arrington III:2 (78)
Beecher, Henry Ward
Bunker and Bitton V:l-2, Ward II
"Beelzebub" (see "devil")
beer, beer tub
Burt II (146)
Bierce, Ambrose
Card II
belief
Christensen II:1
Bell, Elouise
Bartholomew III (18), Cracroft III:8 (12), Mulder III:1
Benchley, Robert
Tanner VI:2 (63)
"Benediction," by Neal Chandler
Bartholomew III (2, 11)
Bennett, King
Bartholomew II:3 (6)
Bennion, John
Bartholomew III (14-15)
Benson, Ezra Taft
Sorensen II:2, Townsend II (Sept. 28, 1982)
Benson, Steve
Cracroft 3:8 (14)
Beobachter, Der
Ward II
Besenstiel, Hans
Broadbent III, Ward II
Betts, John Richard
Tanner VI:6 (50)
Bible, the
Gold VII (269)
Bierce, Ambrose
Card II:1 (Intro.), Cracroft III:8 (10)
Biesenstiel, Hans
Broadbent III, Ward II
"Bigamy, Trigamy and Brighamy" (see Bill Nye)
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Cracroft III:3 (201), VI:7 (1)
Billings, Josh
Cracroft VI:4 (3)
Bergson, Henri
McKay III
Berry, James Bragg (diary "cures")
Bitton III (29)
bibliography, LDS humor
Bartholomew III, "Bibl." II, Cracroft III:2
Bibliography, a Research, of Humor Scholarship
Nilsen VI:3
Bibliography, Selected Annotated, of Humor in American Literature
Nilsen VI:4
bicentennial, U.S.
Land of Promise II
bigotry
Arrington III:4 (15), Mulder III:2, Kirby III
bills (as in "light bill") (see "spending")
Hilton II
Bird Island
Nibley I
birth control
Bagley (Pat) II:2, Bell II:2, Robinson V, Stewart (Doug) II
Bishop, Allen
Cracroft I (2)
bishop, bishops, bishoprics
Arrington III:2 (74), Bagley (Pat) II:2, Bailey (William) II (179), Broderick
II, Brinkerhoff II:2 (24)Brunvand V (242), Burt II (146), Carter II (400-401),
Chandler I:2, Cheney II:3 (102), Cracroft II:2, III:2 (14), 8 (5), Crowe II
(Disclaimer), Engar and Watts II, Hafen II, Jorgensen III:3, Kimball (James)
II:1, Kirby & Bagley II (102-104), Kirby III (10), Kirn I, Pearson II:4,
Peterson I:4, Rich III, Stack III, Taylor I:1, Voros II:4, Wilson III:4, 6 (159),
Yorgason I
Bishop Anderson
Butler III (101)
Bishop Potts
Adeler V, Cracroft V (10-11)
"Bishop-Wreck"
Kirby and Bagley II:1
Bitton, Davis
Arrington III:4 (11)
Black, Dorothy
Cracroft III:8 (13)
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Black, Margaret B.
Cracroft III:8 (13)
blacks
Arrington III:4 (3-6)
Blair, Walter
Tanner VI:2 (60)
Blais, Pierre
Cracroft I (3)
blessings, baby
Grondahl II:6
blessing, first
Carter II (384-385)
blessings (priesthood)
Anderson III (157), Brinkerhoff II:2 (98), Jolley (C. H.) II
Bliss, Frederick
Card I:7, II:3
blood, giving of
Townsend II (Feb. 7, 1982)
"Bloodstone Symposium" (see Sunstone)
Sorensen II:1
blush, blushing
Carter II (433)
Bock, Paul
Cracroft I (5)
Book of Mormon (see "archeology")
Bagley (Pat) II:2, Brunvand IV:1 (202), Gold VII (269-270), Johnson III,
Lawrence V, Lewis I, Nibley I, Shumway II, V:2, Cracroft VI:5 (208), 9,
Twain V:2 (110-119), Ward (Artemus) 1 (237),
book reviews
Sorensen II:4 (Dec. 1, 1981)
Boomerang, Bill Nye and
Nye V:2
borrowing
Carter II (416)
boys growing up
Bailey (William) II, Burrows II:1-2, Card I:2, II:1, Carter I:2, Circuit II,
Crowe II, Geary II:2, Kirn I, Kenner II, Kump I:1, Molen II, "Patience of .
." II, Peterson I, Smurthwaite I:1-2, Taylor II:6, Voros II:4, Yorgason I
Box Elder County, Utah
Johnston II
Bradford, Mary
Bennion III (177), Geary II:2, Hunter II, Nibley III
breakfast (pioneer humor about one in MO)
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Arrington III:5 (42)
Brigham Young University, classes
Bartholomew II:3
Brigham Young University Cougar Game
Paxman [and Hoskisson] II
Brigham Young University, dress code
"BYU Bans" II, Grondahl II:2
Brigham Young University "Frosh Flukes"
Paxman II
Brigham Young University (and official and unofficial Church publications)
Cracroft III:8 (7)
Brigham Young University, students
Arrington (Leonard) II, Bailey (Jack) II:1 (45), Bart V, Benson and Bagley
II, Brunvand V (241), "BYU Bans" II, Cracroft III:8 (14), Hatch II, Johnson
III, Kenner II, Kirby II:3 (224-226), Paxman II, Robinson II, Townsend II
Brigham Young University, symposia
Nibley I (121)
British Literature, Humor in, Reference Guide
Nilsen VI:1
breast-feeding
Kirby II:3 (228)
Brinkerhoff, Jim
Bartholomew III (21)
Broadbent, T. L.
Ward II
Brodie, Fawn
Taylor (Samuel) II:11
Brooks, Juanita
Burt II (146), Lore III (Foreword)
brothel (see "whorehouse")
Burrows (111)
brotherhood (see "sisterhood," stupid)
Bradford III:3 (20)
Brown, Benita
Cracroft I (6)
Brown, Marilyn M.
Cracroft III:5 (41)
Browne, Charles Farrer (see Artemus Ward)
Browning, Gary
Cracroft I (3)
Brunvand, Jan (see "jokelore")
Arrington III:4 (19)
Brussels sprouts
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Tanner VT.5 (49)
Bryan, Jed
Lambert and Cracroft II
Buchanan, Robert
Arrington III:4 (13)
Buchwald, Art
Arrington III:4 (17)
Buckley, William F. Jr.
Sorensen II:4 (Oct. 6, 1981)
bugs
Snow II:3
buildings, design
Bultmann, Rudolf
Cracroft III:5 (38)
bumps, head
Carter II (405)
bureaucracy
Card II:2, Chandler I:3, Correlation (no author, p. 20), Grondahl II, Nibley I,
Quarles II
Burns, George
Edmunds II
Burt, Olive W.
Lore III (Foreword, 145-152)
business
Chandler I:4, Edwards I, Nibley III
Butler, Lucille
Arrington III:4 (20)
Buttars, Lori
Kimball (J. N.) II:7
Byng, Abner
Cracroft VI:8 (10-11)
caffeine (Mormon use of)
Bagley (Pat) II:1, Jones II (53)
cafeteria food (at BYU)
Benson and Bagley II:32, Townsend II (Sept. 28, 1982)
California, Californians
Cracroft III:8 (7)
calls, calling (Church, accepting of)
Brinkerhoff II:1 (9), Kirby & Bagley II (85, 104, 114)
Calvinism, quasi-Calvinism
Arrington III:3 (8), Cracroft III:5 (40)
camp (not the outdoor kind)
Everett II
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camping
Baadsgaard II:2 (24-25), Morgan II
campus life (humor)
Hoskisson II, Townsend II
Canada, Canadian
Ward II
Canada, Mormons in
Lindsay V,
Canby, Henry Seidel
Tanner VI:2 (62)
candy
Snow II:3
cannery (assignments, working at)
Brinkerhoff II:1 (21)
cannery, welfare
Townsend II (21 Oct. 1981)
canning (food)
Olsen II
Cannon, Ann Edwards
Coleman III:1, Cracroft III:1, Plummer II
Cannon, Blanche
Bushman VI (241)
Cannon, George Q.
Godfrey II (109)
capitalism, Mormon commitment to
Chandler I:4 (135), Kirby & Bagley II (135)
Card, Orson Scott
Anderson III (159), Bartholomew III (11, 19), Bennion III (162-164),
Cracroft III:2 (6), 8 (10, 12), 5, England III:3
card playing
Benson and Bagley II (Intro. letter)
Card, Royden
Cracroft I (2)
cards, "face," playing of
Bailey (Jack) II:1 (13), Benson and Bagley II, Butler III (101-102)
caricature, caricatures
Bunker and Bitton V:l, Cracroft III:8 (14)
Carlyle, Thomas
Cracroft III:5 (39)
carnival (air—can be "in order")
Packer III (279-280)
cars, transportation vehicle tastes, repairs of
Arrington III:2 (78), 4 (18-19), Bailey (Jack) II:1 (13, 44), 2 (20), Card I: 5,
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Grondahl II:2, Evenson I, Jolley (C. H.) II, Peterson I
Carter, Kate B.
Arrington III:2 (76), Lore III (Foreword)
cartoons, cartoonists (collections only—see all Wasatch Front newspapers and other
journals, magazines [esp. SN] for individual cartoons not itemized here)
Antrei and Scow II, Bagley (Pat) II (esp. II:2 preface), Bagley (V.C.) II,
Bagley (Val) II, Benson and Bagley (Pat) II, Brinkerhoff II, Bunker and
Bitton V:l, "BYU Bans" II, Clarke II, Cracroft III:11, 15 (19), Grondahl II,
Packer III (279-280), Tanner VI:3 (8), Thompson II, Walker III:2 (335)
Cash, Johnny
Newell II
cataplexy (see Jonathan Miller)
Arrington III:4 (23)
Catholics (and Mormons)
Bailey (Jack) II:2 (34+), Bartholomew II:2, Brunvand V (240), Fitzgerald V,
Kirby & Bagley II (86-88), Neuhaus V
cats
Burrows II:1 (39), Jones II (55-56), Kammeyer II:2, Kirby & Bagley II (1924), Cannon II (85-90), Kirby II:1, Lyon II, Penuckle V, Twain V:2 (97)
cats, flying
Carter II (394)
censoring, censorship
Bagley (Pat) II:2, Cracroft III:5, Jorgensen III:2, Kirby III, Taylor (Samuel)
II:6
centennial
Hoskins II
Chandler, Neal
Bartholomew III (2, 11, 17), Coleman IV, England III:4, Mulder III:1-2,
Wilson III:3
chaperons
Brinkerhoff II:1 (23)
Chaplin, Charlie
Arrington III:3 (20)
charismatic, charismatics
Cracroft III:5 (35)
charity (see humanitarian service)
Bagley (Pat) II:2, Bailey (Jack S.) II:1 (55)
chastity, morality
Bagley (Pat) II:2, Bartholomew III (19), Brunvand V (243), Butler III (25),
Cheney II:3 (104), Littke II, Weyland I
chastity (teaching of)
Kirby & Bagley II (82), Littke II
cheerfulness
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Kimball (J. N.) II:7, McConkie III, Pratt III
Cheerios (in church)
Bailey (Jack) II:1 (89), Bartholomew III (20), Marty II, Saderup II (115)
Cheney, Thomas
Lore III, Wilson III:6 (156)
Chernus, Ira
Cracroft I (4)
Chesterton, G. K.
Cracroft III:2 (1), 8 (1)
Chevrolet
Cracroft III:8 (13), Jolley (C. H.) II, Wilson III:6 (160)
chicken, chickens
Arrington III:2 (77), Carter II (425)
Chihuahua(s)
Cracroft III:2 (10)
Child, Francis James
Brunvand IV:1 (204)
childlessness
Bartholomew III (20), Furr II, Jorgensen III:2, Pearson II:7
children (see "parenthood," "family," "boys and girls growing up"
Baadsgaard II:1-3, Brinkerhoff II, Furr II, Maughan II, Molen II, Spencer II
children (suffer . . . them, us)
Cannon II (25-50), Furr II, Kirby & Bagley II (40-43, 100-101)
children's books, verse
Clayson II, Marshall I:1
children, care of, co-ops (see "nursery")
Cracroft III:2 (11), Kidd I:1
children (and) chores
Baadsgaard II:1 (67), II:2 (25), Taylor (Stan) II (3:5)
children (and) and education (see "education")
children (and) meals
Baadsgaard II:1 (5)
children (and) Mother's Day
Furr II
children (and) raising parents
Baadsgaard II:1 (24), Bagley (Pat) II:2, Bartholomew III (20), Spencer II (33)
children (and) polygamists
Hirshson II (231)
children (and) reverence in church (see "reverence")
children (and) seasons (see "spring," "summer")
China, People's Republic of
Cracroft II:6
"chloroform in print"
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Twain III, V:2 (110)
Chock, Susan
Lambert and Cracroft II
chocolate
Hill II
choir, choirs
Brinkerhoff II:1 (29), 2 (24) Butler III (122), Pearson II:4, Plummer II:1,
Ulrich and Thayne II
chorister, choristers
Saderup II (115)
Chritchlow, Slim
Lore III (Foreword ii)
Christensen, Bruce L.
Bartholomew III (17)
Christensen, James
Bartholomew III (25-29), Gurney III
Christensen, Parley A.
Culmsee II
Christianity (worldwide), Christian society, Christian ideals
Arrington III:3 (2-3), 4 (20), Bartholomew II:2, III (24, 34-36), Brinkerhoff
II:2 (98), Peterson I:4, Pratt I
Christmas
Arrington (Leonard) II:1, Baadsgaard II:2 (44-45), Bartholomew II:1-2,
Bunker and Bitton V:l (72), Cannon II (151-153, 157), Card I:2 (634),
Correlation (no author, p. 20), Cratchit, I, Evans II, Kirby & Bagley II (8688), Marshall I:3, Morgan II, Olson III (99), Pearson I, Plummer II:1 (51,
115), Siddoway II, Taylor (Samuel) II:7
Christmas, R. A.
Grondahl II:3, Niendorf III
chuckle, chuckling (see "laugh, laughter")
Broadbent III (157), de Nevers IV, Packer III (279-280) Pearson II:2
church, going to
Brinkerhoff II:1 (55)
Church (The, international nature of)
Cracroft III:8 (8), Kirby & Bagley II (134)
church, sleeping in (see "sleeping")
church and state (separation of)
Grondahl II:2, Kirby & Bagley II (48-51)
Church News (humorous stories in, "On the Bright Side," on the internet)
Gold VII (269)
church work (see "working with members")
clans, family
Taylor (Samuel) II:7
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Clark, Charles Heber (see Max Adeler)
Clark, Dennis
Cracroft III:5, Mulder III:1, Peterson III
Clark, Glen Willett
Cracroft I (6)
Clark, Marden
Grondahl II:3
Clark, J. Reuben
Cracroft III:2 (4)
Clark, Walter Edward
Cracroft I (6)
Clarke, Cam
Cracroft III:8 (14), Pearson II:5
Clawson, Rudger
Kimball (J. N.) II:6
Clay, Henry
Butler III (100), Cheney II:3 (101)
clean up (Committee)
Brinkerhoff II:1 (27)
Clemens, Samuel Langhorne (see Mark Twain)
clergy, (Mormon, lay)
Kirby & Bagley II (92-95)
clergy, non-Mormon (see "ministers")
clerk, ward
Quarles II
cliche-ridden images
Saderup II (115), Walker III:2 (338)
Clinton, Hillary
Kirby & Bagley II (10)
clogging (see dance)
Grondahl II:2
cloning
Kirby & Bagley II (56-59)
closed-mindedness (see "provincial," "narrow-mindedness")
Bagley (Pat) II:2
Coburn Heights
England III:4, Jorgensen III:3
co-ed housing
Benson and Bagley II (38)
coffee (see "Word of Wisdom," "hot drinks")
Brunvand V (242-243), Butler III (99, 117), Cracroft III:8 (10), Jones II (50)
cola drinks, "Coke"
Bagley (Pat) II:1, Brunvand V (242), Cracroft III:2, Evans II, Grondahl II:2,
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Jones II (53), Kidd III (4-5)
colds (dripping)
Larson II:1
cold fusion (see "fusion")
Coleman, Patricia
Coleman IV
collections (of wit)
Edmunds II, Fugal II, Hartshorn II:1-7, Haycock II, Heaton II, Nash II,
Smoot and Alleys II
colleges (attending Church)
Brinkerhoff II:1 (11)
colloquial (see "language")
Tanner VI:6
Colorado
Bailey (William) II
columns, columnists
Johnston II, Kirby II:1-9
comedians
Cracroft VI:1 (111)
comedy, high
Kelly III
comedy, musical
Engar and Watts II, Pearson II:5-6
comedy, satiric
Arrington III:4 (4), 5 (41), Jorgensen III:3-4, Heaton II:3 (45)
comic paradox
Jones III
comic relief (see "humor [and] comic relief), the comical
Packer III (279-280), Young II
comics (see "funnies")
coming home (reactivation)
Taylor II:6
Commandments, The Ten
Kimball (J. N.) II:5, Kirby & Bagley II (48-51)
commercialism (crass), commerce
Agrelius, Bagley (Pat), Benson and Call I, Card II:1, Chandler I:3, Kirby &
Bagley (Pat) II (133-136), Grondahl II:3, Peterson (R.) II, Pratt (O.) II,
Sorensen II:4 (Nov. 3, 1981), Toscano I, Voros II:3, Winder II (see
columnists, cartoonists)
communication
Bagley (Pat) II:2
community (see "culture")
Bennion III (174)
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complacency
Cracroft III:2, Kirby III
computers, dealing with
Bartholomew II:3 (2-5)
Conference, General
Brinkerhoff II:1 (29), Cratchit I, Kimball (J. G.) II
confidence, of Mormons as a people
Cracroft III:12, 15
conformity (see all the cartoonists and columnists)
conscientious objectors
Kirby & Bagley II (12)
conservatism vs. liberalism
Chandler I:2, Sorensen II:1, Voros II:1
conservation
Carter II (416)
consumerism
Agrelius, Bagley (Pat), Benson and Call I, Cratchit I (60), Grondahl II:1-5
(see columnists, cartoonists), Kirby & Bagley II (135), Morgan II, Tanner
VI:6 (54)
controversy
Bailey (Jack S.) II:1 (63+)
convention, LDS
Cracroft III:2 (9)
conversion, converts, reasons to convert or "not-convert" (Gold, internet)
Broderick II, Card I:7, Gold VII (270), Kirby & Bagley II (119-122),
Plummer III Broderick II, Petsco II, Tolman II)
cookbooks, Mormon
Salazar and Wightman II
cookies
Day II, Toscano II
cookies, fortune
Bailey (Jack) II:1 (14)
Coombs, Isaiah
Arrington III:2 (78)
cops (see "officers, police")
corporal punishment
Arrington III:3 (2), Carter II (389, 399), Spencer (Betty) II, Taylor II:12
(251-252)
correlation, Church (also correlation meetings)
"Correlation" II, Cracroft III:2 (13), 8 (17), Cratchit I (60), Kirby & Bagley II
(64-67, 92, 143), No author II (p. 20), Townsend II (Jan. 18, 1982)
corsets
Bitton III (42-43), Meeks II
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cosmetics ("paint," "powder")
Carter II (376)
counseling, family
Broderick II
courtship (see also, "wife, selecting")
Arrington III:2 (77), Bagley (Pat) I:1, II:3, Card I:7, Bailey (Jack S.) II:1
(36+), Bailey (William) II (179), Bitton III (20-21), Carter II (391-392, 398,
414, 434-436), Heaton II:2-3, Jorgensen III, Marshall I:2
cowboys
Arrington III:4 (18), Peck III
Cowley, Matthew
Arrington III:4 (23)
cows
Arrington and Madsen II (4), Bagley (Pat) I:1, Bailey (William) II (50),
Barber II (112-125), Burrows II:1 (37), Butler III (78), Carter II (388-389,
404, 412, 414, 419), Cheney II:2 (33), Clarke II, Kump I:2, Mortensen I:2,
III, Pratt II (276)
Cows, Sacred
Bartholomew III (23), Cracroft III:2 (3), 8 (5), VI:2 (18), Grondahl II:1,
Kirby III
Cox, James M.
Tanner VI:2 (58)
Cox, Kay H.
Cracroft III:16
coyote, coyotes
Carter II (379-380)
Cracroft, Richard H.
Bartholomew II:3, III, Bennion III (159, 177), Cracroft III:8 (13), Jorgensen
III:4, Mulder III:1, Stack III
Crane, Ichabod
Cheney II:2 (54)
creation (of the world)
Arrington III:1 (20), Hatch II
crickets
Benson and Bagley II (44), Walton II
crime
Balmforth II, Bartholomew III (21), Chandler I:4, Kirby II:2, 3, Shumway II
crisis (see "midlife")
critic, critics (Mormon)
Cracroft III:5, Jorgensen III:2
criticism, reformed new
Cracroft III:5 (35)
cross-dressing (pioneer style)
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Carter II (388-389)
crying, in church (see "babies")
Cuckoo's Nest, One Flew Over (by Ken Kesey)
Tanner VI:3
cub scouting
Grondahl II:2
cuisine (see food)
Culmsee, Carlton
Merrill and Brandley II
cults ("Cultmaster 2000 Software"-on internet), religious fanaticism
Gold VII (269), Kirby & Bagley II (112-115), Kirby III (10-11)
culture (Mormon—see also, "community," "Utah culture")
Arrington III:4 (21), Bagley (Pat) I:2-3, II:1-2, Barber II, Bartholomew III
(15, 23-24), Brunvand V, Card II:1, Circuit II, Cracroft III:8 (5), de Nevers
IV, Gold VII (270), Everett II, Geary II, Grondahl II:1-6, Hilton I, Hinckley
III, Jeppson I, II, Kirby II:1-10, III, Pratt (O.) II, Toscano II, Wilson III:6,
Winder II, Yates I
Cumorah (hill, pageant)
Card II:1, Cratchit I (60)
curfews
Brinkerhoff II:1 (31)
curse, cursing (see "swearing")
custodial system (at chapels)
Brinkerhoff II:1 (107)
da Vinci, Leonardo
Townsend II (Mar. 8, 1983)
Daily Universe, The (BYU paper)
Cracroft III:8 (11)
dance, dances, dancing (see clogging)
Arrington III:2 (74-75), Bennion III, Bitton III (6), Brinkerhoff II:2 (92, 112),
Carter II (405-406, 428), Cracroft III:7 (285), Heaton II:2, Taylor II:12 (20),
Townsend II (Mar. 14, 1982)
Danes, Danish influence
Cracroft III:8 (9)
dandruff (cure for)
Bitton III (29)
Danites
Arrington III:2 (78), Cracroft III:7 (280), Walker III:2 (339)
dating
Agrelius II:2, Bartholomew III (19-20), Bagley (Val) II:2, Brinkerhoff II (33),
Card I:7, Hilton I:1, Plummer I:1-2, Smith, I:1, Torkildson II, Townsend II,
Weyland I
Day, Afton
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Mann II
Day, Clarence
Tanner VI:2 (63)
daycare, baby-sitting
Kidd I:2
"Daze of 47: An Hysterical Enactment"
Kirby and Bagley II:1
deacon, deacons
Card II:1, Saderup II (115), Taylor (Samuel) II:5
death, dying
Baadsgaard II:3, Butler III (85), Cheney II:3 (100-101), Kirby & Bagley II
(13-15, 105-107, 149-151)
deconstruction(ism), literary deconstructionism, self-deconstruction
Cracroft III:5 (35), VI:1
definitions (derisive and admiring, by Gentiles, of "things Mormon")
Brunvand IV:1 (203)
definitions (of things LDS)
Card II:1, Wilcox and Smith II:1-2
delusion
Evenson I, Fisher I, Kirby III
Democrats, Democratic Party
Grondahl II:2, Kimball (J. N.) II:5, Kirby & Bagley II (114)
Denmark (Dane, Danes-Mormons)
Antrei and Scow III, Arrington III:2 (76), Cheney II:3 (99, 103), Christensen
II:1
dentists
Baadsgaard II:3 (76)3
Denver, CO
Taylor II:12 (87)
depressed, depression
Bailey (Jack S.) II:1 (85), Young III
Der Beobachter
Ward II
Deseret Book (Company)
Sorensen II:4 (Dec. 1, 1981)
Deseret Industries (D. I.)
Brinkerhoff II:1 (35), Brunvand IV:1 (201), Williams II
Deseret News, The
Bolivan V, Cracroft III:8 (7), Kirby & Bagley II (89-91), Taylor (Samuel)
II:6, Walker III:2 (332)
"Desserts, Just"
Salazar and Wightman II
"Destroying Angels" (Mormon)
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Twain V:2 (91-92)
devil, the (also, see "exorcism")
Anderson III (157), Arrington III:2 (77-78), 3 (2), 4 (12-13), Bartholomew
II:3 (5), Booth III, Butler III (117), Card II:1, Cracroft III:8 (13), Fisher I,
Hales III (144), "Hist. Chips" II, Kirby & Bagley II (137-140), Kraut II
(113), Meeks II, Pearson II:6, Pratt I, Taylor (Samuel W.) II:4, Taylor (Stan)
II (3:5)
Devil's Dictionary (by Ambrose Bierce)
Cracroft III:8 (10-11)
DeVoto, Bernard
Cracroft III:7 (277-279, 281), VI:4 (198-199), Tanner VI:2 (60)
Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought
Cracroft III:8 (7)
diapers
Baadsgaard II:2 (1), 3 (54), Bagley (Pat) II:2
diary-keeping
Smurthwaite I:1-2
Dickens, Charles
Bartholomew II:3 (6)
dictionary, dictionaries
Tanner VI:2 (59)
dieting (see "fat")
Bagley (Pat) II:1, Bartholomew III (20), Brinkerhoff II:2 (136), Cracroft, II:8,
III:2 (15), Day II, Edmunds II, Jones II (62), Morgan II, Turner I
diphtheria (cure for)
Bitton III (29)
Diogenes, The
Walker III:2 (343-344)
directions, giving of
Durrant II (1)
dirt (see housekeeping)
disbelief
Cracroft III:5 (35)
discipline (of children), (see "corporal punishment")
Spencer (Betty) II
Discomforter, The
Cracroft III:20
discourses (see talks)
disillusionment
Peterson I
Disney, Walt
Taylor, I:2, VI:3 (9)
Disneyland
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Morgan II
disorder
Cracroft III:5 (35)
dissipation
Brunvand V (243)
ditch, ditches, ditch-digging
Carter II (409-410)
diversity (Mormon)
Arrington III:2 (76)
divorce
Bartholomew II:3 (5), III (24), Card I:7, Kirby II:3(216-217), Kirby &
Bagley II (6, 52-55), Grondahl II:2, Lyon II
"Dixie," Utah's
Arrington III:4 (11), Brunvand IV:1 (201), Hafen II
dogs
Allred II (74), Arrington III:4 (23), Burrows II:1 (36), Carter II (424, 432),
Cannon II (73-85), Gillum II, Heaton II:2 (100), Jones II (55-56), Kirby &
Bagley (Pat) II (19-28), Lyon II, Plummer II:1 (1), Pratt III (52-53), Ward II
(38)
Done, Willard
Dew II (37)
Dorson, Richard M.
Brunvand IV:1 (204), Cheney II:1
doubt
Cracroft III:5 (35)
dreams (and dreams, interpretation of)
Carter II (374, 377), Kump I:2, Lofgren II:2, Plummer II:1 (71), Ulrich II,
Williams II
dress
Arrington (Leonard) II:1 (351, 353), Bailey (Jack) II:2 (20), Bell II:1 (98),
"Freakish-Suffrage" II, Bushman VI (28-29), Hardy III, Johnson (Laurie M.)
II
dress ("Mormon" code, costumes, standards)
"Across the Fence" II (Benson), Arrington III:1 (20), Bradford III:3 (19),
Grondahl II:2, Kirby & Bagley II (137-140), Saderup II (114)
Drews, Uwe
Cracroft I (5)
Driggs, Gary H.
Grondahl II
Driggs, ID
Cheney II:2 (5+)
drinking, drunk (see "Word of Wisdom")
Arrington III:1 (21), 2 (74), Brunvand V, Kirby II:3 (223), Burt II, Cheney
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II:3 (103), Evans II, Grondahl II:2, Kirby & Bagley II (84), Pratt II (283284), Shumway II, Townsend II (Ma. 14, 1982), Twain V:2 (94)
driving
Brunvand V (242), Cannon II (17-19), Card I:4, Grondahl II:2
dry (language, writing, humor)
Arrington III:4 (20)
dry packing
Brinkerhoff II:1 (37)
duel, duels
Broadbent III (155)
Dunbar, Thompson (Elder)
Adeler V:2, Cracroft VI:8 (6-8)
ears
Cheney II:1 (96-97)
eavesdropping
Carter II (396)
eccentricities (of the "Saints")
Cracroft III:8 (1), Kidd III (1-2), Kirby III
Eden, Garden of (lions, lambs)
Burrows II:1 (36)
edification
England III:1 (107), Hinckley III
education (crowded classes)
Bagley (Pat) II:1
Edwards, Lavell
Benson II, Crowe II (59-64), Edwards
eggbeaters, Jaredite
Nibley I (123)
eggs
Arrington III:2 (74), Carter II (424, 432)
elderly, the (see aged)
Elvis
Kirby & Bagley II (11)
embrace, embracing
Bagley (Val) II:3
Embryo Records
Cracroft III:12
emergency preparedness
Brinkerhoff II:1 (39), Gold VII (271)
Emery County, Utah
Geary II:2
empiricism
Cracroft III:5 (35)
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"empiricism of the spirit"
Cracroft III:5 (36)
empty-nest syndrome
Bartholomew II:2, Crowe II (13)
endowment
Evenson I
England, Eugene
Bartholomew III (2-3, 12-13, 18), Bennion III (177), Cracroft I (3), III:5, 8
(13), Jolley (C. H.) II
English, the (Mormons)
Arrington III:2 (76)
engagements (to be married)
Bagley (Val) II:3, Townsend II (Feb. 8, 1983)
enjoy, enjoyment
Arrington III:2 (74), 3 (2-3), Hales III (144)
Ensign, The
Bartholomew III (11), Crowe II (19)
environmentalism (see recycling)
Chandler I:3, Grondahl II:2
Ephraim, Utah
Antrei and Scow II, Arrington III:4 (20), Butler III, Cheney II:3 (100),
Christensen II:1 (24-25)
Epicurean philosophy
Arrington III:3 (9)
erudition (Mormon) (see "intellectual," "scholars")
Voros II:2
essay, Mormon humor
Cracroft III:2 (9), 8 (13)
essays, personal
Arrington III:5, Bartholomew II:1-2, Bradford III:2, Jolley (Clifton) II
[England, in annotation], Furr II, Geary II:2, Jones II
essence, "spiritual, of Mormonism"
Cracroft III:5
essentialism
Cracroft III:5
eternal increase
Bagley (Pat) II:2
eternal marriage (see "Marriage, Infernal")
Agrelius II:2, Broderick II (Part II), Butler III (102-103), Kirby II:3(216-217)
eternity
Kirby & Bagley II (68-71, 76-79)
euthanasia, legalizing of
Kirby & Bagley II (149-151)
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Evans, Bishop (of Lehi)
Carter II (375)
Evans, David L.
Larson II:1
Evans, Kathy
Cracroft I (2)
"Everncere"
See Peterson III
evil (see devil)
Card I:2
evolution
Broderick II (46)
excommunication
Fisher I, Kirby & Bagley II (85, 148), Olson III (91), Taylor II:12 (276-277)
excuses
Brinkerhoff II, Kirby III
exorcism
Butler III (122), Fisher I
Exponent II
Bradford III:2 (150), Cracroft III:8 (7), Ulrich and Thayne II
exuberance
Arrington III:3 (3)
facts of life
Littke II
faith
Christmas II
faith vs. knowledge
Lore III (Foreword ii)
fall, the (man's fallen condition)
Cracroft III:8 (3)
false trappings (see all the cartoonists, columnists)
families (are forever, also see "family life, families")
Kirby & Bagley II (99-101), Saderup II
families, large (see "birth control," "eternal increase"
Bagley II:2, Brinkerhoff II:2 (159), Brunvand V (240)
families, part-member or unequally-yoked
Engar II, Evenson I, Hilton I:2, Watts II
family history (see "genealogy")
Bagley (Pat) II:2, Bartholomew II:1, Heaton II:3 (44)
family home evening
Allred II (10), Bailey (Jack S.) II:1, Bartholomew III (20), Brinkerhoff II:2
(1, 59), Card I:3, Cratchit I (60), Edmunds II, Hilton I:2
family life, families
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Arrington III:4 (14), Baadsgaard II:1-3, Bartholomew II:3 (5), III (23-25),
Broderick II, Card I:3, Edmunds II, Grondahl II:1-6, Saderup II
families, large
Edwards II:2
family prayer (see "prayer")
Carter II (384-385)
famous, preoccupation with (Mormons) who are (or are not, after all)
Bagley (Pat) II:2, Brunvand V (241-242)
fanaticism
Arrington III:3 (2-3), 5
fantasy
Christensen II:1-2, Nielsen II
Farley Family Reunion, Christmas
Cracroft III:16, England III:1 (112)
farmers (eccentric) farming
Harris II:1, Pratt (O.) II
Fascinating Womanhood
Andelin II, Cracroft I (3), Mann II
fashion (see "dress")
"Across the Fence" II (Benson), Bailey (Jack S.) II:1 (87), Cannon II (51-68),
Carter II (376), Cracroft III:2 (10), "Freakish" II, Saderup II (114), Townsend
II (Nov. 17, 1982)
fast offering (collection), fast offerings
Brinkerhoff II:1 (41), Cratchit I (60), Kirby II:3
fasting, "Fast Sunday"
Bailey (Jack) II:1 (13), Saderup II (113)
fat (see "dieting")
Evans II (43)
fatherhood
Allred I, Bagley (Pat) II:2, Carter I:2, Clark (Dennis) I, Crowe II, Pearson
II:4, Saderup II (115), Voros II:4
fear (of the next life)
Kirby and Bagley II:1
federal (see "grants")
federal officers (see "government")
feeding (missionaries)
Brinkerhoff II:1 (43)
feet
Mortensen I:1
feminists, feminism, feminist perspective
Andelin II, Barber I, Bartholomew II:3, Bell II:1, Benson and Bagley II (38),
Black and Nielsen I, Bushman VI (177), Cracroft III:2, 5 (35, 41), VI:3,
Edwards I, Furr II, Kump I:2, Mortensen I:2, Jolley (JoAnn) II, Payson UT
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Teacher's Contract, 1923 II, Sillitoe III, Snow II:1, Ulrich and Thayne II,
Whipple I
"Fetch, Flip"
Newell II
fiction
Cracroft III:8 (12), Arrington (Leonard) II:1 (397)
fiction (Gentile, about Mormons)
Cracroft VI:10
Field and Stream
Tanner VI:2 (55), 5 (50)
Fife, Austin and Alta (also, Fife Collection)
Brooks II, Cracroft III:8 (12), Lore III, Wilson III:3, 6 (156)
fighting
Arrington III:3 (9)
film (see "movies")
Harris VI, Jeppson I, III, Kirby & Bagley II (67)
Fine and Pleasant Misery, A
Tanner VI:2 (55)
Finns, Finnish
Hendrickson II
fireside, firesides
Brinkerhoff II:1 (45)
Firmage, Edwin B.
Cracroft I (3)
first person (in writing)
Bradford III:2 (153-154)
fish-kite (J. Christensen's, analogy)
Bartholomew III (27-29)
Fisher, Franklin
Anderson III (157)
Fisher, Vardis
Bushman VI (248)
fishing
"Patience of. . ." II, Tanner VI:2 (56), 5 (53)
fitness
Day II
Fitzgerald, John D.
Cracroft III:8 (15)
flannel boards
Sorensen II:1
fleas
Arrington III:2 (78), Carter II (382)
flour
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Carter II (424, 425)
"Fluff-Brain" (see feminism)
foibles (see "human weakness")
Bartholomew III, Bitton III (ix), Hinckley III, Lofgren (M. and I.) II:1
folklore, tales (see "jokelore," "storytelling," "supernatural")
Antrei and Scow II, Arrington III:4 (19), Barber I, Brunvand IV-V, Carter
I:1, Cheney II:2-3, Geary II, Lore II, Hafen II, Meeks II, Poulsen II (5-24),
Sorensen I, Whipple I, Wilson III:1-8
folksongs
Cracroft III:8 (12), Carter II:2 (63)
Follett, "Mr." (King)
Pratt (P.) II
food
Agrelius, Bagley (Pat), Benson and Call, Bailey (Jack) II:1 (13), Barber I,
Butler III (10), Cracroft II:3, Hill II, Mann II, Salazar and Wightman II,
Townsend II
food storage, Seventy-Two Hour Preparation (see "emergency preparedness")
Bailey (Jack) II:1 (14), Brinkerhoff II:1 (99), 2 (144)
football
Brinkerhoff II:2 (1), Cannon II (63-64), Crowe II, Heaton II:3 (15), Morgan
II
football, BYU
Edwards and Benson II, Kirby & Bagley II (57, 87), Robinson II
foreign aid
Evans II
Forester, Frank (see Henry William Herbert)
forgiveness, forgiving
Brinkerhoff II:1 (49), Cracroft III:8 (4), Kirby & Bagley II (22-24), Smith I:1
fortune cookies, fortunes
Toscano II
forty (turning that age)
Crowe II
Fourteenth Article of Faith, "unofficial"
Cracroft III:3
foyers (chapel)
Bailey (Jack) II:1 (89), Cracroft III:2 (4), Grondahl II:4
freckles
Carter II (415)
Fredericks of Hollywood
Townsend II (Nov. 17, 1982)
free agency
Kirby & Bagley II (16-18)
Freeman, Judith
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Cracroft III:5 (41)
freshmen, BYU
Larson II:1, Paxman II
Freud
Arrington III:4 (2)
"Freudian slip"
Card I:6, Walker II
Frieda and Craig (a "Breakfast Conversation")
Cracroft I
friends (losing through humor)
Kidd III
Frigid Branch
Cratchit I
frog, frogs
Twain V:2 (102)
frontier influence
Cracroft III:8 (9), Walker III:2
Frost, Robert
Cracroft III:2 (8)
fun
Arrington III:3 (7), 5 (41), Bagley (Pat) II:2, Jorgensen III
funerals, funeral marches
Bartholomew III (20), Butler III (99-100), Cannon III, Carter II (376),
Cheney II:1 (96) 3 (100), Cracroft II:7, III:2 (11), Kidd I:2, Kirby II:3 (228),
Olson III (85), Sorensen I, II:2, Taylor (Samuel) II:8, II:12 (296-297)
funding (see "grants")
funnies
Bradford III:3 (19)
funny, what is and is not
Hinckley III, Kirby III, Smith III, Taylor III
"Funny Farm"
Holland II
Furnas, Joseph
Bushman VI (252-253)
fusion
Grondahl II:2
gambling
Bailey (Jack) II:2 (83), Burrows II:2, Cracroft III:8 (9), Morgan II
games
Carter II:2 (77-87)
gardens, gardening
Brinkerhoff II:2 (93)
garrulousness
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Lyon II
Geary, Edward
Bartholomew III (2), Bennion III (177), Bradford III:2, Cracroft III:2 (6), 8
(12), 12, 16
gender issues (male/female differences, relations)
Bell II:1, Cannon II (3-20), Circuit II, "Cornucopia" III, Cracroft III:2 (6, 10),
Dykes II, Heaton II:2 (101), II:3 (15), Tanner VI:2 (57), 2 (7)
genealogy (see "family history")
Brinkerhoff II:1 (51), 2 (3), Bagley (Pat) II:2, Kammeyer II:1 (37), Kirby &
Bagley (Pat) II (59)
general authorities
Arrington III:4 (17), Cracroft III:8 (3, 8, 18), Cratchit I, Crowe II
(Disclaimer), Hartshorn II:1-7, Haycock II, Kimball James II:1, 8-9, Kirby III
(11), Lofgren (M. and I.) II:3, Mulder III:2, Sorensen II:2, Walker III:2 (332334), Wilson III:4
Gentile, Gentiles (see "nonmembers")
Arrington III:2 (74-75), 4 (18-19), Brunvand IV:1 (201), V (240), Cracroft I
(4), III:2 (14), 8 (15), Gold VII (269), Hales III, Kirby II:3, Ownbey II,
Taylor II:12 (85)
geology ("Rocks for Jocks")
Brunvand IV:1 (206)
Gerber, John C.
Tanner VI:2 (58)
German (language and Mark Twain)
Bartholomew II:3 (5), Cracroft VI:3
Germans (early Church—see Beobachter, Der)
Broadbent III, Ward II
Gillum, Gary
Nibley III
gimmicks, lecture hall
Cracroft VI:8 (8)
girdles
Baadsgaard II:3 (91)
girls, growing up
Barber II, Littke II, Morris I, Mortensen I:3, Plummer I:1-2, Sorensen I,
Thayne I:1-2
gizzard
Arrington III:2 (77)
Gloverson, Reginald
Cracroft III:7 (285-286), VI:2 (5), 3 (204-205)
gloves
Burt II (147-148)
Godbe, William S.
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Arrington III:4 (15-16)
Godbeites
Cracroft III:8 (11), Pratt (O.) II, Walker III:2
gods (concept of becoming)
"Hist. Crot." V (449)
"Golden Questions"
Brunvand IV:1 (202), V (240)
goldminer, goldmining (see "mining")
Broadbent III
good, goodness, being good
Carter II (376)
goose, geese
Burrows II:1
gospel, living it
Allred II
government, federal (officers)
Hafen II
government, political leaders (see "letters")
Benson and Bagley II (63), Evans II, Pratt (O.) II, Taylor (Stan) II (3:4)
Governor, Territorial
Arrington III:2 (78)
Graffic, Image—The Mormon
Bunker and Bitton V
grace
Jorgensen III:3, Peterson I:1
graduate students (and balancing humor, laughter)
Arrington III:3 (10), Bartholomew III
grammar (see "usage")
Butler III (117)
grandchildren
Larson II:1-2
grandparenting
Baadsgaard II:1 (155), Crowe II (19-20)
Grant, Heber J.
Arrington III:2 (74), Bailey (Jack) II:1 (88), Cracroft III:8 (9), Kimball (J. N.)
II:5-6
Grant, Jedediah M.
Arrington III:2 (78), 3 (3), Carter II (374), Young III
grants, federal
Nibley I (122)
grasshopper, grasshoppers
Arrington III:5 (42), Cracroft III:2 (7), VI:2 (15), Plummer II:1
gravity
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Arrington III:5 (41), Burton II, Kirby III, Pratt III, Young III
gravy, water
Carter II (404)
Great Basin ("Brion Zion," on the internet)
Arrington III:2 (78), Gold VII (269)
Great Salt Lake
Broadbent III (152), Brunvand V (243)
Greeley, Horace
Cracroft III:7 (274-278)
Green, Elizabeth
Arrington III:2 (77)
grief, grieving
Cheney II:2 (78)
griping
Baadsgaard III:2 (90-91), Kirby III
groat
Arrington III:2 (77)
Grondahl, Calvin
Anderson III (159), Bartholomew III (19, 21), Cracroft III:5, 8 (5, 11, 14),
12, 16, Kirby & Bagley II
guilt
Arrington III:5 (41, 45), Black II, Taylor (Stan) II (3:5)
gullibility (of the Saints)
Broadbent III, Cheney II:3 (104-105), Godfrey II, Kirby II:3 (109-112), III,
Wilson III:6 (159-160)
gum chewing
Cheney II:2 (126), Evans II, Littke II
Gump, P. Q.
Card I:7, II:3, Pearson II:5
Gunnison Valley, UT
Christensen II:1
guns, gun control
Grondahl II:2, Tanner VI:6 (53)
gynecologist, gynecologists, gynecology
Brinkerhoff II:2 (24)
hair, "bad" day, hairdos, hair salons
Edmunds II, Everett II, Robison II
hair, dying of
Payson II
hair, facial (among Mormons)
Bartholomew III (20), Nibley I (122), Sorensen II:3, Van Wagoner II
Hall, Randall L.
Cracroft III:5 (41)
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Hand, Wayland D.
Lore III (Foreword)
handicrafts
Circuit II, "Sunstone Top Ten" II
happy, happiness (see "cheerfulness," "sappiness"
Young III
Hardt, Thomas
Ward II
Harp of Zion
Lyon (John) II, Lyon (Thomas), III
Hardt, Thomas
Ward II
Harrington, L. E. (Bishop, of American Fork)
Carter II (376)
Harris, Claudia
Cracroft I
Harris, George W.
Tanner VI:6
Harris, John
Arrington III:4 (23), Cracroft III:8 (12)
Hart, Ed
Townsend II (Sept. 28, 1982)
Harvest: Contemporary Mormon Poems (SB, 1989)
Cracroft III:5
Hatch, Orrin
Hatch II
Hatrack River Press
Card III:1, Cracroft III:2 (11), 3
hats (millinery)
"Freakish" II, Taylor II:12 (253)
Haupt, Jon
Bitton III (vii)
healing
Bagley (Pat) II:1, Chandler I:3, Hinckley III
health
Meeks II
health products, fads (see "medicine, natural")
Cratchit I (60)
Heaton, Alma
Nash II
heaven
Bartholomew II:3 (4), Christmas II (26), Kirby & Bagley II (16-18, 100-101),
Kirby III
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Heaven's Gate
Kirby & Bagley II (112-115)
Hebrew, use of and translation
Nibley I
"Heck"
Bagley (Pat) II:1, Kirby & Bagley II
Hell
Arrington III:2 (77-78), 3 (2), Bailey (Jack S.) II:1 (86), Kirby & Bagley II
(1-4, 16-18 and beyond), Hales III, Heaton II:3 (44), Pearson II:6, Stegner
II:1
hen (hind end)
Arrington III:2 (74)
herbs, herbologists (see "medicine, natural")
"Hist. Chips" II
Herbert, Henry William (Frank Forester)
Tanner VI:6 (50)
high council, councilors
Butler III (78), Harris II:1, Wilson III:4
high priests
Butler III (78)
hilarity (see "laugh")
Bitton III (viii), Hinckley III:2, Kirby III
Hildreth, Steven
Cracroft I (2)
Hill, Gene
Tanner VI:2, 6
Hill, Hamlin
Tanner VI:3 (4)
Hilton, Joni
Cracroft III:2 (7)
Hinckley, Gordon B.
Dew II, Hinckley III, Kirby III (11)
Hinckley, Marjorie
Dew II (175), Hinckley III
Hippos
Clayson II
history, personal (writing of)
Cratchit I (60)
hitchhiking, "Hitching"
Agrelius II (35), Card I:2
hoaxes (see "tourists," "tour guide")
hobby horses
Larsen II
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Holland, Jeffrey
Townsend II (Sept. 28, 1982)
Holley, Marietta
Arrington III:3 (13), Cracroft III:7, V, VI:3
Holmes, Charles C.
Tanner VI:4 (67-68)
homosexuals, homosexuality (for general interest, see Broderick II [47])
Brunvand V (242), Grondahl II:2
Home Literature (see "literature")
home management (see "homemaking")
Fulton and Hatch II
home teaching (formerly "ward teaching")
Bagley (Pat) II:2, Bartholomew II:3 (2), III (24), Brinkerhoff II:1 (63),
Cracroft III:8 (13), Cratchit I (60), Crowe II (Disclaimer), Gold VII (270),
Kirby II:3, Kirby & Bagley II (140), Grondahl II:2, Simmons II, Voros II:3
homemaking (see "home management"
Bartholomew III (20), Brinkerhoff II:1 (61), Edwards I, II:1-2, Nielsen II,
Pearson II:4, Plummer II:2, Smallwood I
Homemaking Meetings
Hilton I:2, Plummer II:2
honesty
Arrington III:2 (74), Brinkerhoff II:1 (65), Carter II (400, 423), Kirby III
honeymoons ("wedding charivaris")
Bagley (Val) II:6, Carter II (381, 383), Townsend II (Nov. 17, 1982)
hookers (see "prostitutes")
Hooper, Johnson J.
Tanner VI:6
hormones (see "teenagers," "adolescence")
Littke II
horns, Mormon
Kimball (J. N.) II:7
horse, horses
Kimball (J. N.) II:7
hospitality
Arrington III:2 (78)
hot drinks
Bitton III (46-47)
housekeeping (see "home management," "dirt", "gender roles")
Edwards II:1-2, Gee II, Holland II, Nielsen II
horses
Balmforth II, Nielson II (125), Yorgason I
horses, wild
Carter II (384)
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Houston, Kevin (character in Neal Chandler stories)
Chandler I:2, 4
Howe, Susan
Poulsen III
Howells, William Dean
Cracroft VI:1 (111)
howlers, (about Mormonism)
Hirschson II [Taylor]
Hubbard, Lester
Cracroft III:8 (12), Lore III (Foreword ii)
Huck Finn
Bartholomew II:3, Tanner VI:2 (59), 2 (7)
Hugo, Victor
Arrington III:4 (3)
human erring, failings, weakness (see all cartoonists and columnists, "foibles")
Arrington III:4 (21-23), 5 (45), Cracroft III:11, Hinckley III, Kirby III,
Walker III:2
humanism, secular
Cracroft III:5 (35)
humanitarian service
Bagley (Pat) II:2, Morgan I, Peterson I:4, Munk II
humility
Arrington III:5 (45), Bailey (Jack) II:2 (21, 45), Bitton III (viii), Kirby III
Humility (prideful)
Nibley I (123)
humor, abusive
Bartholomew III (10)
humor, actualizing
Bartholomew III (12)
humor (and) adjectives and adverbs
Tanner VI:5 (52)
humor, affirming
Bartholomew III
humor (and) almanac tradition
Walker III:2 (335)
humor, American
Cederstrom, VI [Olson III (85)]
humor, (use of) anecdotes
Arrington III:4 (18), Durrant II, Taylor (Samuel) II:1, "Time of Your Life" II
humor (and) anger
Arrington III:2 (78), 5 (42), Kirby III (10)
humor (and) animals (see also, specific types of animals)
Tanner VI:2 (57)
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humor, anti-Mormon (see also "persecuting humor," "constructive/destructive humor"
Arrington III:4 (14), Cracroft III:7, V, VI, Kirby III (10), Nye V
humor, as aphrodisiac
Plummer II:1 (58)
humor (and) apostasy
Arrington III:3 (7), 5 (43-45), Kirby III (10)
humor, as (in) art
Cracroft III:11, Gurney III, Packer III, Tanner VI:5 (49)
humor, audience of (or object of)
Bartholomew III, Cracroft III:12, 15 (17), Hinckley III, Kirby III, Mortensen
III
humor (and) balance
Arrington III:3 (2-3, 9), 5 (42), Bartholomew III, Pearson II:1
humor (and) balderdash, bombast
Bitton III (viii)
humor, barbed
Arrington III:5 (45), Bartholomew III, Cracroft III:8 (5), Kirby III
humor (and) bigotry
Cracroft III:7 (272), Kirby III
humor, bitter
Bartholomew III (10), Cracroft III:12, 16, Nye V
humor, "black"
Tanner VI:3 (4)
humor (and) blacks
Arrington III:4 (3-6), Wilson III:6 (159)
humor, Brigham's (Young)
Arrington (Leonard) II:2 (76, 196-199), III:2 (9), 5, Kirby III (11)
humor (and) buffoonery
Arrington III:4 (13, 20)
humor, (can be) burdensome (see "humor, hurtful" or "persecuting")
Arrington III:4 (3+), Kirby III
humor, burlesque
Broadbent III (157)
humor (about) business practice (corrupt)
Bartholomew III (18)
humor, campus
Arrington III:4 (19-20), Hoskisson II, Paxman II
humor (and) caricature
Arrington III:4 (4-5)
humor, caustic
Antrei and Scow II (447)
humor, centered (in the Faith)-appropriate limits concerning the Sacred
Bartholomew III, Kirbh III
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humor, challenging
Bartholomew III (16)
humor, character
Cracroft III:15 (21)
humor (and, like) charity
Cracroft III:7 (285), 8 (6, 17-18), Kirby III
humor (and) children
Bartholomew III (20), Cracroft III:12, Kelly III, Maughan II, Molen II,
Spencer (Betty) II
humor (of children—"verbal bumblings")
Cracroft III:8 (10)
humor (and) "the Clown"
Tanner VI:2 (59)
humor (and) comic relief
Bitton III (viii)
humor (and) complexities in life
Molen II, Simmons II
humor, complex
Bartholomew III (9, 16)
humor (and) complicity (between author and reader)
Tanner VI:2 (55)
humor (and) confidence
Cracroft III:2 (1), Hinckley III
humor (and) con men (subversives, radicals)
Tanner VI:3 (7)
humor, constructive/destructive (see "persecuting humor," "anti-Mormon humor")
Cracroft III:2 (3), 12
humor, content (of Mormon)
Arrington III:4 (21), 5 (45), Cracroft III:11, Hinckley III, Kirby III
humor (and course correction)
Cracroft III:8 (6), 11
humor (and) creativity
Arrington III:2 (76)
humor (and) crisis
Arrington III:1 (20), 2 (13)
humor, cruel, hurtful or cutting (see also "persecuting")
Arrington III:4 (13,21), 5 (45)
humor, (as) cultural barometer
Arrington III:4 (4-5), 5 (42), Cracroft III:2
humor, cultural barriers, cultural responses
Arrington III:4 (10, 14, 21), Bartholomew III (16), Brunvand V (240-241),
Kirby III
humor, cynical
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Tanner VI:3
humor, dangerous
Cracroft III, Kirby III
humor, dark
Bartholomew III (10-17)
humor (and) diaries
Arrington III:4 (11), 5
humor, as defense
Cracroft III:11, Nibley III
humor, definitions of (see also, "wit, comic")
Bartholomew III (3, 8-10, 36), Cheney II:3 (100), Cracroft III:2-10, 12-13,
11, 15 (3), 16, V, Mortensen III, Plummer III, Tanner VI:5 (esp. 53), Young
III
humor, dementia praecox (school)
Tanner VI:3 (4)
humor, derivation (of word)
Arrington III:4 (20)
humor, development of
Cracroft III:9
humor (and) dialect
Antrei and Scow II, Brunvand IV:1, Tanner VI:5 (45), Twain, Woodruff II
humor, didactic
Arrington III:4 (21)
humor, disturbing ("sends you into a towering, teeth-gnashing rage")
Kirby II:8
humor (and) diversity
Arrington III:2, Walker III:2 (332)
humor, earthy
Antrei and Scow II, Broadbent III (157)
humor, elusive nature of
Bartholomew III (8)
humor, enlightening
Edwards II:2
humor, as entertainment
Arrington III:4 (14)
humor, every-day
Carter II (373)
humor (and) exaggeration (embellishment)
Bartholomew III (28), Cracroft III:2 (5), 7 (273), 8 (14), 15 (8), VI:2 (14), 4
(203), Crowe II (7), Tanner VI:2 (57), 2 (7), 5, Walker III:2
humor (and) exuberance)
Cracroft VI:8 (3)
humor, faith promoting
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Cracroft III:8 (8)
humor, folk
Stegner II:2, Tanner VI:3 (4)
humor (and) flexibility
Butler III (7), Cracroft III:2, 8 (17-18), 11, 18, Kirby III
humor (and) "frame technique"
Tanner VI:3 (7)
humor (and) friends
Dew II, Hinckley III, Kidd III
humor (and) frivolity
Tanner VI:5 (47)
humor, frontier
Tanner VI:3 (5), 53
humor (and) having a funny bone
Bartholomew III (8-10), Bitton III (ix)
humor, frontier (and) frontier influence
Arrington III:4 (9, 15-17), 5, Bailey (William) II (5), Tanner VI:2, 3, 6
humor, G-rated
Bartholomew III (17-18)
humor (and) geniality
Tanner VI:5 (45)
humor, Gentile (Mormon assessment of)
Sec. VI
humor, gentle
Geary II, Johnston II, Sorensen I,
humor, and "the Gentleman"
Tanner VI:2 (59)
humor (and) Grace
Bartholomew III (24)
humor (and) healing
Bartholomew III, Kirby III (11)
humor, horrible (Mormon)
Gold VII (270)
humor (and humanity)
Arrington III:4 (15, 23), 5 (45), Cracroft III:8 (18), 11, Kirby III (10-11),
Tanner VI:5 (46)
humor (and humility)
Bitton III (viii), Card II:1, Cracroft III:2, 8 (17-18), 11
humor, hurtful (see "persecuting")
Arrington III:5 (45), Cracroft III:2 (3), Poulsen II (25-36)
humor (and) hyperbole
Arrington III:2 (77), 4 (15), Cracroft III:2 (2-3), 7 (273), VI:8
humor (of) ideas
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Cracroft III:15 (19)
humor (and) imagination
Tanner VI:4 (67)
humor, importance of
Arrington III:5, Hinckley III, Cracroft III, Kirby III
humor, inadvertent
Andelin II, Bitton III (ix), Cracroft III:11
humor (and) inanity
Tanner VI:5 (47)
humor (and) incongruity (see "incongruity")
Bitton III (viii), Cracroft III:2: (2-3), 8 (11), 11, VI:7 (3), Kirby III, Twain V
humor (and) Indians
Arrington III:4 (6), Cracroft III:8 (9), Wilson III:6 (159)
humor (and) individualism, individuality
Cracroft III:8 (6), Walker III:2 (332)
humor, infectiousness of
Arrington III:4 (4), Bartholomew III (22), Hinckley III:2
humor, insider
Harris VI
humor (and) instinct, intuition
Tanner VI:4 (67), 4 (52)
humor, institutional (attitude toward)
Arrington III:4 (4), Cracroft III:8 (2-3), 16, Kirby III, Lyon II, Tanner VI:3
(9)
humor, on the internet (see "internet")
humor (and) irony, "ironic vision"
Bushman-Carlton II, Christensen (James) II:1-2, Cracroft VI:3, Kirby III
humor, irreverent
Cracroft VI:3 (14-15), Kirby III
humor, "Janus-faced"
Tanner VI:3 (4)
humor (and Jews), see "Jews, Jewish"
humor, lampooning
Kirby III
humor, language (Mormon) of
Baker III:2, Bell II:1 (81), Brunvand IV:1, Evenson I, Kirby & Bagley II
(35), Newell II, Voros II:2, Walker III:2
humor (and) laughter (see "laughter," "hilarity")
Jorgensen III:2 (55-56), Kirby III
humor (and) legislation
Cracroft III:8 (15), Walker III:2
humor (and) leniency
Arrington III:2
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humor (and) light-mindedness (see light-mindedness)
Hinckley III, Kirby III, Young III
humor, literary
Bartholomew III
humor (and) "looseness"
Arrington III:2, 3 (8)
humor (and) loyalty
Arrington III:5 (42)
humor (and) the ludicrous
Cracroft III:15 (5), VI:8 (1)
humor (and) lunacy ("respectable")
Tanner VI:2 (54)
humor (and) machines
Tanner VI:2 (56-57)
humor, Midwest
Tanner VI:4
humor (and) the "Mighty Hunter"
Tanner VI:6 (50)
humor, moderate use of (in written humor)
Smith (Robert) III
humor, Mormon (what is "authentic" Mormon?-see also "Sophic," "Mantic")
Bartholomew III, Kirby II:5, III
humor, Mormon (an "oxymoron")
Bartholomew III (2)
humor (about Mormons)
See Sections I, II, V
humor (by Mormons)
See Sections I-IV, VII
humor, Mormon attitudes toward, development of, topics, use of, quality of
Arrington III:4 (8-26), 5, Baker III:2, Bartholomew III, Bitton III (Intro.),
Bradford III:2, 3, Cannon III, Card III:1-2, Coleman IV, Cracroft III:2-17, de
Nevers IV, Eble IV, Hales III, Hinckley III, Hunsaker III, Kirby III, Packer
III, Poulsen II, Smith (Robert) III (5), Taylor (Samuel) II:4
humor, "a mystery"
Bartholomew III, Tanner VI:5 (43)
humor, "new form"
Anderson III
humor, in newspapers (see "journals")
Cracroft III:8 (11), Kirby III
humor (about) non-Mormons
Bartholomew III, Gold VII (269), Kirby II:5
humor, nostalgic
Tanner VI:6 (50)
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humor (and) occupations, avocations
Christensen (James) II:1 (27)
humor (and) orthodoxy
Bartholomew III, Kirby III, Walker III:2 (332)
humor (and) optimism
Tanner VI:2 (58)
humor, outdoor
Tanner VI:2, 6
humor, outrageous
Nielson II
humor (and) "Perfect Fools"
Tanner VI:2 (60)
humor (and) "Perfect Neurotics"
Tanner VI:2 (60)
humor, persecuting, prejudicial (see also "anti-Mormon humor,"
"constructive/destructive")
Arrington III:4 (3+), 5 (45), Bunker and Bitton V, Cracroft III:7, V, Durrant
III, Kirby III, McConkie III, Poulsen II (25-36), Smith III
humor (and) perspective
Arrington III:3 (3-4), 5, Bartholomew III, Cracroft III:8 (17-18), 11, Kirby III
humor, perturbing
Bartholomew III, Kirby III
humor (and) philosophy
Bartholomew III (7)
humor, pioneer
Arrington III:4 (15-17), 5 (42), Bitton III, Carter II, III, Walker III:2 (344)
humor (and) pity
Cracroft III:8 (15)
humor, playful (playfulness)
Arrington III:5 (41), Cracroft III:8 (10), 11
humor (and) politics, political/social/legal effects
Cracroft VI:7, Benson and Bagley II (38), Kirby III, Walker III:2
humor, power of
Arrington III:5, Cracroft III, V, 11, VI:2, Hinckley III, Kirby III
humor, preaching with (see "humor, teaching")
humor, problems with
Arrington III:5 (45), Bartholomew III, Cracroft III:6, 11, 12, Kirby III,
Poulsen II (25-36), Smith III
humor, for profit
Cracroft III:8 (16)
humor, propriety of
Arrington III:5, Bartholomew III, Cracroft III:8 (2-3), Hinckley III, Kirby III,
Packer III (279-280)
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humor, psychological scars, undertones (see "Freud"), benefits
Arrington III:4 (7-8, 14), Hinckley III
humor (and getting the) Pulitzer Prize
Tanner VI:5 (49)
humor (as) purgative
Bartholomew III (29), Kirby III
humor, questioning
Bartholomew (13)
humor, rationalizing
Bartholomew III (12)
humor, raw
Bartholomew III (20)
humor (and) literary realism
Bartholomew III (12)
humor, refining influence
Bartholomew III, Cracroft III:2, 8 (17-18), 11, Hinckley III, Kirby III
humor, refreshing
Bartholomew III (12, 21, 29)
humor, relaxing
Bartholomew III (28)
humor, (and) religion/God, "light of God"
Arrington III:3 (5), 5, Bartholomew III, Cracroft III:2 (1), 4, 8-9, 12, Hardy
III, Kelly III, Kirby & Bagley II (74), Kirby III, Mulder III:2, Young III
humor, renewing
Bartholomew III, Kirby III
humor (and) remoteness
Cracroft III:7 (272)
humor, renaissance of needed
Arrington III:4 (21), Cracroft III:11
humor, reversal (new slant, turn, twist)
Butler III (84-85)
humor, reversed effect
Arrington III:3 (10), 5 (42-43)
humor, as ridicule (see "cruel," "persecuting")
Arrington III:4 (14), Cracroft VI:2, Poulsen II
humor (and) the sacred
Arrington III:3, 5, Durrant III, Fillmore III, Hinckley, III, Kirby III, Mulder
III:1-2, Smith III
humor, sardonic
Bartholomew III (13)
humor (and) satire
Bartholomew III, "Cornucopia" III, Tanner VI:4 (67-69), Ward II
humor (and) scapegoats
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Arrington III:4 (13), Poulsen II
humor, scatological
Tanner VI:3 (7)
humor (about) treating the secular as sacred
Bartholomew III (28), Sorensen II:4 (Nov. 3, 1981)
humor (and, about) self-confidence
Balmforth II, Bartholomew III (31), Cracroft III:3 (4-5)
humor, self-cleansing
Bartholomew III, Cracroft III:8 (6, 17-18), III:15 (21), Kirby III
humor, self-critical
Bartholomew III, Cracroft III:8 (5), Kirby III
humor, self-defensive
Cracroft III:8 (5)
humor, self-deprecating
Balmforth II, Bartholomew III (33), Eden II, Kirby III, "Patience of. . ." II,
Sorensen II:4 (Oct. 21, 1981), Spencer (Betty) II (4:11), Tanner VI:2, Twain
V:2 (97)
humor, self-effacing
Tanner VI:6 (50)
humor (and) self-importance
Hinckley III, Kirby III
humor, self-revelatory
Arrington III:4 (21), Bartholomew III, Brunvand V (244), Burrows II:1 (35),
Cracroft III:16, Hinckley III
humor, self-promoting
Cracroft III:8 (5)
humor, sense of (also, God has?)
Bartholomew III (4-7), Kirby & Bagley II (74, 127), Kirby III, Cracroft III:8
(2), 19 (126), Hales III, Lofgren (M. and I.) II:3, Packer III, Sillitoe III
humor (and) sentiment
Tanner VI:6 (50)
humor (and) sexism
Bartholomew III (16)
humor, sick
Arrington III:4 (3), 5 (45), Poulsen II
humor, similes (use of)
Arrington III:4 (18), Tanner VI:6
humor (and) simplistic thinking
Cheney II:3 (102)
humor, sinister
Bartholomew III (20)
humor, situational
Cracroft III:15 (17)
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humor, social effects of
Cracroft VI:2, Kirby III
humor (and) southern highlanders
Arrington III:4 (6-7)
humor, Southwestern
Tanner VI:2, 6
humor (and) spontaneity
Arrington III:3, Bartholomew III (9), Brooks II, Cracroft III:2 (13), 11, Dew
II, Hinckley III:2
humor (and) sports (see "football," "basketball," "ward sports")
Bartholomew III (26), Robinson II, Tanner VI:6
humor (and) subtlety
Tanner VI:5 (48)
humor (and) sympathy (vs. contempt or derision)
Tanner VI:5 (52)
humor (tastes, understanding change over generations)
Arrington III:3, 5, Bitton III (viii), Cracroft VI:2
humor, teaching/tutoring/preaching/philosophizing with
Arrington III:3, 4 (19), Bartholomew III (esp. 17, 23), Cracroft III:8 (6, 8),
McConkie III, Mulder III:1-2, Tanner VI:5 (48, 51), Ward V
humor (and) tall tales (stories)
Cheney II:3 (99), Tanner VI:3 (7), 4 (45)
humor (and) teasing
Cracroft III:8 (15)
humor (and) "the Tenderfoot"
Tanner VI:2 (58-59)
humor, tension in (also in writing, in general)
Arrington III:4, Bartholomew III, Bennion III (170-171), Bitton III (viii),
Cracroft V, Kirby III
humor, theory of (see "humor, definitions o f )
Bartholomew III, Tanner VI:5 (43)
humor, therapeutic value
Arrington III:3, 4 (3, 11, 22), 5, Bartholomew III, Brunvand V (243),
Cracroft III:2, 6, 8 (5-6, 17-18), 11-12, 14, Dew II, Hinckley III, Kelly III,
Kirby III, Lofgren (M. and I.) II:3, Mortensen III, Tanner VI:3 (4), Wilson
III:4
humor (and) timing, the pause (see "humor (and) instinct")
Bartholomew II:3, Cracroft III:11
humor, tongue-in-cheek
Card (O. S.) II:3, Kenner II, Taylor (Samuel) II:3
humor (and) tradition
Cracroft III:8 (17), Kirby III
humor (and) tragedy (see "tragedy")
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Tanner VI:5 (45-46)
humor (and) tricks, devices, gimmicks, formulae
Cheney II:3 (99), Tanner VI:5 (52)
humor (and) truth (see "humor and religion/God")
Arrington III:3, 5, Cracroft III:11, 17, Mulder III:1, Tanner VI:5 (59), Ward
V
humor, tutoring (see "humor, teaching")
humor (and) "twitchiness"
Tanner VI:2 (62)
humor, types of
Cracroft III:15
humor, unconscious
Burt II (146)
humor, understated (and) understatement
Petsco II, Tanner VI:6
humor, as unifying influence
Antrei and Scow III, Arrington III:5, Cracroft III:8 (8, 17-18)
humor, unintended
Andelin II, "Freakish" II, Payson II, Paxman II, Snow II:3, Stewart II
humor, urban (see "The New Yorker")
Tanner VI
humor, uses of
Arrington III:3-5 Cracroft III:2 (2-4), II, Kirby III, McConkie III, Nibley III
humor, varieties of
Tanner VI:3
humor (and) violence, the violent
Bartholomew III (11), Evenson I, Kirby III (11), Poulsen III
humor, as weapon
Cracroft III:11, VI:2
humor (and) whimsy
Christensen (James) II:1-2, Siddoway II, Tanner VI:5 (47)
humor (and) wisdom
Bartholomew III (7)
humor, wit, the comic (distinctions between), see "definitions o f
Arrington III:4 (4), Cracroft III:8 (11), 10, 11-12, 15 (10)
humor, word
Cracroft III:15 (13)
humor, writing of
Anderson III (163), Bailey (Paul) II (175-179), Cracroft III:2, 4, 12, Crowe II
(19-24), Kidd III, Kirby III, Mortensen III, Smith III
humor, wry
Christmas II, "Hist. Chips" II, Pearson II:5
humor, Yankee
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Olson III (85)
humor, youthful
Arrington III:5 (42)
humorists, qualities of ("second-rate" status)
Arrington III:3, 4 (2-3), 5, Tanner VI:5 (45, 49, 51)
humorists, (for Mormon writers to emulate)
Bartholomew III (esp. 2, 18-19), Cracroft III:12, England III:1-2
Arrington III:4 (21-22)
humorists, as social and political agitators, critics
Bartholomew III (19-22), Cracroft VI: 1-2, 4 (3)
humorists, as level, non-violent
Kirby III
hunchback (James Christensen: "is Everyman")
Bartholomew III (25, 27-28)
Hunsaker, Kenneth
Bartholomew III (19)
Hunter, Rodello
Bradford III:1
hunting (and Mormons)
Benson and Bagley II:12-13, Grondahl II:2, Jones II (56), Sorensen II:3
Hurricane, UT ("Hurry, Cain!")
Brunvand IV:1 (203)
husband/wife relations
Andelin II, Arrington III:2 (76), 4 (12-13), 5 (42), Bagley (Pat) II:1, Bailey
(Jack) II:1 (44, 45), Barber I, Bartholomew II:3, III (24), (Bitton III (18-19),
Broderick II (65), Carter II (397, 416, 429), Chandler I:4, Cracroft III:8 (2),
Crowe II (1-6), Dykes II, Hafen II (33), Edwards I, Evenson I, Kidd III (4),
Kump I:2, Lyon II, Mortensen I:2, Nielsen II, Rich II, Spencer (Betty) II
(4:11), Taylor (Stan) II (3:5), Williams II
husbandoned (huz 'ban duhnd)
Wilcox and Smith II:2 (26)
husbands, hen-pecked
Lyon II
Hyde, Orson
Arrington III:3 (7), Twain V:2 (107)
hyena, hyenas
Tanner VI:2 (56)
hymnbarrassed (him 'bayr uhst)
Wilcox and Smith II:2 (26)
hymn books (playing games with)
Cratchit I (60)
hymns, singing of
Bartholomew III (20), Kirby & Bagley II (53, 108-110), Toscano I, Packer
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III, Walton II
hyperbole
Arrington III:4 (15, 17), 5 (42)
hypocrisy
Baadsgaard II:3 (90-91), Chandler I:2, Cracroft III:11, Taylor I:1, Mulder
III:2
Iceland, Mormons in
Laxness V
Idaho
Bailey (William A.) II, Broadbent II (156), Carter I:2, Cheney II:2, Jeppson
I-III,
idealism (see perfectionism)
Crowe II (53-58)
idealism, youthful vs. mature disillusionment
Bartholomew III (20)
idiom, idioms, use of
Cheney II:3 (100)
idiosyncrasies
Arrington (Leonard) II:1-6, Bartholomew III (20), Christensen II:1 (25-26),
Kirby III, Yates I
illness
Larson II:1
illustrations
Bunker and Bitton V:l
imagination, Mormon
Jorgensen III:2
immigrants, immigration
Arrington III:4 (14, 15), Ward II
immodesty (in art, poetry, writing, etc.)
Packer III (279-280)
immodesty (in dress)
Payson II, Taylor (Samuel) II:6
immorality
Brunvand V (243), Burrows II:2, Bush II, Kirby II:3
inactive (Church) members (see "less active")
Kirby & Bagley II (118)
incongruity
Bennion III (168-169), Cracroft III:2 (2-3, 7), 8 (1-2, 4), VI:1, Simmons II,
Tanner VI:2, Twain V
Indiana
Dew II (448-449), Hinckley III:2
Indians
Arrington III:2 (76), 4 (6, 14), Carter II (404, 414, 425), Cracroft III:8 (9),
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Kenner II, Ward II
individuality
Arrington (Leonard) II:4, Everett II, Christmas III:2, Scowcroft I, Walker
III:2 (332)
inebriation (see "drinking," "drunk")
Arrington III:2 (76), Broadbent III (154), Burt II (esp. 147), Carter II (381,
423-424), Shumway II
inflation, cost of living
Taylor (Stan) II (3:4)
ink (magic)
Arrington III:2 (74)
in-laws
Card I:1, Cracroft VI:2 (11)
interest, three types of (Nibley's), that make a study significant
Gillum II
interior decorating (taste in)
Townsend II (Sept. 28, 1982)
internet, "Mormon Humor" sites
Gold VII (268-271)
Introvigne, Massimo
Bart V
institutions, the institutional
Cracroft III:12, Grondahl II:1-6, Kirby III
intellectuals, intellectuality (pseudo)
Butler III (85), Christensen (Kent) II, Cracroft III:16, Gillum II, Jeppson II,
Larson II:1, Nibley I (123), Sorensen II:4 (Dec. 1, 1981), Taylor (Samuel)
II:10-11, Voros II:2
interviews (priesthood, bishopric, baptism, parental, etc.)
Bagley (Pat) II:2, Cracroft III:8 (8), Voros II:4
Iowa
Brinkerhoff II:2 (99)
Irish Literature, Humor in, A Reference Guide
Nilsen VI:2
iron rod
Nibley I (122)
ironic vision
Cracroft VI:1
ironies, of life
Burton II, Cracroft III:2 (7), Kirby III, Smoot and Alleys II
ironists
Cracroft VI:1
irony, definition of (see "humor [and] irony")
Arrington III:4 (3), Cracroft VI:1, 3, Kirby III
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Irony Fatigue
Cracroft VI:1
irony (in life)
Shumway II
irreverence (in art, poetry, writing, etc—see also, "humor, irreverent")
Kirby III, Packer III (279-280)
Irving, Washington
Cracroft VI:6
Isaac (means "he laughs" [Gen. 21:106])
Jorgensen III:2 (55-56)
isolationism
Jorgensen III:2, Kirby II:3(220)
J. C. Penny
Nibley I (121)
"Jack Mormons"
Bailey (Jack S.) II:1, Brunvand IV:1 (203), V (240), Harris II:1, Nibley I,
Taylor (Raymond) II
Jack Seagulls
Brunvand V (240),
Jack Unitarians
Brunvand V (243)
Jackelopes
Brunvand V (243)
Jansen, William Hugh
Brunvand V (237)
jargon
Anderson III, Baker III, Card II:2
Jarvis, George
Burt II (149)
jay dubs
Card II:1
jello (see "food")
Dunn II:2
Jensen, Christian ("Chris")
Antrei and Scow II, Cracroft III:8 (14)
Jensen, Edgar M.
Cheney II:3 (99)
Jeppson, Joseph
Bartholomew III (22), Cracroft III:12, 16
Jerusalem, New
Card II:1
Jerusalem, Old
Shumway II
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Jews, Jewish
Arrington III:4 (1, 4-5, 7-8, 10, 21), Brunvand IV:1 (201), Cracroft III:8 (17)
"Jockey box"
Brunvand IV:1 (201)
jogging
Bailey (Jack) II:1 (12), Cracroft II:5, Morgan II
Johnson, Aaron
Bushman VI (88)
Johnson, Grace
Antrei and Scow (83)
Johnson, Laurie M.
Bartholomew III (18)
Johnston, Jerry
Cracroft III:12, 16
jokelore
Arrington III:4 (19), Cracroft III:8 (10), Poulsen II
joke rites, joke-works
Poulsen II
jokes, collections of
Cracroft III:11, Heaton II, Poulsen II
jokes, definitions of, interpretations of
Cracroft III:15 (21), Poulsen II (34-35+)
jokes, elephant
Heaton II:2
jokes, "knock-knock"
Heaton II:2
jokes, Mormon ("Know Joke")
Kirby II:3
jokes, moron
Heaton II:2
jokes, pleasure in
Poulsen II
jokes (see "practical jokes, joking,")
Brunvand V, Carter II (405, 413-414), Cheney II:3 (99), Cracroft III:8 (2-3,
10), Gold VII (268-271), Heaton II:2-3, Jones III, Molen II, Stack III, Taylor
III, Wilson III:5
jokes, sadness in
Cracroft VI:1 (111)
Jolley, Clifton Holt
Bartholomew III (18), Cracroft III:8 (13), 12, 16
Jonah
Thology II
Jones, Jim
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Kirby & Bagley II (38)
Jorgensen, Bruce W.(34)
Bartholomew III (13-14), Cracroft III:5
Joshua
Kirby & Bagley II (38)
journals, Mormon (see "magazines,")
Walker III:2
jovial, joviality (of the Saints)
Arrington III:5 (41)
joy
Arrington III:3 (3), 5 (41), Hales III (144), Young III
Judgment Bar, Day
Burrows II:1 (39)
junk
Fulton and Hatch II, Geary II:2
junk food (and Mormon culture)
Grondahl II:2
jury system, juries
Carter I:1, Carter II (375)
K-Mart
Morgan II
Kammeyer, Virginia
Cracroft III:8 (11), 12, 16
Kane, John F.
Cracroft I (5)
Kane, Sarah Wood
Mulder and Mortensen V
Kaufman, Rustin
See Joseph Jeppson III
Kaufman, Will
Cracroft VI:1
Keepapitchin 'in, Keep-A-Pitchinin
Arrington III:4 (15-17), Cracroft III:8 (11), Pratt (Orson) II, Walker III:2
Keller, Karl
Bennion III (177), Cracroft III:5 (41)
Kelly, Thomas
Bartholomew III (22)
Kennelly, Ardyth
Bushman VI (241), Coleman III:2
Kerr, Orpheus C.
Cracroft VI:4 (3)
Kesey, Ken
Tanner VI:3
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Kidd, Kathryn
Bartholomew III (18), Cracroft III:2 (Intro., 7-8, 11), 5 (41), Kidd III
Kimball, Heber C.
Arrington III:4 (18, 23), Bailey (Jack) II:1 (28), Bitton III (6), Card I:6,
Carter II (375, 394-395), Cracroft II:4 (25), III:5 (41), V, VI:4 (204), Kimball
(J. N.) II:8, Kraut II, Ludlow V, McConkie III, Stegner II:1, Twain V:2 (92,
96)
Kimball, J. Golden
Arrington (Leonard) II:2-4, III:2 (74,78), 4 (18-20), Bailey (Jack) II:1 (28),
Butler III (122), Carter II (375), Cheney II:1, 7 (24), Cracroft III:5, 8 (9), 13,
17, Eble IV (112), Jones II (50), Kimball (J. Golden) II, Kimball, Kirby III,
James II:1-8, Lofgren (M.) II, Richards II, Stegner II:1, Wilson III:4
Kimball, Spencer W.
Arrington (Leonard) II:2, III:2 (18, 22), Cracroft III:5 (38-39), Hales III
(144), Sorensen II:2
Kirby, Robert
Bartholomew III (18-19, 21), "Cornucopia" III, Cracroft III:2 (11-12), Kirby
III
Kirkman, Sarah
Arrington III:4 (12)
Kirn, Walter
Bennion III (160)
kisses, kissing
Bailey (Jack S.) II:1 (37), Bailey (William) II (179), "BYU Bans" II, Cracroft
VI:5 (197), Kraut II (113), Plummer II:1 (51), Townsend II (Nov. 17, 1982,
Feb. 7, 1982), Ward II (122), Young II
kite (see "fish-kite")
kitsch, Mormon
Kirby II:3
Kittredge, George Lyman
Brunvand IV:1 (204)
Kleinman, Conrad
Burt II (148)
Knight, Jesse
Stegner II:1
Koestler, Arthur
Arrington III:4 (4)
Kolb, Harold H., Jr.
Cracroft III:5 (39)
Kolob
Geary II:2 (45-58)
Kool-aid
Kirby & Bagley II (85, 135)
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Koresh, David
Kirby & Bagley II (38)
Kranpitz, Rendella
Bartholomew III (13)
KSL Radio
Peterson (R.) II
Kump, Eileen Gibbons
Bartholomew III (22), Cracroft III:2 (6), 5 (41), 8 (12), Peterson III
Kundera, Milan
Bennion III
Kurath, Hans
Brunvand IV:1 (204)
LaBute, Neil
Poulsen III
Lady Godiva
Spencer (Betty) II, Townsend II (Nov. 17, 1982)
Lalli, Jan
Lambert and Cracroft II
Laman, Plates of
Lewis I, Johnson III
Landers, Ann
Arrington III:2 (77)
language, colloquial (use of)
Arrington III:1 (20), Brunvand IV:1
language, folk (see "folk speech")
language, Mormon (see "usage")
Bartholomew III (22), Bell II:1, Brunvand V (241), Card II:1, Cratchit I,
Dickson II, Eble IV (112), Lindsay V, Newell II, Olsen II, Taylor (Samuel)
II:11, Wilcox and Smith II:2
language, earthy
Cracroft III:13, Kidd III (5-6)
Larson, Clinton F.
Cracroft III:8 (12)
late, being late
Carter II (384)
Latter-day Ain'ts (LDAs)
Bartholomew III (21-22)
Latter-day Saint (the name)
Carter II (396)
laugh, laughter (see "chuckle, chuckling")
Arrington III:4 (21-23), Baadsgaard II:1 (157), Bartholomew II:3 (6), III, Bell
II:1, III, Card II:1, Carter II (373), Cracroft III:2, 8 (3, 5, 6-7, 14), 11, 12, 16,
V, VI:2, Dew II, Durrant III, Edwards II:1, Hales III (144), Heaton II:2 (iv),
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Hinckley III:2, Jorgensen III:2, Kidd III (5-6), Kirby & Bagley II (72-75),
Kirby III, Olson III (85), Plummer II:1 (58), Pratt III (47), Sillitoe III, Smith
III, Tanner VI:3 (3), 5 (46), Taylor (Samuel) II:8 (128), Wilson III:4, de
Nevers IV, Cracroft V
laundry
Baadsgaard II:1 (68), Cannon II (100-102)
Lauritzen, Jonreed
Bushman VI (241)
law
Carter I:1
law (enforcement among Mormons)
Kirby II:3
law profession
Chandler I:3, Nibley III
Lawrence, Bill
Cracroft III:8 (15)
laying on of hands
Card II:1
Laxness, Haldor
Bushman VI (258-260), Keller VI
laziness, idleness
Carter II (424), Taylor (Stan) II (3:5)
LDS Office Building
Townsend II (Jan. 18, 1982)
leaders, Church
Lee, Harold B.
Bailey (Jack) II:1 (45), Cracroft III:5 (37)
Lee, Hector
Brunvand V (235), Christensen II:1 (24-25), Lore III (Foreword), Wilson
III:3, 6 (156)
Lee, John D. (and wife, Emma)
Burt II (146), Hafen II
lecturers (on "circuits")
Bartholomew II:3 (6)
Left, the (also left-handedness)
Taylor (Stan) II
legends (see "folklore," "storytelling," "Three Nephites")
Lehi (Book of Mormon prophet)
Johnson III
Lehi (Utah)
Carter II (399
leisure
Bagley (Pat) II:1
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lesbianism
Coleman III:1
less active (Church members)
Kirby & Bagley II (118)
lesson preparation (see "teaching," "Benediction")
Brinkerhoff II:1 (87)
lessons, Sunday School
Pearson II:5
letters, family
Bartholomew III (20)
letters to the editor (of BYU students)
Benson and Bagley II
letters, holiday
Bartholomew III (20)
letters, missionary
Kirby & Bagley II (129-132), Marshall I:1
letters, political (or to politicians, government leaders)
Pratt (O.) II, Taylor (Stan) II (3:4)
Levinas, Emmanuel
Jorgensen III:2 (61)
levity (vs. piety)
Arrington III:3 (7), Burton II, Kirby III
Lewis, C. S.
Cracroft III:5 (37), Gold VII (268)
Liberal Party (early Utah)
Broadbent III, Ward II
liberalism vs. conservatism
Chandler I:2, Cracroft III:2, Grondahl II:2, Sorensen II:1, Voros II:1
library, ward (duty, work in, use of)
Brinkerhoff II:1 (67)
light-minded, light-mindedness
Arrington III:4 (20-23), Bell III, Cracroft III:8 (3), Fillmore III, Kirby &
Bagley (Pat) II (72-75), Kirby III, Young III
lies ("first class" ones), half-truths, the "too-true"
Godfrey II, Taylor (Samuel) II:4, Toscano II
Lindsay, Vachel
Mulder and Mortensen V
Lingo, Johnny
Bagley (Pat) I:1
liquor laws (in Utah)
Grondahl II:2
lists, making of
Spencer (Betty) II (4:11)
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literature
Cracroft II:4-6
Literature, "Home"
Cracroft III:5 (37), 8 (12)
literature, "Mormon"
Cracroft III:5
literature, Mormon taste in
Taylor (Samuel) II:3-4, 9
Loch Ness Monster (see "Bear Lake Monster")
Godfrey II (109), Walker III:2 (334)
lockjaw (cure for)
Bitton III (29)
Lofgren, Mikal and Ilene
Young III
Lodge, David
Coleman IV
Longstreet, Augustus Baldwin
Tanner VI:6
"looseness" (of Zion)
Arrington III:2
losing (things)
Rich II
"Lost Generation"
Cracroft III:8 (12)
love
Bagley (Pat) I:1, Broderick II, Card II:1, Cracroft I, Heaton II:2 (iv), Hilton
I:1, Kirby III
Ludlow, Fitz Hugh
Arrington III:2 (78), Mulder and Mortensen V
Lund, Gerald
Bennion III (16), Cracroft III:2, 5 (41), 6
lust
Taylor (Samuel) II:6
Lutherans
Hendrickson II
Lyman, Francis M.
Carter II (376, 377)
Lynn, Kenneth S.
Arrington III:4 (9), Tanner VI:2 (59), 5
Lyon, John
Cracroft III:8 (11)
"M-Discussion"
Agrelius II:2
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Macaroni, the "angle"
Lawrence V
Madsen, Truman
Olsen II, Townsend II (Mar. 14, 1982)
magazines (see "journals")
Arrington III:4 (22), Bagley (Pat) II:2, Bennion III (177), Brinkerhoff II:1
(69), Card I:4, Cracroft I (7), III:8 (10), 16, Crowe II, Kirby II:7, Sorensen
II:1, The Time of Your Life II, Walker III:2
magazine representative(s), Church
Kirby II:7
malapropisms
Butler III (99), "Sunstone Top Ten," II
management, managers (see "business," "money")
Chandler I:3, Nibley III
Manhattan First Ward
Quarles II
manhood
Card I:7, Circuit II, Crowe II
Manifesto, The
Cracroft III:8 (15), Taylor II:12 (206-207)
Mann, Thomas
Cracroft III:5 (35)
Manti, Utah
Bushman VI (257-258), Carter II (415), Cheney II:3 (101), Sorensen I
Mantic, the
Bartholomew III, Bennion III, Cracroft III:5, Nibley III
Maryon, Daniel
Hill II
materialism (see "money:)
Agrelius, Bagley (Pat), Bartholomew III (19-22), Benson and Call I, Cratchit
I (60), Keller VI, Lindsay V, Toscano I, Larson II:1, Laxness, Morgan II,
Voros II:3
marketing (see "money," "business," "consumerism")
See Agrelius, Bagley (Pat), Benson, Call I, Bagley (Pat), Cratchit I (60),
Eden II, Grondahl, Kirby, Toscano, Voros II:3, Winder II
marketing schemes
Chandler I:4
Marquis, Don
Tanner VI:5 (46)
marriage
Agrelius II:2, Bagley (Pat) I:1, Bartholomew II:2 (77), Broderick II,
Brunvand V (240), Circuit II, Heaton II:2-3, Hilton II, Lyon II, "Sunstone
Top Ten" II, Kirby II:3(216-217), Jorgensen III:1
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marriage, eternal (see "Marriage, Infernal")
Agrelius II:2, Kirby & Bagley II (52-55)
"Marriage, Infernal"
Kirby and Bagley II:1
Marshall, Donald
Cracroft III:8 (12), 12, 16
Marxism
Cracroft III:5 (35)
Master of Ceremonies
Heaton II:2 (1-3)
McManus, Patrick
Tanner VI:2
mealtimes
Baadsgaard II:1 (5)
medicine, natural
Meeks II
Meeks, Priddy
Bitton III (42), Burt II (149), "Hist. Chips" II
meetings
Baadsgaard II:3 (6), Bailey (Jack) II:1 (89), Bartholomew III (20), Bell II:1,
Brinkerhoff II:1 (71, 75, 83), 2 (2, 144), Circuit II, "Cornucopia" III, Cracroft
III:2 (10), 8 (13), Cratchit I, Furr II, Kirby II:3, Kirby & Bagley II (68-71),
Robinson V, Voros II:33
meetings, bishopric
Brinkerhoff II:1 (17)
Meine, Franklin J.
Tanner VI:6
members, working with
Hilton I:1-4, Kidd I:1-2, Kirby III (10), Peterson I:4, Brinkerhoff II,
Broderick II, Engar, Watts II
Mencken, H. L.
Brunvand IV:1 (204)
mermaids
Godfrey II (108)
Messent, Peter
Cracroft VI:1
metaphors, homespun (use in the telling of humorous stories)
Kimball (J. G.) II
microfiche (see also "genealogy," "family history)
Brinkerhoff II:2 (3)
Microsoft
Neuhaus V
middle age, mid-life crises
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Turner I, Baadsgaard II:2, Crowe II, Cracroft III:10
midlife crisis
Cracroft III:2 (12), Crowe Turner I
miners, mining
Lore III (Intro, viii-ix)
Millenium
Geary II:2
Miller, Jonathan
Arrington III:4 (23)
Miller, Marilyn
Cracroft I (2)
mimicry
Carter II (373)
minds, wandering
Nelson II (129)
ministering angels
Card I:7
ministers (of other churches)
Nielson II (125)
miracles
Arrington III:4 (19), Kirby & Bagley II (29-32), Chandler I:3, Heaton II:3 (5)
"Miriam Young University" (see Brigham Young University)
Brunvand V (241)
missionary, missionaries, mission preparation, decision, experience, aftermath
Allen I-II, Arrington III:4 (10, 22-23), Bagley (Val) II, Bagley (Pat) II:2,
Bagley (Val) II:1-2, 4, Bailey (Jack S.) II:1, 2, Bartholomew II:2, III (24),
Bitton III (7), Brinkerhoff II:1 (53), Brunvand IV:1 (202), Clarke II, Cracroft
III:5, Engar and Watts II, Fisher I, Harris II, Kirby II:3 (221-222), Kirby &
Bagley II (119-122, 126-128, 129-132), Marshal 1:2, Nielson II, Pearson II:4,
Petsco II, Scowcroft I, Slover II:5, Thompson II, Torkildson II, Wilson
III:1-2, 6-7
missionaries, lady (women)
Bagley (Val) II:2, Bell II:1 (181-182), Jones II (50)
missionary letters
Marshall I:2, Thompson II
mission presidents
Cracroft II:1, Thompson II
missionaries, returned
Agrelius II:2, Nielson II, Thompson II, Torkildson II
missionfield
Bagley (Val) II, Broderick II
mission presidents
Cracroft II:1
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Moab, UT
Pierson II
Mobocrats
Arrington III:2 (78)
modesty
"Across the Fence" II (Benson), Jones II (54), Kirby III, Maughan II, Payson
II, Townsend II (Nov. 17, 1982)
Monet, Claude
Bartholomew III (13)
money (see capitalism, materialism, consumerism, business, management, marketing)
Agrelius, Bagley (Pat), Benson and Call I, Bailey (Jack) II:1 (15, 44, 88),
Carter II (377), Nibley III
monkeys
Nibley I (122)
monogamy (see "polygamy")
Arrington III:4 (15), Bailey (Paul) II, Cracroft III:7 (285), Kirby II:4
mononucleosis, infectious
Townsend II (Feb. 7, 1982)
monotony
Bailey II
monster, monstrous
Godfrey II
Moore, David (Canadian convert of 1841)
Arrington III:2 (73)
moral (to story)
Nibley I (123)
morality
Weyland I
Mormonism, facetious questions about, nonreligious benefits of (internet)
Gold VII (270-271)
Mormons, kinds of; Mormonism
Bart V, Cracroft III:2 (10), VI:6, de Nevers IV, Kirby II:3, 5, 9, Niendorf III,
Robison II
Moroni
Nibley I (122)
Morris, Carroll Hofeling
Cracroft III:5 (41)
mortality
Cracroft III:8 (1)
Mortensen, Pauline
England III:4
motherhood
Baadsgaard II:1-3, Edwards II:1-2, Hardy III, Hilton I:1-4, Holland II, Kidd
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I:1-2, Kump I:1, Pearson II:4
Mother's Day
Baadsgaard II:1 (2, 157), 3 (53), Bagley (Pat) II:2, Furr II, Smoot and Alleys
II
Mountain Fever
Cracroft III:7 (280-281)
mountains
Brinkerhoff II:2 (99)
mouse, mice
Carter II (419)
move, moving "syndrome" (also, helping with)
Arrington III:2 (77), Brinkerhoff II:1 (57), 2 (25)
movies
Eble IV (114), Pierson II
MTC (Mission Training Center)
Grondahl II:2
MTV
Grondahl II:2
Mulder, William
Bennion III (177), Mulder III, Wilson III
Mulekites
Wilcox and Smith II:1
mule-skinner, mule-skinners
Cracroft III:7 (285-286), VI:2 (5)
murder
Shumway II
Mutt and Jeff (of BYU's English Department)
Cracroft II:4
murder
Jones II (60-61), Kirby III
murmuring
Grondahl II:2
Murphyism
Crowe II (19-20)
music, country
Kirby & Bagley II (83-85)
musicals (with comedy, humor)
Engar and Watts II, Keele III, Pearson II:5-6, Stewart II, Taylor (Samuel) II:6
Myers, Doug
Cracroft III:20
myth, mythology (and history)
Jorgensen III:1, Taylor (Samuel) II:4
Naegle, John
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Burt II (148)
"Nail's Best" (see "Naegle")
name-dropping
Morgan II
names, Mormon (also see "nicknames")
Associated Press II, Crowe II (53), Kidd III (2-3), Lyon II, Morgan II, Twain
V:l
narrow-mindedness (see "provincialism," "politics, single issue")
negativism
Cracroft III:5 (35)
negligees
Townsend II (Nov. 17, 1982)
Neider, Charles
Cracroft VI:3 (13)
Nelson, Russell M. (Elder)
Dew II (448-449)
Nephi
Shumway II
Nephi, Shade of
Twain V:2 (107)
Netherlands (Holland, "Dutch")
Plummer II:1 (59)
Nevada
Barber II, Burrows II:2
New Era Magazine
"The Time of Your Life" II
New Yorker, The
Tanner VI:2
New Wave (entertainment)
Townsend II (Mar. 14, 1982)
Newell, Coke
Bartholomew III (22)
Newell, William Wells
Brunvand IV:1 (204)
newlyweds (see "weddings," "honeymoons")
Bagley (Val) II:6
Newman, Rev. J. P.
Arrington III:4 (15), Walker III:2 (339-340)
newscasters
Peterson II
newsletters
Marshall I:3, Johnson (Laurie M.) II
newspapers, early
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Broadbent III, Parley II, Ward II
newspapers, local
Kirby & Bagley II (89-91)
Nibley, Hugh
Bartholomew III (22), Gillum II, Cracroft III:5 (38), Mann II, Townsend II
(Sept. 28, 1982)
"Nice Creed"
Bell II:1 (45)
nicknames (see "names")
Antrei and Scow II, Arrington III:5 (42), Carter II (413, 420-423),
Christensen II:1
Nielsen, Midge W.
Cracroft III:8 (13), 12, 16
nihilism
Cracroft III:5 (35)
Nilsen, Don
Thomson II
Nixon, Richard (and his confidants)
Arrington III:4 (23)
"Noad to Blondin, A"
Ward II
Noah
Cheney II:3 (102-103), Edwards II:1
non-Mormons, nonmembers (see "Gentiles")
Arrington III:2 (78), Hilton I:1-4, Kidd I:1-2, Kirby II: 5, Kimball I
Norwegian (Mormons)
Arrington III:2 (76)
nose, noses
Carter II (389)
novel, comic
Arrington III:5 (41), Cracroft III:2 (7-8), Taylor (Samuel) II:9
novels
Arrington III:3 (2), 5 (41)
nuclear testing
Benson and Bagley II (44)
nudity
Eble IV (114), Maughan II
nursery (duty)
Brinkerhoff II:1 (75), Cratchit I (60), Smoot and Alleys II
nutrition
Chandler I:3
Nye, Bill
Arrington III:4, 13-15, Bailey (Jack) II:1 (88), Cracroft III:7, 8 (15), VI:3 (3),
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6, Nye V
obituaries
Broderick II (59)
obsessed (Mormon image)
Arrington III:2 (73)
officers, police
Kirby II:2
officiousness
Kirby III, Toscano I
Ogden, Utah
Burrows II:1-2
oil, olive
Brinkerhoff II:2 (98)
old-fashioned (Mormon image)
Arrington III:2 (73)
"Old Salt Lake Theatre"
Taylor (Samuel) II:6
Olympics, 2002
Grondahl II:2, Kirby & Bagley II (133-136)
one true, only, true church, religion—concept of
Barber II (5), Card II:1, Kirby & Bagley II (86-88), Stack
opera
Agrelius II (51)
oral tradition (see "storytelling," "folklore," "tales")
oratory, orations ("spread-eagle"; see "preaching," "talks")
Johnson (Lane) II, Walker III:2 (338)
Order is Love, The
Arrington III:4 (21), Pearson II:6
Orderville
Arrington III:4 (21), Pearson II:6, Robinson V
organic (definition of)
Wilcox and Smith II:1
organization, getting organized
Spencer (Betty) II (4:II)
orthodoxy
Cracroft III:5 (35), Walker III:2 (332)
Osmonds, the
Morgan II
Outdoor Life
Tanner VI:2, 6 (50)
Outer Darkness
Bartholomew II:3 (4)
outsiders (coming into Utah)
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Kirby II:3(220)
over-zealousness
Kirby III, Larsen II, Evenson I
owl, owls (hoot)
Carter II (400, 412)
oxen
Arrington III:2 (74)
pacifism
Cheney II:2 (44-45), Cracroft I
parade, parades (see "Daze of 47")
Morgan II
Paradise Vue
Cracroft III:2 (8), Kidd III
paradox
Cheney II:3 (100)
parenting
Alfred II, Baadsgaard II:1-3, Brinkerhoff II, Broderick II, Card I:4, Carter I:2,
Edwards II:1-2, Heaton II:2-3, Holland II, Kammeyer II:1-2, Morgan I,
"Patience of. . ." II
parenting, single
Pearson II:1
parents, heavenly
Sillitoe III
Parley's Canyon
Eble IV (102)
parody
Salazar and Wightman II
parties (see "ward parties")
Arrington III:2 (74)
part-member families
Fitzgerald V, Hilton I:2, Ownbey II
Parry, Donald W.
Cracroft III:5
passport (Twain's self-description)
Cracroft VI:3 (12-13)
Paxman, John
Bartholomew III (18)
Pennsylvania, Chester County
Carter II (375-376)
Penuckle, James
Bunker and Bitton V:2
patience
"Patience o f . . . " II
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patriarchy (see "husband-wife relations")
Arrington III:4 (3), Bartholomew III (22), Carter II (397, 429), Chandler I:4,
Christensen (Kent) II, Kump I:2, Mortensen I:2
Patrick, Michael
Kirby III
patriotism
Arrington III:4 (14)
patronymics
Christensen II:1 (24, 28)
"Patty Perfect"
Baadsgaard II:3 (8), Bartholomew III (20), Black and Nielsen II, Cracroft
III:8 (13), Nielsen I, II
Payson, Utah
Teacher's Contract II
peace
Cracroft I, Heaton II:3 (5), Kraut II (7)
Pearson, Carol Lynn
Cracroft III:2 (6), 8 (10, 12), 11, 16
"peculiar" people
Kirby III, Kirby and Bagley II:1, Taylor (Samuel) II:5, 9, 12, Torkildson II,
Wilson III:6 (157)
Pent-Up (new magazine for Mormon singles)
Bagley (Pat) II:2
perfect (being), perfection (freeway toward), perfectionism
Baadsgaard II:3 (8), Black and Nielsen I, Black, II, Carter II (376), Cracroft
III:2, 8 (2, 4), Hilton I:1-4, Kidd I:1, Plummer II:1
Perkins, Eli
Cracroft VI:4 (3)
Pero, use of
Cracroft I, III:8 (5)
persecution (glee in foiling of)
Pratt II, III
personal essays, narratives (see "essays")
Bartholomew II:1-2, Bradford III:2, Eden II, Hoskins II, Jolley II [see E.
England in annot], Kenner II, Simmons II, Ulrich and Thayne II
perversion
Kirby II:3
perversity
Cracroft III:5 (35)
Peterson, Charles S.
Arrington III:2 (73)
Peterson, Levi S.
Anderson III (153), Bartholomew III (2, 13-14), Bennion III (165), Card I:6,
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Cracroft III:5 (39), 8 (12), England III:2, 3, Walker II
Peterson, Sarah Ann
Butler III (10)
Petsco, Bela
Anderson III (157), Townsend II (Sept. 28, 1982)
"Petticoatism and Plunder"
Cracroft VI:5 (201)
Phelps, William W.
Arrington III:3 (7), Pratt (P.) II
philandering
Cracroft III:2 (8)
photographs, photos (comical, captioned)
Everett II, Johnson (L. M.) II, Nielson II, Salazar and Wightman II
phrenology
Snow II:2
physiology (of Mormons-see "appearance")
Arrington (Leonard) II:1 (4), III:2 (15), Twain V:2 (101)
pie
Carter II (374)
piety, piousness (see "levity")
Arrington III:3 (4-5), 5 (41), Kirby III
pigs
Arrington (Leonard) III:4 (15), Bailey (William) II (50), Carter II (416),
Cheney II:2 (127) Harris II:1, Tolman I
Pioneer Day (see "Twenty-Fourth," "parade")
pioneer humor (see "humor, pioneer")
pioneers, pioneer past, legacy
Arrington III:4 (17), 5, Barber I, Card I:6, Carter II, Johnson II, Kirby &
Bagley (Pat) II (60-63), Lyon II, Stegner II:1-2, Whipple I, Wilson III:3
pioneer women
Arrington and Madsen II, Bushman VI, Carter II
pizza
Townsend II (Sept. 28, 1982)
Plan 10 From Outer Space
Harris VI
Playboy (magazine)
Kirby II:7
Plummer, Louise
Bartholomew III (18)
Plummer, Thomas
Cracroft III:2 (9-10)
Plunket, Mrs.
Arrington III:2 (73-74)
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poems, poetry, poets (comic)
Arrington III:4 (11), Bolivan V, Brandley II, Bunker and Bitton V:2, Clayson
II, Cracroft III:8 (11), Culmsee II, Harris II:1-3, Hart II, Johnson (G.W.) II,
Kammeyer II:1-2, Larson II:1-3, Lindsay V, Lyon II, Merrill and Niendorf
III, Pearson II:2-3, 7, Peck III, Penuckle V, Snow II, Stewart II, Ulrich and
Thayne II, Ulrich and Thayne II, Walker III, Ward II
police
Kirby II:2-3, 8
politics
Chandler I:3, Kimball (James) II:5, Parley II, Toscano I, Whipple I, II:5
politics, single-issue approaches, attitudes about, toward
Bagley (Pat) II:1, Brinkerhoff II:2 (136)
polygamy
Adeler V:l-2, Arrington III:1 (20, 21), 2 (14-15), Bailey (Paul) II:2,
Bartholomew II:1, Bunker and Bitton V, Bushman VI (incl. xix, 259-260),
Cheney II:3 (104), Christmas II, Cracroft III:5, 7, 8 (5), V, VI, "Hist. Crot."
V, Holley V, Kimball (James) III:5, Kirby II:5, Kirby & Bagley II (84), Lyon
II, McKay III, Nash II, Penuckle V, Sorensen I, Taylor (Samuel) I:1, II:7-8,
12, Twain V:2, Ward (Artemus) V:l-3, Walker III:2 (339-340)
polygamy (cartoons)
Hirshson II (168)
Poplarhaven
Geary II:2
pornography
Kidd III (5)
Porter, Larry
Townsend II (Sept. 28, 1982)
Porter, William T.
Tanner VI:2 (63), 5
post-structuralism
Cracroft III:5 (35, 41)
Postum
Brunvand V (242), Cracroft III:8 (5)
potatoes
Carter II (374)
Poulsen, Ezra
Godfrey II (109)
Pound, Louise
Brunvand IV:1 (204)
practical jokes, joking (see "jokes")
Arrington III:2 (74), 4 (15, 19), 5 (42), Brooks II, Carter II (396, 397, 419),
Engar and Watts II, Godfrey II, Rich III, Walker III
pranks (see "practical jokes, joking")
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Pratt, Orson
Arrington III:3 (7), 4 (15), Townsend II (Sept. 28, 1982), Walker III:2 (334,
339-340)
Pratt, Parley P.
Arrington III:3 (7, 9), 4 (10, 23), 5 (42), Bartholomew II:3 (6), Bitton III (6),
Christmas III:1, Cracroft II:4 (8-9), III:5, 8 (13), Mann II, Pratt II, III, Twain
V:2 (106)
prayer, prayers (in Church)
Bartholomew III (20), Saderup II (115)
prayer (see "safety," "Spirit, portion o f )
Arrington III:4 (12-13, 21), 5 (42), Bagley (Pat) II:2, Bailey (Jack) II:1
(28-29), Bartholomew III (20), Brinkerhoff II:1 (81), 2 (2), Carter II (409),
Clark (Dennis) I, Hardy II, Hendrickson II, Peterson III
prayer, family
Allred II (10), Lyon II
prayer, mission farewell
Durrant II (97)
prayer, personal
Bartholomew II:3 (4-5)
preaching (see "talks," "sermons," "speaking," "presentations, family")
Carter II (384), Cracroft II:4 (24), III:8 (6), Kirby & Bagley II (92-95),
Ludlow V, Nelson II, Walker III:2 (338)
pregnancy (and delivery)
Baadsgaard II:2 (1), 3 (3), Bagley (Val) II:5, Brunvand V (243), Brinkerhoff
II:2 (151), Cannon II (15-16, 149-150), Grondahl II:1-2, Turner I, Whipple I
prejudice
Cracroft VI:1 (107), Kirby III, Poulsen II, Sorensen I
pre-existence, premortal existence (see "musicals")
Prentice, George D.
Arrington III:4 (13), Cracroft VI:3 (3)
Presbyterians
Lawrence V
presentations, family (in Church)
Saderup II
presidents, Church
West II (see also specific names)
pretension
Arrington III:5 (42), Cracroft III:2 (5), 11, Kirby III, Taylor (Samuel) II:8,
Walker III:2 (338)
pride
Arrington III:5 (42), Cracroft III:2, Eden II, Harris II:1, Kirby III, Snow II:1,
Toscano I, Ward II, Whipple I, Yorgason I
pride, cultural
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Arrington III:3 (11), 5 (45)
priesthood, as vested
Arrington III:4 (3), Bagley (Pat) II:1, Butler III (103), Crowe II (1-6)
priesthood (and blacks)
Poulsen II, Townsend II (Jan. 18, 1982)
priesthood (and) women
Arrington III:5 (42), Cracroft III:7 (285), Cratchit I (60), Kirby & Bagley II
(84, 123-125), "Hist. Crot." V (448-451), Kump I:2
procrastination
Simmons II
professors
Broadbent III (153)
profit
Agrelius, Bagley (Pat), Benson and Call I, Cracroft VI:9, Ward V:3
prominent (Church) members
"The Time of Your Life" II
pronunciation (of certain words, by Mormons)
Brunvand IV:1, Dunn II:1
prophet/prophets (and following them) (see also "general authorities")
Arrington III:3 (9-10), Kirby & Bagley II (36-39)
proselytizing
Scowcroft 10
prostitutes
Nielson II (101), Townsend II (Nov. 17, 1982)
Provo, UT
Kirby & Bagley (86-88)
proxy (temple) work
Bailey (Jack) II:1 (14), Neuhaus V
provincialism
Jeppson I, III, Kirby II:3 (220), III, Sorensen I
Prufrock, J. Alfred
Cracroft III:5 (38)
Pryor, Elinor
Bushman VI (241)
psychiatry, psychiatrists
Cracroft III:11
publishers
Broadbent III (154)
publishing (see writing)
Cracroft III:5
Puck
Bunker and Bitton V:2
Puddn'head Wilson
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Cracroft VI:1 (113)
puns
Arrington III:4 (17), Broadbent III (153, 157), Cracroft III:15 (13), Townsend
II (as in Jan. 18 1982)
Puritans/Puritanism (and humor)
Arrington III:3
Putnam's Monthly
"Hist. Crot." V (448-451)
pyramid scheme (see "marketing schemes")
quadrille
Arrington III:2 (75)
quarantine (practice of)
Carter II (382)
quicksand
Carter II (409)
Quincy, Josiah
Mulder and Mortensen V
Quinn, D. Michael
Arrington III:2 (77), Cracroft I (3-4)
quips
Fugal II
Quakers
Tolman I
questions, questioning
Nibley I (123)
"R" Rated Movies (see "film")
Brinkerhoff II:1 (85), Kirby & Bagley II (67, 114), Kidd III (4-5)
rabbit, rabbit, jack
Arrington III:2 (76)
racism, racist
Bagley (Pat) II:1, Coleman III, Eble IV (114), Kirby & Bagley II (56-59),
Kirby III, Poulsen II
radicalism
Grondahl II:2, Kirby III
radio talk shows, DJs
Grondahl II:2, Peterson (R.) II
Randolph, Vance
Brunvand IV:1 (204)
rape
Kirby II:3 (223), Kirby & Bagley II (82)
rats, pack
Carter II (392-393, 405)
reading
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Cracroft II:4-6, England III:1 (107), Nelson II (127)
reality, grip on
Kidd III (1-3), (Kirby II:3 (223)
reality, Mormon style
Cracroft III:5 (37-41)
rebelliousness
Cracroft III:5 (35)
recreational activity (place of)
Arrington III:3 (7-9), Packer III (279-280)
recreational vehicles
Chandler I:3
rectitude (pious)
Arrington III:3 (4-6)
Rector, Hartman Jr.
Cracroft III:8 (8)
recycling
Grondahl II:2
redundancy (language)
Olsen II
Redwood City First Ward
Taylor II:2-3, 5
refreshments
Bailey (Jack) II:1 (12)
relatives
Kimball I
Relief Society
Brinkerhoff II:1 (89), Bushman VI (224), Card II:1, Cheney II:3 (103),
Cracroft III:7 (281), Hilton I:1-3, Kidd I:2, Kirby II:3, Johnson (Laurie M.)
II, Munk II, Walker III:2 (339)
Relief Society, "Ancestral Recipe Coordinator"
Salazar and Wightman II
Relief Society presidents, presidencies
Hilton I:1-3, Kidd 1:2, Munk II, Plummer II:2, Stack III, Wilson III:4
religion, organized
Kirby & Bagley II (74), Kirby III
repairs, household, cars
Edwards I, Evenson I, Fulton, Hatch II
repression (and development of humor)
Arrington III:3 (1-2), Kirby III
Republican Party
Cracroft I (3), Kimball (J. N.) II:5, Voros II:1
resolutions
Cannon II (135-140)
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restaurants, Utah Valley
Townsend II
resurrection, the
Butler III (6), Carter II (419), Geary II:2, Kirby II:3, Peterson I:1
retirement
Fugal II
retribution
Carter II (388)
reunions, family
Arrington (Leonard) II:5, Bartholomew III (20), Cracroft III:2 (6), 16
reverence, in meetings (see "babies, squalling")
Bailey (Jack) II:1 (89), Kirby & Bagley II (40-43), Kirby III, Saderup II
(113)
Reynolds, Noel
Townsend II (Sept. 28, 1982)
rhyming
Carter II (417, 429)
ribs (see "Adam" [who is nigh-Eve])
Arrington III:1 (20)
Rich, Charles C.
Arrington III:2 (74), Walker III:2 (333)
Rich, Joseph C.
Arrington III:2 (74), Godfrey II, Walker III:2 (333-334)
Richards, Heber J.
Walker III:2 (333)
Richards, Franklin D.
Godfrey II (109)
Richards, LeGrand
Card I:6, Sorensen II:2
Richards, Willard
Walker III:2 (333)
Ricks, Stephen D.
Cracroft III:5
riddles, riddle-jokes
Brunvand V (239-240), Carter II:2 (69-72), Coop II, Heaton II:2-3, Thology
II, Walton II
ritual (ceremony)
Townsend II (Oct. 21, 1981)
roaches (and missions)
Bagley (Val) II:4
road shows
Brinkerhoff II:1 (91), Card II:1
Roberts, Franklin B.
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Dickson II
Robinson, Phil
Mulder and Mortensen V
Robson, Kent E.
Cracroft I (2)
Rockwell, Porter
Arrington III:2 (76, 78)
Rocky Mountain (area)
Brunvand IV:1 (205)
"Rocky Mountain two step"
Brunvand IV:1 (206)
Rodin exhibit (flap at BYU over nudes)
"BYU Bans" II
roles, male/female
Bell II:1, Dykes II, Edwards I
romance
Bagley (Pat) I:1, Keele III, Broderick II (19), Peterson I:1, Plummer I:1-2,
III, Smith I:1, Smurthwaite I:2, Townsend II, Walker III, Ward V:3, Weyland
I
Romney, Marion G.
Cracroft III:2, 5 (37)
round dance, dancing
Arrington III:2 (75)
Rudolf, Brother (red-nosed)
Cratchit I, Evans II
rules, mission
Allen II
rumors
Card II:1, Grondahl II:5
Roughing It (see Mark Twain)
Arrington III:4 (15-16), Cracroft VI:2 (7), 5 (206), Tanner VI:2 (59), 5 (52)
rumors
Grondahl II:4
rural, rustic life
Burrows II:1-2, Cheney II:2-3, Geary II:1-2, Harris II:1-3, Hunter II,
Mortensen I:1, Peterson I:1, Sorensen I, Taylor I:1, Whipple I
Rydman, Otto
Olson III
Sabbath, keeping of
Bartholomew III (20), Eble IV (114)
Sabbath, shopping on
Carter II (377)
Sabbath, Sunday
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Christmas II, Grondahl II:3, Morgan II, Niendorf III
Sacrament, blessing of
Brinkerhoff II:1 (19)
Sacrament Meeting
Circuit II, Kirby III, Nelson II (128)
Sacrament, passing of
Brinkerhoff II:1 (79)
Sacramental wine (see "Toquerville")
Burt II (146)
sacrosylum ('sak roh 'sy luhm)
Wilcox and Smith II:2 (47)
safety ("no harm or accident," "destination in safety" prayer repetitions)
Bagley (Pat) II:2
Saint, definition of
Cracroft III:5 (36), 8 (1)
Saints in Review (Reviews of LDS-authored books website, affiliated with MormonJ)
Gold VII (268)
Saintspeak
Cracroft III:2 (6), 8 (10), Card II
sales, salespersons (see "marketing")
salt (gathering of)
Carter II (408)
Salt Bears
Brunvand V (243)
Salt Lake City
Brunvand V, Burt II (148), Cracroft III:7 (280), 8 (7, 10), 17 (18), Kidd III,
Townsend II (Jan. 18, 1982), Twain V:2
Salt Lake Tribune, The
Broadbent III, Kirby & Bagley II (89-91), Walker III:2 (334)
salvation
Arrington III:4 (11), Peterson I:1-4
salvation by works
Bartholomew III (21), Toscano I
Salvation, Plan of
Pearson II:5, Stewart II
"Samantha Smith"
See Holley, Marietta, Cracroft VI:3
San Bernardino, CA
Arrington III:2 (74)
sanctimoniousness
Arrington III:3 (2-3, 8), 5 (41), Cracroft III:13, 17, Bushman VI, Furr II
(183), Hinckley III, Johnson III (2), Kirby III
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Sandy, UT
Morgan II
Sanpete County, UT
Antrei and Scow II, Arrington III:2 (76), Butler III, Carter II (412), Cheney
II:3 (esp. 101), Christensen II:1, Cracroft III:8 (9)
"Sanpitch Valley"
Butler III (8)
Santa Claus
Evans II, Geary II:2 (59-62), Taylor (Samuel) II:7
sappiness
Agrelius, Bagley (Pat), Benson and Call I
Sarah (Abraham's wife)
Baadsgaard II:1 (157)
Satan (see "devil")
Kirby & Bagley II (5-8)
satire, satirists
"Cornucopia" III, Cracroft VI:1 (111), Johnson III, Kirby III, Taylor (Samuel)
II:9, Ward II
Saturday, Saturdays
Brinkerhoff II:2 (25), Taylor (Stan) II (3:5)
sauerkraut
Cheney II:3 (101)
Scandinavian (stories, language, humor)
Antrei and Scow III, Arrington III:2 (76), Bunker and Bitton V:l (83), Butler
III, Carter II (413), Cheney II:3, Christensen II:1, Mulder III:3, Olson III,
Thomson II
scatter-brainedness
Rich II
scholarship, Scholars (see intellectuals)
Bartholomew III (22), Gillum II, Jeppson II, Nibley I, Taylor (Samuel)
II:10-11, Voros II:2
school, skipping
Brunvand IV:1 (203)
science, the sciences
Johnson III (1), Nibley III, Sorensen II:4 (Oct 21, 1981)
science fiction
Kirby & Bagley II (141-144)
Scott, Lucy R.
Merrill and Brandley II
Scouting
Brinkerhoff II:1 (93), Crowe II (19)
Scowcroft, Richard
Christmas III:2
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Scrabble (game among three Church presidents)
Sorensen II:2
scriptures, scripture reading, study
Bagley (Pat) II:2, Bitton III (6-7), Brinkerhoff II:1 (95), Johnson III
scripture riddles
Thology and Coop II
Seagulls
Bailey (Jack) II:1 (14), Benson and Bagley II (44), Card II:1, Kirby &
Bagley II (30-32), Taylor II, Walton II
secular humanism
Bagley (Pat) II:1
secularism
Bagley (Pat) II:2, Chandler I:2, Peterson I:4
self-confidence
Cracroft III:8 (4-5), Johnson III (2)
self-control
Arrington III:3 (9)
self-reliance
Cracroft III:8 (5), Tanner VI:2 (57)
self-righteous, self-righteousness
Arrington (Leonard) II:1-2, 3-4, III:2 (73), 4 (14), Bailey II:1 34, Burton II,
Cheney II:2 (54-55), Cracroft III:2 (3), 8 (2, 5, 14), 13, 18, de Nevers IV,
Evenson I, Hinckley III, Johnson III (2), Kirby II:3 (228), III, Lewis I, Taylor
I:1, Toscano I
self-stultification
Johnson III (2), Nelson II (126)
Seminary
Brinkerhoff II:1 (97), Card II:1
sentimentality (vs. spirituality)
Cracroft III:5 (38)
Sericulture
Bushman VI (230)
serious(ness) vs. solemnness
Arrington III:3 (10), Burton II, Cracroft III:11, Kirby III
sermons (see "talks," "preaching," "presentations")
Arrington III:1 (20), Arrington Johnson (Lane) II, Cheney II:1, Cratchit I
service, Church
Bartholomew III (20), Townsend II (Oct. 21, 1981)
Sessions, Patty
Bushman VI (42)
Sessions, Perregrine
Arrington III:4 (12)
Seventh East Press
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Cracroft III:8 (11)
sewing
Carter II (408-409), Plummer II:2
sex education
Arrington III:1 (20), Bart V, Grondahl II:2
sex, safe
Bagley (Pat) II:1
sex, sexuality, sexual thought
Arrington III:5 (41), Bart V, Broderick II (18), Bushman VI (256), Card I:1,
Fisher I, Grondahl II:1-2 Kirby & Bagley II (80-82, 101, 108-110), Peterson
I:1-3, Walker II, Stack III
sexism, sexist
Benson and Bagley II (38), Circuit II, Eble IV (114)
sexual repression
Arrington III:5 (41), Bagley (Pat) II:2, Grondahl II:2
sexy attire (See "Fredericks")
Townsend II (Nov. 17, 1982)
sham (see "pretension")
Sharp, William
Dickson II
Shaw, G. B.
Nibley I (122)
"Sheepherder Sam"
Antrei and Scow II (445-447)
Shelton, Zephyr D.
Merrill and Brandley II
short stories
Jorgensen III:2-3
sibling rivalry
Johnson III, Lewis I
similes (see "humor, similes")
sin
Arrington III:1 (20-21), 2 (22), Butler III (99, 117), Clark (Dennis) I, Kidd
III (5-6), Peterson I:1-4
sing, singing (see "choir")
Carter II (376, 381-382, 390-392, 417-418, 429, 433), Saderup II (114-115)
Singles
Bagley (Pat) II:2, Bagley (Val) II:3, Bartholomew III (20), Card I:7, Harris
II:2, Payson II, Pearson II:1, 4, Smith I:1, Taylor I, Weyland I, "Sunstone
Top Ten," II
sisterhood/brotherhood
Kirby & Bagley II (100-101)
Sisters, Mormon
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Bushman VI
skepticism (and irony)
Cracroft VI:1 (104), Kirby III
Skousen, Cleon
Cracroft I (3)
skunk, skunks, skunk oil
Carter II (399)
slang (of early days), see "language"
Carter II:2 (76-77)
slant, telling it
Mulder III:1
slapstick
Burrows II:1 (35), Cracroft VI:8 (3)
Smallwood, Susan Dean
Cracroft III:2 (11)
smile(s), smiling (see "whimsy")
Arrington III:5 (41), Hales III (144), Heaton II:2 (iv), Hinckley III,
McConkie III, Snow II, Pearson II:2
Smith, Emma
Arrington III:3 (7)
Smith, George Albert
Arrington III:3 (7), Bailey (Jack) II:1 (45), Carter II (374)
Smith, Jesse Evans
Bradford III:3 (19-20)
Smith, John H.
Godfrey II (109)
Smith, Joseph
Arrington III:2 (76), 4 (9), 5 (41, 43), Bitton III (ix), Bunker and Bitton V:l,
Cracroft II:4 (8-10), III:8 (2-3, 13), VI:2 (16), Olsen II, Pratt I, III, Grondahl
II:1, Kelly III, McConkie III, Taylor (Samuel W.) II:3, Wilson III:6
Smith, Joseph F.
Arrington III:4 (23), Godfrey II (109)
Smith, Joseph Fielding
Bradford III:3, Bailey (Jack) II:1 (28), Bradford III:3, Cracroft III:20,
Sorensen II:2
Smith, Robert F.
Bartholomew III (18), Cracroft III:2 (Intro., 8-9)
Smith, Samantha (see Marietta Holley)
Cracroft VI:2 (12)
smog (Utah)
Townsend II (Jan. 18, 1982)
smoking (tobacco), (see "Word of Wisdom")
Evans II
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sniggles
Wilcox and Smith II:2
Snow, Eliza Roxcy
Bushman VI (esp. 25, 33, 252-253), Cracroft II:4 (9), Sillitoe III, Snow II:1-3
Snow, Lorenzo
Godfrey II (109), Townsend II (Sept. 28, 1982)
sleeping, in Church
Butler III (103), Carter II (377, 415), Clayson II, Cracroft II:2, III:8 (13),
Johnson (Lane) II, Nelson II (126), Ward II (16)
sleeping-in (on missions)
Bagley (Val) II:4
smallpox
Carter II (382)
smugness
Cracroft III:8 (5), Kirby III, Taylor (Raymond) II
snakes
Arrington III:2 (76)
snore, snored, snoring
Twain VI:3 (108), Ward II
"Soaps," the
Cannon II (144-148)
Social Services
Brinkerhoff II:1 (101)
sociologist
Eble IV (102)
Softball (see "sports")
Brinkerhoff II:1 (103)
soldiers
Butler III (85)
solemnness (vs. seriousness), solemnity
Arrington III:2 (9), 3 (10), Cracroft III:11, VI:2 (14), Kirby III
somnambulating (see "sleeping")
song practice (in Church)
Saderup II
songs (also see "folksongs")
Merrill and Brandley II, Toscano I
Song(s) of Solomon
Jones II (54)
Sophic, the
Bartholomew III, Bennion III, Cracroft III:5, Nibley III
Sorenson, Horace
Lore III (Foreword ii)
Sorensen, Virginia
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Anderson III (154), Bartholomew III (2), Bushman VI (241), Coleman III:2,
Jorgensen III:4, Mulder III:1, Smith III
southern highlanders
Arrington III:4 (6-7)
Southey, Trevor
Cracroft I (2), Pearson II:3, 7
spanking (see "corporal punishment")
Spam
Nielsen II
Spaulding Theory
Card II:1
speeding (while driving)
Kirby II:3 (4, 228)
speaking/speakers (in church, public gatherings)
Arrington III:3 (7), Eble IV (112), Kirby & Bagley II (68-71, 76-79, 92-95),
Nelson II, Ward II
speaking/speakers (in tongues)
Kirby & Bagley II (33-35), England III:5
speech, vernacular, folk (see "dialect")
Brunvand IV:1 (definition, 206), Kimball (J. G.) II
spelling (gaucherie)
Bailey (William) II (Foreword), Broadbent III (155), Olson III (90-91),
Tanner VI:4 (45), Walker III:2 (335)
spending (money)
Hilton II
Spirit, "Gifts of the" (talk)
Hales III
Spirit ("portion o f )
Bagley (Pat) II:2
Spirit of the Times
Tanner VI:2 (63), 5 (49-50)
Spirit Prison
Kirby & Bagley II (116-118)
spirits, evil
Butler III (122)
spirituality
Kirby & Bagley II (74)
spontaneity (see "humor")
Arrington III:5 (41), Cracroft III:2 (13-14)
sports
Bagley (Pat) II:2, Bailey (Jack) II:1 (14, 44, 62), Carter I:2, Kirn I, Card II:1,
Cracroft III:2 (9), Christmas II, Crowe II, Edwards II, Kirby II:7, Peterson
(R.) II, Robinson II
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Sports Afield
Tanner VI:6 (50)
Sports Illustrated (swimsuit edition)
Kirby & Bagley (114)
Sprague, Ithamar
Arrington III:4 (19)
spring (with children)
Baadsgaard II:2 (25)
spunk
Arrington III:2 (73-74)
squeaky-clean (Mormon image)
Arrington III:2 (73)
St. George
Arrington III:4 (11-12), Burt II, Whipple I
St. Peter
Brunvand IV:1 (202)
stagecoach, stagecoaches
Tanner VI:2 (59)
Staheli, John
Carter II (424-425)
stake presidents
Broderick II, Peterson I:4, Wilson III:4
Star Valley, Wyoming
Rich III
Statehood (Utah's bid)
Broadbent III, "Hist. Crot." V (448-451)
stealing (see "thieving")
Carter II (425)
Stegner, Wallace
Lore III (Foreword), Stegner II:1-2, V
stereotypes, stereotyping
Antrei and Scow II, Arrington III:2 (74), Bunker and Bitton V, Bushman VI
(254), Cracroft III:13, Kirby II:5, Poulsen II (30-33),
sticks, pulling
Carter II (380-381)
stockings
Carter II (412), Cracroft VI:7
stories
Cheney II:2-3 (99), Clark (H. S.), Jorgensen III:2, McConkie III
stork, The
Bagley (Pat) (Val) II
storytelling
Butler III (7-8), Cracroft III:2 (9, Peck III
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Stowe, Harriet Beecher
Ward II
straightlaced (Mormon action, image)
Arrington III:2 (73), Kidd III
Stranger(s)
Cracroft III:5, Hales III, Jorgensen III:2
stress (see "humor, therapeutic")
Wilson III:4
strip poker
Townsend II (Nov. 17, 1982)
stubborn, stubbornness
Carter II (375)
Student Review (unofficial BYU magazine website)
Gold VII (268)
stuffy (Mormon image)
Arrington III:2 (73), Kirby III
success, financial
Chandler I:4
suffrage
Bushman VI (176), "Freakish" II
suicide
Coleman III:1, Jorgensen III:2, Kirby II:3 (216)
sulking
Carter II (415)
Sullivan, Linda
Smoot and Alleys II
summer (with children)
Baadsgaard II:2 (70-71)
Sundance
Grondahl II:2
Sunday (see "Sabbath")
Sunday School
Brinkerhoff II:1 (109), Saderup II, Thayne, I:1
Sunstone (magazine—see "Bloodstone")
Cracroft III:8 (7), Kirby & Bagley II (114)
"Sunstroke Magazine"
Neuhaus V
supernatural, the
Arrington III:4 (19)
superstition, superstitions
Carter II:2 (72-73), Evenson I
sustaining (of leaders, by congregations)
Kimball (J. N.) II:1
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swearing
Arrington (Leonard) II:3-4, III:2 (74), 4 (18), Bagley (Pat) II:1, Card I:2
(634), Cracroft III:8 (9), Gold VII (268), Heaton II:3 (5), Kidd III (5-6),
Kirby II:1, Newell II, Pratt (P.) II (282-283)
swill barrels
Cheney II:2 (127)
swimsuits (see "bathing suits")
Sweden, Swedish influence, difficulty spelling
Antrei and Scow III, Carter II:2 (65), Olson III (all, incl. 90-91)
syntax (see "language," "Scandinavian," "usage")
Butler III (99)
Syrup, Winslow's Soothing
Arrington III:2 (78)
Tabernacle Choir, Mormon
Brunvand V (244), Kirby & Bagley II (85)
tact
Bagley (Pat) II:2
talks, preparation (see "sermons," "speaking")
Brinkerhoff II:1 (105), Cracroft III:8 (6), Fugal II, Heaton II:2-3, Nelson II,
Saderup II, Ward II
Tanner, N. Eldon
Arrington (Leonard) II:2
Tanner, Stephen L.
Cracroft I, Cracroft III:5 (36, 42)
tardiness (see "late")
taxes (see "honesty")
Kirby & Bagley II (151), Heaton II:3 (4), Taylor (Stan) II (3:4)
Taylor, Curtis
Cracroft III:2 (7)
Taylor, George J.
Pratt (O.) II, Walker III:2 (332)
Taylor, John (President)
Carter II (375), Pratt II (5-6)
Taylor, John W. (Apostle)
Godfrey II (109), Taylor (Samuel) II:5, 8, 12, Walker III:2 (332)
Taylor, Liz
Kirby & Bagley II (11)
Taylor, Sally T.
Cracroft III:8 (12)
Taylor, Samuel W.
Bartholomew III (19), Bradford III:2, Cracroft III:3, 5, 8 (12), 12, 14, 15, 1819, Hunsaker III, Jorgensen III:4, Rich III
Taylor, Zechariah
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McConkie III
tea (black, green)
Jones II (esp. 53), Taylor II:12 (12-13)
tea, Brigham's (and other herbal)
Jones II (53-54)
teachers (Aaronic Pr.)]
Kirby II:3(215)
teachers (school)
Payson II, Van Benthuysen II
teaching
Bartholomew III (23-24), Chandler I:2, Payson, UT II, Van Benthuysen II,
Yates I
teenagers
Brinkerhoff II, Burrows II:1-2, Card I:3-5, Cannon II (43-45), Engar and
Watts II, Eyre II, Heaton II:2-3, II:3 (45), Kirn I, Morris I, Mortensen I:3,
Peterson I, Smurthwaite I:1-2, Yates I, Yorgason I
teeth, Grandfather's
Carter II (405)
temper, tempers
Carter II (388-389)
temple, Cardston, Alberta
Lindsay V
temples, demand for
Cratchit I
temple excursions
Taylor (Samuel) II:2
temple garments, making light of
Brunvand V (237, 243)
Temple Night
Brinkerhoff II:1 (111)
temple recommends
Bartholomew II:3 (4), Kirby II:3
temple "work" (see "proxy")
Tennyson
Hendrickson II:2, Penuckle V, Ward II
tenure (at universities)
Hatch II
testimony, testimony-bearing
Arrington III:4 (20), Agrelius, Bagley (Pat), Benson and Bagley II, Benson
and Call I, Butler III (99), Card II:1, Kirby & Bagley II (44-47)
Thayer, Douglas H.
Bennion III (169), Cracroft III:8 (12)
Thayne, Emma Lou
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Bartholomew III (18), Cracroft I (2)
theater, theaters
Arrington III:3 (2), Card II:3, Cracroft III:7 (285), Hardy III, Keele III, Land
of Promise II, Taylor II:6, Young II
theory, theories (making of, use of)
Christensen II:1 (23-24)
thievery, thieving
Carter II (423)
thinking
Nelson II (127)
thin-skinned(ness)
Bitton III (viii), Cracroft, III:13, Kidd III, Kirby III
Thomson, Linda Higham
Stewart II
Thompson, William Tappan
Tanner VI:6
Thoreau
Tanner VI:5 (48)
Three Nephites (stories about)
Barber II (112-125), Brunvand IV:1 (202), Chandler I:3, Cheney II:3 (105),
Evenson I, Peterson I:1, Wilson III:3, 6 (156, 160)
thrift, thrifty, thriftiness
Carter II (416), Salazar and Wightman II, Townsend II, Williams II
Thrope, Thomas B.
Tanner VI: 6
Thurber, James
Cannon II, Tanner VI:2, 4
time, "Mormon Standard"
Bailey (Jack) II:1 (12)
tithing, tithing settlement
Bailey (Jack) II:1 (87-88), Barber II (112-125), Bartholomew III (20),
Brinkerhoff II:1 (113, 115), Burrows II:2 (114-115), Carter II (401-402),
Pearson II:4
toast, toasts
Arrington III:2 (77-78)
tobacco, chewing (see "smoking")
Arrington III:2 (76)
"Toilet, Trapped In"
Crowe II (22-23, 40-42)
tolerance
Arrington III:2 (76), Kidd III, Kirby III
tolerance, toleration, racial (see racism)
toleration, religious
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Kirby & Bagley II (86-88), Kirby III
Tom Sawyer
Bartholomew II:3 (8), Cracroft VI: 1, Molen II
Tomte ("Elf)
Olson III
tongue twisters
Carter II:2 (73-74)
toothaches
Arrington III:2 (76)
Toquerville, UT (see "wine")
Burt II, Carter II (406)
tongues, wagging
Nelson II (127)
torture (mental)
Nelson II (126)
Toscano, Paul
Bartholomew III (21), Cracroft III:2 (6)
tourists (in Utah), tour guide hoaxes
Brunvand V (243)
tract homes (of heaven)
Cracroft III:2 (Intro.)
tracting, missionary
Nielson II (143)
tradition, vertical vs. horizontal
Cracroft III:5 (39)
traffic, Utah
Morgan II
tragedy (see "humor (and) tragedy")
Arrington III:4 (4)
travel
Cracroft II:3, Grondahl II:1
travel (with family)
Cannon II (132-134)
trial system, American
Carter I:1
trials (facing them)
Lofgren (M.) II
Trinity (doctrine of)
Carter II (374-375)
trips, temple
Taylor (Samuel W.) II:2
Trump, Donald
Kirby & Bagley II (11)
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trunky (definition of)
Wilcox and Smith II:1
truths, bad and good (quoting Leonard J. Arrington)
Bartholomew III (16-17)
Turner, Lisa Ray
Cracroft III:2 (11)
Turner, Wallace
Brunvand V (241)
turnips
Broadbent III (153)
Twain, Artemus
Cracroft VI:5
Twain, Livy
Bartholomew II:3 (2, 4)
Twain, Mark (Samuel Langhorne Clemens)
Arrington III:4 (9, 13, 15), Bartholomew II:3, III, Brunvand V (235), Cracroft
III:2 (9-10, 12), 3, 7, 8 (15, 17-18), V, VI:1-5, 6, 8-10, Mulder and
Mortensen V, VI, Nash II, Tanner VI:2, 6, Twain V:2
Twain, Mark (course at BYU, taught by Richard H. Cracroft)
Bartholomew II:3
Twenty-fourth of July (celebration)
Arrington III:2 (77), 5 (42), Brinkerhoff II:2 (2), Burt II (146)
typists ("desperately typical")
Nibley I (123)
typos, humorous
Card I:6, Walker II
Ulrich, Laurel Thatcher
Bartholomew III (18)
unions
Evans II
United Order
Carter II (390-391, 409-410), Kirby & Bagley II (64-67)
United States (see "cartoonists")
Pratt (O. ) II, all cartoonists
unity
Bennion III
urban life
Peterson I:4
usage, English language (see "grammar")
Bailey (William) II (see Foreword)
usage, language (Mormon idiosyncracies in) (see "language")
Dunn II:2, Olsen II, Dickson II
ushering (at church)
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Brinkerhoff II:1 (117)
Utah, Central
Geary II:1
Utah, its inhabitants, culture
Arrington III:4 (19), Bunker and Bitton V:l, 2, Geary II, Grondahl II, Harris
VI, Hart II, Lore III (Intro.), Kidd III, Kirby II:3 (217-220), Kirby & Bagley
II (102), Newell II, Pratt (O.) II, Spencer II:2, Ward V:2
Utah Korrespondenten
Olson III
Utah, rural
Bushman VI (132), Geary II:2, Grondahl II:2
Utah, Southern
Pearson II:6
Utah (see "Statehood")
Utah, University of
Cracroft III:8 (7), Kirby & Bagley II (82), Townsend II (Mar. 8, 1983)
Utopia
Bushman VI
vacations
Morgan II
vacuum (cleaners-as in "Hoover")
Taylor (Stan) II (3:5)
Valentine (verses)
Carter II:2 (76)
Valley Girls
Townsend II (Nov. 17, 1982)
"Valley tan" (Mormon)
Twain V:2 (94)
values, family
Card I:1
Van Buren, Martin
Arrington III:2 (78)
vanity
Arrington III:5 (42), Bagley (Pat) I:1, Cracroft III:11, Kirby III
venality
Mulder III:2
Vesprecula, The
Cracroft III:8 (11)
violence (and) "joke-works" (see "humor (and) violence")
Poulsen II
violin (music, listening to)
Arrington III:5 (41), Saderup II (113-114)
virgins, vestal (in the Mormon Temple)
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Brunvand V (243)
virility, dwindling
Bartholomew III (20), Bush II
vision, First (making light of)
Brunvand V (243)
visit teaching (Relief Society)
Brinkerhoff II:1 (119)
vocabulary, Church
Cracroft III:8 (10)
vocabulary (erudite)
Sorensen II:4 (Oct. 6, 1981)
voices ("alternate")
Cracroft III:2 (7), Toscano I
Voros, J. Frederic
Bartholomew III (18)
voting (in Utah)
Broadbent III (152, 155-156)
Wain, Charles S.
Cracroft I (2)
Walker, Charles L.
Arrington III:4 (11-12)
Walker, Don D.
Bennion III (160)
Walker, Ronald W.
Arrington III:2 (74), Cracroft I (3)
waltz (see "quadrille," "round dance")
war
Cracroft I, Harris II:1, Ward II
war (in heaven)
Kirby & Bagley II (9-12)
Ward, Artemus (Charles Farrer Browne)
Arrington III:4 (13), Cracroft III:7, 8 (15), V, VI:2-3, 7-8, Mulder and
Mortensen VI, Twain V:2
Ward, Betsy Jane
Cracroft VI:5 (197)
Ward, Joseph H.
Broadbent III, Ward II
ward basketball (see "sports")
Bagley (Pat) II:2
Ward Correlation Meeting
Brinkerhoff II:1 (121)
ward family
Kidd III
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ward parties
Brinkerhoff II:1 (123)
"Ward Teacher" (by Edward A. Geary)
Cracroft III:8 (13), Geary II:2 (131-142)
Wart, Judas (Elder)
Cracroft VI:4, V (13-15), VI:2 (13), Holley V
warts
Cheney II:2 (32), Kidd III (2)
warts, in Church history
Broderick (47-49)
Wasatch Front
Bagley (Pat) II:1, Booth III, Kirby III
Wasatch Literary Society
Walker III
Washington, George
Cheney II:3 (99)
water (quality of, in Utah)
Broadbent III (156)
wealth
Carter II (416-417)
Webster, Daniel
Cheney II:3 (102-103)
Webster, Noah
Cheney II:3 (102-103)
weddings
Baadsgaard II:3 (54), Bagley (Pat) I (2), Bagley (Val) II:6, Butler III
(102-103)
Weiler, Bishop
Carter II (375)
Welch, Jack
Townsend II (Sept. 28, 1982)
welfare program
Cratchit I (59)
welfare service
Bartholomew III (20), Brinkerhoff II:1 (127), Townsend II (Oct. 21, 1981)
Wells, Daniel H.
Taylor (Samuel) II:6
Wells, Emmeline ("Emmie")
Cracroft III:8 (10)
Wells, H. G.
Butler III (101)
Werner, M. R.
Arrington VI
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Weyland, Jack
Bennion III (160-162), Cracroft III:8 (12), Jorgensen III:1
whimsy, definition, examples (see "smiles")
Bitton III (ix), Larson II, Merrill and Brandley II, Pearson II:3
Whipple, Maurine
Anderson III, Bennion III, Bushman VI (241), Coleman III:2, Cracroft III:2
White, E. B.
Tanner VI:2, 5
Whitney, Orson F.
Bennion III (177), Cracroft III:5 (37-39), 8 (10)
whorehouse, "Mormon"
Brunvand V (243)
widows
Arrington III:4 (15), Cracroft III:7 (285), VI:2 (5), Kirby & Bagley II (82),
Taylor (Samuel) II:8, Ward V:3
wife, selecting one
Carter II (376, 384, 388-389, 434-436)
wife, selecting a second
Carter II (416)
wigs
Carter II (376)
wildcats
Carter II (417)
Wilde, Oscar
Arrington III:3 (13)
wilderness
Bagley (Pat) II:1, Jorgensen III:3
Wilkinson, Ernest L.
Paxman II
Wilson, George P.
Brunvand IV:1 (204)
Wilson, William A. ("Bert")
Arrington III:4 (23), Bennion III (173), Cracroft III:6, Lore III, Mulder III:1,
Stack III
wine, wine-making in Dixie (see "Toquerville")
Carter II (423-424)
Winters, Charlene
Bartholomew III (28)
witch, witchcraft (see devil), Warlocks, Werewolfs
Eyre II, "Hist. Chips" II, Kirby & Bagley II (136-140)
wit (see "humor," "whimsy")
Burton II, Cracroft III:2 (13), McConkie III, Niendorf III, Stewart II, Taylor
(Samuel) II
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Wolle, himmlische (heavenly wool over eyes of public officials)
Broadbent III (153) '
womanhood
Andelin II, Bagley (Pat) I:1, Barber I, Bell II:1, Benson and Bagley II (38),
Turner I, Whipple I, Lyon II, Ulrich and Thayne II
women pioneers (see "pioneers")
"Freakish" II, Whitley II
women and polygamy (see "polygamy")
women's roles
Baadsgaard II:3 (90-91)
women, Mormon stereotypes/anti-stereotypical
Arrington III:2 (73-74), Bushman VI (251, esp. 254), Cracroft III:18, "Hist.
Crot." V (448-451), Kidd III, Twain V:2 (101)
Wood, William S.
Bitton III (30)
woodcutting
Arrington III:3 (8)
Woodruff, Wilford
Arrington (James) and Slover II:6, Arrington III:3 (6), 4 (23), 5 (42),
Broadbent III (154), Godfrey II (109)
Wooley, Bishop Edwin D.
Arrington III:1 (21), 2 (74-76), Carter II (375)
Word of Wisdom
Arrington (Leonard) II:4, Bagley (Pat) II:1, Bailey (William) II (see
Foreword), 8, Bartholomew III (20), Bitton III (45-52), Brinkerhoff II:1
(125), 2 (72), Brunvand IV:1 (203), V, Butler III (100), Carter II (423),
Cheney II:3 (103-104), Cracroft III:5, 8 (5, 10), Cratchit I (60), Jones II,
Kimball (James N.) II:2-3, Kirby II:3 (219, 220), Kirby & Bagley II (75),
Kirby III (11), Morgan II, Taylor I:1, II:12 (12-14) Thomson II, Stack III
Word Perfect ("Perfectly Wordy," "World Defect," "Ward Prefect," "Ward Pervert")
Bartholomew II:3 (2-5)
word processing (see "computers")
words, play on
Baker III:2
work
Heaton II:3 (45)
work for the dead (see "proxy")
Wright, Frank
Cracroft I (2)
Wright, H. Curtis
Cracroft III:5
writing
Bailey (Paul) II, Bartholomew II:3, Card I:4-5, Clark (H. S.) I, Cracroft II,
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III:5, Crowe II, Jeppson II, Kidd III, Lambert and Cracroft II:1, Larson II:1,
Taylor (Samuel) II:5, 9
xanthines
Jones II (53)
X-Generation
Kirby & Bagley II (48-51)
Yankee, Yankees (see "humor, Yankee")
Yates, Norris
Tanner VI:4 (67-69)
Yorgason, Blaine and Brenton
Cracroft III:8 (12)
"You bet," use of
Dickson II
Young, Brigham
Arrington (Leonard) II:2, III, III:2 (74-76), 3, 5, VI, Bartholomew III (6-7),
Bolivan V, Brunvand V (241), Bunker and Bitton V, Burt II (146), Carter II
(374), Cracroft III:5, VI:, 3 (202-203), 6 (197-198), England III:5, Godfrey II
(109), Hirshson II, Kirby III (11), Kraut II (7), Lofgren II:2, Ludlow V,
McConkie III, McKay III, V, Penuckle V, Robinson V, Snow II:2, Spencer
II, Taylor III, Townsend II (Oct. 21, 1981), Twain V:2 (96-97), Ward V,
Walker III:2 (339), Ward (Artemus) V:l-2, Wilson III:6 (155-156), Young III
Young, Joseph (Brigham's brother)
Arrington III:5 (41)
Young, Levi Edgar
Kimball (J. N.) II:6
Young, Margaret B.
Cracroft III:5 (41)
Young, Steve
Kirby & Bagley II (135)
ZCMI (Zion's Cooperative Mercantile Institute)
Arrington III:2 (75), Brunvand IV:1, V (240), Carter II (428)
zeal (missionary)
Cracroft III:20 (18)
"Zion," concept of
Brunvand IV:1 (201)
Zion's Fiction (LDS science fiction website)
Gold VII (268)
zipper, Bird Island's
Nibley I (121)
"Zoobies" (see Brigham Young University, students)
Kirby II:3 (224-226)
zucchini
Bell II:1 (1-3), Nielsen II
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Note: To save space, paragraphs and ellipses have been eliminated from some quotations
in this collection. Every effort has been made, however, to remain true to the author's
intent.
I. Humor in Mormon Fiction: Imaginative Lightening-Up
Agrelius, Mike and Pat Bagley, Steve Benson, Bruce Call. Especially for Anyone.*
Whittier, CA: Happy Valley Publishers, 1980. Cover page: "An
undistinguished anthology of thought, satire and other stuff especially suited
for anyone." Some titles: "I'm a Member of the Church and I Believe in a
Profit" (1); "Man's Search For Sappiness: Sometimes in your search for
consumer items you ponder the meaning of Mormon humor" (30).
Bagley, Pat. Hana, The No-Cow Wife.* Il. Will Terry. DB, 1965. Children's book
with a satiric twist on the legend about Johnny Lingo, an "island boy" who
makes a plain woman into a queen by buying her with a phenomenal eight
cows.
—. A Nephite in the Works. DB, 1992. Pat Bagley, SLT cartoonist, adds his own
particular vision of Mormon culture by inventing a "goofy-looking Nephite
named Norman, wandering Waldo-style through such familiar Mormon
scenarios as the pre-existence, the exodus west, and yes, a ward wedding
reception complete with an Elvis impersonator on the cultural hall stage"
(Ann Edwards Cannon AML speech, quoted in May 28, 1994 SLT,
"Mormons: Funny Side Up,"* Sec. III).
—. I Spy a Nephite. DB, 1991. Cartoonist Bagley parodies Mormon culture. (See
Cannon, "And Now for a Little Mormon Humor,"* Sec. III.)
Barber, Phyllis. "The Whip: A Mormon Folktale."* DL 20:4 Winter 1987: 185187. Brother Gustavson, a pioneer crossing the plains, has mastered the art
of swatting flies with his whip, much to his wife's distress at his continual
lashing. But God is good and teaches her how to stomach his habit.
Black, Margaret B. and Midge W. Nielsen. "Patti Perfect."* ExII V:3 Spring 1979:
15. "[The authors] brought us all to our knees in this delightful essay in
which [they] simply showed the perfect Mormon mother-wife-goddess going
through a perfect day" (R. H. Cracroft, "Turning On/Off Mormon Humor:
On and Off the Record,"* SNR 2:8 August 1982:18). (Don't miss the reprint
on the same ExII page of Phebe Cary's c. 1888 poem, "Was He
Henpecked?"*)
Bliss, Frederick and P. Q. Gump. Pseudonyms. See Card I:7, II:3
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Card, Orson Scott. Treasure Box*. NY: Harper Collins, 1996. See Eugene
England, "Give Yourself a Christmas Present,"* TP Holiday 1996: "A
recognizable Card device is a quick verbal twist—one that may be funny or
ominous. Every page is just plain fun to read, full of verbal wit. There is
the funniest sex scene yet written by a Mormon—but also the most
horrifying" (63). (On the subject of Mormonism and sex, see Carlfred B.
Broderick, "Three Philosophies of Sex, Plus One,"* DL II:3 Autumn 1967,
and a response, "This-Worldly and Other—Worldly Sex,"* by Lowell L.
Bennion, same issue, p. 106.)
—. Maps in a Mirror—The Short Fiction of Orson Scott Card* TDA, 1990.
Backgrounds to these stories, some of them hilarious (see "Hitching"), are
given by Card in his "Afterword: Lost Songs." (See below for separate
annotations. See also his BYU Church sesquicentennial, March 1980 lecture,
"The Problem of Evil in Fiction,"* published in his A Storyteller in Zion:
Essays and Speeches by Orson Scott Card, BKT, 1993, pp. 69-98.)
—. "The Best Family Home Evening Ever."* Maps in a Mirror—The Short Fiction
of Orson Scott Card. TDA, 1990: 641-43. First pub. The Friend Feb. 1978
(as Byron Walley). The family terror, assigned to teach the Family Home
Evening lesson on "family members not getting angry with each other," tests
their newly learned abilities. (See Card's background commentary,
"Afterword: Lost Songs [673].")
—. "I Think Mom and Dad Are Going Crazy, Jerry."* Maps in a Mirror—The
Short Fiction of Orson Scott Card. TDA, 1990: 647-653. First pub. The
New Era, May 1979 (as Byron Walley). Middle-income parents juggling
four cars and six drivers set ingenious limits of their own for an amusing
shove in the right direction. (See Card's experience trying to pub. stories in
Church magazines—this being one of the few successes [673-4].)
—. "Gert Fram."* Maps in a Mirror—The Short Fiction of Orson Scott Card.
TDA, 1990: 654-662. First pub. ENS July 1977 (as Byron Walley). "Gert
Fram," the adolescent novelist, writes funny stories to escape the woes
brought on by the awkwardness of her struggling, new maturity.
—. Saints* TDA, 1984. Quasi-historical novel with a wonderfully serio-comic
episode (Ch. 19): "rough-spoken, straight-talking Elder Heber C. Kimball
overwhelms gentle Englishman Charlie Kirkham and converts him, Elder
LeGrand Richards-like, to Mormonism." (See review by Levi S. Peterson,
"Panorama, Drama, and PG At Last," DL 17:4 Winter 1984: 157-159 and
letter to the editor, "Even the Typos,"* by Steven C. Walker, having fun with
a "Freudian slip" in Peterson's review [DL 19:1 Spring 1986: 7—see Sec. II];
R. H. Cracroft, "Warming up History: Orson Scott Card as Artistic Defender
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of the Faith in A Woman of Destiny [Saints]," paper read at the RMMLA,
Provo, Utah, October 19, 1985; Cracroft,"'A Sunny Spirit,'* Sec. III.; also,
Cracroft, "Alumni Book Nook,"* BYU Today 45:2 Mar. 1991: 3-4; and
Card's review, "On Art, Morals, and Morality,"* a review of John Gardner's
On Moral Fiction [NY: Basic Books, 1978], published in his A Storyteller in
Zion: Essays and Speeches by Orson Scott Card [SLC: BKT, 1993, pp. 99105].)
—. "Four Single Men That I Hope I never Marry."* SN 2:2 Summer 1997: 4-5.
Using the pseudonym "P. Q. Gump," Card poses as a divorced woman with a
child, who describes four men she hopes end up as ministering angels, so
some "poor, desperate woman," won't be stuck with them for eternity. Gump
has been spotted on other occasions cavorting around the pages of SN with a
character named Bliss (see Pearson, My Turn on Earth, Sec. II).
— and David Dollahite, editors. Turning Hearts: Short Stories on Family Life.*
BKT, 1994. This collection of insightful short fiction includes some humor
(see "Me and the Big Apple" by Jeroldeen Edwards, this section).
Carter, Ron. The Trial of Mary Lou: An American Folktale * Vol. I, The
Settlement Trilogy. HB, 1996. Carter, a former attorney and state senator,
spoofs the American trial system. Snake River, Idaho, hokies with no law
background, beyond what they were able to quickly gather, are assigned by
their enlightened State governor to conduct a trial involving a local woman,
accused of attempted murder. The locals learned fast: "If anyone gets to
raising a ruckus about anything you just whack the table a good one and
holler 'order in the court.' Then they stop. If they don't you contempt
them.'"
—. Me & the Geezer.* HB, 1996. "True story" narrated by Pony league pitcher
Joe Russell, former Mapleville [sic] Utah star, who is forced by his family's
move to join a California leftover team of assorted, diverse "zeroes" coached
by a psychologist. Through a series of heart-warming, sometimes hilarious,
ultimately maturing adventures with these teammates, he learns to respect
them, better understand himself, and to accept his over-involved "Geezer"
father [Carter] as "Dad."
Chandler, Neal. Benediction. A Book of Stories* UU P, 1989. William Mulder,
"Telling it Slant"* (see Sec. III), says Chandler's ironically titled Benediction
is "the way he puts a new spin on cliches of Mormon thought and diction,
working them into startling secular contexts, now comic, now sinister, that
give familiar words and phrases new currency." (See review* by Patricia
Truxler Aikins, WS 7:1 Spring 1990: 104-105: "What Chandler seems to
understand with almost stubborn contrariness is that humor and pathos are
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flip sides of the same coin"; see esp., "The Righteousness Hall of Fame" and
individual annotations, below.)
"Benediction."* Benediction. A Book of Stories.* UU P, 1989; also DL 18:2
Summer 1985: 152-166. Title story about a showdown between Damon
Boulder, the heterodox former teacher of a Gospel Doctrine class, and his
hip-conservative successor, Kevin Houston. Also pub. in Bright Angels &
Familiars: Contemporary Mormon Stories, ed. by Eugene England (below).
England (xvi) praises Chandler as having, "like Levi Peterson, pioneered the
use of humor" [in the "new Mormon fiction"]. See William Mulder's review,
"Humor and Pathos: Stories of the Mormon Diaspora,"* DL 24:4 Winter
1991: 176-178; letter, "Makes Me Chuckle,"* from Bruce L. Christensen, DL
18:4 Winter 1985: 4: "Sacred things laughed at become sacrilege. Chandler's
story recognizes our human condition without depreciating our spiritual
values. He helps us laugh at ourselves and our propensity to accept and even
to promote the secular as equivalent to the sacred. Through Chandler's
humorous lens we see the universal desire to make order out of chaos in the
struggle to connect daily life to religious aspiration (in this case, a Sunday
School teacher's absurd comparison between a movie hero and the Apostle
Peter)."
---. "The Third Nephite."* Benediction. A Book of Stories. UU P, 1989. One of
the Three (the other two retired) makes a stake conference "Visitation,"
abducts Harlowe, assigned as a guard for visiting Church authorities, and
demands his defense before Church Security. At issue: the rustic Stranger's
tendency toward break-ins, miracles, healings, and warnings to Saints about
such "impending dangers" as "nutritional supplements, recreational vehicles,
the law profession, schools of management, color analysis, inspirational
cassette tapes, Tupperware, voting Republican in Utah," and (in the same
breath) toxic dumps. (See review by William Mulder, "Humor and Pathos:
Stories of the Mormon Diaspora," DL 24:4 Winter 1991: 177 and DL 20:4
Winter 1987:8: Peterson's letter of response* [to offended readers, letter in
DL 20:2 Summer 1987: 5*] who read the story in DL* [Winter 1986].)
—. "The Only Divinely Authorized Plan for Financial Success in This Life or the
Next."* DL 18:3 Fall 1985: 130-137. Chandler flashes some revealing
humor in this wide open satire about religious incorporation of corrupt
business practice.
Clark, Dennis. "Answer to Prayer." Greening Wheat: Fifteen Mormon Short
Stories. Ed. Levi S. Peterson. OB, 1983 (Distr. by SB). Uses wit, farce,
and puns to explore the thought and behavior of a struggling young husband
and father (see Mulder,"Telling it Slant,"* Sec. III, 220-21); Eugene England,
"Faithful Fiction,"* DL 18:4 Winter 1985: 196-201: "Dennis Clark, one of
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our most talented but so far least published writers, tells of the complex
struggle of a young Mormon husband to be fully faithful to his wife, to avoid
both self-gratification and gratifying flirtation, and of the small, uncertainly
permanent, but certainly real gain he makes through prayer, good humor, and
persistence" (200); also Harlow Soderborg Clark, "Feeding Stories to the
Lion,"* below; "Levi Peterson's 'Grace' and Perry's Scheme with Bell's
Curves,"* by Marilyn Brown, AAML 1997, 172-174.
Clark, Harlow Soderborg. "Feeding Stories to the Lion."* AAML 1997, 188-193. In
describing coliseums built by publishers, Clark's amusing bedtime tale,
"Daniel's Lion," gives Mormon writers in the ring alternative fodder for
hungry lions.
Cracroft, Richard H. "Love at Home and Peace Abroad: A Breakfast Conversation
Between Frieda and Craig."* BYU Studies XXV (Winter 1985): 159-165.
Review of Dialogue's Special Peace Issue (17:4 Winter 1984, edited by
Linda King Newell and L. Jackson Newell). Complex aspects of war and
peace, as probed by various authors and artists in this issue, are given serious
consideration by a husband and wife, as they discuss [Mormon] attitudes
about war, including their own. This heavy breakfast fare is made palatable
by Cracroft's spoonfuls of conversational humor between a not-always
agreeing, but nevertheless loving couple.
Cratchit, Elder Bob. "What if 'Rudolf the Red-Nosed Reindeer' Were a General
Conference Talk?"* SN 20:4 Dec. 1997: 59-60: "I feel moved to tell you a
faith-promoting and heart-rending story—and not just because it's there on the
teleprompter—about one good brother who attends church at little but faithful
Frigid Branch there in the Aurora Borealis Stake, a Brother Rudolf. Now
Brother Rudolf could easily have slipped through the frozen cracks of the
Frigid Branch, [but] President Blitzen [brought] him up in priesthood
correlation meeting and correlation council meeting. After much fasting and
prayer and marvellous outpourings of the spirit, the PEC and members of the
CC felt impressed to take the matter to the district presidency. The district
president, a wonderful brother named President Claus . . . ."
Edwards, Jaroldeen. "Me and the Big Apple."* Turning Hearts: Short Stories on
Family Life. Ed. Orson Scott Card and David Dollahite. SLC: BKT, 1994.
A harried housewife envies her husband's more glamorous business life and
gets her chance, while he turns homemaker.
Evenson, Brian. "Sanctified, In the Flesh."* DL 29:3 Fall 1996: 177-185. Morbid
satire about blind, superstitious, self-righteous religion, as exemplified by a
"Mormon" wife who with unintentional hilarity nags her unequally-yoked
husband toward blessed, if violent, relief. (See Poulsen, Sect. III, for
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discussion of humor and violence; also Michael Austin, "Two Cheers for the
Violent Literati,"* SN 20:4 Dec. 1997: 13-15; Kirby, Section III, for
explanation about why "It's no coincidence that humorists are not renowned
for their ability to lead jihads, pogroms, and crusades" (11). See also,
Margaret Blair Young, "Grace and Truth and Mormon Art," SN 20:4 Dec.
1997, 56.
Fisher, Franklin. Bones. UU P, 1990. One comic exorcism scene in an often
grotesque, stream-of-sexual-thought, satiric novel (about Lorin Hood, an
excommunicated missionary who leaves his roots for life as a would-be artist
in California) is described by one not wholly impressed critic as "even
funnier than I remembered" (see review by Lavina Fielding Anderson,
"Delusion as an Exceedingly Fine Art,"* DL 24:3 Fall 1991: 147-150; also,
her commentary, Sec. III).
Hilton, Joni. Dating: No Guts, No Glory* SLC: CC, 1989. A novel for teens
about dating and love—healthy advice, comically disguised.
—. Scrambled Home Evenings* Am. Fork, UT: CC, 1994. Sequel to As the
World Turns. About an eccentric RS president, her husband, relatives, and a
far-out Homemaking Leader named Edith Horvitz.
—. Around the Ward in 80 Days* Am. Fork, UT: CC, 1993. This second sequel
to As the Ward Turns continues the dizzy adventures of a RS president whose
adventures are as frazzled as her new perm.
—. As the Ward Turns* Am. Fork, UT: CC, 1991. The life and times of a RS
president called "Andy," who, with counselors "Mo" and "Larry," provides a
wacky but recognizable view of life in an LDS ward.
Jeppson, Joseph. "The Graduate."* Posing as an optometrist and Sunday School
teacher in Rexburg, Idaho, Jeppson, an early editor of DL, under the
pseudonym "Rustin Kaufmann," writes a "devastatingly mock," satiric review
of the movie (see Jeppson, Section III and R. H. Cracroft, "Turning On/Off
Mormon Humor,"* same section).
Kidd, Kathryn H. The Alphabet Year* Greensboro, NC: HRP, 1991. Fangs, the
"perfect" Mormon mother, teams up with imperfect Kate and Lissa, who
never was a mother and would not be perfect if she were, to form a daycare
co-op. (See Kidd's Feb. 1997 AML talk, "You Stole My Life and I Hate
You," Sec. III.)
—. Paradise Vue.* Greensboro, NC: HRP, 1989. Ironic, engaging tale about an
unusual RS presidency in an unmistakably usual LDS ward. Card's
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Foreword* about Mormon humor sets the stage. (See Orson Scott Card's
"Foreword" comments about Kidd in their book, Lovelock: The Mayflower
Trilogy, Book I,* TDA, 1994; also, Richard H. Cracroft, "'A Sunny Spirit,'"*
BYU Today 45:2 Mar. 1991: 4, Sec. III: calls Paradise Vue "the funniest
Mormon novel since Sam Taylor's Heaven Knows Why")
Kimball, Linda Hoffman. Home to Roost.* Greensboro, NC: HRP, 1995.
Uninvited, unbaptized, and uninhibited, the irrepressible "Aunt Minnie"
moves in and propels a comic plot with a surprisingly weighty, heart-tug
ending.
Kirn, Walter. "Planetarium."* My Hard Bargain. NY: WA Square Press, 1987.
Tale about a creative Mormon bishop, working with his basketball team of
equally creative, adolescent, self-abusing boys, who helps them "see
yourselves the same way God sees you. With clear [startling] vision." (See
commentary explaining "somewhat surrealistic quality" of this story, by
Harlow Soderborg Clark, "Feeding Stories to the Lion,"* AAML, 1997, pp.
188-189; also review of My Hard Bargain, "Opening the Door a Little
Wider,"* by Christopher Bigelow, WRI 2:2 Dec. 1993: 111-119.)
Kump, Eileen Gibbons. "Everncere." Greening Wheat: Fifteen Mormon Short
Stories. Ed. Levi S. Peterson. OB, 1983 (Dist. by SB); first pub. ENS IX:8
1979. A short tale with tongue-in-cheek insights about the frustrations of
sincere Mormon mothers trying to raise insincere Mormon boys.
—. Bread & Milk and Other Stories* BY UP, 1979. "Bread and Milk" and "Sayso
or Sense"* (first published in BYUS 14:2 Winter 1974: 263-269) show quiet
humor arising in tender stories of just another but somehow very important
day in a small Mormon community. (See Lissa Thompson, SN 6:3 May-June
1981: 58-59*; and Mulder, "Essential Gestures":* "beguiling simplicity," Sec.
III: 16.)
Lewis, Bob, "Translator." The Lost Plates of Laman: An Account Written by the
Hand of Laman*. SB, 1997. "Yes, here is the enigmatic but at last lovable
Laman, the man with the unflinching and steadfast faith in the arm of flesh"
(Intro.). The record starts, "I Laman, having been born of restless parents . .
. ." See review* by Ryan Johnson, Sec. III.
Marshall, Donald R. The Enchantress of Crumbledown. DB, 1990. "A read-it-toyour-kids children's book which mixes instruction and whimsical delight in a
very palatable fashion." (See R. H. Cracroft, "Alumni Book Nook,"* BYU
Today 45:2 Mar. 1991: "Alumni Today" insert, 3; Cracroft, "'Crumbledown'
Not Only Enchants But Slyly Instructs," DH Nov. 11, 1990: C2; also
Cracroft, "'The Day Dawn is Breaking': Donald R. Marshall and Recent
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Trends in Mormon Fiction," BYU Today 39 Dec. 1985: 56-58.)
—. "May the Good Lord Bless and Keep You." The Rummage Sale.* DB, 1985:
60-83. First pub. in 1972. Satirical epistolary exchanges between a
missionary and his wannabe sweetheart, Floydene Wallup, of Mink Creek,
Idaho. (See Richard H. Cracroft, "'A Sunny Spirit,'"* Sec. III; also his
review, "Seeking 'the Good, the Pure, the Elevating': A Short History of
Mormon Fiction," Part 2,* ENS July 1981: "The Rummage Sale ranges from
some of the funniest pieces in LDS fiction to some of the most poignant.
The funniest of Marshall's stories may well be "May the Good Lord Bless
and Keep You" [59]; and Eugene England, "The New Mormon] Fiction,"
Sec. III [xiv]: "A collection of stories which took rural Mormon culture for
granted as a context for apparently humorous but also deeply serious
examination of religious and moral conflicts"; See also, The Rummage Sale:
A Musical in Two Acts, by Donald R. Marshall, based on The Rummage Sale
[Provo, Heirloom Publications, 1972], and its review,* DL XIII:2 Summer
1980: 132.)
—. "Friends and Loved Ones Far and Near/Merry Xmas From our House to
Yours." Frost in the Orchard.* Provo, UT: BY UP, 1977. Spoofs
Christmas family newsletters. (See Elouise Bell's transitional, rekindled view
on such letters in "Christmas Letters," DH, Dec. 22, 1995: B-l and
commentary by Marilyn Brown, "Levi Peterson's 'Grace' and Perry's
Scheme with Bell's Curves,"* AAML, 1997: 172+; Dennis Clark,* SN 3:1
Nov.-Dec. 1977: 33-34; Richard H. Cracroft review of Frost in the
Orchard,"Seeking 'the Good, the Pure, the Elevating': A Short History of
Mormon Fiction," Part 2* ENS 11:7 July 1981: 60-61; and review by Larry
Mann, "Nippy Stories,"* Century: A Brigham Young University Student
Journal, ed. by Richard Larsen, Fall 1979, pp. 154-156: "One indication of
the richness and appeal of Frost in the Orchard is that one of its stories,
'Christmas Snows, Christmas Winds,' was made into a television special and
aired nationally in December 1978" [154].)
Morgan, Howard and Glenice. Pancho and Me* Newport Beach, CA: Crown
Summit Books, 1981. Subtitled, "An Hilarious Novel." Follows Glenice and
her slightly crazed dentist husband, as he follows his humanitarian impulses
to Guatemala, bringing the whole not-so-willing family along for the
adventure.
Morris, Carroll Hofeling. Saddle Shoe Blues* SLC: DB, 1987. Tenderly
humorous first-person story about Letty, a Mormon girl in early Wyoming
dealing with pre-adolescent social pressures.
Mortensen, Pauline. "The Gledhill Foot and the Reflexologist."* SN 18:2 Aug.
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1995: 31-34. A woman's ruminations while her feet are being "read" as they
are massaged. Loosely laced with squeamish-ticklish humor. (See Anderson,
"Masks and Music,"* Sec. III: 74.)
—. "Woman Talking to a Cow."* Bright Angels & Familiars: Contemporary
Mormon Stories. Ed. Eugene England. SB, 1992: 159-61. First pub. in
Back Before the World Turned Nasty, below. England writes (Intro. xvi) that
Mortensen has "used the rural Mormon stereotype to make witty, hip,
exquisitely vocalized tales," in this case about a wife dealing with frustration
at some of her husband's attitudes and decisions.
—. Back Before the World Turned Nasty* Fayetteville, AR: U. of AR P, 1989.
Stories full of what William Mulder calls "mordant humor" (see "Essential
Gestures,"* [16], Sec. III); related stories ("Woman Talking to a Cow"* and
"Side Effects"*) "recount in spare, strong prose, how a courageous woman
confronts herself, her family and her imposing western environment"
(Cracroft, "Alumni Book Nook," BYU Today 45:2 Mar. 1991: 4.) Also, see
review* by Donna R. Cheney, WS 7:1 Spring 1990: 99-102: Mortensen
shares metaphorical experience "with dark humor" (100), yet "views life as a
continuing, but worthwhile struggle" (102).
Nibley, Hugh. "Bird Island."* DL X:4 Autumn 1977: 120-123. Nibley's "Post
Script" explains that this "Fantasy," first revealed at a BYU Religion Division
social, was widely viewed in its corrupted state, without parental approbation.
Adding insult to inquiry, it was displayed by DL over the author's "hysterical
protest" that it was "not meant to be read by anybody"-which circumstance
guarantees that it is sought by all, who ponder the moral of this story with
appropriate gravity.
Pearson, Carol Lynn. A Stranger for Christmas. NY: St. Martin's P, 1996. Light
and tender, this reissued short story (1984) features two roommates in a
nursing home who introduce "Genevieve" (an imaginary, elderly woman who
is alone at Christmas) to one of their families to see how they really feel
about having a (proxy) "Gram" visit for Christmas.
Peterson, Joseph. "A Ford Mustang."* DL XIII:2 Summer 1980: 90-97. Poignant
tale contrasting youthful dreams with aged disillusionment; amusing
description of teen thought and behavior and a humorous twist on the narrator
experience working "with a girl who checks for V.D. and with a bunch of
guys that are carriers" (94).
Peterson, Levi S. Night Soil* SLC: SB, 1990. Funny circumstances in the lives
of these Mormons-of-sorts make for wry, iconoclastic asides and raunchy,
irreverent satire that delights and disturbs. Peterson prods his readers toward
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compassion for the guilty, sin-ridden, struggling misfits among (and in) us
(see "The Newsboy,"* "The Third Nephite,"* "A Wayne County Romance,"*
and "Night Soil"*). "[Night Soil] cultivates his [Peterson's] Mormon version
of [Erskine Caldwell's] God's Little Acre in the manner of the southern
naturalists, complete with local grotesques" (see Mulder, "Essential Gestures,"
Sec. III).
—. The Backslider*. SLC: SB, 1986. Peterson's sparkling first novel is a reeling,
raw, irreverent tale about Frank Windham, a lusty Mormon cowboy who
yearns for salvation, but feels corralled by sin and guilt. Finally, The
Gatekeeper reaches and teaches Frank, in language he can understand—and in
a setting some find brilliantly ribald, and others, vulgar, shocking, and
blasphemous. (See Cracroft, "Attuning the Authentic Mormon Voice,"* [Sec.
III:5, 39-40] and commentary listed there of Jorgensen, "Undefining 'Faithful
Fiction' [p. 71], and Wright, "A Sophic and a Mantic People"*; Peterson's
sometimes autobiographical "Singing with Something Less Than one
Accord,"* AAML, 1997: 138-145; also, Margaret Blair Young, "Grace and
Truth and Mormon Art,"* SN 20:4 Dec. 1997:56.)
—. Greening Wheat: Fifteen Mormon Stories. Midvale, UT: OB, 1985. See
Peterson's introduction* to this collection and individual annotations for
"Everncere,"* by Eileen Gibbons Kump, and "Answer to Prayer,"* by Dennis
Clark. (See Marilyn Brown, "Greening Wheat Offers Excellence,"* DH, Jan.
29, 1984: "For the most part Mr. Peterson has chosen wisely and well.
However, some of the stories are not as 'Mormon' as they could be in such
an unabashedly claimed 'Mormon' work, while unfortunately some of the
best Mormon short story writers were not represented—especially Utah
County's Douglas Thayer and Bela Petsco"; also Eugene England review,
"Faithful Fiction,"* DL 18:4 Winter 1985: 196-201.)
—. "The Christianizing of Coburn Heights."* The Canyons of Grace. Urbana: U
of IL P, 1982; also, Bright Angels and Familiars: Contemporary Mormon
Stories, Ed. Eugene England, SLC: SB, 1992: 109. Serio-comic tale of
Rendella Kranpitz, who looks and acts like a "bag-lady," knows and quotes
scripture like The Devil and, like a pit bull, takes on her faltering bishop,
rattles her stake president, and badly shakes up her once-comfortable
neighbors—in a classic testing of the limits of Christian charity. (See Edward
A. Geary review, Canyons of Grace, SN 10:2 Mar. 1985: 59-61; Veda Tebbs
Hale,"The Perry Scheme of Cognitive and Ethical Growth Applied to Levi
Peterson's Canyons of Grace,"* AAML, 1997: 164-171; Marilyn Brown's
"Levi Peterson's 'Grace' and Perry's Scheme with Bell's Curves,"* AAML,
1997: 172-174; Eugene England, "Beyond 'Jack Fiction': Recent
Achievement in the Mormon Novel," BYU Studies 28:2 Spring 1988: 97-109,
reprinted* in Essays on Mormon Literature: Tending the Garden, ed. Eugene
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England and Lavina Fielding Anderson, SLC: SB, 1996; also England's
review,* BYUS 23:1 Winter 1983: 121-126: "The Development of the
Mormon Concept of Grace,"* by Blake T. Ostler, DL 24:1 Spring 1991: 5684; R. H. Cracroft review, "Scaling the Canyons of Grace," AML Newsletter
7: June 1983: 6-8: "Eternity with a Dry-Land Mormon,"* by Levi S.
Peterson, DL 23:2 Summer 1990: 110-115; also, Margaret Blair Young,
"Grace and Truth and Mormon Art,"* SN 20:4 Dec. 1997: 52-58.)
Plummer, Louise. The Unlikely Romance of Kate Bjorkman.* NY: Delacorte P,
1995. Brainy, six-foot tall Kate takes her The Romance Writer's Phrase
Book (i.e., "Their lips met and she felt buffeted by the winds of a savage
harmony") and sets out to write a novel about her "sort-of romance, even
getting far enough with this project to make some grin-stretching end-ofchapter revision notes. The result is a young adult parody that is serious,
thoughtful, and fun: "Don't get your hopes up, though. There is no
lovemaking in this book" (104), though "laughter, as it turns out, is the best
aphrodisiac of all" (183). (See "Awards—The Association for Mormon
Letters, 1995,"* SN 19:2 June 1996: 78; Louise Plummer, "Organically
Grown Humor," Sec. III.)
—. The Romantic Obsessions and Humiliations of Annie Sehlmeier. NY:
Delacorte Press, 1987. The light and funny story of the teen-age trials of a
Dutch immigrant to SLC.
Pratt, Parley P. "Dialogue between Joseph Smith and the Devil,"* in ABP: 333-339.
Pub. in the NY Herald, Jan. 1, 1844. Elder Pratt's funny, imaginative spoof
on Christian society, captured in a dialogue between Joseph Smith and the
Devil.
Scowcroft, Richard. The Ordeal of Dudley Dean.* Philadelphia and New York: J.
B. Lippincott Co., 1969. A witty novel about stereotypical Mormons who
"too obviously embody the many generalizations 'about Mormonism,' having
no sense of individuality, but who 'perform the greatest comic sin in the
book: they constantly seek to impose their one-track individuality on others'
(see R. A. Christmas review, "Decapitating the Mormons: Richard
Scowcroft's New Novel,"* DL V:2 Summer 1970: 103-105, Sec. III).
Smallwood, Susan Dean. You're a Rock Sister Lewis * Greensboro, NC: HRP,
1989. Foreword by Orson Scott Card lauds her ability to write believable,
fast-paced, funny, and satirical dialogue about the "life of a harried [Mormon]
housewife [which] stings, just a little bit, as good comedy always does."
Smith, Robert F. The Miracle of Forgetness.* AB, 1997. See review by Richard
H. Cracroft, "Books Historical and Hysterical for a Long Winter's Evening,"*
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BYM Winter 1997:52: "In Smith's second comic novel, the Lord undertakes
to micro-manage an orphaned, jilted, Pepsi-addicted, slightly back-sliding RM
named Gray Stevens out of Phoenix, where his life is going nowhere, into
temple marriage and bishophood" (52). (See also Smith's AML talk as a
member of the Mormon Humor Panel, "Remodeling the Tract Homes of
Heaven";* also, appraisals of Smith's writing by Robert Kirby and Eric A.
Eliason, Sec. III.)
—. Baptists at Our Barbeque.* BUC/AB, 1996. In Smith's very funny first novel
a disgruntled Mormon bachelor forest ranger is transferred to a small
southwestern town, where he inadvertently defuses Mormon-Baptist tensions
and wins the Mormon girl. (See review, "Books Historical and Hysterical for
a Long Winter's Evening,"* by Richard H. Cracroft, BYM Winter 1997:52;
Smith's AML talk,* Sec. III.)
Smurthwaite, Donald. Do You Like Me, Julie Sloan?* BKT, 1997. Late-teen
Wally Whipple's journal helps unravel the complex, usually mysterious,
sometimes painful, and often humorous workings of his inner kingdom.
—. The Search for Wallace Whipple* DB, 1994. An Oregon bishop challenges
sixteen-year-old "geek" Wally to find himself by writing a journal—and what
a find (esp. for teens who like snooping in someone else's funny journal).
Sorensen, Virginia. Where Nothing Is Long Ago: Memories of a Mormon
Childhood* NY: Harcourt, Brace and World, 1963. A short story
collection full of gentle humor and irony arising from a child's recollections
about Mormon life in Manti, a small town in rural Utah. (See Smith, "I
Remember Virginia,"* a 57V "Reader's Forum" interview with Sorensen, Sec.
III; Mary L. Bradford, "Virginia Sorensen: A Saving Remnant,"* DL IV:3
Autumn 1969: 56-64: "In her works we have a special innocence, part of the
fading murals which Mormon historians must rush to save before the zealous
white-washers have rubbed them all away" [57]; also Bradford's "In
Memorium: Virginia Sorensen,"* SN 16:1 Feb. 1992: 15-17; Eugene
England, "Virginia Sorensen, as the Founding Foremother of the Mormon
Personal Essay," SLC: AAML 1994: I: 44-50, and his "We Need to Liberate
Mormon Men," Dialogues With Myself: Personal Essays on Mormon
Experience * Murray, UT: OB, 1984: 161; Kenneth B. Hunsaker, "Mormon
Novels,"*LHAW [855]; Laurel Thatcher Ulrich, "Fictional Sisters," Mormon
Sisters: Women in Early Utah, * ed. by Claudia L. Bushman, Cambridge,
MA: Emmeline Press Lim., 1976: 249-58; also Bushman's "For the Children
of the Promise,"* DL IV:3 Autumn 1969: "When writers write their own
lives, when they create from their own experiences rather than from whole
cloth, and the bones of their own learning show through, we listen. Virginia
Sorensen's Where Nothing Is Long Ago* gets through" [147]; Edward A.
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Geary, "Mormondom's Lost Generation: The Novelists of the 1940s,"*
BYUS 18:1 Fall 1977: 89-98; Richard H. Cracroft, "Many Local Fiction
Writers Have Made Literary Impact,"* DH May 23, 1996: D1+; Levi S.
Peterson's recollections about her memorial service in "Singing with
Something Less Than One Accord,"* AAML: SLC, 1997: 145; Laurie Illions
Rodriguez and Joshua P. Rodriguez, "The Example of Virginia Sorensen:
Honest Ambivalence and the Mormon Experience," AAML, SLC, 1997: 118127; Patricia Truxler Coleman,"Utah Women Writers and the Utah
Renaissance: The Geography of the Heart," AAML, SLC, 1997: 76-80.)
Spencer, Darrell. A Woman Packing a Pistol. Port Townsend, WA: Dragon Gate,
Inc., 1987. A former BYU professor of Creative Writing offers a collection
of modernist, minimalist short stories told with detached, blase humor.
—. Our Secret's Out*. Columbia: U of MO P, 1993. Vaguely Utah, estranged
Mormon tone in this collection of well-crafted stories; blends modern milieu
with a minimalist world-view and sardonic humor.
Taylor, Curtis. The Invisible Saint* Orem, UT: Stanley Curtis Pub., 1990.
Thomas Albert Bigelow, a still-single Mormon at age twenty-six, suddenly
becomes invisible and sets about to solve others' problems while muddling
out of his own.
Taylor, Samuel W. Heaven Knows Why!* Thousand Oaks, CA: Millennial
Productions, 1979; reprinted Murray, UT: AB, 1994. Originally published
as "The Mysterious Way" in Collier's (1948); was a Literary Guild alternate
selection in "the best tradition of leisurely Am. humor." Mormons bristled as
Taylor exposed their human foibles and bordered on sacred doctrine. A halfcentury later (1979), however, the book was reissued to a softened LDS
reception (see Taylor-Made Tales, Sec. II: 167-68). Cracroft calls this littleknown story "a joyful tour de farce," and "the best Mormon comic novel to
date" ("Freshet in the Dearth,"* SN [1980], Sec. III); see also, Cracroft's
review,* BYUS 20:1 Fall 1979: 124-126: "Innocently funny, Heaven Knows
Why moves the Mormon or gentile reader from chuckles to belly laughs
(discreet, of course)-not at the expense of the Mormon faith or its leaders,
but in joyous response to the refreshing combination of things at once
familiarly Mormon and erringly human" (124); "Kenneth B. Hunsaker:
Heaven Knows Why "is a comic novel, one that is filled with the kind of
characters that Mormons have long made fun o f (LHAW: 856); Hunsaker's
"Mid-Century Mormon Novels," DL IV: 3 Autumn 1969: "[Heaven Knows
Why] is a comic novel and is the most delightful of all Mormon novels.
Comedy is outstandingly absent in most Mormon novels, but Heaven Knows
Why is the exception, and it is a welcome one indeed. Even though this is an
exaggerated comedy, there is no other Mormon novel as true to life as this"
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(125). Taylor,"Reader's Forum,"* SN (June 1994); also, Cracroft,"'A Sunny
Spirit,"'* Sec. III.)
—. The Absent-minded Professor. Story became a Disney film and brought Taylor
a Screen Writer's Writing Achievement Annual Award as "the best written
Am. Comedy of 1961"; he also worked on the Disney sequel, Son of Flubber
(see Taylor-Made Tales, Sec. II: 169-70).
"No Medal of Honor."* Letter to the editor, DL 24:4 Winter 1991: 7.
Correcting his "everloving wife's" misstatement that he received the Medal of
Honor, Taylor reveals his sense of humor, along with the truth—that he got a
"Legion of Merit," and "with it and sixpence I could buy a cup of Bovril."
Thayne, Emma Lou. "Sunday School Picture." Until Another Day for Butterflies.
SLC: Parliament Publishers, 1973. Delightful autobiographical narrative
poem fraught with funny/poignant nostalgia of LDS childhood in Highland
Park Ward. (See Richard H. Cracroft, "'A Usually Dazzling World'" The
Poetic Mormon Humanism of Emma Lou Thayne," SLC: AAML 1994, I:
145-151; Edward Geary, editor, "On the Precipe: Three Mormon Poets," DL
IX:1, 1974: 86-96.)
-. Never Past the Gate.* PS, 1975. A tender, light-hearted, highly
autobiographical story of a Mormon family that spends much of every
summer in the family cabin in Mt. Air Canyon above SLC. (See reviews by
Robin Hammond, "Canyon Eden,"* DL X:4 Autumn 1977: 146-147 and R.
H. Cracroft, Mountainwest 2: Mar. 1976: 28-29;* also, Thayne, "On the
Other Home: Our Mount Air Cabin," As for Me and My House,* SLC:
BKT: 85-93.)
Tolman, Louise L. Jake and the Pigs. DB, 1985. This light-hearted children's
novel, set in the early 1870s, is about a Quaker mother who joins the LDS
faith.
Toscano, Paul. Music and the Broken Word: Songs for Alternate Voices* SB,
1991. II. Calvin Grondahl. Fashioned in brimstone red to look like the
Church anti-hymnbook, and set to familiar old refrains and Grondahl's
brilliant cartoonery, this collection of parodies on LDS hymns wickedly and
wittily satirizes official, right, left, middle, and Sons-of-Perdition
Mormondom. Russel Hirst (SN 15:6 Dec. 1991: 60-61) argues that these
parodies are aimed less at what is sacred in the Church and more at "material
wealth and political power of the Church" and "the Mormon problem with
self-admiration and overemphasis on salvation by works." (See Margaret B.
Young, "Reader's Forum—Toscano Stereotypes," SN 16:7 Dec. 1993; and on
the same issue, letter by Anthonie H. Woller, "And the Choir Sang On" [7-8];
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on a less humorous, but applicable note, Douglas E. Bush, "How Can I Keep
From Singing?"* Latter-day Digest 3:5 May 1994: 60-68: "Our hymnody is
a rehearsal for life" [61].)
Turner, Lisa Ray: Pray Away Pounds*. HRP, 1993. Concluding that her husband
is in mid-life crisis, Ella Oliver joins her RS weight-loss support group and
blunders her weigh to a happy and blooming ending.
Weyland, Jack. Charly.* DB, 1980. A short romance—one of many novels by
Weyland for LDS teens, whose moral perils he laces with humor. In this
Love Story, "Charly," a non-Mormon [Ali McGraw] from the East, with wit
and spunk to match her name, captivates Sam [Ryan O'Neil], a lessspontaneous computer-science major, RM from Utah. Her humor wins him—
and the Mormon popular teen market for Weyland. (See Susan Wakefield's
review of Charly and also Card's Sam, "Sermons in Novel Form," SNR 2
Jan.-Feb. 1982: 24-25 and Orson Scott Card's review of her review,
"Sermons in Critical Form," written in April, 1982, pub. in A Storyteller in
Zion: Essays and Speeches of Orson Scott Card [SLC: BKT, 1993], pp. 130137; Bruce W. Jorgensen, "Imagining Mormon Marriage, Part I: The Mythic,
the Novelistic, and Jack Weyland's Charly,"* Sec. III; John Bennion,
"Popular and Literary Mormon Novels: Can Weyland and Whipple Dance
Together in the House of Fiction?"* [BYUS 37:1 1997-98: 159-182]: "My
academic training makes me want to mock this kind of extended plot
[speaking of Weyland's Stephanie], but Weyland's books sell like peanuts at
a circus. It strikes me as simpleminded elitism to say that all Weyland's
readers are ignorant, that they cannot tell the difference between the vital and
weak in literature" [163]. See also his Punch and Cookies Forever [HP
1981], The Reunion [DB 1982], and Sam [DB 1981].)
Whipple, Maurine. The Giant Joshua* SLC: Western Epics, Inc., 1976. First
printed in 1941, this classic about the establishment of the Cotton Mission at
St. George, UT includes some comical Mormon folklore amidst its richness.
(See William A. Wilson, "Folklore in The Giant Joshua,"* unpub. paper;
Veda Tebbs Hale, "In Memoriam-Maurine Whipple," 57V 16:2 Aug. 1992:
13-15; Eugene England: "Whipple's The Giant Joshua* is the richest, fullest,
most moving, the truest fiction about the Mormon pioneer experience—one of
the best about any pioneers" ["We Need to Liberate Mormon Men!"
Dialogues With Myself: Personal Essays on Mormon Experience,* Murray,
UT: OB: 161]. See also, Laurel Thatcher Ulrich, "Fictional Sisters," Mormon
Sisters: Women in Early Utah* ed. Claudia L. Bushman, Cambridge, MA:
Emmeline Press Lim., 1976: 254-56; Lavina Fielding Anderson, "Masks and
Music: Recent Fiction by Mormon Women Writers,"* WS 10:3 Fall 1993:
73; "Maurine Whipple's Story of The Giant Joshua," as told to Maryruth
Bracy and Linda Lambert, DL 6 Winter 1971: 49; Patricia Truxler Coleman,
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"Utah Women Writers and the Utah Renaissance: The Geography of the
Heart," AAML, 1997: 76-80. For subject enrichment see A Gentile Account
of Life in Utah's Dixie, 1872-73: Elizabeth Kane's St. George Journal,
preface and notes by Norman R. Bowen; profile by Mary Karen Bowen
Solomon [SLC: Tanner Trust Fund, 1995] and review by Wayne K. Hinton,
"Revealing Insight," DL 30:2 Summer 1997: 178-180; also review, "Books
Historical and Hysterical for a Long Winter's Evening,"* by Richard H.
Cracroft, BYM 51:4 Winter 1997, in which he describes The Giant Joshua as
"excellent, but with an attitude" [52].)
Yates, Alma J. The Miracle of Miss Willie.* DB, 1984. Written for a teen
audience, this novel depicts LDS cultural idiosyncrasies in a friendly,
humorous way (see Margaret P. Baker, "Humor," Encyclopedia of
Mormonism 2: 664-65).
Yorgason, Blaine M. and Brenton. The Bishop's Horse Race.* BKT, 1979. Comic
story narrated by the son of a proud polygamist bishop who in 1882
succumbs to jeers about his reputation and horse and ends up in a onehundred-mile horse race to SLC against three dozen men in his congregation,
each driven by a $100 incentive. See review by Pamela Gillie Carson and
Lavina Fielding Anderson, "Mormon Mushies: Thrills and Spills in the
Mormon Adventure Novel,"* SNR 2:8 August 1982: 23.
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Note: To save space, paragraphs and ellipses have been eliminated from some quotations
in this collection. Every effort has been made, however, to remain true to the author's
intent.
II. Humor in Mormon Non-Fiction: General Lightening-Up
"Across the Fence." Mountainwest regular feature. Contains light verse, as in
"Searching,"* by L. O. Rich, a poem about a husband's grumblings trying to
find things he has lost: "He'd find them faster,/I often surmise,/By closing
one mouth/And opening two eyes" (4:9 Sept. 1978, 64).
Agrelius, Michael G. Beyond the Laughter* Whittier, CA: Happy Valley
Publishers, 1980. Poems: "Beyond the laughter/Beyond the tears/Comes a
poet/Unpolished, unskilled/Still a child/Questioning answers . . .," include
some light humor, as in "Which Way is the Opera"* (51) and "Hitchhiker"*
(35).
—. "The 'M-Discussion': A Guide to Help Returned Missionaries Find Eternal
Happiness (i.e. a Wife)."* Pub. by the author, 1978. Outline following the
missionary discussion pattern, designed to help the RM achieve a
commitment for marriage: "Concept 1: The returned missionary introduces
himself [to Miss Brown] and obtains a date; Concept 2: The first date the
returned missionary takes (including a discourse on the three 'golden
questions of dating')" and so on and forever, as in: "Is 7:30 a bad time for
you, Miss Brown? When would you like to go out?" and, "Actually it's very
possible that it could freeze over. You see, according to my studies, the real
place of eternal burnings. . ." (M-6).
Allen, Penny. "Mission Rules."* SN 16:7 Dec. 1993: 29. Short piece revisits a
familiar, pathetically amusing missionary dilemma.
Allred, Gordon T. My Home Runneth Over.* BKT, 1980. Father of eleven tells, in
chapters such as "Family Home Chaos," of hilarity arising from trying to live
the gospel at home.
Andelin, Helen B. Fascinating Womanhood* Fresno, CA: APC, 1963. Advice to
women, including how "to cause a man to protect you, wait upon you, and
even spoil you." Not intended to be funny; widely read by Mormon women
through 1960s and 70s (most of whom probably ignored the suggestion to
greet one's husband of an evening clad only in Saran Wrap). A favorite gift
to adolescent daughters, it aroused the disgust of Utah feminists and has
become a classic source of unbridled mirth among LDS teens. (See Mary
Bradford, "After Reading Fascinating Womanhood"* DL 2:2 Summer 1967:
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11; Moana Bennett,"A Help Meet For Man,"* same issue, 122-125; Letter to
the Editor* from Renee P. Carlson, DL II:1; also, Eugene England, "Are
Women More Free Under the Patriarchy? The Evidence of Mormon
Literature," Mormon Letters Annual [SLC: AML, 1984, 131-150].)
Arrington, James. A Farley Family Christmas. Latest comedy portrait by the actor
and writer about those ditsy Farleys as they gather for the holidays;
premiered Dec. 1997 at BYU (Entr' Acte Series). See review by Eugene
England, "Holiday Reading for Pure Pleasure,"* TP 18:4 Holiday 1997, 112
(see Sec. III); also, review by Charlene Winters, "'Farley Family Xmas' a
Tribute to Eccentrics,"* DH December 22, 1997, C8 (Sec. III).
—. Here's Brother Brigham. Unpub. One person production by James Arrington,
portraying Young with a sly grin and a twinkle in his eye.
—. "J. Golden." Unpub. Jim Kimball enacts this one-person portrayal of the wit
and wisdom of J. Golden Kimball. See Cracroft review of full-house
performances at BYU and USU, directed by author Arrington, with Bruce
Ackerman as J. Golden Kimball: "Articulture-A Timely Resurrection: The
Return of J. Golden,"* SR 2:12 Dec. 1982: 15+ (see Sec. III). (See the
compact disk presentation J. Golden, written and directed by James
Arrington, starring Bruce Ackerman, contributing research compiled by James
N. Kimball [CC, 1997 (1988)]; and the video, J. Golden, written and directed
by James Arrington, starring Dalin Christianson, video by Kevin Mitchell
(SLC: James Arrington Productions, 1992.)
—. The Farley Family Reunion. Video (95 min.) only: SLC: Starpoint
Entertainment, 1990. Music by Jerry Williams. Spoof of Mormon cultural
idiosyncrasies as revealed in four generations of the Farley family at their
reunion. Arrington himself does a one-man show starring twenty-six all-toofamiliar male and female family and ward characters. (See Merilee Van
Wagonen, review of BYU production, SN 5:6 Nov.-Dec. 1980: 59-60*;
Eugene England's review, "Holiday Reading for Pure Pleasure,"* TP
Holiday, 1997, 112 [see Sec. III]. "; also R. H. Cracroft's review* of the
play, as presented in 1982, "Turning On/Off Mormon Humor: On and Off
the Record,"* SNR 2:8, Aug. 1982: 17-19 [see Sec. III].)
— and Tim Slover. "Wilford Woodruff: God's Fisherman."* SN 16:1 Feb. 1992.
Occasionally humorous, first-person portrayal, in a one-man show, of the
Woodruff early years as an apostle and later as President of the Church (the
"Program Notes" point out his "dry sense of humor" and how Woodruff was
once told that his "jokes have more vinegar than molasses in them"). See
Bob Nelson, "A Good Cast and Great Lines"* SN 11:5 Sep. 1987: 38.
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Arrington, Leonard. Brigham Young: American Moses* AAK, 1985. Some of
Brigham's humor, as illustrated in this book, is excerpted in his Pioneer
Sesquicentennial [Magazine] article, "Talking Things Over: The Wit and
Whimsy of Brigham Young"* (see Sec. III): "Brigham was able to keep his
audiences enthralled, amused, in tears, and at the very least awake for as long
as two or three hours on some occasions" (196).
—. "N. Eldon Tanner, Man of Integrity."* DL 15:4 Winter 1982: 8-10. Shortly
before his death, President Tanner visits with Arrington's son James, and on
learning he is working on a one-man show on J. Golden Kimball, asks (9):
"What do you get when you cross a Spencer W. Kimball with a J. Golden
Kimball?" James Arrington admits he can't guess. "Do it, dammit," jokes
the First Counselor in the Church's First Presidency.
Arrington, Leonard J. and
Stories of Mormon
anecdotes from the
review, "A Shaded
191.

Susan Arrington Madsen. Sunbonnet Sisters: True
Women and Frontier Life.* BKT, 1984. Some droll
lives of Mormon pioneer women (see pp. 4, 17). See
View," by Susan Sessions Rugh, DL 18:2 Summer 1985:

Associated Press. "Utah Recognized for Peculiar Names."* Provo, Utah: The Daily
Universe July 2, 1997, p. 2. News about a computer web page developed by
Cari and Wesley Clark, former BYU students, which displays bizarre Utah
names and gives online help for prospective parents, trying to choose
distinctively-Utahn names like DaNeen or Arverd (see "The Utah Baby
Namer" www.geocities.com/Heartland; also other humor, Mormon Lit. web
sites, Sec. VII).
Baadsgaard, Janene Wolsey. Families Who Laugh Last* DB, 1992. Richard H.
Cracroft calls such happy, whimsical essays as "I Know Why Mothers are
Seldom Chosen as Saints," "How to Properly Annoy Your Parents," and
"Dilemma, Thy Name is Pinewood Derby," an "Erma Bombeckian revel in
life's ubiquitous ironies." (See Cracroft, "Alumni Book Nook,"* BYU Today
46:6 Nov. 1992: 50-51.)
—. On the Roller Coaster Called Motherhood.* BKT, 1990. History of a mother
as divided into six Baadsgaard categories: "A.D. (Always-diapers Period),
Middle Ages (Unenlightened Period), Renaissance (Renewal), Age of
Exploration (Spaced-Out), and Age of Reason (Golden). Includes practical
asides: "'If you go out, stay out,' I find myself yelling. 'Of course, if you
want to come back in the house, I do need someone to clean the bathrooms.'
This last comment always helps my kids decide whether to stay in or go out"
(25).
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—. Why Does My Mother's Day Potted Plant Always Die?* DB, 1988. An
upbeat, laughing tone in essays on family life, sporting such titles as "The
Spirit Was Willing"; "If This Is the Best Time, I Don't Want to Be Around
for the Worst"; and "Death Before Life."
Bagley, Pat. Oh My Heck!* SB, 1988. Cartoon book of sometimes biting social
commentary on life in Utah.
—. Treasures of Half-Truth * SB, 1986. Satiric cartoons spoof Mormon culture.
See review, DL 20:3 Fall 1987: 179.*
Bagley, Val Chadwick. Elders' [Form] Report from the Mission Field* SLC:
Acorn Publishing and Distributing, 1990. Check-the-square, tear-out letters
for home: "How are you? I am [check one] terrific, fine as frog's hair,
okay, yucky."
—. Sisters' [Form] Report from the Mission Field* SLC: Acorn Publishing and
Distributing, 1990. Check-the-square, tear-out letters for home: "Being a
sister missionary is [check one] a great blessing!, a challenge, about the same
as being a elder but without the tie."
—. Very Anxiously Engaged: A Cartoonists' View of Modern Courtship*
1981. You'd have to see these to believe them.

HP,

—. Mission Mania: A Cartoonist's View of the Best Two Year's of Life* HP,
1980. Guaranteed laughs for any person who has served a mission.
—. Special Delivery: A Cartoonist's View of Expectant Parenthood and Bouncing
Babies* HP, 1980. Sample: Doctor, covered with black baby footprints,
holding out a likewise-decorated birth certificate, says to the new mother,
holding the little tyrant: "We had a heck of a time getting his footprints on
the certificate."
—. Newlywed Nonsense: A Cartoonist's View of the First Year of Marriage * HP,
1980. Sample: Gussied-up car with "Just Married" sign is pulled over. The
new bride exclaims to her befuddled groom: "What do you mean you ran out
of gas?! Don't try to pull that one on me, fella!"
Bailey, Jack S. Genuine Mormons Don't Shoot Seagulls* HP, 1984. Often
whimsical commentary on qualities displayed by "genuine" Mormons, vs.
those displayed by Seagull-shooters: "Genuine Mormons hold family home
evenings on Monday night. So do Seagull Shooters, at halftime" (14).
—. Inside a Mormon Mission*

SLC: Hawkes Publishing, Inc., 1976.
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Autobiographical mission accounts, including details about "many of the
times I laughed at myself and others": "At its beginning I [thought] "I'll be
glad when the happiest two years of my life are over" (13).
Bailey, Paul. Polygamy Was Better Than Monotony—One Man's Memories of
Mormon Pioneer Life in Utah.* NY: Ballantine Books, 1973. Affectionate,
witty portrayal of Bailey's Mormon family begins with his polygamous
grandfather and ends with an account of Bailey's traumatic experience as
writer, publisher, and historian (175). (See Samuel W. Taylor's review, "You
Can't Tell a Book by its Cover,"* DL VIII:1 1973: 105-106, and Edward A.
Geary commentary on Bailey's For This My Glory, BYUS 18:1 Fall 1977:
92.)
Bailey, William A. Bill Bailey Came Home* Ed. Austin and Alta Fife. US UP,
1973. Delightfully candid, autobiographical account of an adventurous, often
rebellious Mormon boy, anxious to become a man, and growing up on the
last frontiers of Colorado and Idaho. His dutiful editors changed his many "I
and Joes" until, in conversation, he explained: "Maybe you wonder why I
always put myself ahead of Joe's name. Well in the first place, I'm the
biggest; in the second place, I've been farther down my leg looking for a
louse than he ever was away from home" (Forward, p. 1).
Balmforth, Janet. "First the Worst."* Mountainwest 6:6 1980: 13-14. Selfdeprecating humor about a young, self-confident bank teller and a robber who
walks off with her bravado.
Barber, Phyllis. How I Got Cultured: A Nevada Memoir* Athens, GA: U of GA
P, 1992. Alternates between anxiety, amusement, poignant and funny escapes
into art while exploring the hazards of growing up Mormon. (See Mulder,
"Essential Gestures," Sec. III:11; Katharine Coles, review WS 10:3 Fall
1993: 140-41; Margaret B. Young, SN 16:5; Levi S. Peterson, "Stopping the
Flow," review SN 15:6: 56; Anderson, "Masks and Music,"* Sec. III: 73-76;
Harlow Soderborg Clark, "Feeding Stories to the Lion,"* AAML, 1997: 190;
Barber, "The Precarious Walk Away from Mormonism, All the Time With a
Stitch in my Side,"* DL 29:3 Fall 1996:120-129: "So maybe I need to revise
my thinking about the stitch in my side and consider if it's not from laughter
after all. Maybe it's God poking me to say that no one can walk away from
the One because we are all part of God. Maybe God has a larger sense of
humor than I'll ever comprehend. Maybe the stitch in my side is a gentle,
though sometimes painful, reminder that we are on our way back to
something that transcends this planet" [129].)
Bartholomew, Sherlene Hall. "Hang Those Ghosts of Christmas Past."* TP 18:4
Holiday 1997. Narrative of personal reveries while decorating the tree for a
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first empty-nest Christmas move in spirited fashion from maudlin to merry.
—. "Silent Nights."* TP 15:4 Holiday 1994: 52-54. Personal narrative set in
Germany's Black Forest includes the humorous encounter at Christmas of
two sister missionaries with the village priest.
—. "The Pause That . . . ."* Unpub., 1994. Personal narrative assumes Twainian
pose and Huck Finn's dialect in this spoof on life as a mid-life graduate
student taking BYU Professor Richard H. Cracroft's rigorous, riotous Mark
Twain course.
Bell, Elouise. Only When I Laugh.* SB, 1990. Several of these 36 essays collected
from Network magazine are humorous, including "The Meeting"* (11) a
feminist role-reversal in conducting a Mormon meeting (published
anonymously, DL XIV:4 Winter 1981); "Liberating the Language" (81) which
leaves no slacks [sic], and "Zzzzzucchini" (1) "Do the possibilities ripple out
before you?" (See Cracroft, "'A Sunny Spirit,'"* Sec. III; Cracroft, "Alumni
Book Nook,"* BYU Today 45:2 Mar. 1991: "Wry, warm, human, funny,
poignant: Professor Bell's essays touch us where we live"; also, his "Many
Local Fiction Writers Have Made Literary Impact,"* DH May 23, 1996:
D1+; Miriam B. Murphy,"I Laugh, Therefore I Am,"* DL 25:2, Summer
1992: 166-167.)
—. "The Modern Muse Confused, by Alexandrine the Great."* Wye Literary
Magazine Fall 1968:16, reprinted in Instruction & Delight: Scholarly and
Creative Works by Members of the [BYU] Faculty of the Department of
English,* ed. by Edward L. Hart (BY UP, 1976), p. 225. Whimsical poem
about a trochee and spondee meeting and questions about whether they might
"produce a set of quatrains" or "practice verse control."
Benson, Steve and Patrick Bagley. I am Appalled: A Collection of Daily Universe
Cartoons, with Selected Letters to the Editor* BYU Chapter of the Society
of Professional Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi, 1979: "The cartoons found in
this book are nothing more than junk food for the soul. Wake up, students!
Remember-you are what you eat! As if these pathetic cartoons weren't
enough, they've also included letters to the editor [responding to the
cartoons]. Must they add injury to insult? Must they rub wounds into the
salt? Obviously the authors of this book aren't playing with a full deck.
Which brings up another question—What are they doing playing with cards,
anyway? P.S. I am indeed appalled. In fact, I'm almost sure of it"
[author's 'Foreward' Letter]. Political and social commentary includes a
cartoon depicting a young woman standing in testimony meeting, gushing,
"And I know my roommates are true, uh, I mean . . . ."
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Bitton, Davis. Guide to Mormon Diaries and Autobiographies. Provo, UT: BY
UP, 1977. Leonard J. Arrington calls this guide a "splendid introduction to
Mormon diaries" and illustrates its value as a source for original Mormon
humor (see Arrington's "The Looseness of Zion: The Lighter Side of
Mormon History," Sec. III).
Black, Dorothy. "Ice Cream, Siestas, and Tied Quilts—Or How I Made It Through
Life Without Missing a Single Guilt Trip."* SN 9:1 Jan.-Feb. 1984: 39-42.
Spoof on the many "Mormon" ways to feel guilty—including feeling guilty
for not feeling guilty. (See Cracroft, "Introduction: A Time to Laugh," Sec.
III.)
Black, Margaret B. and Midge W. Nielsen. "Patti Perfect."* ExII V:3 Spring 1979:
15. Exemplifying every idealized trait of Mormon Mother-in-Zionhood, Patti
puts in an amazing day and hungers for more to do!
Brinkerhoff, Jim. I Would if I Could, But. . . .* Lawrenceville, GA: BF Pub.,
1997. Il. Eric Boden. A humorous look at over one thousand excuses people
use, divided into sixty categories—as with an LDS teen, on breaking a
Curfew: "My friend broke up with her boyfriend and I had to comfort her"; "I
was trying to be early for Seminary"; "My date wouldn't let me out of the
car," among others.
—. You Know You're a Mormon If. . . * Lawrenceville, GA: BF Pub., 1996. Il.
John M. Adams. Humorous, sometimes tart cartoons with commentary:
"You Know You're a Mormon If. . . the Church bathrooms are used only
during the service."
Broderick, Carlfred B. My Parents Married on a Dare.* DB, 1996. Collected
essays by Broderick, a sociologist and family and marriage counselor, who
celebrates loving relationships and LDS life with fresh insights, candor, and
much humor. (See "A Gospel-Centered Therapy: An Interview with Carlfred
Broderick,"* by Ruth Stanfield Rees, Maureen Derrick Keeler and Robert A.
Rees, DL XIII:2 Summer 1980: 59-75.)
Brooks, Juanita. "Pranks and Pranksters."* Lore of Faith and Folly. Compiled by
the Folklore Society of Utah. Ed. Thomas E. Cheney, Assisted by Austin E.
Fife and Juanita Brooks. UU P, 1971: 57-60. Intentionally and
unintentionally humorous (for some) spontaneous and not-so-spontaneous
pranks.
Burrows, Russell. "Killing Our Goose."* Ogden, UT: rough draft: a journal of
arts & letters, quarterly magazine of the Friends of the Weber County
Library (Winter 1994): 35-39. "Hear me on this. A goose is not a good bird.
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More than once I have wondered if I wouldn't rather tangle with a mad dog
than with a mad goose" (36). Delightful view of rural Mormon life, in which
a farm boy remembers the chase and arrest of their duck-killing goose and
avers: "When I brought the axe down-I was shaken to the core. I had
evidently seen something of myself in the goose" (35).
"Confessions of a Utah Gambler."* DL 24:2 Summer 1991: 110-117. A "scenic
and instructive" piece (see p. 111) about the "repressed" adventures of an
adolescent would-be gambler in Ogden, that "railroad town, a hotbed of vice"
and also in Nevada, that "safety valve for Utah."
Burt, Olive W. "Wine-Making in Utah's Dixie."* Lore of Faith & Folly.*
Compiled, Folklore Society of UT. Ed. Thomas E. Cheney, assisted by
Austin E. Fife and Juanita Brooks. UU P, 1971: "Typically a family project
[wine-making] whose lore and reminiscences were not always shared with the
public" (145). John D. Lee's anecdotes with "unconscious humor" retold
(146); fully imbibing the "spirit" in Toquerville, UT Sacramental wine
described (146); and testimonial: "From actual experience I can vouch for the
truth of Mother's stories of the superiority of Toquerville wine and also
testify that a fine skill does not die at the word of counsel, authoritative
though it may be" (151).
Burton, Stacy. "More or Less a Creed."* SN 20:4 Dec. 1997:12. A sort-of creed
from "someone who is—in her bones—Mormon, feminist, and intellectual."
Includes, as item 8 of 9: "I believe in humor, levity, wit, irony. They
balance our gravity; they keep us from taking ourselves too seriously" (12).
Bush, Lester E., Jr. "Mormon Elders' Wafers: Images of Mormon Virility in Patent
Medicine Ads."* DL X:2 Autumn 1976: 89-93. Hilarious ads are reproduced,
with some explanation: "There was a time when men anxious about the
dissipation resulting from an early indiscretion or fearful of a faltering
masculinity could turn not just to such products as Glandol, Man Medicine,
and Sir John Hampton's Vital Restorative, but could also experience the
rejuvenation of Mormon Elders' Damiana Wafers, Brigham Young Tablets,
and Mormon Bishop Pills" (89).
Bushman-Carlton, Marilyn. On Keeping Things Small. SB, 1995. See review by
Lisa Bolin Hawkins,* SN 20:1 Apr. 1997: 69: "The poet's wit and
imagination are writ with small and significant irony in 'Genesis,' where we
'begin again' in an Eden where Eve is the center of attention and Adam is
'useful for carting off pruned limbs.'"
"BYU Bans Rodin Nudes."*
20:4 Dec. 1997: 76-80. Article with incredulous
tone features some definitely provocative cartoons.
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Cannon, Ann Edwards. What's a Mother to Do?* SB, 1997. See review [treated
in Sec. III] by Richard H. Cracroft, "Books Historical and Hysterical for a
Long Winter's Evening,"* BYM Winter 1997: 52: "[This book is] a rich
collection of hilarious essays about 'emotional chaos rendered in tranquility'
[James Thurber's definition of humor] by an LDS mother."
Card, Orson Scott. Saintspeak--The Mormon Dictionary.* OB, 1981. Cartoons by
Calvin Grondahl. Claiming this manuscript was handed him by the
resurrected Ambrose Beirce (of Devil's Dictionary), Card's definitions of
Things Mormon are both gentle and biting, funny and touching: "Spaulding
theory: the theory that every boy who touches a basketball one thousand
times in the cultural hall will eventually go on a mission" (n. p.).
—. "Notes from a Guardian Angel." Provo, UT: Seventh East Press, sporadically.
Lavina Fielding Anderson describes Card's "Notes" as using "in-group jargon
and hint of bureaucratic procedure among the heavenly beings in the next life
[that] parodies some of our all-too-earthly proceedings at the same time that
it raises question[s]" ("Making the 'Good' Good for Something"* [159-160],
see Sec. III).
—. [Frederick Bliss and P.Q. Gump]. "Mormon Shakespears [sic]: A Study of
Contemporary Mormon Theatre." 57V 1:2 Spring 1976: 54-63. Writing
tongue-in-cheek under the Bliss, Gump pseudonyms, Card describes what's
funny and unfunny on the Mormon stage (see also Bliss and Gumps' "Taking
Turns"* and "Not Just Another Theatre?"* SN 2:2 Summer 1977: 42-45).
Carter, Kate B., Comp. "Pioneer Humor." Treasures of Pioneer History, Vol. I.*
SLC: Daughters of the Utah Pioneers, 1952. Collection of sixty-three pages
of witty pioneer vignettes: "There was a Dutch convert who came to Moroni
to live. When asked how old he was he answered—Tin dirty (thirty) and
wife is dirty-two'" (413). (See Sec. III.)
—. "Jingles Taken From Snatches of Old Songs."* Heart Throbs of the West, Vol.
7. SLC: Daughters of Utah Pioneers, 1946: "My Papsy, Wapsy vanished
from my sight/We might have been so happy, so we might/But now he's
gone to Utah to be a Mormon/And I've no doubt he has about a dozen wives
or more" (63); see also "Riddles," 69-72; "Superstitions," 72-73; "Tongue
Twisters," 73-74; "Autographs from old Albums," 74-76; "Valentine Verses,"
76; "Slang of Early Days," 76; "Games we Remember," 77-88.
Cheney, Thomas E. The Golden Legacy: A Folk History of J. Golden Kimball*
Provo, UT: BY UP, 1973; Rev. ed., PS, 1974. Reprinted, "A Mirror for
Humanity,"* Instruction & Delight: Scholarly and Creative Works by
Members of the [BYU] Faculty of the Department of English, ed. by Edward
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L. Hart. Biographical treatment of genuine folk hero J. Golden Kimball, as
seen in his salty and iconoclastic sermons: "I like to preach a man's funeral
sermon while he's living. You can't tell the truth about a man when he is
dead" (96). See review* by Richard M. Dorson, DL VIII:3/4 1973: 165-167.
—. Voices From the Bottom of the Bowl: A Folk History of Teton Valley, ID,
1823-1952.* UU P, 1991. Moving, delightful reminiscences by a first-class
storyteller of often humorous, ironic, and incongruous events in his own life
and those of others growing up in rural Mormon Idaho.
—. "Scandinavian Immigrant Stories." Western Folklore XVIII:2 April 1959: 99105. Collection of folk tales, including "comic anecdotes, tall tales, trickster
yarns, and local legends" (99): "The late Professor Edgar M. Jenson, second
generation Dane in America, says that he asked of his father, 'Dad, are your
stories true?' 'Does ya believe da story, Ed, dat Vashington never tell a lie?'
'Of course I don't,' Ed answered. 'Veil, now, ya vouldn't expect an ole
Dane like me to be more trutful dan da fadder of our country, vould you?'"
(99).
Christensen, James Boyd. "Function and Fun in Utah—Danish Nicknames."* Utah
Historical Quarterly 39:1 Winter 1971: 23-29. Often humorous
distinguishing nickname data from primarily Gunnison Valley in south
Sanpete County, UT, classed into five categories: 1) physical characteristics
("Chris Tallerass"), 2) personal traits or idiosyncrasies ("Charley
Slobberboos"), 3) occupations ("Pig Killer Thompsen"), 4) residence ("Chris
Cellar Jensen"), and 5) miscellaneous ("Peep Hole Soren") (26-27).
Christensen, James C. Voyage of the Bassett. Text by Renwick St. James and Alan
Dean Foster. Shelton, CT: The Greenwich Workshop, Inc., 1996. Fantasy
story book illustrating Christensen's personal creed, "By believing, one sees";
carries readers into a world of minotaurs, gryphons, and wunterlabes; a
discouraged professor's fantasy becomes reality as his imaginary ship carries
him into a world of magic, whimsy, and satire—all made real by
Christensen's bewitching artistry.
—. A Journey of the Imagination—The Art of James Christensen * As Told to
Renwick St. James. Introduction by James Gurney. Shelton, CT: The
Greenwich Workshop, Inc., 1994. There is much of whimsy and satire in
these imagination-dazzling, exquisitely detailed, sometimes befuddling,
always ingenious works of art—and also some serious, heart-enlarging irony
(see 51). (See Charlene Winters, "Living Left of Reality—James Christensen
Creates Worlds of Fantasy Art."* Il. James C. Christensen. BYM 50:4 Nov.
1996: 36-41; author's commentary accompanying often satiric/ironic sketches,
DL XV:1 Spring 1982.)
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Christensen, Kent. "Tell-Tale Signs of Becoming a Mormon Intellectual."* SN 15:4
Sept. 1991: 56. Six cartoons, with subject titles and captions, such as this:
"Refusing to Carry Patriarchy to its Extreme"-shows a husband with
briefcase, patting his young son on the head, while bidding his wife and other
child goodbye, and saying: "While I'm gone, Johnny, Mommy and not you
will be in charge of the family."
Christmas, R. A. Hungry Sunday.* Springville, UT: Art City Publishing, 1996.
Twenty-five poems treat a range of experience with alternating hope and
despair, mixed with wit ("Playing Softball Against the Polygamists"), dark
irony ("Heartbreak Hill"), and some stinging satire ("In Mormon Heaven" and
"His Faith-Promoting Story"). (See Ann B. Niendorf review, "Hungry
Sunday Takes Wry, Witty Trip Through Mormonism, Family, Trucking,"*
Sec. III.)
Circuit, Richard K. "New Policies (Tribute to Manhood)."* SN 7:4 Jul.-Aug. 1982:
57-59. Spoof on cultural sexism with guidelines for a "Tribute to Manhood
Week," with a "Manhood Handicraft Fair," and a Sacrament Meeting presided
over by a Stake High RS Counselor, who arranges three talks by Aaronic
Priesthood young men on "Preparing for Marriage."
Clarke, Cam. The Best Two Years of our Lives* Camlar Publications, 1979.
Cartoons depicting humorous aspects of life as a missionary, with laugh-lines
footnoted in Spanish.
Clayson, LaVerde Morgan. There Aren't Any Hippos in my Closet Anymore*
Orem, UT: Encore Performance Pub., 1988. Witty verse, esp. for children:
"Church: Some goes/to grows,/Some goes/to doze."
"The Correlation
11:5 Sep.
reviewing
Christmas

Committee's Review of 'Twas the Night Before Christmas."* SN
1987: 47-48. Parody about Church Correlation Committee's
of materials prior to publication; read at a Church Office Building
party. No author given.

Cracroft, Richard H. "'Called to Serve': The Life and Times of an LDS Mission
President," Pt. I.* TP 17:2 Summer 1996: 28+. First of a two-pt. memoir of
his mission presidency in Zurich, Switzerland, replete with humorous and
spiritual anecdotes. See also second part of this memoir,* same title, TP 17:3
Fall 1996: 36+.
—. "On the Vicissitudes of Serving in the Bishopric."* Latter-day Digest 2:6
(1993): 50-52. Spoof of Church leaders' somnambulating through Sacrament
Meeting (revision of WRI 2:1 1993: 76-80 version with same title, the
original of which was published in Mountainwest 1:2 Sep. 1975: 21).
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—. "Chop-sticking it Through the PRC."* DN Nov. 10, 1985: 00, Tl, T7. Cracroft,
with fellow traveler-for-the-month Spencer Palmer, experiences such People's
Republic of China delicacies as fungus soup, pinenut gruel, cleaver-chopped
chicken bones-with-meat (garnished with "the head of a very dead chicken
perched atop its severed 3-inch neck"), black rice, and fish eggs, and reports,
in this second of two columns, that the gastric impact of Chinese food, upon
"taking our chopsticks in fist" is "definitely attention-getting" (T-5).
—. "How Firm a Foundation: Adventures in Mormon Literature."* BYU Education
Week Reader's Theater, Aug. 21, 1984; first presented at a BYU Values and
Variety Symposium, February 17, 1982. Unpub. "Dangerous duo" R. H.
Cracroft and Neal E. Lambert, with the assistance of Janice A. Cracroft and
Harlan F. Harrison, invite their audience to appreciate "exciting
confrontations" in the literature of the Latter-day Saints—not so much as a
search for answers to the cosmic questions, but as an experience in coping
(often with humor) with the "problem of shooting for the stars while one's
feet are mired in the mud" (3).
—. "How I Overcame the Jogging Habit: Dr. Cracroft's Good Book Diet."*
Unpub. Symposium talk, Center for Study of Christian Values in Literature,
Feb. 8, 1984. The sole-saving, never-before-revealed confessions of an
unregenerate bibliophile who found that life without jogging is possible.
—. "Of Parents, Belle Lettres and Crackers in Bed."* BYU Today 38 June 1984: 2.
Midnight flashlight reading from the Hardy Boys and "The Miller's Tale" to
Dracula.
—. "My Most Unforgettable Funeral."* ENS 9:2 Feb. 1979: 29. This un-sombre
account of an atypical Mormon funeral includes a eulogist's fish tale that
awakens the dead.
Crowe, Chris. Fatherhood, Football & Turning Forty—Confessions of a MiddleAged Mormon Male.* BKT, 1995. Chapters on the lighter side of male
Mormon experience include Crowe's experience as a would-be Ensign
"Mirthwriter" and trying to get humor published.
Culmsee, Carlton, ed. Utah Sings* Vol. II. BY UP, 1942. Follow-up collection of
broadly representative, previously published poems, some of which are witty
or ironic (see "High Yaller Sally," by Marge Stewart, p. 176, and
"Humoresque," by Anna Prince Redd, p. 146). Biographical notes are
included on 152 Utah bards, along with an introduction, "The Future of Utah
Literature," by Parley A. Christensen. (For Vol. I see Merrill and Brandley,
eds., below; see also, Claudia L. Bushman,"For the Children of Promise,"*
DL IV: 3 Autumn 1969: "Let us have some rollicking verse [esp. for
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children] that bypasses the singsongy iambs. Few of our pious poems are
memorable. Could religious subjects be treated in new forms and fresh
images?" [147].)
Day, Afton. From Fat to Fit in Four Grueling Months.* BKT, 1979. Titles like
"The Thrill of Agony, the Victory of Defeat," and "Confessions of an
Underground Cookie Baker" make this fitness book almost bearable.
Dew, Sheri L. Go Forward With Faith: The Biography of Gordon B. Hinckley.
DB, 1996. The wit and good humor of a prophet are detailed, as evident in
Conference talks and speeches, press conferences, meetings, and with family,
as helpfully indexed by Dew, to highlight "humor" on pp. 3, 37, 175, 192,
337-338, 400, 410-411, 415-416, 449, 494, and 537. A sample: "'If a little
humor crept in to provide some relief from the weighty decisions that had to
be made, he employed that talent effectively,' said Elder Russell B. Nelson.
'As an example, when he was essentially alone in the First Presidency, he
would consult with the Twelve about individuals who desired baptism but
whose past life was checkered. I remember the case of a man requesting
baptism who had killed someone and subsequently been released from jail.
President Hinckley said something like, "It's amazing. The police can't find
these people, but our missionaries can." The weight of responsibility was so
heavy that he rescued himself by allowing humor to carry him through'"
(415). (Also, see Hinckley, Sec. III.)
Dunn, Scott. "Is Pronounciation Really Relevant?"* Provo, UT: Seventh East Press,
Aug. 24, 1982: A-7: Column about Mormon pronunciation idiosyncracies:
"What good is a big vocabulary if you can't pronounciate?"
—. "Abusage: Can Bad Usage Be Censored?"* Provo, UT: Seventh East Press,
Nov. 11, 1981, p. 2: Dunn dreams about "what marvelous advances might be
made if each ward had a Quality Control Supervisor to sit by the podium and
correct all usage offenses," as in: "QC: Not you! I mean what you said
about the stake president 'setting on the stand.' B: Well, what about it?
QC: It's transitive! B: Look, I don't care what he wears; he's supposed to
set up here. QC: Nobody sets up here! What are we, bowls of jello?
People sit\ S-I-T! sit!"
Durrant, George D. Look at the Sky* BKT, 1994. Any book by this popular BYU
professor and speaker will be salted with humorous anecdotes (see pp. 1-2).
See his "Laughing a Little," Section III, for his own humor guidelines.
Dykes, Mervyn. "Confessions of a Suburban Househusband."* DL XII:1 Spring
1979: 104-107. A husband and wife switch roles, with results that will win
grins from those more traditionally in place.
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Eden, Erik. "The Stuffed Suit."* ENS 11:6 June 1981: 64-65. First person
"Mirthright" salesman narrator tells a life-lesson joke on himself.
Edmunds, Mary Ellen. Thoughts for a Bad-Hair Day.* DB, 1995. A collection of
often whimsical sayings: "If everyone in the world would gain ten pounds,
we'd all be closer together" (Edmunds); "'Happiness is having a large,
loving, caring, close-knit family—in another city'" (George Burns).
Edwards, Jeroldeen A. Celebration! Ten Principles of More Joyous Living* DB,
1995. Curious titles tell much about this nationally publicized novelist's zestfilled tips for more laughter in life: "The Poached Pear Principle";"The JustCan't-Wait Principle";"The 'Ode on a Grecian Urn' Mentality." Between
such titles is such whimsy as this: "I wonder if, at the moment of
disembarking, Noah's wife was worrying about how she was going to clean
up all the mud" (11).
—. Things I Wish I'd Known Sooner: Personal Discoveries of a Mother of Twelve *
DB, 1991. Conversational bits of wisdom and whimsy, designed to prove
that "moments of enlightenment can be pretty down-to-earth and humorous"
(12).
Edwards, Lavell and Lee Benson. LaVell: Airing It Out * DB, 1995. Life of BYU
football coach Edwards—a man with a sense of humor behind that grim
demeanor: "LaVell's happy—he just forgot to tell his face" (Karl Tucker, p.
185).
Engar, Keith and Ardean Watts. All in Favor—A Musical Comedy.* SLC: The
Church of Jesus Christ of LDS, 1967. Lyrics by playwright Engar; music by
Watts. Narrated Our Town-like by the bishop, opens with: "This show is
about my ward" and includes the ever-suffering janitor, prank-playing teens,
departing missionary leaving his girlfriend, active and less-active parents and
their children, and what keeps all intact: a sense of humor.
Evans, David L. "Mountainwest Interviews: Santa Claus."* Mountainwest 1:4 Dec.
1975: 12-43. A BYU associate professor of English interviews "Sugar
Charlie," as in: SC: "You can see I've expanded. Couldn't have afforded it,
but I switched the elves from salary to profit-sharing. They get exactly the
same share I do. Just wait till the 26th!" Mountainwest: "But what if they
organize a union and give you trouble." SC: "I've thought of that. Since I
live outside the territorial limits, I can always apply for a foreign aid loan.
Should be billions in it. Sure beats ringing a bell over a pot on a street
corner!" (43).
Everett, Rick. Zion's Camp*

SB, 1994. Captioned photos provide 1950s-60s
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vintage, "strictly urban camp (not to be contused with vacationing in the
great outdoors)." Example: Photo of three BYU beauty queens wearing the
same teased, half-banged hairdo titled, "Dare to be different."
Eyre, Linda J. I Didn't Plan to be a Witch.* SLC: R.M. Eyre and Associates, Inc.,
1988. Chapters like "Witch and Warlock (Wife and Husband)" and "Witch
and Werewolf (Mother and Teenager)" cast spells and enchantment, along
with thirty-one short others that "can be read independently and in any
order."
"Freakish Dress Foe to Suffrage."* Woman's Exponent 40:4 Nov. 1911: 30.
Reprints quotes from the Chicago Tribune of Mrs. Ida Husted Harper, author
and lecturer, providing readers today with some unintended humor: "Nothing
has done so much harm to suffrage in the last fifty years as the way women
have dressed themselves in the last year or two. Men say everywhere that
they have neither sense or judgment, and so are not fit to be trusted with the
ballot. . . Their hats alone have made them the laughing stock of the country.
These ridiculous objects are without excuse in either shape or trimming, and
they are made worse by the wearing of long hatpins." (See also, "Humanity
vs. Millinery,"* Woman's Exponent 41:13 Jan. 1914: 92: [Quoting a paper by
Miss Linda Jessup of Salt Lake City]: "If it were only bad for the complexion
or caused horrid lines and blemishes to wear dead birds, like so many scalps,
there might then be an immediate remedy for this wretched fashion" [93].)
Fugal, Sherman. Latter-day Laughter: A Collection of Humorous Quips, Quotes,
and Anecdotes Appropriate for LDS Talks, Lessons, or a Good Laugh.* HP,
1980. "Censored by Peggy Fugal." Arranged into topics like "Age: Retired
is being tired twice, I've thought—First tired of working, Then tired of not"
(11); "Goals: My decision is final. Maybe" (46).
Fulton, Alice and Pauline Hatch. It's Here . . . Somewhere (Cincinnati, OH:
Writer's Digest Books), 1991. "A how-to book which I (a left-handed klutz)
could not put down, not only because the book is loaded with tips which
offer 'home managing hope,' but also because these lively writers have
rightly been called 'the contemporary Erma Bombecks of the junk world.'
Everyone will enjoy this guide to household sanity" (see Cracroft, "The Book
Nook,"* BYU Today 45:5 Sep. 1991, p. 8 of insert, "Alumni Today.")
Furr, Ruth. "Honor Thy Mother."* DL XIV:4 Winter 1981: 183-185. In this
personal essay, Furr describes with painful accuracy and eventual laughter the
typical LDS Mother's Day program.
Geary, Edward A. The Proper Edge of the Sky* UU P, 1992. A witty, engaging
and often humorous book about the geology, geography, folklore, culture, and
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rich varieties of people on the Central Utah Plateau.
—. Goodbye to Poplarhaven: Recollections of a Utah Boyhood.* UU P, 1985. Il.
Ralph Reynolds. Beautifully written and quietly humorous autobiographical
essays about growing up in Emery County, Utah. Includes characters like
Bert Westover, who used to declare his intentions of moving away
somewhere before the Millennium because his house would be the first place
they "hit coming over the hill from the cemetery and they'd eat him out of
house and home'" (244). See review comments by Mary L. Bradford, "I,
Eye, Aye: A Personal Essay on Personal Essays,"* Essays on Mormon
Literature: Tending the Garden, edited by Eugene England and Lavina
Fielding Anderson (SB, 1996), p. 155; "At Ease with His Past; At Home with
His Art,"* review by Lance E. Larsen, DL 19:3 Fall 1986: 145-147.
Gee, Shirley, Compiler. "Dirt: A Compendium of Household Wisdom."* DL VI:2
Summer 1971: 84-87: "Housekeeping can be put down by this final insult:
Do it but don't think about it" (87).
Gillum, Gary P. Of All Things! A Nibley Quote Book.* SB, 1981. "One
affectionate reader's arbitrary collection of [legendary scholar Hugh Nibley's]
interesting, humorous, insightful, inspiring, educational, and representative
quotes": "Our weaknesses are like dogs, you see. If we walk toward them,
they will run away from us. But if we run away from them they'll chase us"
(Brigham Young as an Educator, p. 1); "Significance is a relative value,
measured by the interest of a writing to a reader. There are three types of
interest that make a study significant: human interest, scientific interest, and
vested interest." ("Writing and Publication in Graduate School," p. 5).
Godfrey, Matthew. "Bear Lake's MONSTROUS 'First-Class Lie.'"* Pioneer 18471997 Sesquicentennial [Magazine]. Midvale, Utah: Olympus Publishers,
1997: 107-109. A legend about a Loch Ness-like Bear Lake Valley monster
launched by Joseph C. Rich, "a notorious practical joker," is abetted by many
in the Valley and a few general authorities and is later declared by Rich
himself to be merely a "wonderful first class lie."
Grondahl, Calvin. Utah Sex and Travel Guide.* SB, 1993. Latest volume of
cartoons spoofing Mormon culture. Little sex, less travel, much pregnancy.
Cleverly conspires to rattle those Mormons who take their institutions, sacred
cows, or themselves too seriously. See also individual cartoons spoofing
Mormon culture, prominently featured in SN (as in 4:1: 4, 46; 6:1: 10), DL
(see 13:3: 13, 17, 26, among others), and in other Wasatch Front magazines
and newspapers.
—. Utah & All That Jazz*

SB, 1989. As the book's cover boasts, "Once again
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Grondahl successfully lampoons America's favorite twilight zone, that stretch
of emptiness between California and Colorado."
—. Marketing Precedes The Miracle.* SB, 1987. Sometimes biting satire about
esp. commercial interest among Mormons. See review,* DL 21:3 Autumn
1988: 171: "This bumper crop of ninety-six spritely cartoons, the fourth to
delight unstuffy Mormon audiences, has a wider range than most. It includes
BYU jokes, missionary jokes, Joseph Smith jokes, frazzled family jokes, and
even outer-space jokes." Sample: At a business convention, a conservatively
dressed man who looks like he might be a bishop says to a man with a pipe:
"My investment company was ordained by Beneficial Development, which
was ordained by Zion's Securities Corporation, which was ordained by
Deseret Trust, which was ordained by the Corporation of the President, which
was ordained by the Trustee-in-Trust, which was ordained by Joseph Smith's
General Store, which was ordained by the Peter, James and John Fishing
Fleet of Galilee." (See "Roundtable" on "Art, Religion and the Market
Place"* featuring Marden Clark, R. A. Christmas, and Gary H. Driggs, DL
1:4 Winter 1966: 73-99.)
—. Sunday's Foyer* SLC: The Sunstone Foundation, 1983. Third volume of
cartoons spoofing Mormon ways and means, shortfalls and pitfalls. Not
conducive to reverence or to obeying the "not with much laughter" fiat.
—. Faith Promoting Rumors* SLC: The Sunstone Foundation, 1980. Second
volume of Mormon rattling cartoons, separating the balanced and unbalanced
Saints.
—. Freeway to Perfection* SLC: The Sunstone Foundation, 1978 (5th printing,
1982). "A breath of fresh air," Grondahl pokes "gentle and often not-sogentle fun at Mormon ways. Who can forget the cartoon featuring a proud
papa holding up the world's ugliest baby for the traditional murmurs of
congregational approval after its blessing?" (See Cannon, "And Now for a
Little Mormon Humor,"* Sec. III; also, Gary L. Bunker review, "Cartooning
Mormons,"* DL XII:4 Winter 1979: 127-128 [see additional commentary in
Sec. III]: "Grondahl has already established himself as a cartoonist well
beyond the borders of the Wasatch front. Syndicated nationally by the
Newspaper Enterprise Association, his cartoons appear in more than seven
hundred newspapers. His artistic commentary on the national scene is often
the most profound and persuasive statement on the editorial page where it
appears" [127].)
Hafen, A. K. Dixie Folklore and Pioneer Memoirs* St. George, UT: Published
privately, 1961. Pioneer memoirs about polygamists outwitting federal
officers sometimes take a humorous turn (33), as does one account in which
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John D. Lee's wife Emma takes on her bishop (33).
Hardy, Nolyn. "Today's Dignitary."* ABP: 315. This ditty says it wittily about
Mormon attitudes toward ostentatious public prayer and pray-ers.
Harris, John S. Barbed Wire.* Springville, UT: Juniper Press, 1993. Book
originally published by BY UP, Provo, UT, 1974. See "The Assassination of
Emma Gray,"* a delightful, mock-poignant narrative poem about a farmer
who loves his pig (67-73) and "The Whittler," in which Josh, the local cutup, slashes away at local pride (35-43). Other poems in this volume also
have a comic, though sometimes dark turn, as in "Notes on Infantry
Weapons" (28-32): "I am reminded of Mark Van Doren's remark: 'Of course
comedy is a great deal more serious than tragedy'" (letter* from Harris to R.
H. Cracroft, Feb. 1997). See review, "On the Precipice: Three Mormon
Poets,"* ed. by Edward Geary, DL IX:1, 1974: 86-95: "John S. Harris writes
of a village society peopled by mischievous Jack Mormons, water-stealing
high councilmen, and eccentric farmers who give their domestic animals a
name and a blessing" (86).
—. Second Crop* BY UP, 1996. R. H. Cracroft, "Foreword," calls Harris the
"best poet of the contemporary West" (vii) and, in a May 26, 1996 DH
review,* "a nationally anthologized poet and dyed-in-wool Utahn and
Westerner who turns concrete Western objects into metaphors full of
universal significance" ("Utah Valley Voices: Utah County has Rich History
of Poetic Works," B1-2). See wry, ironic, or incredulous humor in poems
"Flood (24)," "The Culvert's Rise" (52), "Wire Cut Liniment (40)," and
"Forgery" (65); also his "Cutting Loose" section, including "Bless our Tacky
Chapel" (94)* and "To a Celibate Friend Marrying Late (90)."* Poems with
a comic turn, often in the final line, include "Guard Mount" (in "Arma
Virumque Cano [68-70])," "Single Action Colt (8-9)," and "Dale la Vuelta"
(6-7). See R. H. Cracroft "The Mountain Man in Literature," taped KBYU
FM show, with John S. Harris, on The Other Side of Literature, 1972.
—. Other Poems of John S. Harris*. Unpub. manuscript. Poems with some
humor. Includes poems which by the author's admission are too
experimental, unfinished, obscure, personal, irreverent, earthy, or ribald for
publication, but which may be of interest to some in context with poems in
Harris' above two volumes.
Hart, Edward L. To Utah* BY UP, 1979. Slight volume of fine poems about
Utah, the Am. Revolution, and the West catches a range of emotion,
including a sprinkling of the playful and satiric—particularly in his "Ethan
Allen Captures Fort Ticonderoga." (See Dian Saderup review, SN 6:3 MayJune 1981: 59-60*; Richard H. Cracroft, "Utah Valley Voices: Utah County
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has Rich History of Poetic Works,"* DH May 26, 1996: B1-2: "A crafted
and moving tribute to Utah land and people.")

Hartshorn, Leon R. Classic Stories from the Lives of Our Prophets. DB, 1988.
Sprinkled with humorous experiences of Church leaders: see pp. 10, 13, 17,
135, 177, 196, 203, 204, 257, 280-81, 349, and 361.
—. Remarkable Stories from the Lives of Latter-day Saint Women. DB, 1975.
Some humorous experiences in a mix of current and historical quotations:
see pp. 159-60, 178-79, 215, and 242-43.
—. Powerful Stories from the Lives of Latter-day Saint Men.* DB, 1974.
Anecdotes with occasional humor to highlight a theme, such as that taught by
Edward J. Wood in "You Salt the Whole Pig," pp. 289-290.
—. Outstanding Stories by General Authorities, Volume III.* DB, 1973. More
humorous experiences: see pp. 11, 21, 65, and 101.
—. Exceptional Stories from the Lives of Our Apostles. DB, 1972. Humorous
experiences of Church leaders: see pp. 46, 71, 149-50, and 194.
—. Outstanding Stories by General Authorities, Volume II*
humorous experiences: see pp. 73, 211.

DB, 1971.* More

—. Outstanding Stories by General Authorities. DB, 1970. Stories with a
humorous twist, as in Paul H. Dunn's "I might get HIM as a Son-in-law" (p.
53) or Marion D. Hanks, in "Boy, We Really Have a Swell Bathroom,
Haven't We?" (p. 107).
Hatch, Orrin. SN 19:1 Mar. 1996: 79. SLT reports: U.S. Senator Hatch gives
thirteen reasons why God would not receive tenure at BYU~or any other
university: "6. He may have created the world, but what has he done since?"
Haycock, Arthur D. and Heidi S. Swinton. In the Company of Prophets. DB, 1993.
Humorous anecdotes on pp. 21, 33, 41, 59, 62-63, and 73.
Heaton, Alma. Attention-Getters and Forfeits*
anecdotes: see pp. 22, 30 and 49.

BKT, 1972. Some humorous

—. G-Rated Jokes and Other Rarities* Self-published, 1972. Il. Stephen Krause.
Outlines useful ideas and jokes for the master of ceremonies at parties.
Includes riddles and elephant, moron, and "knock-knock" jokes.
—. G-Rated Jokes II and Other Rarities*

Self-published, n.d. Assorted jokes,
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witticisms, riddles, and commentary culled from varied sources: "Baked
beans: What bald-headed men get when they sit in the sun" (59); "Comedy
is simply a funny way of being serious" (Ustinov, p. 45).
Hendrickson, John. "The Sweetest Word on Sunday." WS 7:1 Spring 1990: 40.
Poem about childhood memories of Finnish Lutheran church services, and
"that sweetesst [sic] word of all, Ahh-men."
—. "Penelope." WS 7:1 Spring 1990:41. Satiric poem in the voice of "an aged
wife," inspired by Tennyson's "Ullysses."
Hill, James M. and Richard L. Popp. "Toward a Mormon Cuisine~A Light-hearted
Enquiry Into the Cultural Significance of Food."* 57V 12:3 May 1988: 33-35.
Fun with Mormon eating habits: "Chocolate: fully a part of Mormon
folkways although not yet accepted theologically." (Also, response, "Readers
Forum—Food, Glorious Food,"* by Daniel Maryon, SN 13:1 Jan. 1989: 2.)
Hilton, Beth L. How to Get Married and Survive It* HP, 1980. "Handy guide"
with pithy, sometimes humorous sayings interspersed with other advice, lists
for arranging a marriage celebration: "Love doesn't make the world go
around. Love is what makes the ride worthwhile" (7); "there is only one
thing for a man to do who is married to a woman who enjoys spending
money, and that is to enjoy earning it" (17); "Courtship is the moonlight of
love. Marriage, the light bill" (39).
Hirshson, Stanley P. The Lion of the Lord: A Biography of Brigham Young*
AAK, 1969. See Samuel W. Taylor's "Letter to the Editor," Sec. III: "Small
wonder that in writing a joke book Hirshson should ignore the material in the
Church Historian's Office. These tremendous archives contain few laughs.
Instead of being denounced for his deficiencies as biographer and historian,
he should be commended for his pioneering work of humor. He has
collected more howlers about Mormonism than any other author has ever put
between two covers." See reviews by Chad J. Flake,* DL V:l Spring 1970
and Klaus Hansen,* DL V:2 Summer 1970: 105.
Holland, Anne. Take Me to the Funny Farm—I Need a Vacation!!* Bountiful,
Utah: HP, 1982. Humorous snatches of thought monologue by a mother
who insists that "Once you become aware of what I live with, you will feel a
whole lot better." Sample: "Thought about running away from home today.
Didn't have time"; "Put Trent in the three-year-old Sunday School class
today. Hope they don't look up his birthdate. I don't think I'll last until he's
three" (13).
Hoskins, Shannon R., Ed. Faces of UT: A Portrait. PS, 1996. This "Utah
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Statehood Centennial commemorative collection of essays, personal
narratives, photographs, and illustrations" is often (inadvertently) humorous.
Hoskisson, Paul. See John Paxman, below (campus humor).
Hunter, Rodello. House of Many Rooms.* AAK, 1972. Il. Roy Olsen. A quasinovel-memoir about a rural Utah, Mormon family, in the "Chicken Every
Sunday" tradition. See review by Mary L. Bradford, "In My Father's
House,"* DL I:1 Spring 1966: 139-141; "Seeking 'the Good, the Pure, the
Elevating': A Short History of Mormon Fiction," Part 2, ENS 11:7 July
1981: 56-61.
Jeppson, Joseph. "Non-editorial Postlude."* DL I:1 Spring 1966: 164-65. Jeppson
adds editorial hilarity to DL's first issue: thinks he should "write a few words
to pick up the spirits of the faithful"; bemoans that writers and editors of their
first issue showed "no appreciation for [his] cultivated anti-intellectual
viewpoint" (see humorous titles of his proposed, "rejected" essays I:2
Summer 1966: 135*); and suggests readers might be better off, then,
following his "other piece of advice, which I won't give you." In later
riotous commentary, he poses as an optometrist from Idaho (see humorous
reader response, "Letters,"* DL IV:3 Autumn 1969: 4-5).
Johnson, George Washington. Jottings by the Way: A Collection of Rustic Rhyme.
St. George, UT: C. E. Johnson, 1882. Occasional whimsy such as that found
in "An 'Old Fogy' Mormon"* adds sparkle to this collection of otherwise
didactic poems published by a pioneer who helped build the Nauvoo temple,
arrived in the Salt Lake Valley in 1851, and helped settle Santaquin and
Mona.
Johnson, Lane. "The All-Purpose Discourse."* ENS 11:7 July 1981: 62-63.
Startled from in-class-sleep when asked by the high priests group leader to
comment on "patience," an old codger proceeds with an oration that rolls on
eight minutes, astonishing all with his ability to say a "great deal and at the
same time, absolutely nothing."
Johnson, Laurie Mecham. Special Living Lessons For RS Sisters, by Sister Fonda
Alamode.* SB, 1996. Hysterically funny satirical collection of RS
newsletters, tortured with outrageously comical photos (by "Brother Brent
Herridge"). Basis for Johnson's one-woman play about "Sister Alamode" (a
tape recording, "Sister Fonda Alamode: The Ultimate Relief Society
President" can be obtained from Sunstone)'. "Announcements: I have been
asked unto let you know that Sister DeCay is still in the hospital and the
doctors are taking such good care of her. Thank you for maintaining your
concerned expressions, but she does not need any visitors right now as she is
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being kept heavily seduced (20)". Johnson does a stand-up routine around
the state and has incorporated some of her work into the ongoing spoof, 'Salt
Lake, Salt Lake,' performed last year by the Salt Lake Acting Company"
(Peggy Fletcher Stack, "Mormons: Funny Side Up. Jokes Help Diffuse
Sensitive Subjects,"* SLT, Section III). See, also, review by Ann B.
Niendorf, "Relief Society President Shares her Hilarious Tips," DH Mar. 3,
1997: B6: "Mecham's tone is far from mean-spirited and she comes across
as someone laughing at herself and her friends."
Johnston, Jerry. Spirits in the Leaves.* SB, 1996. A collection of newspaper
columns, editorials, and book reviews, in which the author, in retrospect,
"found trees everywhere—even our county is named 'Box Elder'" (ix). Each
leaf shimmers with Johnston's gentle sense of humor.
Jolley, Clifton Holt. "Selling the Chevrolet: A Moral Exercise."* DL 16:3 Autumn
1983: 82-86. Jolley, with little faith, undertakes to sell absent Eugene
England's blessed, ancient Chevrolet. The Lord moves heaven, earth, and
wayward drivers to get the job done. (See also, Eugene England, "Blessing
the Chevrolet,"* DL IX:3 Autumn 1974: 57-60; also pub. in his Dialogues
With Myself: Personal Essays on Mormon Experience,* Midvale, UT: OB
[Dist. by SB], 1984: 101-106; Cracroft essay, "A Time to Laugh," unpub.,
1985: "A brilliantly comic response to Eugene England's very serious essay,
"Blessing the Chevrolet" [11].)
Jolley, JoAnn. "Confessions of a Fluff-Brain."* DL 1:4 Fall 1976: 94-95. Jolley
describes with humor her transition from "Fluff Brain" to adamant—if not
ardent feminist, concluding, "I've come a long way, baby" (95). (See also,
Eugene England, "Are Women More Free Under the Patriarchy? The
Evidence of Mormon Literature,"* Mormon Letters Annual [SLC: AML,
1984], 131-150; "Feminism in the Light of the Gospel of Jesus Christ,"* by
B. Kent Harrison and Mary Stovall Richards, BYUS 36:2 1996-97: 181-199;
Letter to the editor by Elouise M. Bell, "Third Wave Feminists,"* DL 15:4
Winter 1982: 7.)
Jones, Garth N. "My 'Word of Wisdom Blues.'"* DL 30:2 Summer 1997: 49-63.
Personal narrative. Grandpa, in thirteen humorous, insightful, instructive,
defensive, unrelentingly rational, ultimately uncompromising pages, explains
to granddaughter, Dolly Sri, why the thought of giving up his green tea in
order to attend her temple ceremony, turns him relatively blue.
Kammeyer, Virginia Maughan. Saints Alive.* Provo, UT: Trilogy Arts
Publications, 1970. Il. William Whitaker. A light book of humorous poems
about Mormon life.
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More Saints Alive!* Lynwood, WA: Far West Publishers, 1979. Il. Val Paul
Taylor. More poems about LDS life, "thirty years with one husband, twentynine years raising children, [and] fifteen years with one cat."

Kenner, S[cipio]. A[fricanus]. "Indian Episode of Early Days."* ABP: 83-87. First
appeared in the Improvement Era (1901). Tongue-in-cheek personal account
of a harrowing youthful experience. Bravado and a good sense of timing
avert real and comically imagined disaster. See also Leonard J. Arrington's
Brigham Young: American Moses, Sec. II, for a humorous account* of
Brigham Young's interview with Kenner as he came calling for a daughter at
the Lion House, and Brigham's subsequent nickname for the lad [332].
Kimball, J. Golden. "What is a 'Good Man'?"* ABP: 185-187. Sermon (October
General Conf, 1932) illustrates Elder Kimball's use of homespun metaphors
and vernacular speech to show good men how to "get it straight" from
President Heber J. Grant. (See Sterling M. McMurrin and L. Jackson
Newell: Conversations with Sterling M. McMurrin on Philosophy,
Education, and Religion. SLC: SB, 1996: 187-88; describes, first-hand, J.
Golden's "Hell, Heber, I can't read this damn thing" conference address.)
Kimball, James N. "Golden Calls a Bishop."* SN 19:1 Mar. 1996: 17; also SN 1:3.
J. Golden shows flexibility and accommodation when he is sent to select a
new bishop and a congregation refuses to sustain the first and second names
he presents.
—. "J. Golden Nuggets-More Words of Wisdom."* SN 10:2 Mar. 1985: 41.
Humorous anecdotes arising from J. Golden Kimball's struggles with the
Word of Wisdom (see below).
—. "J. Golden Nuggets-Words of Wisdom."* SN 9:2 Autumn 1984: 48. Several
humorous anecdotes about J. Golden Kimball's struggle living the Word of
Wisdom.
—. "J. Golden Nuggets-Missionary Days."* SN 8:5 Sep.-Oct. 1984: 48. Five
humorous anecdotes from "Uncle Golden's" two missions to the southern
states. (See David Buice, "'All Alone and None to Cheer Me': The
Southern States Mission Diaries of J. Golden Kimball,"* Sec. II.)
—. "J. Golden Nuggets-On the Subject of Politics."* SN 8:3 May-June, 1983: 2-3.
Some gems about the time J. Golden, a Democrat, attended a Republican
Convention; was offered a bourbon cure for a cold; compared his love for his
wife with his father's love for his wives; daydreamed out loud about breaking
all ten commandments; and conveniently took President Grant literally at his
word.
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—. "J. Golden Nuggets-Write a Letter."* SN 8:1,2 Jan.-Apr. 1983: 71. J. Golden
Kimball speaks out in several humorous sketches involving general
authorities Rudger Clawson, Levi Edgar Young, and Heber J. Grant.
—. "J. Golden Nuggets-Uncle Golden."* SN 7:5 Sep.-Oct. 1982: 64. James
Kimball, great-grandson of one of J. Golden Kimball's forty-six half-brothers,
says: "We [Mormons] are a cheerful but humorless people." As remedy, he
tells hilarious, "quite true" tales by J. Golden about Mormon horns, baldheads, and uncollected horse turds. (See Lori Buttars, "Great-nephew Brings
J. Golden's Wit to Life,"* DH, Page Cl, Nov. 28, 1996.)
—. "J. Golden Nuggets-On Being a General Authority."* SN 8:6 Nov.-Dec. 1983:
48. As one who treads "one of the three paths to high office in the Churchinspiration, revelation, [or] relation," this son of Heber C. relates some salty
responses to sticky questions brought him by faltering Saints.
"Remembering Uncle Golden." SN 1: Summer 1976: 22-28. More delight about
this salty, former mule-skinner turned general authority.
Kirby, Robert. "I SWEAR." Starting on June 30, 1997, DH readers caught a few
weeks of five-day columnar calumny,* before Kirby succumbed to the siren
song of the SLT and on 19 Sept. 1997 left Mike Patrick, managing editor of
the DH swearing, all right, about how "The SOB dumped his friendly
neighborhood newspaper like so much kitty litter"—see Sec. III for the rest of
what Patrick had to say after he cooled off a bit (DH Sept. 21, 1997, Cl). At
SLT Kirby carries on as a self-proclaimed Mormon "miscreant," whose
column has captured a following of the Faithful, who consistently pick a lot
of meat from all that chaff. Kirby launched his satire at the DH in October
1994, having also started at the SLT in April of that same year in which he
claims he was "canned" by the Utah Valley Journal. Kirby retorts* snorts
aimed at P.O. Box 684, Springville, UT 84663 or rkirby@itsnet.com—but
beware, he collects what you say in boxes.
—. "Blitz." Humorous column* in DH about life as a "cop," the last of which* was
published 6/28/97, as Kirby retired after "twenty-five years of driving around
in the middle of the night looking for a scrap."
—. Wake Me for the Resurrection.* BUC, 1996. Il. Pat Bagley. Columnist Kirby
and cartoonist Bagley, both of the SLT, present forty-four columns, including:
"14th Article of Faith," "Know Joke about Mormons," "Mormon Kitsch and
Graven Images," "The Prodigal Bums," and "Home Teaching in the Last
Days." (See review by Darla Mackelprang, "Humorist Orates Amusing Take
on Mormon Attitudes,"* DH, Feb. 24, 1997: C5: "One church book that
won't put you to sleep; a must-read for anyone who's ever considered
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undercover home teaching.")
—. "Okay--Polygamy's Passe."* 57V 19:2 June 1996: 59. Kirby and his spouse
practice for polygamy's return by playing "Choose the Wife."
Sunday of the Living Dead.* BUC, 1995. Il. Pat Bagley. Kirby's first
collection of funny Mormon essays, gathered from SLT. The first essay
categorizes, with hilarious insight, five types of Mormons. This review is
later balanced with a piece about varieties of non-Mormons (See Cracroft,
"'Now, How I See It,'" Sec. III: how and why Kirby writes "simply the best
LDS humor around.")
—. "Ward Ball: Mormons' Dark Secret."* SN 18:2 Aug. 1995: 76. Kirby spoofs
the blood-letting aggression in LDS Church basketball (men's).
—. "Prayboy Hot Item on LDS Magazine List."* SN 18:1 Apr 1995: 71. As ward
magazine representative, Kirby fantasizes about the money he could get
"instead of just blessings" by selling his own productions with titles like A
Frantic Monthly ("a fresh, nonchemical way of keeping pace with the modern
Mormon child"), Prayboy ("slanted toward the more liberal LDS male"),
Rolling Sunstone ("voted today's best alternative magazine for LDS
deadheads"), and Better Temples and Gardens "(for those Mormons serious
about making their homes a little piece of heaven on earth").
—. Happy Valley Patrol.* Self-published, 1991, now out of print. Sampling from
Kirby's DH "Blitz" column, begun in 1988, shortly before he quit police
work and that he, after some "loud discussion" with his editors, ended June
1997, when launching his "I SWEAR," five-day per week column, again for
DH (see his e-mail of 3 July 1997* about this transition). His "Foreword"
couches this warning: "Finally, these stories may be funny, but like all
stories about police work, they invariably have dark undertones. HVP is not
Pat McManus or Dave Barry with a badge and a gun. Okay, maybe a little.
But while HVP is supposed to be a little funny, it's also supposed to be a
little disturbing. There it is. If this foreword does nothing except caution
you of what is to come, I'm pleased. If what you read speaks to you, I'm
happy. If, however, it sends you into a towering, teeth-gnashing rage, then,
hey, I'm doing cartwheels. You're the reason I wrote it in the first place.
And you were warned." See esp. Chapter 6: "Among the Mormons."*
—. "Five Kinds of Mormons."* SN 15:6 Dec. 1991: 50-52. (See Sunday of the
Living Dead, Sec. II.)
Kirby, Robert and Pat Bagley. Pat & Kirby Go to Hell [Heck]: With Previously
Unpublished Articles from the Nether Regions.* Springville, UT: Slickrock
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Books, 1997. "[This is] the latest zing thrown into the cosmic melodrama
that is Utah and Mormonism, a lighthearted and occasionally light-minded
look at the doings and don'ts of Heavenly Father's most peculiar children"
(vii, note from the publisher). Chapter titles like "Bishop-Wreck," "Infernal
Marriage," and "Daze of 47: An Hysterical Enactment" predispose comic
havoc on themes dedicated to "all who understand that the true first principle
of the gospel in this life is fear of the next." (See "Cornucopia,"* Sec. III).
Kraut, Ogden, Compiler. Wit and Wisdom of Heber C. Kimball.* SLC: Kraut's
Pioneer Press, 1981. Excerpts JD. More wisdom than wit, but there are a
few gems: "I felt pretty well in Nauvoo, at the time Brother Brigham was
speaking of; though I did regret-perhaps I did wrong-but I did regret that
peace was proclaimed so quick; for I tell you there were about one or two
score of men I wanted to see under the sod; then I was willing to make
peace: but I had to, as it was" (5:334, Kraut 7); and, "I know that men and
women have consciences that want to screw this way, and twist that way, and
every way under God's heavens, before they can come to the right thing. If
you want to grow and thrive, and want to have the Spirit of the Lord and the
Holy Ghost to be with you, and have dreams and visions, and gold and silver,
and herds and flocks, wives and children, and every other good thing, go
ahead in every duty, and never falter one moment, and tell the Devil to kiss
your foot" (7:41, Kraut 113).
Lambert, Neal E. and Richard H. Cracroft, Eds. Twenty-two Young Mormon
Writers.* Provo, UT: Communications Workshop, 1975. Introduces young
writers who "exemplify a hope for mankind and also for Mormon art" (see
Intro.). "Not everything in the book is solemn. Susan Chock's poem, 'For
Mary-Francis who Daydreams in Physics,' examines with both intellectualism
and feminism in a fashion that leaves neither side of either question
unanswered. And Jan Lalli's 'Poem Too Short for Titles,' and Jed Bryan's
'The Aardvaark,' provide delightful relief from the intense seriousness of
some of the other selections" (review by John S. Harris,* Mountainwest 2:1
Mar. 1976).
Land of Promise: A Reader's Theatre Presentation* SLC: The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints, 1976. Distributed throughout the Church to help
wards and branches commemorate the United States bicentennial, this play
contains some humorous dialogue and historically authentic, whimsical song
lyrics (see Section III for more detail.)
Larson, Clinton F. Sunwind.* Ed. David L. Evans. Orem, UT: Geneva Steel
Corp., 1990: "As a bonus, there is [Clinton's] wit which invests so many of
the verses, whether it takes the form of wordplay (often in the titles as well
as in the poems themselves), gentle humor, or biting satire, particularly in his
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portraits of modern academic or materialistic types" (see "Intro.," by David L.
Evans and poems, "First Grader" [4], "Christopher in Church" [5], "Cubig
Dowd with a Cold" [36-7], "Sweet Williab's Olde Cold" [38-9], "Atwit" [7879], "Bigot" [80], and "Assigning a Freshman Theme" [89]). (See Edward
Geary, "A Conversation with Clinton F. Larson,"* DL IV:3 Autumn 1969:
74-80; Richard H. Cracroft, "Utah Valley Voices: Utah County has Rich
History of Poetic Works,"* DH May 26, 1996, B1-2: "A poet and
playwright whose influence on Utah arts and letters is inestimable, Larson's
powerful poetry, while usually challenging, is always rewarding for the
tenacious reader"; see also, Margaret Blair Young, "Grace and Truth and
Mormon Art,"* SN 20:4 Dec. 1997:56).
—. Counterpoint: A Book of Poems. BY UP, 1973. Contemplative poems about
varied experience, some with whimsical insight, as in "Playing Possum" (18)
and "Granddaughter" (16). (See review by Edward Geary, "On the Precipice:
Three Mormon Poets,"* DL IX:1 1974, 86-93.)
—. The Lord of Experience.* SLC: Promised Land Publications, 1968. Serious
poetry, occasionally sparkled by humor, as in "Well-Laced Tea" (51), and
more often prodding with satire, irony, or parody, as in "Old Boy" (79). (See
Karl Keller review, "A Pilgrimage of Awe,"* DL 111-118.)
Larsen, Lance. "Hobby Horses."* DL 27:1 Spring 1994: 228. Poetic parody of
Mormon over-zealousness.
Littke Lael. "The Chastity Gum."* DL 23:3 Fall 1990: 188-192. Whimsical look
back as a "Beehive" girl learns about chastity and the facts of life—in that
order, and begins to cope with adolescent hormones.
Lofgren, Mikal. Wheat: Humor & Wisdom of J. Golden Kimball* SLC: Moth
House Publications, 1980. Gleaned Goldens, topically siloed: "Trials: 'I feel
more like saying, this morning, Cheer up, the worst is to come'" (86).
— and Ilene. Salt: Humor and Wisdom From Brigham Young* SLC: Moth House
Publications, 1979. "When Brigham Young arrived in the salt wastes of
Utah, he found the ideal climate for raising Saints. In guiding the Saints
through the pioneer hardships toward celestial goals Brigham counseled them
and salted his remarks with both humor and wisdom. Only Brigham could
laughingly point out the foibles of new converts and old Saints with such
spiritual perspective and love that the salt still stings today" (Preface):
"Brigham on Dreams: I am not going to interpret dreams; for I don't profess
to be such a Prophet as were Joseph Smith and Daniel; but I am a Yankee
guesser" (28). See also, Brigham Young, Sec. III for what this book tells of
Brigham's attitude about humor.
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—. Leavening: Humor from our General Authorities Past and Present.* SLC:
Moth House Publications, 1978. "This book is to report that there are many
General Authorities who use humor as a means of coping with our mortal
predicament" (Preface): "What shall we give the children? Pray for a sense
of humor. 'Laughter leavens life' and brings a sunny spirit'" (Marion D.
Hanks, Conference Report, Oct. 1968, p. 117 [1]).
Lore of Faith & Folly.* Compiled, Folklore Society of UT. Ed. Thomas E.
Cheney, assisted by Austin E. Fife and Juanita Brooks. UU P, 1971.
Collection of "a variety of types of lore made up of two distinct types of
materials: Part I is folk narratives, local stories, reminiscences and oral
history, and Part II is analytical. It contains not only the lore of the people,
but critical studies of it, probings into the reasons for its existence, and the
meanings it suggests" (viii-ix). Of particular interest here is humor found in
Juanita Brooks's "Pranks and Pranksters"* (57-60) and Olive W. Burt's
"Wine-making in Utah's Dixie"* (145-152)~see individual annotations.
Lyon, John. "Family Prayer."* Songs of a Pioneer, Containing Writings in Verse
and Prose (compiled by his son David R. Lyon and published posthumously).
SLC: Magazine Printing Company, 1923: 130. Reprinted in ABP, 267-68.*
This author of another collection of poetry, Harp of Zion* (Liverpool: S. W.
Richards, 1853), inserts humor in an otherwise cautionary poem about a dog
and cat's irreverence during family prayer that lands a couple in divorce
court. (See Ted [Thomas E.] Lyon, "Feud and Fun: Humor in the Poetry of
John Lyon,"* Mormon Letters Annual 1984 [SLC: AML, 1985]: 59-76, in
which he identifies humor elements in these additional poems from Songs of
the Pioneer. "An Eastern Fable," "The Village School in Repose," "The
Dreadful Snow," and "Pen Picture of A Would-be Poet." He also identifies
additionally humorous poems from Lyon's unpublished notebook: "Meg's
Tongue," "What's in a Name," "Old Age and Dotage," "A Thieving Poet,"
"The Hen-pecked Husband," and "The Great Judge McVain," and discusses
themes at which "the poet lightheartedly pokes fun," including marriage and
polygamy, garrulous women, rigid institutions [school, legal system], and
writing poetry [61]; also, Thomas E. Lyon [see Sec. III], "Publishing a Book
of Mormon Poetry: The Harp of Zion,"* BYUS 27:1 Winter 1987: 85-95.)
Mann, Larry. "A Menu of Mormon Books."* Century: A Brigham Young
University Student Journal. Ed. and Art Director, Richard Larsen.
(Department of English, 1980) 92-95. Forty-one titles are grouped by menu
category, including: Afton Day's How to Be a Perfect Wife and Other Myths
under "Appetizers: Spicy treats not recommended for those lacking a taste
for humor"; The Autobiography of Parley Parker Pratt* under "Breads:
Baked with a fine biographical flavor and consistency. Not however, meals
by themselves"; Helen B. Andelin's Fascinating Womanhood, "Fruit Salad:
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Served with an idealized role that usually gets swallowed whole"; and Hugh
W. Nibley's The Message of the Joseph Smith Papyri: An Egyptian
Endowment, "Prime Rib of Beef: Rich, high-protein meat served on sterling
platters of scholarship, insight, and discipline. Not for children or adults who
lack teeth and good digestion."
Marty, Martin E. "Cheerios in Church."* SN 6:4 July-Aug. 1981. A Lutheran
minister says "Amen, and Cheerio" to cheerios for children in church—first
pub. in Christian Century, May, 1981.
Maughan, Walter. "Lady Godiva."* Mountainwest 1:2 Oct. 1975: 37. Sample of
light verse sprinkled throughout issues of this magazine: "Lady Godiva went
walking . . . [Shocking]/Out in the street in her skin . . . [A Sin]/Soon came
her mother beseeching . . . [Reaching]/Taking the three-year-old in."
Meeks, Priddy. "Advice on Dress." DN July 6, 1850. Reprinted,* Davis Bitton,
Wit & Whimsy in Mormon History,* SLC: DB, 1975: 42-43. Hilarious piece
of inadvertent humor in which Meeks, a practitioner of "natural medicine"
sounds, off about the "alarming prevalence of weakness, emaciation, nervous
irritability, shortness of breath, headache, and faintings, traced to a general
adoption of [that] most baneful item—the corset."
—. "Hist. Chips."* ABP: 151-156. From herbologist Dr. Meeks' journal (See UHQ
10, 1942). Reflects mid-nineteenth century Mormon folklore about witchcraft
and devil-possession, delightfully garnished with wry statements. (See Dale
L. Morgan, "Literature in the History of the Church: The Importance of
Involvement,"* DL IV:3 Autumn 1969: "I do not think anyone can really
understand the inwardness of the early Mormon experience, the texture of
Mormon life, who has not read the reminiscences of the Thomsonian doctor,
Priddy Meeks" [30].)
Merrill, Harrison R. and Elsie Talmage Brandley, eds. Utah Sings: An Anthology of
Contemporary Verse.* Provo, UT: UT Academy of Sciences, Arts and
Letters, 1934. Collection of songs offers over 100 brief biographies of
Utah's still-living poets (1934) and several hundred often sentimental, but
sometimes delightfully whimsical poems (see Carlton Culmsee, "Loafers at
the Desert Store," p. 91; Lucy R. Scott, "Gypsie Heels" and "Shadows," pp.
258-9; and Zephyr D. Shelton, "For Sale," p. 261; also Vol. II above, ed. by
Carlton Culmsee.
Molen, Ron. My New Life. SB, 1996. "A Tom Sawyer-esque, Stand by Me-ish
recollective journey back into the narrator's idyllic Indiana childhood of the
Great Depression. My New Life is tom-foolery and a good-time tale. This
book is a ripping boyhood adventure story that succeeds in being more. It
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takes readers into their own childhoods, and to seeing the pranks and quirks
of childhood as spiritual elements, as the foundation for adulthood responses
to life's complexities" (review by Eric Jones,* SN 20:4 Dec. 1997: 75 [see
Sec. III]).
Morgan, Marj. "How to Tell if You've Lived in Sandy Too Long."* Mountainwest
4:8 Aug. 1978: 21: "You know you lived in Sandy too long if. . . You park
your camper in the garage and your car outside"; You comparison shop for a
leisure suit"; "You're utterly convinced that professional basketball is
returning to Salt Lake City," among others.
Munk, Margaret Rampton. "Service under Stress: Two Years as a Relief Society
President."* DL 19:2 Summer 1986: 127-145. A generally serious piece
provides some comic relief as Rampton, a just-released Relief Society
president, remembers her younger brother's words as she was sustained:
"They call it the Relief Society because it's such a relief when it's over"
(145).
Nash, Richard. Lengthen Your Smile—A Year's Supply of Stories for Latter-day
Saints.* DB, 1996. Usually humorous stories about or told by prominent
Latter-day Saints—one for every day of the year and includes sources: "Alma
Heaton tells the story about when Mark Twain visited Utah and got involved
in a discussion with a local brother about the question of polygamy. After a
long and fruitless debate, the Mormon asked the author if he could quote a
single passage of scripture that forbade polygamy. 'Certainly!' said Twain.
'No man can serve two masters,'" (Alma Heaton, Attention-Getters and
Forfeits, SLC: BKT, 1972, 22.)
Nelson, Nels. Preaching and Public Speaking Among Latter-day Saints: A Protest
Against Abuses and a Course of Instructions Whereby They May be
Overcome. 2nd ed. SLC: The Deseret News, 1910; republished,* DL X:4
Autumn 1977: 124-129. Pure delight, as Nelson prods Latter-day Saints
toward better speaking: "I cannot think of a more profitless hour than that
spent in listening to an aimless speaker; whose 'remarks' are spread out from
Dan to Beersheba, and actually touch nothing but the peaks of thought;
whose worn-out generalities one sees with dread afar off, as one by one they
come, each caused by the speaker's stumbling upon some familiar word,
which like a stone in the road, bobs up in the distance and throws the
discourse into a rut" (127-128).
Newell, Coke. Cow Chips Aren't for Dippin. Layton, UT: Gibbs Smith, 1997. Il.
Ben DeSoto. Utah resident Coke dedicates this book to "those well-meaning
but geographically deprived individuals who think that Johnny Cash is a pay
toilet in Pittsburgh." (See review by Ann B. Niendorf, "Cow Chips Takes
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Wacky Look at the Wild West," DH Mar. 3, 1997: B6: "Utah-isms are well
captured by Newell. He defines 'Fetch, Flip' as 'the absolute pinnacle of
curse words spoken in suit-and-tie Utah."
Nielson, Larry. How Would You Like to See the Slides of My Mission?* HP, 1980.
Photos with humorous, sometimes admittedly "outrageous" captions (see
"About the Author" section).
Nielsen, Midge Worthen. "My Favorite Fantasy."* ExII VI:2 Winter 1980: 5. After
an "unusually long, thankless day," Nielsen concocts a "bizarre, self-indulgent
fantasy" that puts a smile on her face and ours, as she cooks a Spam-andzucchini omelet for dinner, while her oblivious husband settles into his
newspaper.
Olsen, Andrew W. "Abusage: Redundancy Redoubled."* Provo, UT: Seventh
East Press, Nov. 3, 1981, 5. Examples of "humorous, but not always
harmless" LDS redundancies are given, including such "useful use" as in "the
old-time family motto for peaches: You eat what you can and you can what
you can't"; also Truman Madsen's statement that "the name Joseph Smith is
an extraordinarily ordinary name for an extraordinarily extraordinary man."
Ownbey, Ray. "Outside Looking In~Sister and Mister." SN 7:6 Nov.-Dec. 1982:
62-63. A Gentile married to an active Mormon only later reflects with
humor on uncomfortable situations he has faced while dealing with lesssensitive members of "their" ward.
"The Patience of. . ." Mountainwest May/June 1981: 11-14. Self-deprecating
humor: "My training in patience came not from practicing the art of the
angler, but from teaching a fisherman [his son]. That rotten kid has the gall
to tell people he is a better fisherman than I am. There may be a germ of
truth in what he says. But to make an issue of it shows a lamentable lack of
respect" (11, 14).
Payson, Utah. Female Teacher's Contract of 1923,* utilized in the public schools;
preserved by the Peteetneet Academy Museum; featured in a front-page
article, "Teachers couldn't get in licks in 1923,"* by Ryan Van Benthuysen,
DH, June 16, 1997; and enlarged* and distributed with glee among the
English Department faculty at BYU on June 17. Unintended humor in this
contract included stipulations that the teacher not marry, keep the company
of men, be away from home between the hours of 8 p.m. and 6 a.m. (unless
in attendance at a school function), loiter in downtown ice cream parlors,
dress in bright colors or dye her hair, show more than two inches of her
ankle, and that she bring a bucket to school to clean and scrub the building
every week.
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Paxman, John. "Comedy of Frosh Flukes: A collection of errors committed to
immortality by English aigheads."* Wye Magazine Spring 1969: 9. Samples:
"Woo unto the man upon whom a woman lays her wreath!"; "This is the
explosive true story of the only mutiny in all British navel history"; "The
transitions that were used misplaced the sentence." (See also the fold-out
Cougar Game* at the end of this issue by Paxman and Paul Hoskisson, with
campus "landings" like these: "You outgrip Pres. Wilkinson in a handshake
duel. Watch your in-step"; "You think 'The Importance of Being Earnest'
was written by Pres. Wilkinson. Take another wild guess"; "You are an
inarticulate ox. Buffalo your way through, letting the chips fall where they
may"; "You are an extinct cat. Join the Cougar Club."
Pearson, Carol Lynn. One on the Seesaw: The Ups and Downs of a Single-Parent
Family.* NY: Random House, 1988. Several family stories in this
collection first appeared in her Blow Out the Wishbone (SLC: BKT, 1985).
"Wise and often funny" (Kirkus Review) vignettes about how the author and
her gifted children achieved balance, often by applying humor—after
becoming a single-parent family. (See esp. her chapter on the pinewood
derby; Lavina Fielding Anderson review, "A Well-Balanced Seesaw,"* SN
13:2 Apr. 1989: 48-49: "Humor is often the fulcrum upon which she
maintains the balance"; review in DL 23:1 Spring 1990: 173; also
commentary by Harlow Soderborg Clark, "Feeding Stories to the Lion,"*
AAML, 1997, p. 189.)
—. I Can't Stop Smiling—Love Poems * SLC: Parliament Publishers, 1984.
Usually short, quick, sentimental, and tender, these "smiling" poems
sometimes break into chuckles, as in "Cliche" (16), "All my Love" (42), and
"Work Around It" (57).
—. A Widening View.* BKT, 1983. Il. Trevor Southey. Occasional bursts of
whimsy lighten this usually serious book of poems. See "A Drama in Two
Acts" (38) and "Coaching the Universe" (52).
—. The Busy Bishop's Notebook* BKT, 1976. One of a series of humorous
"notebooks." Contains scrawled self-reminders by a bishop that reflect
comical, if frustrating aspects of his job: "On Brother O.—is it possible to call
someone not to sing in the choir?" Others also published by Bookcraft
include The Faithful Mormon Father's Notebook* (1981): "Suggest tithing
go down 1 percent for each child you have. Rebate for no. 11"; The Ready
Relief Society Sister's Notebook (1980); The Model Mormon Mother's
Notebook* (1979): "2 year plan for better organization—1st year get Hoole's
The Art of Homemaking - 2nd year, read it"; The Model Mormon
Missionary's Notebook* (1978): "Dental appointment Friday—Find
toothbrush"; The Marriageable Mormon Male's Notebook (1978); The
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Marriageable Mormon Maiden's Notebook* (1977): "Tom is dying for a
home-baked pie. Stop in at Marie Callender's on way home";
—. My Turn on Earth. North SLC: Embryo Productions, 1977. Book and lyrics
by Pearson, music by Lex de Azevedo. A musical comedy that reviewers
Frederick Bliss and P. Q. Gump [Orson Scott Card, as far as we can tell] call
"a nostalgic trip through Sunday School lessons [on the Plan of Salvation]
with a wry recognition that much of what we do is, however painful, also
funny" ("Taking Turns,"* SN 2:2 Summer 1977: 42-43). See also, "Not Just
Another Theatre?" by the same pseudonymists, pp. 43-44); Alan F. Keele,
Sec. III. Storybook* for children (same title) is adapted from the play by
Pearson; illustrated by Cam Clarke (cover by Kay Stevenson), North SLC:
Embryo Music Co., 1977.
—. The Order is Love.* Provo, UT: Trilogy Arts, 1971; North SLC, UT: Embryo
Music Co., 1971. Book and lyrics by Pearson; music by Lex de Azevedo.
Saints in the Kane County communal town of Orderville, Utah overcome
many difficulties in getting along through "outpourings of good humor and
good will." Opens with Ezra's joke: "If I was the devil, and I owned both
Southern Utah and Hell-I'd live in Hell and rent out Southern Utah" (17).
See reviews by R. H. Cracroft, "Utah Valley Voices: Utah County has Rich
History of Poetic Works,"* DH May 26, 1996: B1-2: " . . . the best LDS
musical to date"; "Fiddlin' Around in Orderville, or, A Mormon on the
Roof,"* DL VI Summer 1971: 118-122.
—. The Search* Provo, UT: Trilogy Arts, 1970. Il. Trevor Southey. Occasional
incongruous twists brighten a book of thoughtful poetry, as in "To an
Atheist" (34) and "Little Spirit to a Childless Couple" (28).
Peterson, Rolfe. The Worst of Rolfe Peterson* Kaysville, UT: Inland Printing Co.,
1957. Il. Bill Johnson. A brilliant radio journalist's "collection of [skewed]
commercials, weather reports, newscasts, sportscasts and other incredible
things heard on KSL Radio" in the 1950s: "People who live in glass houses
shouldn't do much of anything."
Petsco, Bela. Nothing Very Important and Other Stories* Provo, UT: Meservydale
Pub. Co., 1979. Drawings, Kathryn Clark-Spencer. "Either a highly unified
collection of stories or a fragmented novel," this book features Elder Agyar,
an older, Hungarian New Yorker, artist, and recent convert, who records
mission experiences set in CA, AZ, and NY, some of which convey
understated humor, as in "Point Loma (83-89)." Performed as a play at BYU
in 1985. (See reviews* by Lavina Fielding Anderson, SN Sep.-Oct. 1978,
and Elizabeth Shaw, SN 5:2 March/Apr. 1980; also comments by Richard H.
Cracroft, "Seeking 'the Good, the Pure, the Elevating': A Short History of
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Mormon Fiction," Part 2* ENS July 1981, pp. 58-60).
Pierson, Yvonne. "A Funny Thing Happened on the Way To . . . (Moab
Remembers)."* Canyon Legacy 22 Summer 1989: 22-25. Humorous
incidents are related, involving famous movie stars, during filming in Moab,
Utah.
Plummer, Louise. Thoughts of a Grasshopper—Essays and Oddities.* DB, 1992.
Ann Edwards Cannon: Plummer's "nice range of comic talent" includes her
"simply hysterical" written choir audition for a Gentile production of The
Book of Mormon Oratorio. (See Cannon, "And Now For a Little Mormon
Humor," SN, Sec. III.)
—. "Very Easy, Very Vogue."* BYU Today 46:4 July 1992: 2. From 1992 BYU
Women's Conference. Plummer learns too late that accepting a call to be a
counselor in her Stake RS Presidency means she has to deal with her
principal horror—"homemaking."
Pratt, Orson. The Keep Apitchinin: A Semi-Occasional Paper Devoted to Sense,
Cents, Scents and Nonsense* Four-page, semi-monthly humor magazine first
published and edited by George J. Taylor (eldest son of John Taylor, apostle
and subsequently president of the Latter-day Saints) in Salt Lake City, in
1867, by a group of young Mormons, assisted by Orson Pratt, "the most
eminent and indeed the most anonymous" (see Walker III:2 [334]). It was
devoted to healthy ridicule of goings-on in the nation, state, Church, politics,
religion, farming, commerce, culture, and the Godbeites (also see Arrington,
"The Many Uses of Humor," Sec. III, 15).
Pratt, Parley P. Autobiography of Parley Parker Pratt. Ed. Parley P. Pratt (his
son).* NY: 1874; also titled Autobiography: Life and Travels* Chicago:
Law, King & Law, 1888. Ed. Parley P. Pratt (his son). The Autobiography
has gone through four editions. Pratt gleefully recalls his good fortune,
outwitting a persecutor's dog that was chasing him "with all fury" (52-53);
Chapters 32-33 recount comical details of the successful jail-break by King
Follett, W. W. Phelps, and Pratt-a flight distinguished by Phelps' ability to
save the day by outswearing the Gentiles (282); (See R. A. Christmas, The
Autobiography of Parley P. Pratt: Some Literary, Historical, and Critical
Reflections"* DL I:1 Spring 1966: 33-43 [also in Tending the Garden:
Essays on Mormon Literature, ed. by Eugene England and Lavina Fielding
Anderson (SLC: SB, 1996: 105-116)]; also, Dale L. Morgan, "Literature in
the History of the Church: The Importance of Involvement,"* DL IV:3
Autumn 1969: 29.)
Quarles, Randal K. "A Religion of Clerks or I've Got Those Stuffing, Stapling
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Blues."* SN 5:6 Nov.-Dec. 1980: 19. A philosophy major at Columbia and
membership clerk in the Manhattan First Ward uses humor in a letter to the
Presiding Bishopric's Office to quell his own frustration and get action on a
persisting records problem.
Rich, L. O. See "Across the Fence," this Section.
Richards, Claude. J. Golden Kimball: The Story of a Unique Personality * DN,
1934; 2nd ed. rev., BKT, 1966. Biography of a Mormon folk hero and
legendary Church general authority, replete with his humorous stories and
witticisms: "Someone said, 'They're liable to cut you off the Church.'
'Guess maybe some of them would like to. But they can't cut me off the
Church, I repent too fast'" (82).
Dickson, Douglas [the article says the authors are Franklin B. Roberts, William
Sharp, and "real author" Douglas Dickson]. "On the History and Use of 'You
Bet' in Mormon Life: A New Appraisal." SN 16:1 Feb. 1992: 58-60.
Serious research includes nineteen footnotes and concludes: "For more than
one hundred years, people [esp. in Utah among Mormons] have been
repeating 'you bet,' each time lowering their resistance to sin. Now we
know, and now we can stop it" (60).
Robinson, Doug. "1991 Football: The Best and the Worst."* BYU Today 46:1 Jan.
1992: 45. These "dubious distinctions" honoring BYU, its opponents, and
neighbors during the 1991 football season are detailed with hilarity by this
DN sportswriter.
Robison, Joleen Ashman. "Out in Left Field."* DL 25:2 Summer 1992: 117-120.
A true story about a Church member who kept mum while her new
hairdresser told ghastly things about her husband's research on . . . did she
hear right? The Mormons!
Saderup, Dian. "Family Presentation." DL XIII:2 Summer 1980: 113-115. Those
with experience preparing presentations for LDS meetings will most fully
laugh (and cry) reading this piece.
Salazar, Roger and Michael Wightman. No Man Knows My Pastries. The Secret
(Not Sacred) Recipes of Sister Enid Christensen.* SB, 1992. Parody of
Mormon cookbooks. Sister Christensen, Stake RS Ancestral Recipe
Coordinator [looks in the wacky photos strangely like Salazar], and her
"special half [Wightman] offer "very special" recipes in chapters with such
titles as "In-Bread" and "Just Desserts." Included are "Poppycock Bread"
(20), "Artie's Choke Chicken Salad" (25), "Temple Squares" (43), "Franked
Corn Things" (55), "Pearls Before Swine" (65), "Legrand Ricky" (101), and
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"Endowmints" (105)-all in honor of the cardinal rule: "The less it costs, the
more of it you can make."
Shumway, Melanie D. "Over Coffee, 600 B.C."* DL 25:1 Mar. 1992: 182-183.
This poem with an ironic twist features a "friend" who tells of locking doors
on a drunk screaming obscenities, finding him murdered the next day, and
fearing the uncaptured "madman" killer, who "disturbs us decent people of
Jerusalem."
Siddoway, Richard M. Twelve Tales of Christmas.* BKT, 1992. "True" holiday
stories drawn from Siddoway's memories—which he says begin with the
"very silly" and end with "more sober thoughts" (vii). Look for heartwarming whimsy and surprising twists, esp. in "I'm a Believer" (1), "The
White Snows of Winter" (7) "Roses are Red" (15), "Pins and Needles" (25),
and "Let Us Have Christmas the Whole Year Round" (33).
Simmons, Paul. "On Going Home Teaching."* SN May-June 1980: 38-39. This
stream-of-thought monologue by a procrastinating home teacher explores
incongruous complexities in carrying out a priesthood holder's "basic"
monthly assignment.
Smoot, Margaret and Marcie and Stephen Alley. Reasons to Rejoice: Riotous,
Ridiculous and sometimes Rational Reasons for a little Latter-day Laughter.*
SLC: Starpoint Entertainment, 1994. Il. Linda Sullivan. A collection of
ironies in Mormon life: Rejoice because: "You Understand the Eternal
Verities: Your Mother's Day plant will be dead within a week; The more
children you have in diapers, the greater your chances of serving in the
nursery."
Snow, Eliza R. "Mental Gas."* Poems. Religious, Historical, and Political.
Comp. by the author, 2 vols.* SLC: LDS Printing and Publishing
Establishment, 1877). One of Snow's few humorous poems, a poetic spoof
on pride, as chemically analyzed in "skulls whence sense is mostly drain'ed."
Also pub. in ABP: 271. (See commentary on poem in the postscript to R. A.
Christmas review, The Autobiography of Parley P. Pratt: Some Literary,
Historical, and Critical Reflections,"* DL I:1 Spring 1968: 33-43; also,
Eugene England, "We Need to Liberate Mormon Men!" Dialogues With
Myself: Personal Essays on Mormon Experience,* Murray, UT: OB, 1984:
157-159; Maureen Ursenbach Beecher, "Inadvertent Disclosure:
Autobiography in the Poetry of Eliza R. Snow";* also her "Eliza R. Snow,"
Mormon Sisters: Women in Early Utah,* ed. by Claudia L. Bushman,
Cambridge, MA: Emmeline Press Lim., 1976: 25-41, and commentary, pp.
252-253 about how Joseph Furnas portrays Snow as "a comic figure warmed
over from Twain"*; and The Personal Writings of Eliza Roxcy Snow* ed. by
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Maureen Ursenbach Beecher, UU P, 1995.)
—. "To President Joseph Smith and His Lady, Presidentess Emma Smith." Nauvoo,
Illinois: Wasp, August 20, 1842. This poem, featured in Maureen Ursenbach
Beecher's, "Inadvertent Disclosure: Autobiography in the Poetry of Eliza R.
Snow," DL 23:1 Spring 1990: 94-107 (esp. pp. 101-103), includes a
humorous reference to the Prophet's "key bump" phrenological reading and
some whimsy in frustration ("Does a focus belong to pell mell?") though as
Beecher details, the poem moves forward with "increasing seriousness" (103).
—. "Beware of Colored Candy." Wit & Whimsy in Mormon History* by Davis
Bitton (see below). First pub., SLC: Juvenile Instructor II, 1867: 70-71.
Attempting to guide Church youth away from danger, Snow explains that the
bright red color in candy means "you are swallowing the juice of dried bugs."
A serious piece, humorous only in retrospect.
Sorensen, Peter J. "Flannel Boards and Flip Charts."* SN 16:7 Dec. 1993: 58-59,
first published Provo, UT: Seventh East Press Feb. 3 1982: 6. Invites paper
proposals to the "inevitable Bloodstone Symposium" and spoofs metaphors
invented to distinguish Mormon "conservatives" from their "liberal"
counterparts.
—. "Laughter is Adequate Medicine."* SN 12:6 Nov. 1988: 43. Sorensen tells how
Elder LeGrand Richards used humor in a funeral eulogy to make an
"essentially pathetic situation tolerable, more 'human.'" (See Peggy Fletcher
Stack, "Mormons: Funny Side Up,"* SLT, May 28 1994: "Peter Sorensen of
BYU's English Dept. re-enacted a fictitious game of Scrabble among three
church presidents: Spencer Kimball, Joseph Fielding Smith and Ezra Taft
Benson, adopting the voice and style of each" [C-3].)
—. "For Those Who, Hearing, Do Not Hear"*; and "For Those Who, Seeing, Do
Not See."* Provo, UT: Seventh East Press, Aug. 24, 1982: 14. Short,
satiric poems with these subject lines: "Do not kill our feathered friends" and
"In the heavens are long-hairs welcome?"
—. "Jots and Tittles: Incident at Cumorah."* Provo, UT: Seventh East Press, Nov.
3, 1981, 5. Spoof on garish technology as used to promote religious values
and history: "Friends, think of the possibilities!" exulted Wax Weakly, the
chairman. "We could even advertise using such giant [gold] plates. Imagine
it, in bright, flashing neon green-EAT AT LEHI'S." (See Sorensen's other
"Jots & Tittles" humorous columns, as in: "The Chicago Episode"* (Oct. 6,
1981, 3), about communication consternation mid-interview on a talk show
hosted by "that erudite walking vocabulary builder, Yale graduate Wummef
Buckleyjer"; "Truth and Wisdom for $9.95"* (Dec. 1, 1981, 3), a mock
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review: "Of all the significant titles to come off the presses lately at
Deserted Book Publishing, clearly the most promising is a new doctrinal
treatise by Josephus Fieldhouse, Professor of Esoteria at the Onion
Theological Cemetery at the University of Kanab"; and "High School
Cosmology,"* (Oct. 21, 1981, 2), about his battle with hard science: "For
quite some time I thought inductive reasoning had something to do with
learning how to insulate heating vents."
Spencer, Betty. "Domestic Science."* Mountainwest 1:3 Nov. 1975. Sample of
light verse sprinkled throughout this magazine-this one on how to discipline
children: "You don't/Coax or chide/or cajole them;/Nor shreik/Like a
frustrated witch! See also her "Time Study,"* Mountainwest "Across the
Fence," 4:11, a spoof on getting organized.
Spencer, Clarissa Young. Brigham Young at Home. DB, 1972. Humorous
anecdotes from the life of Brigham Young: see pp. 140, 151, 160.
Stegner, Wallace. Mormon Country.* New York: Duell, Sloan, and Pearce, 1942.
A history of Mormon settlement and life that is both fascinating and factual.
See pp. 185-208 for humorous detail about the lives of "Two Champions," J.
Golden Kimball and Jesse Knight (also including Heber C. Kimball's
supposed reply when asked to pray for the enemies of the Church: "Sure I'll
pray for our enemies! I pray that they may all go to hell" (191-192); also
note the wry irony in "Looking Backward" (pp. 227-235). See James L.
Clayton, "From Pioneers to Provincials: Mormonism as Seen by Wallace
Stegner,"* edited by Richard Bushman (DL I:4 Winter 1966: 105-114).
—. The Gathering of Zion: The Story of the Mormon Trail* NY: McGraw-Hill
Book Co., 1964. The best book on the trek; contains incidental folk humor.
(For Stegner's background on Mormonism and approach to writing about it
see pp. 13, 313-14; see also R. H. Cracroft, "Celebrating Mormon Values:
Wallace Stegner [1909-1993] and the Latter-day Saints,"* WRI II:2 Dec.
1993: 103-109; Stegner's Mormon Country* listing, Sec. V.).
Stewart, Doug. Saturday's Warrior* Orem, UT: by Doug Stewart, 1974. Music
by Lex de Azevedo. Some critics find most of the humor unintentional in
this extremely popular musical that Stewart describes on his title page as a
romanticization of the Mormon belief in a pre-existence (see Keele, Sec. III).
See also the novel, Saturday's Warrior* by Linda Higham Thomson, based
on the musical (Ensign Productions, Inc., 1982).
Stewart, Ora Pate. Gleanings* DB, 1972. Verse collection includes mirthful
analogies and every-day witticisms, such as in "Allen Paul" and "To David"
(63).
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"Sunstone Top Ten: Mormon Malapropisms."* SN 19:1 Mar. 1996. "Will Quist,
proprietor of Alpha Books," lists, among others: "5. The Lows of Success; 3.
Handcrafts to Zion; 9. A Tie to Choose."
"Sunstone Top Ten: The Top Ten Biblical Ways to Acquire a Wife."* SN 19:3
Sep. 1996: 14-15: "1. A wife? . . . Are you kidding me?«Paul (1 Cor. 7:3235); 2. Don't be so picky. Make up for quality with quantity.—Solomon (1
Kings 11:1-3)."
Taylor, Raymond. "Letter to the Editor,"* DL III:1 Spring 1968: 12-13. Tells jokes
about the tendency among Mormons to avoid issues by labeling someone a
"Jack Mormon," including this: "A young Navajo Indian attending the
B.Y.U. recently defined a 'Jack-Mormon' as being 'a sea gull that won't eat
crickets.' His Caucasian friend countered with, 'You're wrong: a 'JackMormon' is a Mormon with a sense of humor.' Or could we define a 'JackMormon' as 'just anyone who happens to disagree with me'?" (12).
Taylor, Samuel W. Taylor-Made Tales.* AB, 1994. Cracroft, in introducing
Taylor's collection of autobiographical essays and anecdotes, calls them
"spryly, wittily, memorable," and touts Taylor's gift of "fiction-making
vision" that breathes life, humor, and enduring value into painstaking
research.
—. "This Side of the Tracts~The Temple Excursion."* SN 16:8 Feb. 1994: 72-73.
An excursion of Saints from Redwood City to the Los Angeles Temple seems
1) deja vu for Taylor, who walked away from a World War II bomber crash;
then 2) in retrospect, like high comedy.
—. "Joseph Smith Visits Redwood City First Ward."* SN 16:2 Aug. 1992: 54-57.
Tongue-in-cheek piece: Joseph Smith returns to earth, hitches a ride with
Taylor to a typical LDS ward, and gets an unwelcome reception when he
protests certain modern-day practices. Taylor attacks the Mormon taste for
"come-to-realize" stories. (See, for contrast, Wayne Carver, "Literature,
Mormon Writers, and the Powers That Be,"* DL IV: 3 Autumn 1969: "If Mr.
Taylor finds them [objects of protest and "divine discontent"] in his Church,
why doesn't he use that formidable array of powers that he says writers
possess to help root them out?" (69).
—. "If I Were Satan."* DL 22:1 Spring 1989: 115-117. Pungent satire showing
what the Devil's going on in LDS culture: "My own research over a period
of years has never uncovered a single truth, however 'sensitive,' one-tenth as
dangerous as a half-truth. So, as Satan, I would foster happy mythology,
history as we wish it might have happened. I would also severely frown on
any attempt to use humor in writing about LDS subjects" (116). (See his
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wife Gay Taylor's accompanying article, "If I Were God,"* pp. 106-114.)
—. "The Closet Bluebird."* DL XI:3 Autumn 1978: 132-134. In this
autobiographical essay, Taylor revisits humorous events in his life as a sort-of
Mormon from kindergarten through his writing of Family Kingdom (a
biography of his grandfather, John W. Taylor, a member of the Quorum of
the Twelve and a post-Manifesto polygamist). Samuel Taylor writes: "After
Family Kingdom was published, and nothing happened, and after enough time
had elapsed to indicate nothing would, I walked into the Redwood City ward
meeting house one Sunday morning and asked, 'Where do the gray-haired,
hump-backed and beat-up deacons go?' . . . And, I realized, like it or lump
it, I was one of the Peculiar People, home again" (135).
—. "How I Destroyed the Old Salt Lake Theatre."* DL 23:2 Summer 1990: 134137. Tongue-in-cheek nostalgia for a racy New York musical that came to
the Old Theatre, exposing naked girls and grabbing fifteen-year-old Sam's
field-glass attentions. The show was censored by the Deseret News and the
building subsequently razed, in fulfillment of a prophecy by Daniel H. Wells
that it would "crumble to atoms," should wicked interests [like Sam claimed]
take hold.
—. "The Second Coming of Santa Claus: Christmas in a Polygamous Family."*
DL VII:3 Autumn 1972: 7-10. Delightful tale of warmly humorous holiday
happenings as experienced by Taylor's "hyper-thyroid clan."
—. "My Father's Six Widows."* DL V:2 Summer 1970: 126-128. Taylor tells
about the funeral of his father, Apostle John W. Taylor, which he describes
as "an elaborate farce" that finally erupted into "wild laughter" of his three
dozen children until "even the six widows broke" . . . I like to think that John
W. Taylor, who fought all his life against sham and pretension, enjoyed the
laughter at his funeral" (128).
"Little Did She Realize: Writing for the Mormon Market."* DL IV:3 Autumn
1969: 33-39. Advice for the Mormon who wants to write a novel.
Rollicking satire about Mormondom's peculiar literary tastes.
—. "How to Read a Mormon Scholar." DL IV:4 Winter 1969: 129-131. In this
satire, Taylor says "you must learn which scholars to accept, which ones must
be read with care and in special ways, and which must be rejected out of
hand" and describes the either/or "intellectual bargain basement" defenderscholar, the objective "(bless him)" scholar, and the lower-case scholar, who
is strangely inclined to "follow facts where they lead" (130). Especially
featured are such "ingenious ways to confront monolithic opposition" as the
divided payoff, irrelevant footnote trick, contradictory appendix device, and
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red herring conclusion.
—. "How to be a Mormon Scholar."* DL II:1 Spring 1967: 128-130. Taylor
shares two "simple" rules for qualifying to become a Mormon scholar: 1)
"employ the word 'milieu' with alacrity; 2) find a way to lambast Fawn
Brodie's No Man Knows My History. He then with obvious glee quotes the
full text of a very negative quote about Mormons, which he says a prominent
Mormon scholar "curiously" capsulized, after referring to the author as "one
of the best-informed men who ever lived" (129).
—. Family Kingdom.* NY: McGraw-Hill Book, 1951. "The first book," says
Taylor, "to portray plural marriage as a way of life, without apology or
condemnation" (see Taylor-Made Tales, Sec. II: 162. A "quasi-family history
of the John W. Taylor families; steeped in Mormon 'peculiarities' and
tinctured with universal family humor to supply continuing demands of a
variety of readers who enjoy Mormon on the rocks with a twist of lemon"
(Cracroft, "Freshet in the Dearth,"* Sec. III); also, review by Edward Geary,
"Life Under the Principle: Family Kingdom* by Samuel Wooley Taylor,"
DL IX:4, 1974: 75.
Taylor, Stan. "Western Prospects: In Their Hearts They Know They're LEFT."*
Mountainwest 4:5 May 1978: 12-13. "But more damaging than anything are
the origins of the words right and left themselves. The very word left is
fraught with overtones of sinister implications" (12). See Taylor's gentle
humor in his additional "Western Prospects" columns, including "Nature
Abhors a Vacuum,"* about kids' approaches to Saturday chores over more
than one generation (3:5, May 1977); and "Dear Mr. President,"* a spoof
about all the economy-stimulating he could do with his $50 rebate on his
Federal tax payment (3:4, Apr. 1977).
Thology, Ann and Bathsheba Coop. Master Anthology of Scripture Riddles* SLC:
Harps in the Willows Publishing, 1983. Compilation of scripture riddles:
"Q. What did Adam say when he first met Eve? (The sentence reads the
same backwards as forwards.) A. 'Madam, I'm Adam'"; "Q. How did Jonah
feel when he was swallowed by the Great Fish? A. Down in the mouth."
Thompson, John. Called to the Work: A Comical Look at Life After the Mission
Call* West Linn, Oregon: Family Gathering, 1990. Cartoons about
missionary life, geared toward those on missions, because "Humor lightens
the load and allows one greater enjoyment of memorable experiences"
(Introduction). One cartoon shows a mission president laughing hysterically
over an elder's letter to him and then on the phone: "ELDER, what in
tarnation are you dong sending me a letter like that! You need to be more
serious about your mission!"
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Thomson, Woodruff C. "Scandinavian Mormon Immigrant Stories from Sanpete
County, Utah." The Language of Humor; the Humor of Language: Proc. of
the WHIM Conf Ed. Don L. F. Nilsen. ASU (1983): 390-392. Delightful,
funny dialect tales which reflect the immigrants' losing struggle with English
and "The Word of Wisdom."
The Time of Your Life: Selections From the New Era Magazine. SLC: BKT, 1977.
Humorous anecdotes from the lives of prominent Church members: See pp.
86-87, 108-110, 116-117.
Torkildson, Tim. "Clinical Notes on the R. M.-Stalking the real, Real Thing."* SN
6:3 May-June 1981: 22. Detail on how, with hopes to find out why, a
returned missionary (R. M.) makes a fool of himself with women.
Toscano, Paul James. "The Unpleasantness at the Salt Lake Fortune Cookie
Factory."* SN 12:5 Sep. 1988: 36. What happens when a psychic takes his
new job stuffing fortune cookies seriously and instead of sending on the usual
vacuous sentiments starts dispensing very specific, too-true fortunes.
Townsend, Dick. Everyday humor in his Provo, UT: Seventh East Press "Going
My Way" column about dating (places and events), love, and romance—and
that failing, excursions with roommates ("La Strada: Tacky Setting for
Romantic Interlude,"* Feb. 8, 1983, 19; "Da Vinci Visits the Mountain
West,"* Mar. 8, 1983, 15; "A Visit to a Trappist Monastery: A Honey of a
Date,"* May 17, 1982, 15; "Fredericks of Hollywood: A Revealing
Experience,"* Nov. 17, 1982, 19; "Lorenzo's Pizza Palace: A Snow Job,"*
Sept. 28, 1982, 12; "Greasy Spoon Misses the Mark,"* Nov. 18, 1981;
"Giving Blood: A Draining Experience,"* Aug. 24, 1982, A-8; "LDS Office
Building: A Trip to the Roof on Plexiglass Wings,"* Jan. 18, 1982; "Star
Palace's 'New Wave Night' Unraveled,"* Mar. 14, 1982, 13; "LDS Cannery:
A Pearadise,"* Oct. 21, 1981, 11; and "'Primitive' Mormonism Restored,"*
Nov. 3, 1981, 11.
Ulrich, Laurel Thatcher and Emma Lou Thayne. All God's Critters Got a Place in
the Choir.* AB, 1995. Sampling of Exponent II columns as well as personal
essays, talks, and poetry published in The Improvement Era, ENS, BYUS, and
Network magazine, among others. Topics of interest to Mormon women;
some differences explored—always with good will, often with humor, as in
Thayne's hilarious dream (204). (See review,* Julea Z. Konopasek, WRI 4,
1996: 112.) See also Ulrich's "Fictional Sisters," Mormon Sisters: Women
in Early Utah. Ed. Claudia L. Bushman (Sec. VI), esp. on Halldor Laxness,
259-260).
Van Benthuysen, Ryan. "Teachers Couldn't Get in Licks in 1923."* DH June 16,
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1997. See "Payson," this section.
Van Wagoner, Richard S. "To Beard or Not to Beard-A bald-faced look at a hairy
problem."* SN 8:6 Nov.-Dec. 1983: 8-10. A "student of beardlore" details
some chin-warming, hair-raising, hair-splitting traditions and concludes
"Facial hair, fallen into disrepute everywhere, gets no respect at all among
Mormons."
Voros, J. Frederic Jr. "The Top 20 Sins In Descending Order of Seriousness."* SN
20:1 Apr 1997: 31. Twenty sins listed from both conservative and liberal
perspectives: for conservatives, the first sin listed is not paying a full tithe,
and the last, publicly admitting your doubts. For liberals, the first sin is
voting Republican, and the last, publicly admitting your faith. All items inbetween qualify as sinful.
—. "Ten Thousand Serious Insights: Mormon Erudition Made Easy."* SN 19:3
Sep. 1996: 73. Spoof on language and authoritarian airs of LDS pseudointellectuals.
—. "Goodworks, Inc."* SN 17:1 June 1994: 56-57. Attorney author concocts a
scenario in which a marketeer buttonholes a Church Office worker with his
proposal that they correlate functions to sell services-by-proxy on behalf of
the living. For pay, the proposed company will home-teach, attend meetings,
and otherwise improve upon Church members' sins of omission—after all,
what's good for the dead is even better for the living.
—. "This Side of the Tracts-Christopher's Interview."* SN 16:2 Aug. 1992: 58. A
father sweats it out while his son, age eight, gleefully sails through his
baptismal interview with an inspired bishop.
Walker, Steven C. "Even the Typos," Letter to the Editor. DL 19:1 Spring 1986: A
"delightful glimpse of your Freudian slip" pinpoints a typographical error in a
Levi Peterson review of Orson Scott Card's Woman of Destiny (DL 17:4
Winter 1984: 157-159): "In particular, Card deals candidly with sexual
maters" (7).
Walton, Rick. Riddle-Day Saints.*
riddles for young Latter-day
they see the mountains? A.
and white and red all over?

DB, 1994. Il. Howard Fullmer. More than 100
Saints: "Q. What do visitors to Utah say when
'Oh Ye Mountains, Hi!'" - "Q. What's black
A. Seagulls eating crickets with ketchup."

Ward, Joseph H. "Sleep of the Six Hundred."* Ballads of Life* SLC: Jos. Hyrum
Parry & Co., 1886. Satire about long church meetings and boring speakers,
set to the familiar cadence of Tennyson's "Charge of the Light Brigade":
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"O'er their devoted head,/While the words thundered,/Snugly and
heedlessly/Snored the six hundred/. . . " (16). This native Canadian and Civil
War soldier belonging to the families of Henry Ward Beecher and Harriet
Beecher Stowe wrote articles and poetry for Minnesota and Chicago journals
and newspapers on abolitionist, Indian relations, and war themes before his
conversion to Mormonism in 1872 and subsequent move to Utah, where this
book of sometimes humorous, often ironic, usually sentimental ballads was
produced. Note the book's introduction by Thomas Hardt (see Sec. III), one
of Ward's early instructors, from St. Louis, MO. See also, "A Terrible
Terrier"* (38), "The Old Man in the Stylish Church"* (24), "Not Fit to be
Kissed"* (122), and "A Noad to Blondin"* (201). Ward, who had recently
returned from an LDS mission to Germany, owned, managed and edited Der
Beobachter [in English, "The Observer"], after three other attempts to
establish a German newspaper in Utah had failed. His newspaper "began a
journalistic history which was to extend over a period of forty years," writes
T. L. Broadbent, "Hans Biesenstiel: Immigrant Satirist" [who wrote letters
published in Der Beobachter], WHR XII:2 Spring 1958: 151-157 (Broadbent
[see Sec. III] says in this 1958 footnote that he has ready for publication an
article, "Der Salt Lake City Beobachter. Mirror of an Immigration" [151]).
West, Emerson Roy. Profiles of the Presidents. DB, 1980. Includes humorous
anecdotes about Church presidents: see pp. 73, 203-4, 219, 229, 250-51, 300.
Whitley, Colleen, ed. Worth Their Salt: Notable but Often Unnoted Women of
Utah. Logan, UT: US UP, 1996. Biographers focus in these sketches,
sometimes with wit and irony, on eighteen less-known but remarkable
nineteenth- and early twentieth-century Utah women, with emphasis on
Utah's "pluralistic social, economic, and religious communities" (see review
by Cherry B. Silver, Sec. III).
Wilcox, Brad and Clark Smith. Spreading the Word: A Dictionary of Wacky LDS
Definitions.* Il. Nathan Pinnock. Orem, UT: Cedar Fort Inc., 1991:
"Mulekites: Stubborn kites on a windy day" (40); "Organic: Music in the
Chapel when an inexperienced organist begins to play" (42); "Trunky: The
object you open your suitcase with" (59).
LDS Sniggles: Words You Haven't Heard in Church-Yet * BKT, 1986. See
review,* DL 21:3 Autumn 1988: 171. Reminiscent of Orson Scott Card's
Saintspeak (see above), LDS circumstance is parodied and new terminology
applied: "SHUG: The awkwardness of two old mission friends meeting—one
ready to shake hands, the other prepared to hug, and both quickly reversing."
Williams, Roger K. "My D. I. Blues."* Mountainwest 4:4 Apr. 1979: 32-33. A
husband resists his wife's thrifty propensity for garnering his wardrobe
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"grubbies" at thrift stores like Deseret Industries.
Winder, Lorie. "Give and Take-Milking the Mormon Market: 'Tis the Season."*
SN 6:5 Sep.-Oct. 1981: 63-64. Satire about profits manufacturers make on
peculiar Mormon tastes for faith-promoting paraphernalia, packaged positive
approaches, preparedness gadgets, and printed postulations.
Young, Margaret Blair. "Doing Huebener."* DL 21:4 Winter 1988. Personal
narrative about Young's experience playing the part of the mother of
Helmuth Huebener, a seventeen year-old Mormon who distributed anti-Nazi
pamphlets from Church facilities and was therefore excommunicated from the
Church and beheaded by the Nazis. Comic relief in an otherwise poignant
account is at times side-splitting, as when Young remembers consistently
spilling cranberry juice on a cast member during performances [not in the
script, nor in her plans] and her victim's threat to kiss her ever so sweetly,
unrehearsed, if she did it once more. She managed in the next performance
to spill him half a glass and had some time accepting that kiss as though it
belonged in the play and keeping a straight face through the rest of her lines
(126). See article, "Helmuth Huebener: Antagonist or Protagonist?"* SNR
4:3 March 1984: 2-4.

190
Note: To save space, paragraphs and elipses have been eliminated from some
quotations in this collection. Every effort has been made, however, to remain true to
the author's intent.
III. Mormon Criticism: Assessing "Inside Humor"
Anderson, Lavina Fielding. "Making 'the Good' Good for Something: A
Direction for Mormon Lit."* Mormon Letters Annual 1984.* SLC:
AML, 1985; also DL 18:2 Summer 1985: 104-15.* Review of some
"new form" Mormon humor beyond Sam Taylor includes that of
Calvin Grondahl and Orson Scott Card, with "delicious solemnities,"
use of tongue-in-cheek definition, in-group jargon and parody; also,
"I recall several years ago listening to Franklin Fisher read a very
funny and totally terrifying episode from his novel-in-progress
'Bones' in which the protagonist recalls, as a missionary, helping
cast out a devil from a large and obdurate woman" (DL 18:2, 110).
Antrei, Albert C. and Ruth D. Scow, eds. The Other Forty-Niners: A
Topical History of Sanpete County, Utah 1849-1983.* SLC:
Western Epics, 1982. "Humor, an important characteristic of
Sanpete's Scandinavians, was generally the means by which tensions
among various groups were vented, and [humorists] relied heavily on
the use of comic stereotypes" (80); "It is language and language
difficulties that comprise the core of Sanpete folkore and is the
connecting thread that binds together a treasury of anecdote without
equal in the State of Utah. Dialect stories abound. Danes, with their
ability to laugh at themselves, were the primary source of folklore
materials. The stories are invariably good natured, simple, earthy—
and very human. Most collected stories stem from the town of
Ephraim. Grace Johnson has provided Sanpete with the best stories
in her little book, Brodders and Sisters" (83, followed with sample
humor); and, "Another aspect of Sanpete humor, again centered
principally in Ephraim, was the custom of bestowing nicknames
selected on the basis of professions, physical attributes, personality
characteristics, or just sheer whimsy" (87); also, "As late as 1952,
'Sheepherder Sam' made his appearance as a regular, daily oneframe cartoon in the Salt Lake Tribune. Sam was the creation of
Christian Jensen of Ephraim and is the archtype of the Sanpete
sheepherder. Sheepherder Sam was straight-forward and could be
caustic. He took things in stride, worried very little, and got on with
life as he found it" (445-447).
Arrington, Leonard J. "Talking Things Over: The Wit and Whimsy of
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Brigham Young."* Pioneer 1947-1997 Sesquicentennial 41 (Sep.Oct. 1994: 20-23 [magazine]. Midvale, Utah: Olympus Publishers;
also, 1997: 19-21. Brigham's humor is illustrated with excerpts such
as this from Arrington's book, Brigham Young: American Moses*
(see Sec. II): "Moses made the Bible to say his wife was taken out
of his side—was made of one of his ribs. As far as I know my ribs
are equal on each side. The Lord knows if I had lost a rib for each
wife I have, I should have had none left long ago" (20). See Eugene
England, this section.
—. "The Looseness of Zion: The Lighter Side of Mormon History."*
Montana, The Magazine on Western History 40:2 Spring 1990: 7378 (presented originally at the Phi Alpha Theta luncheon of the
WHA in SLC, 1983): "Because they eschew tobacco and intoxicants
and profess high moral standards, Latter-day Saints, or Mormons as
they are usually called, are often described with such words as
'squeaky-clean,' 'old-fashioned,' and 'straitlaced'; or, less
sympathetically, as 'self-righteous,' 'stuffy,' and 'obsessed.' In a
recent contribution to this magazine, Charles S. Peterson [see Sec. IV
for reference] declares that humor was not part of Utah/Mormon
history. The pages of Mormon journals and of Mormon history, he
declares, are 'devoid of jokes.' My own reading of Mormon
journals and historical commentaries is quite different. A review of
the diaries, letters, speeches, and personal histories of many
representative Mormons reveals that, in each stage of their history,
most of them were, in fact, pretty open and spirited, not at all uptight
or puritanical" (73); "These stories suggest that the nineteenthcentury Mormon community was not like its stereotype. Mormons
were quite capable of laughing at themselves and were not nearly as
pious as church historians have pretended. Despite their strict
standards and high ideals, as illustrated by their failure to take a
drink or speak a cussword, Mormons were something less than
spiritual athletes consistently following a prescribed way of life.
They may have been a long-suffering people, harmonious and wellorganized, but they could not have been as tense and humorless as
some writers have urged. Their diaries and personal histories, their
sermons, even the minutes of their formal and informal meetings
show that the nineteenth-century Zion was 'looser' than it may have
seemed. Real-life Mormons were not nearly as serious and sober as
their own literature pictured them, nor as fanatical and tight-lipped as
their opponents contended. As one pioneer said, 'Half the lies they
tell against us isn't true!'" (74).
—. "The Looseness of Zion: Joseph Smith and the Lighter View."* Task
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Papers in LDS History, No. 7. SLC: HDC, 1976. This
"preliminary study," compiled from "documents in the Church
Archives-diaries, letters, and histories of the Prophet and of those
associated with him" is made available for researchers, as compiled
from addresses by Arrington at BYU, WSC, and Ricks College
1975-1976, and highlights the more light, jovial [but not without
limits] nature of the prophet Joseph, as described by Brigham Young
and others, and explores background influences, as well as
implications for Latter-day Saints: "Our scholars say that something
like 90% of Joseph Smith's and Brigham Young's parents'
generation did not belong to any church. As for those who did
belong to churches, they were so conditioned by their early
repressive experience that they felt guilty if they enjoyed the
ordinary things of life and expressed that guilt in a sanctimonious
demeanor and grave countenance. It was in such an environment
that Joseph Smith grew up. But before he went through the stage of
rebellion, before the development of a guilt complex, the Lord
granted to him, at the age of fourteen, that glorious First Vision.
The Lord got to him, in other words, before the religions of the day
were able to deaden his youthful exuberance and openness, his
capacity for enjoying the mental, cultural, and physical aspects of
life. He thus avoided the artificially severe, ascetic, fun-abhorring
mantle that contemporary religion seemed to insist upon. He was
pious, but not inhibited; earnest, but not fanatical; a warm,
affectionate, and enjoyable personality—a prophet who was both
serious and playful—a wonderful exemplar of the precept: 'Man is
that he might have joy' (3); "It was humor which helped Joseph to
dispose of conflicts and problems that did not really matter. The
Prophet was deeply serious, but he was not solemn; he believed an
unduly solemn person has lost something of the image of his
Creator. What he was teaching the Saints in all of this, it seems to
me, is something equivalent to what psychologists have referred to as
the principle or law of reversed effect. This says that often our
efforts to keep from doing a wrong thing are so tense and determined
that they magnify our chances of doing that very thing. Our difficult
moral struggles require a certain relaxation and surrender. We
should give the Lord and the Holy Ghost a chance to do the
refreshing. This principle of relaxed enjoyment and acceptance of
life, rather than tense struggle to achieve perfection, fits in with the
design of the Lord's purpose, 'Man is that he might have joy.' This,
it seems to me, is one of the things the Prophet was trying to get
across. This principle is particularly important to those of us who
are a little older—as, say, for example, graduate students, for it is at
this time that we are likely to discover the gap between our earlier
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aspirations and our abilities. We all have exaggerated expectations
of life, and sooner or later we discover that we are less clever than
we had thought, and that we have to be satisfied with less income,
less popularity, even a less ideal marriage, than we had hoped for.
In an unhealthy situation this leads to resentment, projection of
blame, distress, and maladjustment. The Latter-day Saint has an
ideal background for coping with this situation as he adjusts his
ambitions to the place in life which the Lord has in store for him.
May we, as individuals and as families, laugh together, just as we
pray together" (10-11).
—. "The Many Uses of Humor."* Paper delivered at the last BYU Lecture
Series, January 17, 1974. Unpub. manuscript. Uses examples of
humor aimed at various cultures to illustrate that "While humor often
proves valuable in equalizing internal and external pressures, it can
become merely another burden [ridicule, rather than entertainment]
heaped on the already overburdened." Advocates a "renaissance of
Mormon humor": "How much more healthy to laugh at our
shortcomings than to brood over them!" (20).
—. "Personal Reflections on Mormon History."* SN 8:4 Jul.-Aug 1983: 4145. Talk first given at the 1983 MHA in Omaha, Nebraska, based on
Arrington's opportunity to read early diaries, letters, and other
documents in the Church archives: "Becoming a Mormon was a
'freeing experience' for those who joined the Church during the first
thirty or forty years of its history. Many of these early converts had a
strong sense of guilt and they expressed that guilt in a sanctimonious
demeanor and grave countenance. They gave every appearance of
looking on the serious side of things that, in reality, had no serious
side—regarding humor as incompatible with religion. It was said that
Brigham Young's brother, Joseph, had never been seen to smile
during the six years before he became a Mormon. Happily, the
teachings of Joseph Smith 'released' converts from such strict beliefs.
Under his influence, the early Saints were encouraged to shed the
artificially solemn mantle that contemporary religion seemed to insist
upon. By following his example, they could be both serious and
playful; pious, but not inhibited. There was a spontaneity, a joviality,
and a combination of good humor and seriousness of purpose that
made the Church attractive to many. Humor and religion were finally
reconcilable (41); and, "Pioneer humor, as found in letters, diary
entries, missionary stories, occasional pranks, and the bestowal of
nicknames, was a means of attacking pretension, hypocrisy, vanity
and excessive pride. I like the way the younger intelligentsia of 1870
parodied the pompous hyperbole used in speeches of certain leaders
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as they commemorated the settling of the Salt Lake Valley in 1847
[gives sample, 42]; also, "The Saints' sense of humor did not
undermine their loyalty to the Church, but instead gave them a strong
sense of group identity and illustrated the weaknesses and strengths of
their own movement. More generally, it helped them develop the
cultural pride that one would expect of God's chosen people" (42);
further, "I believe, with Brigham Young, in doing the best we can and
leaving the balance to God. We must not become cynical; we must
not become morbidly preoccupied with some of the unsavory
elements in our peoples' history. If our history furnishes examples of
man's inhumanity, it also furnishes examples of man's humanity. We
should not hesitate to mention both. Both ancient and modern
scriptures make clear that God is fully aware that he has to depend
upon imperfect human instruments in accomplishing his divine
purposes" (45).
—. "The Human Qualities of Joseph Smith the Prophet." ENS 1 Jan. 1971:
35-38 (as referred to in Arrington's "The Looseness of Zion,"* p. 76,
above): "There was almost no sense of guilt about individual
idiosyncrasies, this insistence on enjoying the ordinary things of life,
because Joseph Smith had set the pattern in the 1830s. Far from
being sanctimonious and solemn, the church's founder was exuberant
and open. He encouraged his followers to enjoy the mental, cultural,
and physical aspects of life, and he exhibited a warm, affectionate,
and jovial personality. He wrestled, played ball, took his boys to the
circus, and occasionally played jokes on his associates. He did his
best to loosen the strict bonds of contemporary Calvinism—one reason
ministers of his time were critical of his gospel. It was too loose!"
Baker, Margaret P. "Humor." EM. Ed. Daniel H. Ludlow. Vol. 2. NY:
Macmillan, 1992: 664-5.* Divides Mormon humor into an "early
period when the Church was the object of outsiders' jokes" and the
modern period, since the 1970s, when members "have become able to
laugh at themselves."
—. "The Humor of Mormon Language."* Whimsy II—Proc. of the 1983
WHIM Conf., Metaphors Be With You—Humor and Metaphor. ASU,
1984. The slow development of humor in Mormon culture and
gradually emerging play-on-words.
Bartholomew, Sherlene Hall. "More Manic Mantic Mormon Antics: Recent
Trends in Mormon Literary Humor."* Unpub. Presented as part of a
Mormon Humor panel and as a preliminary introduction to an earlier
version and distribution of this bibliography at the RMMLA meetings
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in Denver, October 17, 1997; updated as an introduction for this final
presentation of "An Annotated Bibliography of Literary Mormon
Humor" (see pp. 1-38).
Bell, Elouise. "Who Turned Out the Light in 'Light-Minded'? And Other
Reflections on the Subject of Laughter."* WS 10:3 Fall 1993: 135139. Her well-argued thesis: "To be light-minded is to come before
our spiritual Source without a full mind, without every ounce of who
and what we are—including our joy and gratitude, our tears and rage,
our praise and our curses, our doubts and our faith, and, most
certainly, our laughter" (139). (See also, William N. Fillmore, "Light
Mindedness," Sec. III.)
Bennion, John. "Popular and Literary Mormon Novels: Can Weyland and
Whipple Dance Together in the House of Fiction?"* BYUS 37:1
1997-98: 159-182. See "Introduction" to this bibliography for
discussion of some of Bennion's ideas, as applied to the writing of
literary humor.
"Bibliography, LDS Humor."* Author unknown, 1985. Unpub., with many
incomplete references (available at BYU, HBLL Americana Room,
BX 8608 .Ala No. 4823). Much of this material incorporated as part
of this bibliography, with added annotations and updated material.
Bitton, Davis. Wit & Whimsy in Mormon History.* DB, 1974. Whimsical,
curious, interesting, and amusing anecdotes excerpted from early Utah
newspapers and material in the HDC. (See also Meeks, "Advice on
Dress," Sec. II, Snow's "Beware of Colored Candy," Sec. II,
Vesprecula, Sec. V, and Bitton's Guide to Mormon Diaries and
Autobiographies, Sec. II; review by Dennis L. Lythgoe, BYUS 15:4
541-542.)
Booth, Wayne C. "Why do Mormon Writers find it so Hard to Climb
Parnassus?"* Lecture, AAML. Ed. Lavina Fielding Anderson.
Provo, UT: AML, 1996. Devils' letters spoofing the Mormon
writing scene. "The Chief sends Smoother, Slider, Smudger, Stunter,
Shrinker, Climber, and Booster to the Wasatch Front to discourage
good writing; they report their findings and considerable success.
(See also Booth's "Letters to Smoother," Proceedings of the 1980
BYU Symposium on the Humanities, Provo, UT"; "Art and the
Church: or 'The Truths of Smoother,'"* DL XIII:4 Winter 1980: 925; Gideon Burton, "Keeping Company with Wayne Booth: Ethical
Responsibility and the Conduct of Mormon Criticism," AAML, Provo,
UT: AML, 1996: 27; also "Citation" honoring him, 7.)
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Bradford, Mary Lythgoe. "In My Father's House,"* DL I:1 Spring 1966:
139-141. Review of Rodello Hunter's House of Many Rooms (see
Sec. II): "This hodgepodge of humorous detail . . . combines with the
serious and even the tragic to give the memoir its distinctive
character" (140).
—. "I, Eye, Aye: A Personal Essay on Personal Essays,"* Essays on
Mormon Literature: Tending the Garden. Ed. by Eugene England
and Lavina Fielding Anderson. SB, 1996: 147-159; first published in
DL II Summer 1979: 81-89, reprinted in Personal Voices: A
Celebration of Dialogue, ed. Mary L. Bradford (SB, 1987). Review
commentary includes Edward Geary's Goodbye to Poplarhaven: The
eye of [Edward Geary's] essays is truly conservative, conserving and
generously preserving humor, characters, and scenes from the past.
In 'Disorder and Early Joy,' the reader shares Geary's finely tuned
sense of humor as the eye sees that 'to grow up in rural Utah is to
inherit a tradition of unpainted outbuildings, tumbled-down fences and
superannuated farm implements; a world held together by balingwire'" (155); also, "Perhaps the best part of the aye-saying essay is its
humor. Mormons, usually a jolly people, often seem afraid of humor
in print. We may need to be reminded that in the personal essay the
writers speak only for themselves, not for anyone else, certainly not
for God. They are therefore free to laugh at themselves. And if they
find no one else is laughing, that is the chance they must take. Most
Mormon humor is gentle, usually pointed inward. I think of Jolley's
descriptions of his children, Taylor's accounts of polygamous family
life, and Geary's regional portraits" (157).
—. "From Someone Who Did Not Know Him Well . . ."* DL VII:1, 19-20.
Memories of Church president Joseph Fielding Smith and esp. his
sense of humor: "It [is] too bad that we of the general membership
cannot know our leaders better instead of projecting our own fears
and fantasies upon them. I suppose that in a way we do create the
personalities of leaders, refusing to allow laughter or banter. . . As
for laughter, Mormons seem ready to laugh at themselves in small
groups, but seem terribly afraid of letting the vulnerability of laughter
provoke the public or the press. Perhaps our leaders could be more
open with us if we could become more comfortable with ourselves"
(20). (See also, Richard H. Cracroft, "The Discomforter: Some
Personal Memories of Joseph Fielding Smith,"* same issue, 16-19.)
Broadbent, T. L. "Hans Besenstiel: Immigrant Satirist."* WHR XII:2: 151157. Satirical letters written [sometimes about Ward] to Joseph H.
Ward's Salt Lake City German newspaper, Der Beobachter, cast
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"epistolary barbs in all directions, particularly at [gullible Mormons
and] the Liberal political party" [supported by non-Mormons and the
SLT] (151). Calling Besenstiel's satire "broad and earthy," Broadbent
describes his "observations on the religious, social and political scene,
purportedly as a naive and uninformed non-Mormon goldminer,
frequently asking deceptively simple questions, but more often
reporting events he has observed and the actions of a marvelous
group of fictional associates from the Liberal Party, among the most
notable being 'Pastor Heiligschein' (Pastor Sanctimonious), the [Ex
Baron Ohnegeld (impecunious) von Karpetsack,' 'Brother Schlaufmk'
(Sly-bird), 'Brother Saufer' (Toper) and 'Der heilige Pat' ()" (151152); and, "In retrospect one can only join the early readers of the
Beobachter in a warm chuckle of appreciation for a brief insight into
an historic struggle and for a bit of frontier humor which does not fail
to strike a response in the reader even in the sophisticated twentieth
century" (157).
Bunker, Gary L. "Cartooning Mormons: Review of Freeway to Perfection,
by Calvin Grondahl (Sunstone Foundation, 1978),"* DL XII:4 Winter
1979: 127-128: By and large Grondahl maintains the high standard
of excellence in this collection of Mormon cartoons. According to
Allan Nevins and Frank Weitenkampf the cartoonist's creative
product can be judged by three criteria: wit, fidelity to reality and
moral purpose. Judged against each of these requirements,
Grondahl's work fares well. Religious cartooning presents some
special problems for the popular artist. The potential for
misunderstanding and offending the sensibilities of the faithful is
particularly acute. Despite touching on a wide array of themes
encountered in the Mormon experience, Grondahl manages to avoid
the pitfalls of speaking lightly of the sacred and making fun of others.
On the whole, it is not the carnival mirror of distortion that is held up
to us, but an insightful and entertaining reflection of the frustrations,
moral dilemmas, foibles and challenges faced by Mormons" (127).
Butler, Lucille Johnson. "Ephraim's Humor."* M.A. thesis, UU, 1950.
Ephraim, Utah Scandinavian-Americans "strove with sin and syntax":
"The bishop have asked me to speak the funeral sermon of Brother
Christensen and I don't know anything that will give me so much
yoy. It was but yesterday he was skiddadling around here full of wim
and witality and wim and vind, but now all that is before us are the
old carcass-the shell, as it were; the nut have flew-the-coop" (100).
Cannon, Ann Edwards. "And Now for a Little Mormon Humor."* SN 16:7
Dec. 1993: 17-21. Argument for ample use of humor, oral and
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written, intentional and otherwise, in Mormon culture (including
funeral services). Laments that between 1985-1993, almost no new
Mormon humorists were published. Explores reasons for dearth.
Card, Orson Scott. A Storyteller in Zion: Essays and Speeches.* BKT,
1993. "My wife and I have started HRP [Hatrack River Press], which
is devoted to bringing out Mormon fiction that, while absolutely loyal
to the Church and the gospel, nevertheless points out our foibles and
weaknesses as a people and points the way toward improvement.
Most of the fiction we publish is humorous; most of it is also
sometimes painful. And it is a way that people with certain gifts can
use those talents for the benefit of the Church" (7).
—. "Foreword."* Paradise Vue. HRP, 1989. Card's call for more LDS
fiction that is "entertaining, funny, moving, passionate" and explores
Mormon culture with "power and truth."
(See P.K. Todd, "News: Mormons Create Other Worlds," SN 13:2:
50-51 for review of some of Card's published, award-winning fiction
and "fantasies with a peculiarly Mormon flair.")
Carter, Kate B., Comp. "Pioneer Humor. Treasures of Pioneer History, Vol.
I. SLC: Daughters of the Utah Pioneers, 1952 [Carter compiled 20
vols. Our Pioneer Heritage, SLC: DUP, 1968: 373-436]: "While
much has been written concerning the rugged life of the pioneers and
the sacrifices they made, little has been recorded about their happier
hours. Life in those days was a leveling process—the rich became
poor—sickness and death entered the ranks of nearly every family.
Surely their life was rugged—their bodies tired, but that rare sense of
humor possessed by many came to their rescue. It buoyed up their
spirits and became a powerful weapon in combating the fatigue of the
day. I recall the keen sense of humor possessed by my pioneer
mother, Mary Jensen Bearnson, which made our home a happier
[place]. Good clean jokes, stories and songs were part of our everyday living. Mother never allowed a crude or vulgar story to be told.
We, as a family, were blessed by having an older sister, Josephine,
who was a good story teller, and excelled in the art of mimicry. Like
many pioneer families, we created our own fun, played jokes on each
other and spent many evenings telling stories and guessing riddles"
(373). (See Sec. II.)
Coleman, Patricia Truxler. "Telling It Slant: Literary Silences and
Authenticity in Adolescent Literature." AAML, 1997: 159-163.
Lauds, among other talents, Ann Edwards Cannon's humorous novels
for adolescents, Cameron by Day—Spider-Man by Night (1988), The
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Shadow Brothers (1990), and Amazing Gracie (1991): "On every
page, in every situation I found humor. And that is quite a
compliment when you consider that Cannon deals with everything
from adolescent accusations of lesbianism to suicidal mothers and
rich, racist Mormons" (160).
—. "Utah Women Writers and the Utah Renaissance: The Geography of the
Heart." AAML, 1997: 76-80. Referring to Ardyth Kennelly's
treatment of polygamy through her character Linnea in The Peaceable
Kingdom, Coleman writes: "Unlike Whipple, who is downright bitter,
and Sorensen, who is often somber, Kennelly is gloriously funny,
proving that there's more than one tone to criticism" (78). See also,
Anderson, Lavina F., "Masks and Music," above.
Cheney, Thomas E. "Scandinavian Immigrant Stories."* Western Folklore
XVIII:2 Apr. 1959: 99-105: "A story glows like a tumbleweed on fire
as it passes on. It may die after a brief and flashy existence, or it
may be retained in the mind of a jokester until he dies and leaves his
legacy to members of his family. This anecdotal literature has not
had a long period of oral circulation, for it develops in one generation
of immigrants, is circulated throughout that generation in a limited
locale, passes to a succeeding generation or two, and then may
disappear. In identifying and classifying more than three hundred
stories of this type in my collection, I find revealed several distinct
characteristics of the people which I should like to discuss here:
First, they misuse words and idioms, sometimes making paradoxical
or ambiguous meanings. The Dogberrian vice becomes delightful
humor. Second, their tradition of frugality finds its way into this oral
literature. Third, they amalgamate religious and secular life
ludicrously to the delight of the humorist. Fourth, they point an
identifying finger at the man who fails to live up to Church teachings.
Henry Bergson's philosophy which presents the thesis that we laugh
only at that which is inferior to ourselves is amply demonstrated in
these stories" (100). Sample [of many] from a funeral speech of
"Brodder" Christensen: "He didn't know a great deal about dis vorld.
He tought dat Henry Clay var a kind of adobe mud, but he var
spiritually minded und more dan vonce he testified dat he had peered
into the great behind" (101).
Christmas, R. A. "The Autobiography of Parley P. Pratt: Some Literary,
Historical, and Critical Reflections." Essays on Mormon Literature:
Tending the Garden. Ed. Eugene England and Lavina Fielding
Anderson. SB, 1996: 105-116: "In the last sentence [telling about a
meeting of Mormon missionaries with a Delaware chief], the
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humorous contrast between 'good eating' and 'the same wooden
spoon' is delivered neatly by the periodic subordinate clause, and a
corresponding sense of light anti-climax develops in the rhythm after
the semi-colon" (110).
—. "Decapitating the Mormons: Richard Scowcroft's New Novel." DL V:2
Summer 1970: 103-105. Review of Scowcroft's novel, The Ordeal of
Dudley Dean (see Sec. I). Christmas notes the lack of individuality
Scowcroft employs in developing a theme on individuality, while
describing Mormons who have no concept of individuality, in
stereotypical fashion. Says Christmas, "On the whole, Scowcroft has
written a skillful and often quite witty novel. The troubling thing is
that our novelists, both pro and con, still have this tendency to first
'explain' what Mormonism is, and then to construct somewhat
wooden characters to fit the generalizations. [Scowcroft has created]
a slightly incongruous comic structure in which Mormonism is only
the dear, demented backdrop against which the meaningful action
takes place"; also, "As the novel progresses it turns increasingly into
farce and finally almost collapses under its weight of accumulated
scorn" (104-105).
"Cornucopia: Out of the Best Books." SN 20:4 Dec. 1997: 12: "Zany
satirists Robert Kirby and Pat Bagley, [in] their third and latest book
Pat and Kirby Go to Hell, bring holiday cheer to the somewhat lessreverent again this year and suggest: "Put women in charge of the
LDS church and things would get so complicated that only women
would have the temperament (or even the inclination) to run them
[meetings and programs]. There's a bright side. Maybe then men
could stay home" (12).
Cracroft, Richard H. "Books Historical and Hysterical for a Long Winter's
Evening."* BYM Winter 1997:52: "James Thurber once said that
humor is 'emotional chaos remembered in tranquillity.' Evoking
literary chaos and restoring tranquillity is what Robert F. Smith is up
to in two very funny novels, Baptists at Our Barbeque (AB 1996)
and The Miracle of Forgetness* (AB 1997). . . Finally, Ann Edwards
Cannon's What's A Mother to Do (SB 1997) is a rich collection of
hilarious essays about 'emotional chaos rendered in tranquility' by an
LDS mother [whose] mea culpa finger-pointings at her own funny
incompetence will doubtless strike a familiar note among readers,
regardless of gender."
—. "A Bibliography of Mormon Humor: or, Sidetracked by Mortality; or, A
Funny Thing Happened on the Way to Eternal Life."* Introductory
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talk presented at the Feb. 1, 1997 Association of Mormon Letters
Meeting, introducing a Mormon Humor Panel, this bibliography, and
reviewing the development of Mormon literary humor. Papers were
presented by Robert F. Smith, Kathryn Kidd, and Robert Kirby. Says
Cracroft: "In its other mission of Perfecting the Saints, Mormonism
sorely needs the refining and perfecting blessings of humor, which by
its very nature must be about the Father's business of deflating pride
and pomposity, discomfiting the complacent, humbling the selfrighteous, chastening the sinner, and otherwise aiding and abetting
change—all-the-while teetering in precarious balance between
conservative preservation of values ("all that has been revealed") and
liberal openness to continuing revelation (all that will "yet be
revealed")-incongruities that provide yawning gaps which cry out for
humorous stuffing and bridging" (7). He concludes his review: "This
recent outburst of Mormon humor, cited in 'An Annotated
Bibliography of Literary Mormon Humor,' may not clearly define a
movement or even indicate a trend, but it reveals the outcropping of a
vein which throbs just under the Mormon skin. Aware of its
presence, most of us delight in its sudden, happy, and welcome
surfacing. It makes the trip toward discipleship and sainthood, not
intended for difficulty-free wayfaring, just a little more tolerable.
Once again, Mark Twain got it right: 'Humor is the great thing, the
saving thing at last. The minute it crops up all our hardnesses yield,
all our irritations and resentments slip away, and a sunny spirit takes
their place" (16).
—. "'Now, How I See It': Some Illustrated, Bookish Thoughts on
Perspective."* BYM 50:2 June 1996: 50-51. Review, Robert Kirby's
Sunday of the Living Dead (see Sec. II). Describes Kirby's use of the
"humor dynamic made particularly American by Mark Twain," as
applied to LDS conventions and pretensions (50). (See also Robert
Kirby, this section and also Sec. II.)
—. "'A Sunny Spirit': Literarily Assailing the Mormon Funnybone."* BYM
49:1 Feb. 1995: 56-57. Review of humorous writing by Mormon
authors ranging from Samuel Wooley Taylor (1948) to Hatrack River
publications of the 1990s. Includes Cracroft's proclamation of the
Saints' "unofficial Fourteenth Article of Faith that 'the route to
Godhood is lighted by the twinkle in one's eye and smoothed by the
quip on one's lip' [if 'not with much laughter']. And why not?
Humor and religion are, after all, joined in common cause."
—. "Attuning the Authentic Mormon Voice: Stemming the Sophic Tide in
LDS Literature."* Presidential address, AML, Jan. 25, 1992 at
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Westminster College, SLC. AAML 1994, 2 vols (SLC: AML, 1994),
1: 34-43, also in SN 16:5 July 1993: 51-57. Some guidelines for
authentic Mormon writing, including that which is humorous (40-42);
also his review of Gerald Lund's Pillar of Light (see BYUS 31:3
Summer 1991: 77-81 and response by Bruce W. Jorgensen,
"Undefining 'Faithful Fiction': (The Sophic Stranger Rides Again
With[out] His Evil Twin)"* AAML 1997: 67-75); also, "A Sophic and
a Mantic People," by H. Curtis Wright, BYUS 31:3 Summer 1991: 5163; Hugh Nibley, "Three Shrines: Mantic, Sophie, and Sophistic" and
"Paths That Stray: Some Notes on Sophie and Mantic," The Ancient
State: The Rulers and the Ruled,* ed. by Donald W. Parry and
Stephen D. Ricks (DB/FARMS, 1991), pp. 311-79, 380-478; and
Tory C. Anderson, "Just the Fiction, Ma'am,"* Tending the Garden:
Essays on Mormon Literature, ed. by Eugene England and Lavina
Fielding Anderson (SB, 1996: 69-77). About Levi S. Peterson's
novel, Cracroft says: "But in Mormon criticism, the confusion
between the mantic and sophic stances continues. A typical
illustration of such doublemindedness is seen in Eugene England's
enthusiastic but sophic review for a primarily mantic BYU Studies
audience of Levi S. Peterson's well-crafted, imaginative, serio-comic,
obstinately perverse, and theologically non-Mormon novel, The
Backslider" (39). See also, John Bennion, "Popular and Literary
Mormon Novels: Can Weyland and Whipple Dance Together in the
House of Fiction?"* BYUS 37:1 1997-98: 159-162.
—. "Alumni Book Nook,"* BYU Today 46:6 Nov. 1992: 50-51. Cracroft
calls Janene Wolsey Baadsgaard's essays in Families Who Laugh
Last* (DB, 1992), an "Erma Bombeckian revel in life's ubiquitous
ironies."
—. "Chuckles on the Freeway to Perfection: Some Ponderables of Mormon
Humor."* Whimsy IV: Humor Across the Disciplines—1985 WHIM
Conf Proc. Ed. Don L. F. Nilsen. ASU, 1 April 1986: 209-212.
"Mormon humor" not a contradiction in terms; three standard topics
for Mormon humor—polygamy, the Word of Wisdom, and missionary
work, as illustrated by Parley P. Pratt, Brigham Young, Samuel W.
Taylor, Calvin Grondahl, J. Golden Kimball, and Orson Scott Card.
—. "Introduction." A Time to Laugh.* Unpub. Written in 1985, as
introduction to an unpubl. anthology of LDS humor. Cracroft reviews
the development and history of Mormon humor until 1985: "This
collection reflects that confidence as Mormons have begun,
increasingly, to milk their Sacred Cows—to kid themselves, their
organization, their leaders, customs, folkways, traditions, and culture.
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But while some of the humor is based in self-criticism, particularly of
Mormon tendencies toward distortion of its relative importance in the
wider world, toward self-righteousness and smugness, and towards
anti-intellectualism and an undue lack of self-reliance and consequent
reliance upon authority (the arm of flesh), the bulk of Mormon
humor-even about such old standards as polygamy, the Word of
Wisdom, missionary work, the bishop, and crossing the plains is~
(look closely) self-promoting, self-congratulatory, and self-defensive"
(5); "Humor must be based in the real concerns of humanity. 'Being
funny,' wrote Twain, 'doesn't mean anything unless there is an
underlying human note,' and he underscored those words in William
Makepeace Thackeray's essay on Jonathan Swift: 'The humor writer
professes to awaken and direct your love, your pity, your kindnessyour scorn for untruth, pretension, imposture—your tenderness for the
weak, the poor, the unhappy. [The humor writer] comments on all
the ordinary actions and passions of life. He takes upon himself to be
the week-day preacher.' It is such funny, veiled, two-and-a-halfminute preachments which continue to appeal to the Mormon folk, to
whom humor remains a valid means of asserting individualism in a
Church which loves collective nouns—quorums, societies, groups,
presidencies, and families; to whom humor remains a means of
defending against occasional humbugs, superficialities, inevitable
individual and collective frailties, and the dross which after awhile
always begins to collect on any organization and which needs
periodic self-cleansing" (6); "It is evident that the Church is now, as
ever, growing stronger from the core out, but it is equally evident that
members of the Church outside Utah will need, increasingly, an
opportunity to express themselves and their national or regional
Mormonness in LDS-oriented journals which arise from their own
cultures. Without such opportunities for expression, such nonWasatch Front Mormons will continue to feel provincial about the
cultural expressions of their faith, dependant as they must be, at
present, upon a distant and different press for their insights into the
Mormon Volk. For such Latter-day Saints—indeed, for all Mormonshumor can be a wonderful expresser, unifier, and faith-promoter, and
thus an exciting stimulus to the growth of the international Church"
(7-8); Cracroft additionally emphasizes the "healthy role [humor
plays] in the lives of the Latter-day Saints. Mormons need to
recognize the importance of humor as leavening in their spiritual loaf;
to cultivate it in their lives; to enjoy the confidence in their faith and
in their Church which enables a Comic Vision of the world; to
experience, repeatedly, the healing fun which can go far toward
relieving tension and assisting would-be Saints in the tasks of seeking
first the Kingdom of God, considering the Lilies, Loving One's
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Neighbor and, as one of the veteran General Authorities said to a
fledgling General Authority, 'Not taking oneself too damn seriously'—
none of which should ever prevent anyone from taking the Gospel of
Jesus Christ seriously" (18).
—. "The Humor of Mormon Seriousness—A Response to William A.
Wilson"* (see entry, below). SN 10:1 (1985): 14-17. Mormon humor
arises less from deep feeling than from therapeutic needs to air and
relieve tensions and incongruities; some sobering problems about the
development of Mormon humor.
—. "'Against the Assault of Laughter . . . Nothing': Humor as the Means of
Solving 'The Mormon Question.'"* Whimsy II—Proc. of the 1983
WHIM Conf, Metaphors Be With You—Humor and Metaphor. ASU,
1984. The effect of the popular anti-Mormon, anti-polygamy humor
of Mark Twain, Artemus Ward, Bill Nye, Max Adeler, and Marietta
Holley on the LDS Church in the nineteenth century (221-24).
—. "Our Senses of Humor Are Our Lines of Defense."* BYU Today March
1983: 47. Defines humor as distinguished from wit and draws
parallels between functions of true humor and true religion.
—. "Dross and Refuse."* BYU Today Mar. 1983: 8-10. First-person
comical essays, some whimsical, some biographical, on turning fortyfive, becoming a Dean, and testing new medications—all in one day.
—. "Articulture-~A Timely Resurrection: The Return of J. Golden."* SR
2:12 Dec. 1982: 15+. A review of James Arrington's unpublished
one-person portrayal of J. Golden Kimball: "Notable theater because
J. Golden is a remarkable anomaly in Mormon culture, a refreshing
reminder of the place of individual expression and vision within a
Church which, while moving triumphantly forward as a unified
institution, must still provide a place for the individual, even when he
or she, though faithful, may be a boat-rocking iconoclast" (26).
—. "Y Forum a Laughing Matter."* BYU Daily Universe September 13,
1982: 1+. Extensive report on Cracroft's forum address,"'A Time for
Laughter': Celebrating the Comic Spirit,"* in which he explores the
dimensions of humor, wit, and the comic; describes four types of
humor—word, situational, idea, and character; and justifies cultivating
the Comic Spirit.
—. "'. . . A Time for Laughter': Celebrating the Comic Spirit." Unpub.
BYU Forum Address, January 12, 1982: "Explaining humor,
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especially after the laugh, is like performing an autopsy—the
excitement is minimal; the patient is already dead. It is disheartening
to dissect the innards of a laugh, a chortle, a guffaw, a titter, or even
a smile" (3); and, "Humor and humorists are like that—sometimes
light and sometimes very deep, but at any level they are a gentle
threat to the serious American who draws near to humor with his lips,
though his heart is far from it" (3); "A sense of humor is the ability to
discover, to identify, and to appreciate the ludicrous and the
incongruous—in words, in situations, in ideas, in human beings, in the
universe. It is, as Stephen Leacock has written, 'the kindly
contemplation of the incongruities of life, and the artistic expression
thereof'" (5); also, "Incongruity is the key. It transforms the solemn
into the familiar, generally by means of exaggeration, and makes the
solemn accessible for laughter. This process recurs in the creation of
all humor. Consider the sign I once saw in a small store in southern
Utah: 'In God We Trust. All Others Pay Cash" (8); also, "Strictly
speaking, wit and humor are really another means of taking life
seriously. Wit and humor teach, assert, proclaim, and subtly call for
reform. That's why Mark Twain wrote that 'there is no lasting
quality to humor unless it's based on real substance. Being funny,'
he continues, 'doesn't mean anything unless there is an underlying
human note'" (10); further, "Word-humor is probably the earliest
recorded humor, the walls of caves being what they are. Word humor
relies on word-play, on the banter of tongue-slips, on doublemeanings, rhyme, rhythm and alliteration. From puns to tonguetwisters to nonsense verse, word play demands keep attention to
subtle or not-so-subtle incongruities of meaning; it also demands an
appreciative audience. Probably the best-known word-humor is the
maligned but benign pun. Each of you out there has, in ignorance, so
hissed and booed when a brilliant associate has waxed punny, that the
pun is becoming an endangered species. Punsters are lovers of
languages. All poets are punsters, for much of poetry is simply
punning, strained, mashed, and salted" (13); and, "If word-humor
depends upon the incongruity of words and their several possible
meanings, the second kind of humor, situational humor, depends less
on word and more on the ludicrous nature of comic situations" (17);
also, "The third category, the humor of ideas, may rely on word play
or on situations, but it is a wittier, more artistic, more aware of the
social incongruities, more judgmental. While the joke is the most
popular conveyer of the humor of ideas, cartoons also belong to the
genre" (19); finally, the humor of character is, perhaps, the ultimate
humor, because it is us. each of us at some time is funny in some
way, but some of us are funnier than others. Each of us, faculty
excepted, can get a touch pompous, proud, hypocritical, vain, or just
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plain stupid. At such times we need the cleansing purgative of
humor. Indeed, it is often better to laugh at ourselves first, before we
give others a crack at us. The humor of character arises, then, not so
much from words or situations as from the personality of the
individual in confrontation with is world" (21).
—. "Turning On/Off Mormon Humor: On and Off the Record."* SNR II: 8
Aug. 1982: 17-19. Begins by reviewing Embryo Records' 1982
"Saturday Night Live," as "light-hearted entertainment"; launches into
an overview of some of Mormondom's best humorists before 1982,
discussing contributions of Sam Taylor, Don Marshall, Midge
Nielsen, Clifton Holt Jolley, Jerry Johnston, Edward Geary, Kay H.
Cox, Joseph Jeppson, Virginia Kammeyer, Carol Lynn Pearson, and
Calvin Grondahl; and concludes that "Most of the delight of Mormon
humor will continue to rise from instances of the individual in
confrontation with his shortfall and in confrontation with Mormon
institutions and their representatives. It seems to me that there is a
fertile field for plowing, if one plows with care"; also, "A sense of
humor is the ability to see and appreciate the ludicrous and the
incongruous, in a variety of contexts. Not much differently from
others, Mormons variously spot these incongruities. We laugh at our
follies; we laugh more heartily at others' follies. The first kind of
laugh can be healthful; the second kind can be healthful as wellthough there is always the danger that it evinces a felt superiority
which can transform the laughter into a mocker, and unrighteous and
belittling judge. Humor and laughter are healthy and sound. Such
health leads to insight and growth and pleasure. Lack of health in
humor or the laughter can lead to deceit and a soul-cloying bitterness.
Humor, then, can be as productive or destructive as we want to make
it. It is elusive and fraught with surprises, and is thus suspect. The
challenge to the LDS humorist-intellectual is not only to deal with
human foibles, with the often ludicrous and incongruous gaps
between the sublime and the bloated in men and women, but to deal
with that same foolishness in Mormon men and women who have
made solemn covenants and yet often fall short of living the
conditions imposed by those covenants. The challenge does not end
there, for the LDS humorist-intellectual must also deal faithfully with
the complexity of institutions which are accepted by most of his
audience as divinely revealed and divinely directed and thus, for
most, virtually unassailable, out-of-bounds for any humorous
treatment except in the 'kindly contemplation' suggested by
Leacock's definition. Humor in Church writing will increase as our
confidence in ourselves, in our traditions, in the enduring nature of
our faith and our culture increases. And while satire of Church
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institutions will doubtless increase, I hope that genial humorous
writing, in the vein of Washington Irving or Bret Harte, Sarah Orne
Jewett and Eudora Welty (and even Mark Twain) will likewise
increase, for the Plan of Salvation affords the committed Latter-day
Saint cum intellectual cum writer a 'kindly, contemplative' world
view which underscores but smiles upon the bumblings of wellmeaning mortals and gently prods them to self-knowledge. . . [Church
Magazines] which presently attempt a humor page, should down play
the humor of childish mistakes presently so popular and promote bylined columns of humorous reflection by writers who can capture that
genial vision of the universe as fostered by the sunny but profound
confidence inherent in Mormon philosophy. Such humor will require
not only sensitive and skillful writers—some of you out there right
now—but an appreciative and sensitive and faithful audience—all of
you out there right now—an audience willing to loosen their ties (not
their standards) and rejoice in the delightful incongruities which daily
confound the order of the universe"; also, his review (same article) of
James Arrington's play, The Farley Family Reunion, as presented in
1982: "Characters in the audience were not all that different from
those on the stage—two irate couples stalked out early in righteous
indignation, some reacted with knee-slapping glee, others laughed
occasionally and with apparent guilt and furtive glances around, while
some remained stolidly silent or dour and disapproving. He
concludes, "It shall probably always be so with Mormon humor" (1719).
—. "Articulture: A Timely Resurrection: The Return of J. Golden."* SNR
Dec. 1982: 15+. Review of James Arrington's script, presented by
the author in a one-man show: "Arrington's script . . . has bridged the
awesome gap between the image of a General Authority of the
Church, with all sanctimonious expectations . . . and the reality of a
from-the-hip shooter who explains his propensity for earthy language.
The viewer of J. Golden gets the feeling that the Lord must have a
well-developed sense of humor" (15, 26).
—. "Freshet in the Dearth: Samuel W. Taylor's Heaven Knows Why and
Mormon Humor."* Proceedings of the Symposia of the Association
for Mormon Letters 1978-1979, ed. by Steven P. Sondrup, pp. 43-56,
reprinted in SN 5:3 May-June 1980: 31-37; see also, BYUS 20:1, 124146. Mormon humor, as modeled in Taylor's comic novel, exposes
human foibles and thin-skinned sensitivities, humanizes stereotypes,
and enables Latter-day Saints to flex, rather than snap. While putting
Mormons at ease by treating them as human beings, not as
peculiarities, Taylor gives them some "perspective on bumper-sticker
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self-righteousness."
—. "Book Review, Samuel W. Taylor's Heaven Knows Why."* BYUS 20:1
Fall 1979: 124-126. "Heaven Knows Why is good news for all LDS
readers who, weary of the 'my daddy is a bishop and . . .' brand of
Mormon humor, long for writers who delight in smiling at instead of
weeping about the human plight, about the ever-present gap between
our Latter-day Saint ideals and our less-than-celestial realties" (124);
"Sam Taylor is back, with the funniest Mormon novel ever. Taylor
should be encouraged in this republishing venture, which he
undertook, he notes in his introduction, to determine whether
'Mormons have matured to the point where we can now chuckle
rather than bristle at some of the foibles and conceits of our culture.'
I think we're ready" (126). See additional quotations under "Samuel
W. Taylor, Sec. I.
—. "The Discomforter: Some Personal Memories of Joseph Fielding
Smith."* DL VII:1, 16-19. R. H. Cracroft remembers with
amusement and deep feeling that "divine discomfort" he sometimes
felt when within range of President Smith's "fearless witness" (19).
(See Mary Bradford, "From Someone Who Did Not Know Him
Well,"* above.)
Davis, Kira Pratt. "Absurdity."* SN 13:1 Jan. 1989: 41-42. Celebrates the
absurd in Mormons and Mormon culture that creates the "mulch of
[our] humanity."
Durrant, George D. "Laughing a Little and Crying Some."* My Best Day So
Far: A How-To Book on Happiness* BKT, 1990. Durrant defines
his own boundaries for the use of humor, including this: "Perhaps
knowing when to laugh and when to cry is one of the greatest
indications of maturity. Some of the standards I set for myself are:
First I will never make light of sacred things. Second, I will never
use any humor that will in any way take away the dignity of myself
or another person. If I make good-natured fun of anybody, it will
always be me."
Eliason, Eric A. "Robert Smith has established himself among the best
Mormon humorists writing today" (back cover, Robert F. Smith's The
Miracle of Forgetness,* AB, 1997).
England, Eugene. "Holiday Reading for Pure Pleasure."* TP 18:4 Holiday
1997, 112: "James Arrington's one man (and woman?) show, The
Farley Family Reunion, is the best Mormon drama yet—the most
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accurately insightful as well as most subtly challenging about our
culture, but it is also, by far, the funniest and most downright
pleasurable. Each version has its own show-stopper. For me, in
Reunion, it's the return after many years of black-sheep Von Farley.
The show-stopper in [The Farley Family] Christmas is a five minute
organ 'rendition' offstage, by two Farley sisters-in-law, of a medley
of Christmas hymns. We only see Heber, alone, onstage, reacting to
the typically overdone sentimentalized piece, that builds in
overlapping crescendos to an ineffably horrible, excruciatingly funny,
climax. It was written and recorded for James by Michael Owen of
BYU, and it's a work of genius. Don't miss it for anything."
—."Beyond Jack Fiction": Recent Achievement in the Mormon Novel."*
Essays on Mormon Literature: Tending the Garden. SB, 1996: 161177: "Published in late 1986, Peterson's The Backslider is the funniest
Mormon novel so far, possibly the best, and worthy to be compared
not only with Flannery O'Connor but with the best of such recent
American fiction as that written by Joyce Carol Oates and Reynolds
Price" (162). (See also, Cracroft response, to this novel, in "Attuning
the Authentic Mormon Voice," this section; John Bennion, "Popular
and Literary Mormon Novels: Can Weyland and Whipple Dance
Together in the House of Fiction?"* BYUS 37:1 1997-98: 159-182.)
—. "Give Yourself a Christmas Present."* TP Holiday 1996. See Orson
Scott Card, Sec. I, for England's review of Card's humor in Treasure
Box*
—. "The New Mormon Fiction."* Introduction to Bright Angels &
Familiars: Contemporary Mormon Stories. Ed. Eugene England.
SB, 1992. Humorous stories in this collection, include: Levi S.
Peterson, "The Christianizing of Coburn Heights"*; Pauline
Mortensen, "Woman Talking to a Cow"*; and Neal Chandler,
"Benediction"* (see individual annotations, Section I).
—. Brother Brigham. BKT, 1980. See review by Richard L. Bushman,
"Brigham as Moses,"* DL XIV:1 Spring 1981: 104-105: Literary
critic Eugene England "insightfully describes Brigham Young as
preacher and writer. The famous episode of speaking in tongues at
the first meeting with Joseph Smith is seen as signalling the release of
Brigham's eloquence. Previously dammed, it subsequently flowed
forth in innumerable pungent, humorous, forceful letters and sermons"
(104).
Fillmore, William N. "Light Mindedness." EM. Ed. Daniel H. Ludlow.
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Vol. 2. NY: Macmillan, 1992: 836-7.* How the Saints distinguish
between "trivializing the sacred" and lightheartedness. (See also
Elouise Bell's "Who Turned Out the Light in 'Light-Minded'?" in
Sec. III.)
Gold, Lauramaery. Mormons on the Internet. Rocklin, CA: Prima
Publishing, 1997: "Anyone who thinks Mormons lack a sense of
humor hasn't listened to a gloomy congregation singing 'There is
Sunshine in My Soul Today.' Latter-day Saints have a great tradition
of humor. Sometimes it's spontaneous, as anyone who has listened to
President Gordon B. Hinckley-or many of the past presidents of the
Church-will attest. Latter-day Saints on the Internet continue to
carry on that tradition of Mormon humor, with their own Web sites
replete with cartoons, jokes, and amusing stories" (268).
Gurney, James. "Introduction"* to The Art of James Christensen: A Journey
of Imagination. Shelton, CT: The Greenwich Workshop, Inc.
Gurney says of Christensen: "As an artist, he gives us pleasure on
many levels, including a sense of whimsy and irony in the
arrangement of parts; and most of all, a compassion for the foibles
and follies of human life."
Hales, Robert D. "Gifts of the Spirit."* Speeches of the Year. BYU
Publications, 1992-93. Devotional talk delivered August 1, 1993.
Bishop (now Elder) Hales, Presiding Bishop of the Church, after
referring to 2 Ne. 2:18, 28, tells how once, when he and President
[Spencer W.] Kimball were traveling together [and in an apparently
serious conversation], President Kimball told him, "Do you know the
devil can never laugh, can never smile, can never enjoy himself?"
(144). [If there "must needs be opposition in all things (see 2 Ne.
2:11)," one might surmise, then, that God does, indeed, have a sense
of humor (see proof positive in quotes from Elder Boyd K. Packer's
talk, "The Arts and the Spirit of the Lord," below). We were not
quite sure whether to place President Kimball's evaluation of Satan's
humor in the "Mormon-Insider" category and let the "Stranger" stay,
or send him off to the Gentiles (Sec. VI), but he insists that he is very
much at home here.] See also Hinckley, below.
Hardy, Annie Kay. "Amusements."* Woman's Exponent 39:4 Oct 1910: 30.
In this address delivered in the Salt Lake Assembly Hall, October 4,
1910, Hardy uses Doctrine and Covenants 59:18-20 as a text, with
emphasis that all good things given by God unto man are "to be used
with judgment and not to excess." She proposes the formation of a
"mother's union" to enforce discipline on Church youth too inclined
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toward late nights, parties, french heels and hobbie skirts, joy riding,
"shooting the schutes," and cheap theaters, and concludes: "We need
amusements and only cry out against excesses. 'Man is that he may
have joy.' As a great orator said: 'In a world where God lets His
lambs frisk, and His trees toss, and His brooks leap, and His stars
twinkle, and His flowers make love to each other, I know He
intended men at times to laugh, and sing and sport.' Judge McMaster
says: 'The strong arm of the law is operative to reform the erring
youth; as women in Israel we have God's great law of love to prevent
their going astray.'"
Hinckley, Gordon B. Teachings of Gordon B. Hinckley.* DB, 1997.
Collection of Church president Hinckley's statements from a variety
of sources, including conference speeches, other published addresses
and writings, and transcripts of talks given throughout the world,
including those of interviews in which he has participated—included
"with his permission and approval" (preface), and published at the
"responsibility of the author": "We've got to have a little humor in
our lives. You had better take seriously that which should be taken
seriously but, at the same time, we can bring in a touch of humor
now and again. If the time ever comes when we can't smile at
ourselves, it will be a sad time." (Interview with Mike Cannon of
CN, Dublin, Ireland, September 1, 1995).
—. As detailed by Sheri L. Dew in Go Forward With Faith: The Biography
of Gordon B. Hinckley (see Sec. II), President and Sister (Marjorie)
Hinckley enjoy a good laugh. The Hinckley children often heard
their mother say, "The only way to get through life is to laugh your
way through it," and she set that example by "refusing to take offense
where none was intended and filtering daily events through an attitude
of good humor" (175). Dew chronicles at least two events that
caused President Hinckley to laugh so hard, he could hardly catch his
breath (192, 411), and illustrates how the Prophet uses humor to
generate warmth and to diffuse tension (400, 410-411, 415, 416, 448449, 494, 537). Dew gives Elder Russell M. Nelson's account of the
President's "passion for living" and "his own unique way of
establishing rapport," as evident at a Midwest regional conference:
"When it was President Hinckley's turn to speak he stood and said,
'It's good to be in Indiana. I don't know why, but it's good to be
here,' and everyone roared. If I [says Elder Nelson] had said that, it
wouldn't have been funny. But he has an uncanny way of making an
audience feel as though he is one of them" (448-449).
Hunsaker, Kenneth B. "Mormon Novels,"* LHAW: 849-858 [1987]. "While
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Mormons fully enjoy comic situations, comedy is not common in
Mormon novels; some have a few amusing scenes, but Taylor's
Heaven Knows Why [see Sec. I] is the first one to be completely
directed to humor" (856); see also Hunsaker's "Mid Century Mormon
Novels," DL IV:3 Autumn 1969: 123-128.
Jeppson, Joseph. Wrote a satirical review, "The Graduate,"* of the movie
with the same name (DL IV:1 Spring 1969: 111-113) under the
pseudonym "Rustin Kaufman," supposedly an "optometrist and
Sunday School teacher in Rexburg, Idaho." In his review, "Turning
On/Off Mormon Humor"* (see Sec. III), R. H. Cracroft blew what
was left of Jeppson's cover, while pronouncing his "devastating mock
review" a "classic."
Johnson, Ryan. "Review [e-mail]: The Lost Plates of Laman: An Account
Written by the Hand of Laman Upon Plates of tim Made by his Own
Self—With a Little Help from his Brother Lemuel, by Bob Lewis
(SLC: SB, 1997)." To: <aml-list@cc.weber.edu, amlmag@cc.weber.edu>: "I chortled my way through this book on both
my first and second readings. Imagine First Nephi from the point of
view of Laman. I guess it just goes to show that principle of
'sensitive dependence on initial conditions' found in chaos and
complexity theory in physics applies to memoirs as well"; "Laman's
efforts for his own well being are often couched in terms of the good
the entire group and even on occasion the good of many who will
follow. For example when, after reaching Bountiful, Nephi built a
forge to make tools, Laman wonders if this fire could be used for
everyone. 'Now behold, I did gripe unto our father Lehi, saying
[much]"; and, "This book is not for everyone. Even within the
Mormon community, its readership is limited to those able and/or
willing to have a chuckle at themselves and their socio-cultural mores.
I know many people in the Church who would be horribly offended
by this book. I, on the other hand, wish we were studying the Book
of Mormon in Gospel Doctrine this year so I could quote from Laman
on occasion in order to put forward the dissenting viewpoint. This is
an incredibly amusing work. I can just imagine how much fun it
must have been to write" (2).
Jones, Eric. "Review, My New Life," by Ron Molen (See Section II). SN
20:4 Dec. 1997: 75: Molen seems to exhort, as in an accompanying
Pat Bagley cartoon: "Come out of your shell! Experience life with all
its complexity, angst, transcendence, vicissitudes, joy, anguish,
uncertainty, and existential tragedy and comic paradox" (SN Dec.
1996, 75).
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Jorgensen, Bruce W. "Imagining Mormon Marriage, Part I: The Mythic, the
Novelistic, and Jack Weyland's Charly."* AAML, 1997: 128-129:
"Charly's durable sales make this skinny book hard to ignore, (129).
"Getting Married in Charly seems at first mainly a matter of Fun:
finding the girl who, in Sam's case, will provoke him to Fun, then
adjusting the Fun Quotient (FQ) of the prospective partners [in this]
cotton candy fiction" (129). This is "a myth for the unmarried, and it
might well set up a middle-age problem for the youth whose
marriages it helps to shape" (135). (See review of Weyland's
Stephanie [DB, 1989], DL 22:4 Winter 1989; Orson Scott Card's
response to a review by Susan Wakefield of Charly and Sam [SNR 2
Jan.-Feb. 1982] "Sermons in Critical Form," A Storyteller in Zion
[BKT, 1993], pp. 130-137].)
—. "To Tell and Hear Stories: Let the Stranger Say."* Essays on Mormon
Literature: Tending the Garden. Ed. Lavina Fielding Anderson and
Eugene England. SB, 1996: 49-68: "I mean to take the ancient and
widely understood habit of hospitality as metaphor and ground for
Christian (and Mormon) imagination and criticism . . . . The rule at
any rate seems clear: welcome the stranger, bathe and clothe and
feed, maybe even hear the story, then ask who. By then the stranger
is among us, our guest, entertained like one born here and come home
from long wandering. Back there on the plains of Mamre, before a
certain stranger leaves he has promised you the son you've almost
given up hope of having, laughed at your old wife for her laughter,
knowing he'll have the last laugh and you—you'll name your son for
that: Isaac, "he laughs" (Gen. 21:106). Strangers, hosts, guests, old
wives newborn babes—we all say the laugh's on us" (55-56). Again,
"Maybe the idea of 'criticism' itself, of a crisis in which we have to
decide, is the problem; we are to 'receive' and 'hear' before we
judge. Hospitable reading would be slow to shut out. It would be
slow to decide whether a literary visitor is 'Mormon' or not,
especially slow to gauge this by some presumed 'doctrinal' criterion
or some elusive metaphysical or 'essential' notion of 'spirituality'"
(61). See also, Jorgensen's "'This Man Receiveth Sinners': Moral
Storytelling in Luke 15,"* SN 20:4 Dec. 1997: 18-25.
—. "Maverick Fiction."* DL 16:2 Summer 1983: 121-124. "One of the
most successful stories in the book [The Canyons of Grace by Levi S.
Peterson, Urbana: U of IL P, 1982], "The Christianizing of Coburn
Heights" [see Sec. I], once again pits a sort of wilderness against a
sort of order and its mode shifts toward satiric comedy . . . . This is
easily the best comic Mormon short story I've ever read, and I know
one bishop who says the same. Let's hope Levi Peterson works this
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vein farther" (123).
—. "'Herself Moving Beside Herself, Out There Alone':* The Shape of
Mormon Belief in Virginia Sorensen's The Evening and the
Morning." DL XIII:3 Fall 1980: "We seem to have very little
Mormon satire, though much Mormon humor pokes satirically at both
Mormon and gentile folly as judged by Mormon standards; and
maybe Richard Cracroft would make a case for Sam Taylor's Heaven
Knows Why as satire or as comic action mixed with satire" (45-46—
see Cracroft's "Freshet in the Dearth,"* above).
Keele, Alan F. "Trailing Clouds of Glory?-Bad Drama May be
Blasphemous." SN 6:4 July-Aug. 1981. Critiques commercially
successful plays with some humor that are based on the Mormon
belief in a premortal existence—such as Saturday's Warrior, My Turn
on Earth, and Star Child. Treat lofty ideals in a style of form that is
incommensurate to the subject. (See also, T. Leonard Rowley, "The
Church's Dramatic Literature,"* DL IV:3 Autumn 1969: 129-138.)
Kelly, Thomas E. A Father's Gifts.* DB, 1984. A book outlining nine gifts
of the heart Kelly hopes to provide his children, including "Humor:
The Gift That Heals (Chapter 4)." Kelly argues that humor is
infectious, relaxes, refreshes, renews, helps us forget, is not only
healing but is preventive medicine, reduces tension when part of
family and group communication, is a natural gift of children that can
lead to moments of high comedy, has a spiritual side, and was, in
fact, seen by the prophet Joseph Smith as reconcilable with religious
outlook.
Kidd, Kathryn H. "You Stole My Life and I Hate You."* Talk delivered to
the February 1997 AML Conference ("Humor Panel Section"). Kidd
addresses writers in the audience, warning that the book ruined
friendships in her former SLC ward, besides winning her some new
enemies. She suggests that people are lying when they say they want
true-to-life fiction: (4). "If what you write is too close to home,
people will think you're writing about them. We Mormons don't like
reminders that we haven't been translated yet. The polite fiction
among church members is that we don't notice one another's faults"
(2). Kidd offers some rules "that must be scrupulously followed," in
the writing of Mormon fiction, if a writer wants to keep family and
friends: 1) Do not name characters after your friends, your family
members, or even casual acquaintances; 2) Don't write in the first
person; and 3) Realize that "No matter how you depict religion in
your Mormon novel, you're going to infuriate people" (4). "The
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problem is, each of us thinks our way of doing things is the Only
True Way. Despite the myth that we believe everyone has Free
Agency to decide these things for himself, we're all absolutely certain
that anyone who puts a different spin on things than we do is on a
fast train to hell. As church members, we're so accustomed to having
anti-Mormons try to harm us that we sometimes get paranoid about
the motives of people who are on our side. Many of us have lost the
ability to laugh at ourselves, and that's a pity. These things [she
gives several examples] aren't mortal sins. They're the actions of
people who are trying to live the gospel the best they can, but who
sometimes fail, and who occasionally really screw things up. I'd be
the last person to suggest making light of the church, but I believe it's
a good thing to take ourselves and our weaknesses lightly. After all,
without the Atonement, none of us is worthy of exaltation. Nobody
in this room has any reason to take himself so seriously that he can't
laugh at his own mistakes" (6).
Kirby, Robert. Humorous columnist for several Utah papers (see Section II).
When Kirby left DH for the SLT in September, 1997, Mike Patrick,
managing editor of the Provo DH asked his readers: "How good is
this guy who just shipped his soul from Springville to Salt Lake City?
Better than any other humorist I've seen, and many people in this
industry and in the readership business agree" (DL Sept. 21, 1997
C1). See R. H. Cracroft review of Kirby's Sunday of the Living
Dead, "'Now How I See It,'" this Section; also Kirby's goals as a
humorist as expressed in the foreword of Happy Valley Patrol, Sec. II
and his "The Serious Side of Humor,"* SN 20:4 Dec. 1997: 10-11,
first presented as an address to the AML, Feb. 1, 1997: "Humor is a
very serious business, particularly when it comes to organized
religion. Like all human attributes, humor is double-edged. It can, if
misused, lead to mockery and a cheapening of things holy. It can
even mask the serious good in things. But if humor can be
dangerous, an absence of it can be disastrous. Humor does not lend
itself to religious excesses and this, perhaps more than anything,
explains its absolute necessity within the realm of faith (10-11); also,
"Religious humor finds its best footing in irony—the difference
between the way the faithful should behave and the way we really do.
This means that human behavior as it relates to gospel principles is
fair game; whereas, the principles and ordinances themselves should
be off-limits. A self-deprecating sense of humor remains the best
way of avoiding the excesses of behavior. The value of such a sense
of humor can't necessarily be measured by the reactions of those
being lampooned. That is because much of what the faithful hold as
dear and precious is frequently really nothing more than their own
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self-importance. One of the greatest of all gospel ironies is that while
people are comfortable with the scripture-documented, moronic
behavior of God's chosen of old, we're less comfortable being told
today that our own clothes are also invisible" (11); finally, "The
benefits of humor have been well documented by medical researchers.
Studies by Dr. Lee Beck and Dr. Stanley Tan, of Loma Linda
University in California, have shown that 'laughing lowers blood
pressure, increases muscle flexation and triggers a flood of beta
endorphins, the brain's natural morphine-like compounds that can
infuse a sense of euphoria' (footnote 5: Associated Press story by
Delthia Ricks of the Orlando Sentinel, which appeared in The Daily
Herald, 6 Nov 1996). Furthermore, natural killer cells that destroy
viruses and tumors actually increase during a state of mirth. Gammainterferon, a disease-fighting protein, rises with laughter as do B-cells,
which produce disease destroying antibodies, and T-cells, which
orchestrate the immune system" (11).
—. "Robert Smith's clear prose and scintillating wit lay his characters bare.
Which, by the way, is contrary to BYU dress standards" (from the
back cover of Robert F. Smith's The Miracle of Forgetness,* AB,
1997).
Lees, C. Lowell. "A Mormon Play on Broadway": Woman Is My Idea—A
Comedy by Don C. Liljenquist."* DL IV:1 Spring 1969: 109-111:
"The author is not up to the large order of making eternal marriage
comic material. He has his character Park dispose of it with the
statement that God can take care of eternity. The total effect of the
use of the religious, historical, and comic in this play is inoffensive
and even wholesome, but the play is not buoyant enough (despite
some moments of charm) to keep an audience entertained for two
hours; neither is it strong or virile enough to support its historical
characters. Perhaps the problems that confronted Liljenquist will
plague any Mormon playwright trying to write in a comic vein on a
Mormon theme. Is it possible to make religious history comic?
Perhaps we will have to wait for a Mormon Sholem Aleichem before
we can have a Mormon 'Fiddler on the Roof.'"
Lore of Faith & Folly.* Compiled, Folklore Society of UT. Ed. Thomas E.
Cheney, assisted by Austin E. Fife and Juanita Brooks. UU P, 1971:
"We have wished to keep our sights on the lore of the folk and not
upon the industrial, political, religious, scientific or artistic
development of Utah as a state save insofar as they intrude upon or
form a juncture with the materials and processes of folklore which, as
great folklorists have affirmed, are older and more universal than
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civic or religious institutions. Transformed, mutilated, subjected to
the onslaughts of church or state, they still survive, giving continuity
and hence a kind of intuitively felt security to the minds of men who
need more answers to questions than science alone can give"
(Foreword i); also, "The notion that folklore and scientific or religious
truth are opposites is of course to be dispelled: 'lore' itself means
both knowledge and belief, and the mental baggage of men, even
ignorant men, is not all folly. All men, indeed, behave to a large
degree in a folkish manner, and the greatest scientists or humanists
are often the first to avow that the known is but an atom in stature
compared to the unknown and the unknowable. Hence, men base
most of their decisions more on faith than upon knowledge, and such
acts of faith are always couched in the traditions and customs of the
folk" (Foreword ii); also, "The scope of folklore is much broader than
the typical reader is likely to think. In the verbal sphere alone it
ranges from simple traditional metaphors through sayings and
proverbs, rhymes, riddles, and even tombstone inscriptions; jingles,
songs, ballads, and folk poetry; parlor jokes, anecdotes, folk tales, tall
tales, fairy tales, family reminiscences, oral history, legends, and
myths, and, in some cultures, orally transmitted epic poems. What
makes these materials folklore is not that truths are wanting, but that
truths have been stereotyped, magnified, intensified, altered, or
stylized to give them a formalistic or artistic expression and hence
human content which makes them live for decades, even centuries,
though any actuality which lies behind them may be lost" (Foreword
in).
Lyon, Thomas E. (Ted). "Feud and Fun: Humor in the Poetry of John
Lyon." Mormon Letters Annual 1984 (1985): 59-76. See "John
Lyon," Sec. II; also his "Publishing a Book of Mormon Poetry: The
Harp of Zion,"* BYUS 27:1 Winter 1987: 85-95: "Lyon divided the
104 poems in the Harp into four categories: poems, sonnets, songs,
and hymns. The third section comprises sixteen 'songs,' really poems
which could be sung to popular Scottish tunes. The words to most of
these songs reflect LDS goals or activities. A few are light, almost
jocose, likely written before Lyon joined the Church"; and, "A few
examples from the Harp of Zion reveal the poetic intensity and deep
conviction of the author; others show his humor and delight in life.
Nile Washburn, after an intensive study of early Mormon poetry,
concluded that Lyon's poem 'The Apostate' was easily the best LDS
poem of the nineteenth century" (91).
McConkie, Mark L. Wit & Wisdom From the Early Brethren.* BKT, 1987.
This compilation illustrates McConkie's point that "The early
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Brethren were serious and deliberate. Yet they loved life and viewed
it with a refined wit and humor. 'I know that those prophets who
have lived in my day loved to tell stories and be cheerful,' said Heber
C. Kimball. 'They delighted in a glad heart and a cheerful
countenance. Father Smith,' for example, 'was one of the most
cheerful men I ever saw, and he was harmless as a child'" (JD
8:351); and, "Our problem is not so much admitting that we can smile
and chuckle, even in a gospel context. It is rather one of establishing
appropriate limits and of discerning the tone of what we read. When
we read that Brigham Young, for instance, was quoted as saying,
'Old Zechariah Taylor is dead and in hell, and I am glad of it,' we
see a bit of humor-and there is. But as Brigham works on the
expression, he uses it in a deliberate and serious way to teach a
sobering gospel truth. Thus, Brigham demonstrates not only the
propriety of a sense of humor, but the ability to use it in gentle ways
to teach and reinforce gospel principles" (ix-x).
McKay, Douglas. "The 'Puissant Procreator'—Contemporary Humorists
Made Much of the Mormon Prophet's Numerical Wifery."* SN 7:6
Nov.-Dec. 1982: 15-17. Presented at the National Linguistic Humor
Conf., ASU, April, 1982. McKay cites jokes both inside and outside
Mormondom about Brigham Young's generous approach to living
"The Principle": "Derisive humor did little, perhaps, to change the
course of human events, but it gave its best run, as [Henri] Bergson
said, at intimidating deviancy through humiliation."
Mortensen, Pauline. "Talking to Cows and Other Narrow Escapes From
Humor."* SN 19:1 Mar. 1996: 52-55. "Humor, like everything else,
has more to do with a look in the mirror than it does with anything
the author actually said" (52).
Mulder, William. "Telling it Slant: Aiming for Truth in Contemporary
Mormon Lit."* AAML 2 (1994): 216-225. (Also appeared in DL
26:2 Summer 1993: 155-169.) Cites Dennis Clark, Neal Chandler,
Elouise Bell, William ("Bert") Wilson, Richard ("Dick") Cracroft, and
Virginia Sorensen as Mormon authors who use wit, satire, pun, farce,
and irony to effect "literary circuitry or strategy," which Mulder calls
"slant," to make a statement. (See also Mulder's "Mormonism and
Literature,"* first published in WHR, Vol. 9 Winter 1954-55,
reprinted in ABP: 208-211.)
—. "Humor and Pathos: Stories of the Mormon Diaspora."* DL 24:4
Winter 1991. A review of Neal Chandler's Benediction (see Sec. I):
"Chandler's humor is affectionate, not disdainful, even when most
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devastating. Hypocrisy, cant, venality, 'general authority,' smugness
and bigotry among the powerful are easy targets for the aroused
satirist" (177). "Chandler, with his good ear for cant, whether
religious or secular, is a resonant voice among the Mormons, possibly
their court jester capable, like Lear's fool, through his irreverent wit
and wayward wisdom, of twitting us into some common sense
conclusions about ourselves, believers and backsliders alike" (178).
—. "A Sense of Humus: Scandinavian Mormon Immigrant Humor." Juanita
Brooks Lecture in Am. History and Culture Series, May 24, 1985. St.
George, UT: Dixie College, 1986.
Nelson, Russell M. See Sherry Dew's commentary about Elder Nelson's
experience traveling with President Gordon B. Hinckley and his
observations about the Prophet's humor and "unique way of
establishing rapport (this section, under "Hinckley").
Nibley, Hugh. "A Conversation with Hugh Nibley,"* as interviewed on
October 15, 1979 by Mary Bradford and Gary Gillum, DL XII:4
Winter 1979: 10-27: "DL: One thing you're noted for is your sense
of humor. It seems to us that humor is really basic . . . . Nibley:
Certainly, that gives us some of the best defenses that we have" (12).
Later, on the subject of the younger generation as students: "Nibley:
"We have some good students in classics, far more than ever before.
Everybody else is in business and law now. That's the thing.
Nothing else counts. It's just managers managing other managers.
DL: Managing people or managing money? Nibley: Both. And
management produces nothing. DL: What about the sciences?
Nibley: Well, there's always the science of management" (17). See
also his The Ancient State: The Rulers and the Ruled,* ed. by
Donald W. Parry and Stephen D. Ricks, DB and F.A.R.M.S., 1991:
"The Sophic even teaches that it is better to get the wrong answer by
its methods than the right answers by any other!" (394).
Niendorf, Ann B. "Hungry Sunday Takes Wry, Witty Trip Through
Mormonism, Family, Trucking."* DH, Oct. 14, 1996. Review of R.
A. Christmas's poetry: "A wry, witty trip through the wacky world
of Mormonism; gets to the heart of his subjects with sometimes
breath-taking clarity.
Olson, Ernest L. Otto Rydman, Satirist: An Immigrant Editor's Views of the
Scandinavian Scene in Utah* UU MA thesis (1949) about Otto
Rydman, editor of Utah Korrespondenten, a Swedish newspaper that
featured satirical, sometimes caustic editorials and cartoons, as well as
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translated stories and poems that, under the heavy influence of
Rydman, satirized his friends and enemies—especially as associated
with a rival newspaper that enjoyed Church backing, in a manner that
ostensibly led to his excommunication from the Church. Rydman
himself wrote much of the published material, including "perhaps
most significant from a literary point of view, humorous and satirical
familiar essays, reminiscent at times of Addison and Steele, which he
signed 'Tomte,' or Elf; "Yet we may believe," says Olson, "that Otto
Rydman had in him still the impudent spark which created the
sprightly but philosophical Tomte and kept him alive. We may smile
with him as he writes once more, 'My dear gentlefolk, now it is
Christmas again and time to be happy and to spread gladness and joy
all about us, and blessings also, as far and as many as we have heart
for.' Such was Tomte, and such, in spirit at least, was his creator and
master, Otto Rydman, immigrant editor, satirist, and portrayer of the
Scandinavian scene in Utah from a viewpoint boldly different from
that of anyone else in his day and in his place" (99).
Packer, Boyd K. "The Arts and the Spirit of the Lord."* BYU Publications.
Fireside address given in the Marriott Center at BYU, February 1,
1976. [Here is authoritative evidence that at least one General
Authority thinks the Lord "would chuckle with approval" at the
Saints' propensity to enjoy some of the "comical" as recreation.
Further, Elder Packer, now acting president of the Council of the
Twelve, suggests that there is even a place in art work for the
"scribbled cartoon" (please read these comments in context): After
explaining the disappointment a woman expressed at a concert
featuring music from Jesus Christ, Superstar, as she asked, "What
would Jesus think?" Elder Packer elaborates: "That is well worth
keeping in our minds if we have the talent to compose music or
poetry, to illustrate or paint, or sculpt or act, or sing or play or
conduct. What do I think He would think? I think He would rejoice
at the playing of militant martial music as men marched to defend a
righteous cause. I think that He would think there are times when
illustrations should be vigorous, with bold and exciting colors. I
think He would chuckle with approval when at times of recreation the
music is comical or melodramatic or exciting. Or at times when a
carnival air is in order that decorations be bright and flashy, even
garish. I think that at times of entertainment He would think it quite
in order for poetry that could make one laugh or cry—perhaps both at
once. I think that He would think it would be righteous order on
many occasions to perform with great dignity symphonies and operas
and ballets. I think that He would think that soloists should develop
an extensive repertoire, each number to be performed at a time and in
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a place that is appropriate. I would think that He would think there is
a place for art work of every kind-from the scribbled cartoon to the
masterpiece in the hand-carved, gold-leaf frame. But I am sure He
would be offended at immodesty and irreverence in music, in art, in
poetry, in writing, in sculpture, in dance, or in drama. I know what
He would think about music or art or literature or poetry that is
purely secular being introduced into our worship services. And how
do I know that? Because He has told His servants that. In what
ways has He told them? He has told them by either withholding, or
on occasions withdrawing, His Spirit when it is done" (279-280).
[Note President Hinckley's advice about humor, above, and also
Bishop (now Elder) Hales' commentary about the Devil's ability to
laugh ("Gifts of the Spirit," 144), as contrasted with this view about
the Lord's propensity for such.]
Peck, Elbert Eugene. "From the Editor—Cowboy Poetry and Boots."* SN
15:6 Dec. 1991: 12-14. Inspired by attendance at an Elko, Nevada
Cowboy Poetry Gathering, Peck suggests that LDS gatherings include
"humorous and serious poems by ward members celebrating everyday
Mormon life," as part of an enlarged oral, storytelling folk tradition.
Peterson, Charles S. "The Look of the Elephant: On Seeing Western
History." Montana, the Magazine of Western History 39 Spring
1989: 73. (See L. J. Arrington, "The Looseness of Zion: The Lighter
Side of Mormon History," Sec. III, for a summary of Peterson's take
on Mormon Humor.)
Peterson, Levi S. Greening Wheat: Fifteen Mormon Short Stories. OB,
1983. Samplings of humor among diverse responses to the Mormon
experience, as in Dennis Clark's "Answer to Prayer," and Eileen
Gibbons Kump's "Everncere."
Plummer, Louise. "Organically Grown Humor: Remarks and Readings from
The Unlikely Romance of Kate Bjorkman,"* AAML 1997: 175-181.
Plummer muses about what is and is not funny and her, in retrospect,
humorous life experiences, including writing this Christmas romance,
concluding: "I like Richard Bissell's evasive and irresponsible
definition: 'Humor is funny stuff.' I think I'll leave it at that" (177).
Poulsen, Richard C. "Violence and the Sacred: Mormon Jokes about
Blacks."* Misbegotten Muses: History and Anti-History. NY:
Peter Lang, 1988. "The jokes of this study create images of pleasure
through tendentious weaponry used against both blacks and the
purveyors of society: the leaders of the church" (32). Also, "Systems
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of violence are self-perpetuating, and in Mormon black jokes are
sentiments, stereotypes, which are acknowledged by the culture, but
which cannot be expressed in an institutional milieu. The jokework,
in its violence, allows expression of truths which, perhaps, cannot be
expressed otherwise" (34).
Pratt, Parley P. Autobiography: Life, Ministry and Travels, With Extracts, in
Prose and Verse, from his Miscellaneous Writings.* Ed. [by his son]
Parley P. Pratt. Il. Chicago: Law, King & Law, 1888. Describing
Prophet/President Joseph Smith: "His countenance was ever mild,
affable, beaming with intelligence and benevolence; mingled with a
look of interest and an unconscious smile, or cheerfulness, and
entirely free from all restraint or affectation of gravity" (47).
Randle, Kristen. Speaking of Lauramaery Gold's Mormons on the Internet,*
as reported on the book's cover, this recipient of MLA Best Book of
the Year, 1997, says: "LauraMaery Gold has a pithy, intelligent style
that's a delight to read-and she knows her Net!"
Rich, Pilar. The Saints of Snowville: Story of a Mormon Bishop* Published
anonymously in the early 1900s by a vanity press, these experiences
as bishop of Snowville Ward were quickly pulled out of print when
the author's cover was blown by horrified residents of Star Valley,
Wyoming who recognized themselves while reading. Samuel W.
Taylor, who contributed a partial copy of the original, calls this
bishop's memoir "hilarious, well-written, candid dialogue that is a
scream."
Sessions, Gene A. "Brief Notices."* DL XIII:1 Spring 1979: 119-120:
"Among the more soporific books to come along in some time,
Others [by Blaine M. and Brenton G. Yorgason (BKT, 1978)] reads
like an hour-long sermon sounds. As it tells us one melodramatic and
quasi-humorous tale after another about service to our fellow beings,
this team of brothers (a double entendre inasmuch as both work in the
church education system) proves once again that some Mormons will
endure anything if someone calls it spiritual" (119).
Sillitoe, Linda. "Song of Creation." DL 12 Winter 1979:95; reprinted,
Eugene England, "Are Women More Free Under the Patriarchy? The
Evidence of Mormon Literature,"* Mormon Letters Annual 1983
(SLC: AML, 1984), pages 144-145, of which England says: "It was
another of God's daughters, Linda Sillitoe, who was the first modern
Mormon to reach back to our foremother, Eliza, and daringly
speculate about the most fundamental metaphysical idea—the eternal
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companionship of the Gods, as she does in her poem 'Song of
Creation.'" Of particular interest here is the poem's conclusion, in
which Sillitoe proposes that there is laughter in the heavens: "And if
you live long, my child,/you'll see snow burst/from thunderclouds/and
lightning in the snow;/listen to Mother and Father laughing/listen to
Mother and Father laughing,/behind the locked door" (England, p.
145).
Silver, Cherry B. Review, Worth Their Salt: Notable but Often Unnoted
Women of Utah, ed. Colleen Whitley (Logan, UT: US UP, 1996),
BYUS 37:1 1997-98: 231-235: "As readers dip into this volume,
they will find their own favorite women. I admire the authors' taking
time to look for patterns and spell out consequences. They creatively
select revealing details. They explore the enigmas. They are witty
and ironic" (233).
Smith, Grant T. "Reader's Forum«I Remember Virginia."* SN 16:2 Aug.
1992: 2-3. Smith recalls an interview with Virginia Sorensen Waugh
(fall, 1990) in which she shares some humorous Mormon experiences.
Smith, Robert F. "Remodeling the Tract Homes of Heaven: Observations of
a Second Rate Carpenter."* Talk as part of Mormon Humor Panel,
presented at the AML Meetings, Westminster College, SLC, Feb. 1,
1997: "Unfortunately, people seem so comfortable with the standard
blueprints that no one wants to rock the proverbial boat, and laughing
seems to be on the don't list for most buyers. We don't mind if
someone gets shot, abused, or kidnapped, but just try and suggest that
we are irreverently flawed, and people want to lynch you. To many
laughter is like the wrecking crew busting apart all that we hold
sacred" (4). And, "Is loud laughter bad? Certainly in rampant excess
it could be. But in rampant excess things like needle point and
correlation can be deadly. And there is nothing redeeming in hurting
feelings or tearing apart for a laugh, this is just not necessary for us.
It's like going to an all you can eat salad bar and only eating the
marinated garbanzo beans. Why stuff ourselves on rubber beans
when we have a whole buffet of beautiful, easy on the body
selections. And yes, all things in moderation, but we have been way
too moderate in our written humor. If Mormons were as moderate
with humor as they are with fats and fabric we would be doing all
right" (5).
Sorensen, Virginia (Waugh). See Smith, Grant T., above: his recollection of
an interview with Sorensen Waugh in which she displays her own
Mormon humor with "no irreverence, no mockery or disgust or
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disrespect or disdain—only bemused recollection."
Stack, Peggy Fletcher. "Mormons: Funny Side Up. Jokes Help Diffuse
Sensitive Subjects."* SLT, May 28, 1994, C-1,3. Quotes BYU
professors R. H. Cracroft ("Humor is therapeutic") and William A.
Wilson (Mormon jokes treat folk type leaders, such as bishops and
RS presidents rather than specific individuals, so there is "a more
affectionate feeling than there is in the anticlerical jokes of other
groups" [see Wilson's "The Study of Mormon Folklore: An
Uncertain Mirror for Truth,"* below]). Some jokes are adopted from
other traditions; others are inside jokes which "serve to help diffuse
sensitive subjects" like the "notion of the 'one true church,'" relative
values in comparative religion, or themes involving sex and the Word
of Wisdom (C-1).
Taylor, Samuel Wooley. "Letter to the Editor," DL V:2 Summer 1970: 5:
"It is a commentary on the extreme paucity of humor in Mormon
literature that no reviewer [of The Lion of the Lord] has, to my
knowledge, seen the [Stanley P.] Hirshson work [about Brigham
Young] for what it actually is, a joke book. Viewed as such, it might
be more charitably received. It is a veritable gold mine of anecdotes,
bits, yarns, gags, jokes and one-liners. I found it screamingly funny,
and I predict the book will become invaluable for scholars looking for
a little spice to liven up the heavy research."
—. "Little Did She Realize: Writing for the Mormon Market"* (see Sec. II).
Walker, Ronald W. "Growing Up in Early Utah: The Wasatch Literary
Association, 1874-1878."* SN 6:6 Nov.-Dec. 1981:44-50. This
delightful piece describes how the Salt Lake City "Wasatch Literary
Society" was formed in 1874 by young men anxious to enable "fond
couples' reading [of] life's meaning in each others eyes" (44).
Apparently this gathering of a "high-spirited gang of future Mormon
leaders" (44) of "earlier unruly and profane reputation" (50) often
erupted into "good-natured wrangling and practical joking" and the
creation of humorous and parodic verse (some recreated and printed
here) that exposed their "disposition to sacrifice everything for a
laugh" (45).
"The Keep-A-Pitchinin: or the Mormon Pioneer was Human."* BYUS 14:2
Winter 1974: 331-344: "Salt Lake's short-lived Keep-A-Pitchinin was
more than one of the West's first illustrated journals and humor
periodicals. Written by men of talent, including sons of Mormon
apostles and even a distinguished apostle incognito, its boisterous wit
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demonstrated that the nineteenth century Mormon pioneer was
something besides a crabbed and humorless yeoman building a
commonwealth. It testified to the early settlers' humanity, providing
a valuable but over-looked index to those concerns and qualities
which shaped Utah society" (331); and, "The Keep-A-Pitchinin
secured its success with the comic conventions of its day. Like much
of American nineteenth century humor, especially that of the frontier,
the paper's spirit frequently was Gargantuan, its braggadocio and
exaggeration tempered by mocking, self-depreciation. Many of its
short jests were rustic and unsubtle, derived if not borrowed from the
American almanac tradition. The paper reflected the nineteenth
century American delight for spelling and grammatical gaucherie,
specializing in misspelled names. As Utah's first illustrated journal,
its woodcuts bore an obvious debt to the political cartoons of the day,
often crude and complicated by modern standards, but believed to be
'wonderful' at the time" (335); also, "Much of the [journal's] humor
dealt with immediate and local concerns. While the journal's interests
were diverse, its special and continuing attention focused upon the
Godbeites and their 'New Movement.' Feeling somewhat
disadvantaged in the contest, those with Godbeite sympathies
produced the Diogenes, a journal dedicated to fighting humor with
humor. After less than two months the Diogenes suspended
publication, and none of her issues seem to have survived to the
present. The decline and demise of its opposition denied the journal
its own sustaining purpose. On 15 February 1871, after only a year
of regular printing [Keep-A-Pitchinin] too suspended publication.
While its humor was at times clever, more often than not, it was a wit
that failed to transcend its own time. But more importantly its brief
career testified to a warmer and more human society than is often
accorded pioneer Utah" (343-344). (See also Orson Pratt, Sec. II.)
Wilson, William A. "Mormon Folklore-Faith or Folly?"* BYM 49:2 May
1995: 46-54. Donning both folklorist and Mormon hats, Wilson
discusses how folklore mirrors Mormon culture.
—. "The Power of the Word."* Presidential address, January 1989, Weber
State College, Ogden, UT. AAML, 1994. Vol. 1. Ed. Steven P.
Sondrup. (AML, 1994). Humor in LDS missionary folklore (11).
—. "Freeways, Parking Lots, and Ice Cream Stands: The Three Nephites in
Contemporary Mormon Culture"* DL 21:3 Autumn 1988: 13-26.
"Three Nephites" legends among Mormons, reframed in modern
settings (sometimes with levity), continue to prosper, reflecting old
problems and concerns and serving "not just as a window to the
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pioneer past, but also as a means of understanding contemporary
Mormons coming to terms with the circumstances of modern living."
See also Wilson's "Mormon Legends of the Three Nephites Collected
at Indiana University," Indiana Folklore 2 1969: 3-35; "'The
Vanishing Hitchhiker' among the Mormons," Indiana Folklore 8
1975: 79-97; and "Three Nephites," EM 4: 1477-78. (Wilson suggests
first reading Austin Fife, "The Legend of the Three Nephites among
the Mormons," Journal of American Folklore 53 1940: 1-49 and
Hector Lee, The Three Nephites: The Substance and Significance of
the Legend in Folklore [Albuquerque: U. of NM P, 1949]); Neil
Chandler, "The Last Nephite," Benediction: A Book of Stories (SLC:
U of UP, 1989) and review by William Mulder, "Humor and Pathos,"
Sec. III.
—. "The Study of Mormon Folklore: An Uncertain Mirror for Truth."* DL
22:4 Winter 1989: 94-110. "If there is any central figure in Mormon
folk humor it is not J. Golden Kimball—who today belongs more to
popular culture than to folk culture—or any of the revered, and
sometimes frightening, General Authorities. The central figure is the
beleaguered bishop, his counterpart, the Relief Society president, and
occasionally a high councilor or stake president—in other words,
people not too different from you and me. If we have not already
become the very leaders the jokes poke fun at, we are likely to do so
if we mind our manners. These leaders are bedeviled by the same
problems that plague us. Hence there is a more affectionate feeling
toward the objects of Mormon humor than there is in the anticlerical
jokes of many other groups. As we laugh at the jokes, we are
perhaps laughing more at the circumstance of being Mormon than at
the imperfect bishop or stake president. We are laughing, that is, at
ourselves—and through that laughter finding the means to deal with
stresses that might otherwise be our undoing" (107).
—. "The Seriousness of Mormon Humor—You Are What You Joke."* SN
10:1 1985: 6-13. Through jokes Wilson weaves his theme that
Mormon humor clearly marks central issues in LDS society and
points toward recognition of deepest Mormon feeling. (See Cracroft,
"The Humor of Mormon Seriousness," above.)
—. "Mormon Folklore."* Handbook of American Folklore. Ed. Richard M.
Dorson. Bloomington: Indiana UP, 1983: 155-161: "Out of these
circumstances—out of a theology founded on the doctrine of
continuing revelation and a belief in divine intervention in the affairs
of man, out of a history of conflict and struggle—has developed one
of the most vibrant bodies of folklore in America" (155); "This
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folklore falls into two broad categories; lore that shows how God
protects the church in its battle with the world, and lore, remarkably
like that of the early Puritans, that shows how God brings about
conformity to church teachings by intervening directly in the lives of
church members" (157); and, "Just as the trek west, the practice of
polygamy (abandoned in 1890), and the struggle with the arid land
shaped Mormon folklore in the past, so these recent events will give
it form in the future. For example, the revelation in 1978 granting
the lay priesthood to blacks has inspired a spate of humorous quips
probably reflecting anxiety over the change: 'Did you hear about the
new Sidney Poitier movie-"Guess Who's Coming to Priesthood
Meeting?"'; further, "As we look at new forms of Mormon lore, we
must also look at forms neglected in the past. In the spicy anecdotes
about the cussing church leader, J. Golden Kimball, and in an earthy
cycle of tales about erring Mormon bishops, lies a rich vein of folk
humor that has been collected but not yet carefully analyzed" (159);
also, "Folklorists must also devise new ways of looking at Mormon
lore. Most studies to date have assumed a cultural homogeneity that
in reality has never existed. The fact is that rural and urban
Mormons, educated and uneducated Mormons, male and female
Mormons, born-in-the-church and converted Mormons quite often
view the world through different eyes and respond to it differently in
their lore" (160); finally, "Belief in it [Nephite legends] and in other
supernatural legends will range from complete acceptance to guarded
skepticism to outright disbelief. Some Mormons will even tell tales
like the following, to poke fun at the entire Nephite tradition and at
the gullibility of those who accept it so readily [tells story]"* (160).
—. "On Being Human: The Folklore of Mormon Missionaries."* SN 7:1
Jan.-Feb. 1982: 32-40. Missionary activity demonstrates that folklore
is not only entertaining or frightening, but is a fundamental human
activity among many diverse groups. (See review, "A Stab at SelfConsciousness,"* by Claudia W. Harris, DL 16:2 Summer 1983: 143.)
Winters, Charlene. Review, "'Farley Family Xmas' a Tribute to
Eccentrics,"* DH Dec. 22, 1997, C8: "To say that Arrington is gifted
is an understatement. He has taken a lifetime of experience and
created a show of oddball people recognizable in families
everywhere."
Young, Brigham. "I like to be pleased myself; I like to be filled with joy,
but if I cannot be filled with joy and gladness that is full of meat and
marrow, or, in other words, full of meaning and sense, I would rather
retain my gravity" JD 9:290, as quoted by Mikal & Ilene Lofgren,
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Salt: Humor and Wisdom From Brigham Young* Sec. II). The
Lofgrens also quote Jedediah M. Grant JD 3:12): "How is it that
brother Brigham is able to comfort and soothe those who are
depressed in spirit, and always make those with whom he associates
so happy? I will tell you how he makes us feel so happy. He is
happy himself and the man who is happy himself can make others
feel so, for the light of God is in him, and others feel the influence,
and feel happy in his society" (1).
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Note: To save space, paragraphs and ellipses have been eliminated from some
quotations in this collection. Every effort has been made, however, to remain true to
the author's intent.
IV. "Gentile" Criticism: Assessing the Saints' Humor
Brunvand, Jan Harold. "Regional Folk Speech and Sayings."* Handbook of
American Folklore. Ed. Richard M. Dorson. Bloomington: Indiana
UP, 1983: 201-206: "Newcomers living among the Mormons in my
home state of Utah are often confused and bemused by things they
hear the Latter-day Saints saying" (201); "Thus do local geography,
culture, and history contribute to the formation and retention of folk
speech (more accurately, 'dialect'), the traditional variation in spoken
language from standard usage taught in school and used in formal
discourse" (201); "The study of folk speech to some extent also
includes place-names, salutations, replies, intensifiers, swearing,
euphemisms, slang, the jargon of professions and trades, and some
proverbial expressions" (202); "Probably the most obvious Utahism is
the frequent reversal of the vowel sounds 'a' and 'o' before the
consonant 'r.' In their speech 'horse' becomes 'harse,' 'fork' becomes
'fark,' and the words 'barn' and 'born' reverse their usual
pronunciations so that the proverbial expression is rendered in Utah as
'Were you barn in a born?'" (203-204).
de Nevers, Noel. "Mormons & Their Neighbors—To See Ourselves as Others
See Us."* SN 15:6 Dec. 1991: 47-49. Some criticisms of Mormon
society from a move-in. Welcomes lampooning humor that is
beginning to appear: "The more Mormons are able to chuckle about
the foibles of Mormonism, the less severe the problems."
Coleman, Patricia. See news update,* SN 18:2 Aug. 1995: "Also at the
[AML Jan. 1995 Annual] conference, Catholic thinker Patricia
Coleman gave a paper comparing the humor of Catholic writer David
Lodge and Mormon writer Neal Chandler. She said both do a good
job reminding us 'how foolish we are, if not in our principles,
certainly in our practices'" (88).
Eble, Kenneth E. "Among the Mormons."* DL 19:2 Summer 1986: 101118: "I cannot speak of humor that goes on within the inner circle. I
expect to some degree it is ethnic, and at times both racist and sexist.
Within mixed groups, Mormon humor is probably cautious, as
utterance in general is cautions since politeness makes it so. I think,
however, Mormons like to have a good time and may have more good
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times of a familiar nineteenth-century sort than many other Americans,
particularly academic Americans as I know them. That is, people
relate to one another in Mormon culture" (114).
Hardt, Thomas. This former instructor ("for nearly four years") of J. H.
Ward (see Sec. III) wrote from St. Louis, MO, in an introduction to
Ward's Ballads of Life (SLC: Jos. Hyrum Parry & Co., 1886), which
includes some humorous and ironic verse, that his former pupil was
attracted to Mormonism in 1872 and "after reading considerable on
that subject, he embraced the teachings of Joseph Smith, much against
the wishes of his early friends . . . . Since he went to Utah I have
only corresponded with him occasionally. When I knew him he was
an energetic young man, a painstaking student, and a radical thinker
and fighter of what he considered wrong, though somewhat too
sanguine and too sensitive for his own good."
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Note: To save space, paragraphs and ellipses have been eliminated from some
quotations in this collection. Every effort has been made, however, to remain true to
the author's intent.
V. "Gentile" Humor About Mormons: "Out in Utah They All Marry Young!"
Adeler, Max [Charles Heber Clark]. Out of the Hurly-Burley. London, 1874.
Contains a largely forgotten, but important sketch, "Bishop Potts"
(245-255), which illustrates Adeler's exuberant, slapstick style in
palpably demonstrating Mormonism's late-nineteenth century Am.
public image. (See Cracroft, "Bishop Potts and Elder Dunbar,"*
unpub., Sec. VI.)
—. Random Shots. London: London House, 1879, reprinted 1971. Adeler
presents farcical sketches treating Mormon polygamy, including "The
Adventures of Abner Byng" (215) and "The Tragedy of Thompson
Dunbar (see Cracroft's, "Bishop Potts and Elder Dunbar,"* Sec. VI).
Armour, Richard. "The Mormons."* It All Started With Columbus. NY:
McGraw-Hill, 1953. History revisited in what its library listing calls
"an unexpurgated, unabridged, and unlikely history of the US from
Christopher Columbus to the present for those, who having perused a
volume of history in school, swore that they would never read
another." Sample verity: "The Mormons are a group of people who
became saints later than others and are thus known as Latter-day
Saints" (62).
Bart, Peter. Thy Kingdom Come. NY: Simon & Schuster, 1981. Massimo
Introvigne, "Anti-Mormonism for Voyeurs,"* SN 16:7 Dec. 1993, says
this anti-Mormon novel sensationalizes Mormon culture in "pop
Freudian terms" and contains some "admittedly humorous," but "cheap
shot" passages about how young women are taught sexuality at BYU.
See also, review by Samuel W. Taylor, "The Animal Kingdom,"* DL
XIV:4 Winter 1981, 217-219: "Whatever the book is about, there is no
payoff" (218); and, "I have written considerable fantasy myself, but
never anything as wild as Thy Kingdom Come" (219).
Bolivan, Ephraim. "To Brigham Young."* DN, 13 Feb., 1873. This poem
of seeming praise to Brigham Young, written by a Utah miner enroute
home to New York and mailed from Omaha, Nebraska, was published
by the Evening News. The next day, the Mining Journal gleefully
pointed out the not-so-respectful acrostics. The first letters of the first
and every other line, as set to the left, spell out "BRIGHAM
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YOUNG." The beginning letters of the indented, alternate lines
(typeset for emphasis on a handbill by an anonymous printer), spell
something else, exposing what the handbill proclaimed as a "Hilarious
Trick on the Deseret News! A Unique Broadside?" A copy of this
handbill was priced at $750 at an unidentified auction.
Brunvand, Jan Harold. "As the Saints Go Marching By: Modern Jokelore
Concerning Mormons."* Journal of American Folklore 83 Jan.-Mar.
1970: 53-60; also, Harry R. Huebel, Things in the Driver's Seat:
Readings in Popular Culture (Chicago: Rand McNally & Co., 1972).
Collection of contemporary jokelore about Mormons gathered in Salt
Lake City from both inside and outside Mormon circles: "Three
Mormons go on a spree: one drinks coffee, one orders Coke, and the
third takes milk. The first two tease the third one about how timid he
is, and he replies, "Yes, maybe so, but somebody has to drive home"
(242).
Bunker, Gary L. and Davis Bitton. The Mormon Graphic Image, 1834-1914:
Cartoons, Caricatures, and Illustrations.* UU P, 1983. Visual
stereotypes reflecting that nineteenth-century public opinion. (See
Cannon, "And Now for a Little Mormon Humor," Sec. III: 21):
Graphically demonstrates the "derision with which Mormons were
viewed during the previous century." (See also, review by Craig
Denton, "When Mormons Had Horns,"* DL 16:4 Winter 1983: 151152.)
—. "Henry Ward Beecher and the Mormons."* SN 3:5 July-Aug. 1978.
Describes the adulterous scandal surrounding famous Plymouth
minister Henry Ward Beecher and how, after Brigham Young died,
Puck, an illustrated humor magazine, opportunistically published a
"tongue-in-cheek nomination" of Beecher as Young's successor.
Other publications picked up this satiric theme with creativity that
included such poetry as that by James Penuckle (see below), picked up
by Puck from the Syracuse Herald. Now funny is the response by the
Deseret Evening News, as "humorists had fun at the expense of
Beecher and the 'peculiar' inhabitants of Utah" and the interesting
relationship that developed between Beecher and the Mormons "which
began with guilty by association and ended with a mutual, if
ambivalent and cautious, admiration" (23).
Cracroft, Richard H. "'Eighty Wives of My Bosom': The Impact of Laughter
on Mormon Polygamy." October, 1994. Unpub. A close look at four
"hell-bent anti-Mormon" representative comic humorists Artemus
Ward (Charles Farrer Browne), Mark Twain (Samuel Langhorne
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Clemens), Max Adeler (Charles Heber Clark), and "Samantha Smith,
Josiah Allen's Wife" (Marietta Holley) helps illustrate the difference
between the humor of tension and that arising from simple
misunderstanding.
Fitzgerald, John D. Papa Married a Mormon.* Englewood Cliffs, NJ:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1955. In this gently humorous, sentimental "true
story about the Mormons," Fitzgerald, the author of the Great Brain
books, recounts how Papa, a Catholic in an early Utah mining
community, marries the same Mormon woman four times. (See review
by Audrey Godfrey, summarized in "AML Symposium," SN 13:1 Jan.
1989: 50; review* by Susan Taber, SN 3:5 July-Aug., 1978: 28.)
Furnas, Joseph. The Devil's Rainbow. NY: Harper, 1962. "Achieving
women are few in the books. Eliza R. Snow appears in two. In
Joseph Furnas', she is a comic figure warmed over from Twain" [see
Furnas, 100-101, as quoted in Mormon Sisters: Women in Early Utah,
ed. by Claudia L. Bushman [see Sec. VI], 252-253*).
"Historickal Crotchets."* New York History: Quarterly of the New York
State Historical Association LXI:4 Oct. 1980. Cooperstown, NY: NY
State Historical Association, 1980: This piece, "The Mormons: Shall
Utah Be Admitted Into the Union?" reprinted from Putnam's Monthly,
March, 1855" (NYH 448-451) is a satire depicting Mormons
"knocking at the door of the Union," desiring admission as a state, and
the resultant conversation, back and forth, including such "voices" as
these: "Leader of the Mormon Delegation: "We are a wondrous
people. We do not only believe all things, but we know all things,
and, we know, not only that we shall be redeemed, but that we
ourselves shall become gods, with power and glory, at least so far as
the pantaloonery is concerned. The womankind—darling creatureswill follow us. A voice through the key-hole from within.—Con. you
not be a little in a hurry, and become gods before the next Presidential
election?" (449).
Holley, Marietta. My Wayward Pardner; or, My Trials with Josiah, America,
the Widow Bump, and Etcetery. Hartford, CT: APC, 1880. Holley's
opinionated Samantha exposes Elder Judas Wart's Mormon
"nefariousness and heinousness" in attempting to seduce her husband
into the grasp of Mormon polygamy (see Cracroft, "Samantha Smith
Takes on Elder Judas Wart,"* Sec. VI).
—. My Opinions and Betsey Bobbet's. Hartford, CT: APC, 1890 [1872].
Writing feminist propaganda in the guise of a simple country woman
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named Samantha Smith Allen, wife of Josiah Allen, Holley created
"amusement [that] was a side-effect rather than the purpose in comic
anti-polygamy writings [that made her] the 'Female Mark Twain.'"
(See Cracroft, "Samantha Smith Takes on Elder Judas Wart,"* Sec.
VI.)
—. Samantha Rastles the Woman Question. Ed. Jane Curry. Urbana: U of
IL P, 1983. The redoubtable Samantha "settles" the whole question,
including Mormon polygamy.
Lawrence, Bill. "A Mountain Named Polygamy."* Then Some Other Stuff
Happened. NY: Pegasus, 1969. A history teacher collects student
responses: "The Mormons came in on the Mayflower. Joseph Smith
started it all. One day J.S. saw this angle coming down on him from
the sky. This heavenly body said his name was Macaroni and he
showed Joseph Smith where a bunch of golden plates was (not the
kind you eat off of). The real name of the church is Church of Christ
and Later Day Sts. They are Presbyterians."
Laxness, Halldor. Paradise Reclaimed, trans. Magnus Magnusson.* NY:
Thomas Y. Crowell, 1962. "Sometimes gently satiric and sometimes
ironically owlish in its humor, the novel is the story of the
misadventures of a thickheaded but warmhearted convert to the
Church in Iceland in the 1850s, Steinar Steinsson from Hlidar in
Steinahlidar" (Karl Keller, "The Witty and Witless Saints of a Nobel
Prize Winner," DL VI: 3-4 Autumn-Winter 1971: 48-52). See
additional commentary on Laxness' humor by Keller and also from
Claudia L. Bushman, Mormon Sisters: Women in Early Utah,* both
in Sec. VI.
Lindsay, Vachel. Tramping with a Poet in the Rockies.* NY: AppletonCentury-Crofts, Inc., 1922. Ed. Stephen Graham. Chapter on
Mormons excerpted in "Vachel Lindsay Encounters the Mormons in
Canada," Among the Mormons: Historic Accounts by Contemporary
Observers, ed. by William Mulder and A. Russell Mortensen (Sec. V),
pp. 441-446. Troubadour poet Lindsay and English writer Graham
visit with Mormons in Cardston, Canada and satirize unintended
humor of the Saints' language, responses, and attitudes. They describe
with irony "an experience" (p. 446) at the Cardston, Alberta temple in
which Mormons enshrine "sensual comfort" and are depicted as vulgar
materialists.
Ludlow, Fitz Hugh. "Among the Mormons,"* The Atlantic, April, 1964,
Passages of which are included in Among the Mormons: Historic
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Accounts by Contemporary Observers, ed. by William Mulder and A.
Russell Mortensen (Sec. V), pp. 347-353. Ludlow, on his way to
California, stops long enough in Salt Lake City to report some tonguein-cheek descriptions of Brigham Young, Heber Kimball, and
Mormons in general: "I must confess, that, if there ever could be any
hope of our conversion, it was just about the time we stood in Brother
Heber's fine orchard, eating apples and apricots between exhortations,
and having sound doctrine poked down our throats with gooseberries
as big as plums, to take the taste out of our mouths, like jam after
castor-oil" (353).
McKay, Douglas R. "The Puissant Procreator: Comic Ridicule of Brigham
Young." The Language of Humor; the Humor of Language: Proc. of
the 1982 WHIM Conf Ed. Don L. F. Nilsen. ASU, 1983. Cites
jokes about Brigham and the taunting names given him, as in Ward:
"Brigham's religion is singular and his wives are plural." From
Brigham: "The first principle of Mormonism is, that women are a
good thing; and the second principle is, that you can't have too much
of a good thing" (128-29). See Leonard Arrington and Eugene
England entries, Sec. III.
Mulder, William and A. Russell Mortensen, eds. Among the Mormons:
Historic Accounts by Contemporary Observers.* Lincoln: U of NE
P, 1958. Humorous observations about and among Mormons are
included in selections by Sarah Wood Kane, Vachel Lindsay, Fitz
Hugh Ludlow, Josiah Quincy, Phil Robinson, Mark Twain, and others
(see overview in the foreword* and individual annotations in this
section).
Neuhaus, Richard John. "The Public Square."* First Things Feb. 1997:70:
News item from "Sunstroke" magazine [Sept. 1996, see "Sources," p.
75] purports to announce followup to Microsoft's merger with the
Roman Catholic Church by a cash buyout of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints. Quotes "Pontiff Bill Gates: "We've been
hoping to acquire the Mormons for a long time. They're a fast
growing organization with a large, mobile, and highly dedicated sales
force which will work synergistically with our worldwide Catholic
retail outlets. Microsoft insiders who declined to be quoted predicted
record profits from requiring deceased church members to purchase
annual upgrades in order to maintain their eternal salvation" (64).
Nye, Bill. "The Mormons." Forty Liars and Other Lies. Chicago: Belford,
Clarke & Co., 1883. "Bill Nye, whose impatience with Mormonism
was thinly veiled by his scornful humor, [wrote] pugnaciously of the
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Saints." (Richard H. Cracroft, "Bishop Potts and Elder Dunbar,"*
[93], Sec. VI.) See also Leonard J. Arrington's "The Many Uses of
Humor"* (Sec. III), esp. pages 14-15.
—. Bill Nye and Boomerang. Chicago: Belford, Clarke & Co., 1881.
Illustrates Nye's vitriolic attacks on "Polygamy, bigamy, trigamy and
pigamy" (34).
—. Baled Hay.* Chicago: W. B. Conkey Co., 1893 [first pub. 1883].
More snatches of Nye's caustic comedy about Mormons (258-260).
Patrick, Michael. See Robert Kirby, this section.
Penuckle, James. "The Dead Prophet."* Syracuse Herald, September 1877.
Reprinted in Puck (2, Sept. 26, 1877, 13) and by Gary L. Bunker and
Davis Bitton (see "Henry Ward Beecher and the Mormons,"* above).
Written after Brigham Young's death to mimic the meter in
Tennyson's "Charge of the Light Brigade," this satiric poem was
subtitled "A New Bridge of Sighs," part of which reads as follows:
"think of his fathers-in-law, Two hundred brothers-in-law, Three
hundred sisters-in-law, Fifty odd mothers-in-law, All in one family
Left polygamily; Think of their daily life, Full of domestic strife, Catfights and squealings; Think of the tears and cries, Then try to Ann
Elize Some of their feelings" (19).
Robinson, Phil. Sinners and Saints.* Boston, 1883. Selection, "The
Orderville Brethren" published in Among the Mormons: Historic
Accounts by Contemporary Observers, ed. by William Mulder and A.
Russell Mortensen (Sec. V), pp. 393-398. Orderville and its people
are described with incredulous humor: "Brigham Young used to
encourage mothers to bring [babies], and said that he liked to hear
them squalling in the Tabernacle. Whether he really liked it or not,
the mothers did as he said, and the babies, too, and the perpetual
bleating of babies from every corner of the building makes it seem to
this day as if religious service was being held in a sheep-fold" (398).
Stegner, Wallace: Mormon Country.* Lincoln, NE: U of NE P, 1942.
Stegner's dated but historical and often humorous depiction of
Mormon home and ward life. (See Gary Topping, "The Ultimate
Stegner Interview,"* review of Wallace Stegner and Richard W.
Etulain's Conversations with Wallace Stegner on Western History and
Literature [SLC: U UP, 1983], DL 18:4 Winter 1985: 193-194:
"Stegner is one of the rare non-Mormon writers who have written with
sympathy, sensitivity, and perception about the Mormons; and the
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Latter-day Saints have repaid him with their respect and loyalty.
Curiously, Mormon readers have allowed him [Stegner] to make
critical comments, both in Mormon Country and The Gathering of
Zion, that few if any Mormon writers would have been permitted"
[194]; See Joseph M. Flora, "In Reasonable Directions,"* review of
Conversations with Wallace Stegner on Western History and
Literature, by Wallace Stegner and Richard W. Etulain, SNR 4:1 Jan.
1984: 16-17; also, Flora's "Wallace Stegner," LHAW: 971-988;
Stegner, The Gathering to Zion listing, Sec. II; LHAW: 857: "Novels
such as these by Stegner, Drugy, and Harris represent a general
integration of the Mormons as part of modern society, indicating that
the treatment of Mormons as an isolated cult or novelty is out of
date." William Mulder, "In Memoriam-Wallace Stegner,"* SN 16:6
Nov. 1993: 9; "An Interview with Wallace Stegner," SN 5:1 Jan.-Feb.
1980: 7-11; Bruce W. Jorgensen review, Stegner's Recapitulation and
his treatment of Mormonism, SN 4:3 May-June 1979: 50; Stegner's
own words about his attitude and writing regarding Mormonism, The
Gathering of Zion—The Story of the Mormon Trail: 13, 313-14*;
Richard H. Cracroft, "Realizing 'A Personal and Possessed Past':
Mormon Community and Values in Wallace Stegner's
Recapitulation,*" AAML, 1994: Vol. I: 34-43 and in DL 24:1 Spring
1991*: 101-113; Cracroft, "Celebrating Mormon Values: Wallace
Stegner [1909-1993] and the Latter-day Saints,"* WRI 2:2 Dec. 1993:
103-109; Richard W. Etulain, Re-Imaging the Modern American West:
A Century of Fiction, History, and Art [Tucson: U of AZ P, 1996], pp.
147-148.
Twain, Mark [Samuel L. Clemens]. Following the Equator.* Hartford, CT:
APC, 1897. Describing social and "healthy" religious circumstances
he observed in travels in South Australia, Twain puts Mormons in
unhealthy company: "You see how healthy the religious atmosphere
is. Anything can live in it. Agnostics, Atheists, Freethinkers, Infidels,
Mormons, Pagans, Indefinites: they are all there" (183).
—. Roughing It.* Intro. Henry Nash Smith. NY: Harper and Brothers,
1959 (first publ. 1871). Joshing polygamy and the Book of Mormon
(chs. 12-17), Twain relies on monogamous-polygamous incongruence
and adopts the comical tones of his mentor, Artemus Ward. Here
Twain is, calling the Book of Mormon "chloroform in print," and
Brigham Young's purported sage counsel, "Ten or eleven wives is all
you need—never go over it." (See Cracroft, "Distorting Polygamy for
Fun and Profit,"* Sec. VI; also his "'Ten Wives is All You Need':
Artemus Twain and the Mormons-Again,"* WHR XXXVIII: 3
Autumn 1984: 197-21 [Sec. VI]; William Mulder and A. Russell
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Mortensen, editors, "Mark Twain Makes Some Wisecracks,"* Among
the Mormons: Historic Accounts by Contemporary Observers [Sec.
V], pp. 344-346: includes samples of Twain's jokes about the
Mormons from his original subscription 1872 edition of Roughing It
[see also their "Foreword," p. viii]; "A Peculiar People: 'The
Physiological Aspects of Mormonism 1850-1975,'"* by Lester E.
Bush, Jr., DL XII:3 Fall 1979, treats Twain's famous statement in
Roughing It [Hartford, CT: APC, 1872] that "The man that marries
one of them [Mormon 'creatures'] has done an act of Christian
charity" [117-118].)
Vesprecula. Early Utah journal. Source of early humor, as in "Recipe for
Making Soup," a solution for scarce provisions, that provides for the
simmering of "three quarts of the best shoe pegs" and other similar
ingredients, including "a quantity of stone cutters mallets for
dumplings (published May 15, 1864, reprinted by Davis Bitton, Wit
and Whimsy in Mormon History,* Sec. III).
Ward, Artemus [Charles Farrer Browne]. "A Visit to Brigham Young."*
Vanity Fair Nov. 1, 1860; see also, Artemus Ward Complete*
(London: Chatto & Windus, 1890); also in Mark Twain's Library of
Humor. Ed. Samuel Langhorne Clemens, with William Dean Howells
and Charles Hopkins Clark. 1995 ed. NY: Wings Books, 1969; repr.
1888 ed. NY: Charles L. Webster & Co.* Ludicrous account written
before Ward ever visited the Mormon Prophet; same stance as in his
subsequent, popular lecture, "Artemus Ward Among the Mormons";
relies on "exaggeration, litotes, mock-shock, and solemn discussion in
dealing with imagined absurdities." (See Cracroft, "Bishop Potts and
Elder Dunbar,* Sec. VI; Cracroft, "'Ten Wives is All You Need':
Artemus Twain and the Mormons—Again." WHR XXXVIII:3 Autumn
1984: 197-211; E. B. White, The Second Tree From the Corner* NY:
Harper & Row, pp. 173-181: the use of humor in general; muses,
while quoting Mark Twain, about the demise of such humorists as
Ward, and concludes: "I don't agree that humor must preach in order
to live [disagreeing with Twain]; it need only speak the truth—and I
notice it usually does" [181]; Among the Mormons: Historic
Accounts by Contemporary Observers, ed. by William Mulder and A.
Russell Mortensen, "Foreword,"* esp. p. viii [see Sec. VI].)
—. "Artemus Ward Among the Mormons," in The Complete Works of
Charles F. Browne. London, n.d. [also printed, Artemus Ward
Complete* (London: Chatto & Windus, 1890). Highly acclaimed
lecture (1864-1867), written shortly after his visit to Utah Territory;
Ward assumes a bewildered stance to spoof the Mormons and
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polygamy.
—. "A Mormon Romance—Reginald Gloverson,"* in The Complete Works of
Charles F. Browne. London, n.d. [also printed, Artemus Ward
Complete* (London: Chatto & Windus, 1890). A condensed novel
featuring the confusion of a Mormon romance compounded by the
necessity of a suitor for the collective widows' hands. (See Cracroft,
"Distorting Polygamy for Fun and Profit,"* Sec. VI.)
Ward, Betsy Jane [Pseud.—better-half to Artemus]. Hur Book of Goaks with
a Full Akkownt of the Coartship and Maridge to A Said Artemus and
Mr. Ward's Cutting Up with the Mormon Fare Secks, with Piktures
Drawed by Mrs. B. Jane Ward. New York: James O'Kane, 1866.
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Note: To save space, paragraphs and elipses have been eliminated from some
quotations in this collection. Every effort has been made, however, to remain true to
the author's intent.
VI. Mormon Criticism: Assessing "Gentile" Humor
Arrington, Leonard J. Brigham Young: American Moses.* AAK, 1985: "The
next volume to appear was M. R. Werner's Brigham Young (NY,
1925). A New York sportswriter, Werner based his book upon
published Mormon and non-Mormon sources, but made no effort to
use manuscript materials. Although he resisted few opportunities to
poke fun at Brigham Young and the Mormons, he attempted to
recognize some good qualities in his subject. For many years it was
the single best biography of Brigham Young" (xiv). (See review of
Arrington's biography by Melvin T. Smith, DL 20:3 Fall 1987: 172173.*)
Bushman, Claudia L, ed. Mormon Sisters: Women in Early Utah.*
Cambridge, MA: Emmeline Press, Lim., 1766: 258-260): Icelandic
1955 Nobel Prize winner Laxness' style, in satirizing the Mormon
paradise, is "terse, understated, flat—yet very funny. Because he
mistrusts all Utopias, his novel is a good one to know about whenever
we start taking ourselves or our ancestors too seriously." See also,
commentary about Joseph Furnas' comical portrayal of Eliza R. Snow
(Sec. V); Karl Keller, "The Witty and Witless Saints of a Nobel Prize
Winner,"* DL VI:3-4 Autumn-Winter 1971: 48-54. See review by
Elouise Bell, "Taking Them Seriously,"* DL X:4 Autumn 1977: 137138.
O. Cederstrom. "Letter to the Editor." Utah Korrespondenten, ed. Otto
Rydman, July 13, 1893. In this letter sent from Pelican Point, UT,
Cederstrom, as quoted by Ernest L. Olson in an MA thesis on
Rydman* (see Sec. III), "commented on [the] lack of true humor
among the Americans: 'It is a single long funeral march from Castle
Garden in New York to the Golden Gate in California. I have, during
all my long life (he had been in the United States nearly forty years)
never seen a Yankee who could laugh ten cents on the dollar.
Americans try to be happy. They laugh at what is, but not at what
should be. When a Yankee laughs I think of something which
shouldn't be. One can see from the beginning that he never intended
to laugh. He wanted only to be friendly and pleasant—a selfish
motive'" (Olson, 85).
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Cracroft, Richard H. "Book Reviews:* Peter Messent (Mark Twain, New
York: St. Martin's Press, 1997, and Will Kaufman, The Comedian as
Confidence Man: Studies in Irony Fatigue, Detroit: Wayne State UP,
1997." Thalia: Studies in Literary Humor XVII:1-2 1997: 104-114:
"Literary irony is the topic of two important humor studies which plot
the effects of irony and 'Irony Fatigue' on Mark Twain, et al. Both
Peter Messent and Will Kaufman ground their related but very
different studies in the unassailable fact that Twain was, as John
Ciardi said of himself, 'an ironist by profession,' and that irony was
for him a way of life. But the ends of ironic vision are disastrous
both to art and peace of mind, for the totally immersed ironist finally
drowns in his/her own skepticism, having undercut the meaning and
purpose of the world and its inhabitants and blown any metaphysical
escape hatch. 'Tis a consummation devoutly to be shunned!" (104);
also, "The comedian—especially the comedian and social critic—must
be the most adept of ironists, the most aloof from his subject. Torn
between his desire for the laugh and his desire to speak the truth, he
must become a confidence man, playing a deceptive game with his
audience. He is obliged to say 'Only kidding, folks' even if he isn't;
or 'It's only a joke' when he feels deeply about the matter. When the
comedian begins to lose ground in the struggle between the outer
comic, who lives for the laugh and can never be taken seriously, and
the inner man of feeling, the social critic who insists on being taken
seriously, he becomes as Vonnegut notes, unfunny, pessimistic, bitter
and without hope" (110-111). Finally, "By the time he [Twain] writes
What is Man? and The Mysterious Stranger, Twain is through with
playing his life-long confidence game. Appearance and reality have
merged, and irony is no more" (114).
—. "'Eighty Wives of My Bosom': The Impact of Laughter on Mormon
Polygamy."* Unpub., 1994: "As our cursory look at various hell-bent
anti-Mormon comics has suggested, each of the humorists is lodged at
a different point on the continuum between frivolous delight and
reform-pent instruction. At one end of the continuum perch Artemus
Ward and Mark Twain, who, for all their success in treating the
Mormons, still give the impression that they were more delighted by
the humanity in their audiences than motivated by a concern to reform
the Saints. At the other end of the continuum perches Marietta
Holley, whose more reasoned, well-argued yet immensely funny
attacks on polygamy as a metaphor for the evils of Mormonism reflect
the feelings of an even larger segment of the population. Whatever
their motivation, each of these humorists 'professedly preach [ed],' as
Mark Twain insisted humorists always did, the norms of a nation,
even though, enroute, they might have had some fun at the expense of
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those norms. While they mocked the Mormons through playing on
the tensions between majority expectations and LDS practices, they
also gently mocked human foibles. The resultant loud laughter unified
the nation and led to the strengthening of serious, grim-faced and
united front against the Latter-day Saints, a front which eventually
brought the struggling Church to its knees, just as Samantha had
hoped. The tension which had incited at once the rage and humor a
nation was almost instantly relieved" (15).
—. "'Exactly the German Way': Mark Twain's Comic Strategies with 'The
Awful German Language.'"* Thalia: Studies in Literary Humor XIII:
1 & 2 Spring/Summer 1993: 11-21. Using Mark Twain's love-hate
relationship with German, Cracroft examines Twain's humor strategies
and resulting characteristics in congruity and irony: "In Mark Twain,
or elsewhere, irony is the clash between seems and is, between ought
to be and is, between appearances and realities. Understanding Mark
Twain as an arch-ironist informs our perceptions of his comic style in
"The Awful German Language" and the notebooks and journals and
subsequent references to German" (13-14). The fact remains that
Twain besieged and assailed the awesome institution of German in the
same way he would assail every breed of sacred cow from the Old
Masters, the Holy Bible, Christian missionaries, and the Book of
Mormon, to Mary Baker Eddy, the U. S. Congress, Royalty,
Shakespeare, and God Himself (and, with Twain's luck, God will
probably turn out to be a German Frau)" (18).
—. "Samantha Smith Takes on Elder Judas Wart: Marietta Holley and 'The
Mormon Question.'"* Whimsy V. World Humor and Irony
Membership Serial Yearbook: Proc. of the 1986 Conf, Am. Humor.
Ed. Don L. F. Nilsen and Alleen Pace Nilsen. Tempe, AZ: ASU,
1987: 177-179. Comic feminist propagandist Holley treats the
polygamy question in historical contexts of evolving US law.
—. "'Ten Wives is All You Need': Artemus Twain and the Mormons—
Again."* WHR 38:3 Autumn 1984: 197-211. Artemus Ward's
influence on Mark Twain, as illustrated in their comic handling of
Mormon topics: "Ward was not enduringly funnier than Mark Twain-and today very few read Ward, whose cacographics badly date him. It
does not detract from Twain's undiminishing reputation, however, to
agree with William Dean Howells (xiv) that, in the earlier years
(before 1872), Twain's craft—as lecturer and as writer—was thoroughly
influenced by Ward, and that, in their use of the Mormon materials at
least, Twain was less inspired than, generally dependent on, and often
bettered by his mentor" (209).
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—. "The Comic as Filigree: Irving's 'Western' Humor."* Paper presented
by invitation at South Atlantic Modern Language Association
Meetings, Atlanta, Georgia, October 29, 1983. Irving's humor is
"pleasantly evident throughout much of his Western writing, but as in
A Tour, is urbane, aloof, and not a distinctively or inherently Western
humor" (8); and, "The neo-classical satirist, the biting humorist of
Salmagundi and Knickerbocker, had, by 1832, been muzzled by time,
by circumstance, by Europe, and at the same time goaded by his
desire to promote pleasant images of his rediscovered homeland.
Thus, while Irving's Western Journals are studded with attempts to
record the rich humor of folk tales, the tall tale, the frontier anecdote,
and the color of backwoods dialects, the three published Western
novels which comprise his major literary production from 1832-1837
shun and even disdain the rough and unlettered possibilities of humor
in the American West—past and present" (4).
—. "Counting Stockings on the Clothesline: The Comic Image of the
Mormon in Nineteenth-Century Am. Humor."* Charles A. Redo
Lecture at BYU, Provo, UT, Mar. 16, 1977. Unpub. A survey of
nineteenth-century Am. humorists on the subject of Mormonism.
—. "Bishop Potts and Elder Dunbar: Max Adeler's Much-Married
Mormons."* Unpub. Presented to the AML, SLC, UU, Oct. 8, 1976.
Compares Adeler's humorous treatment of Mormon polygamy with
such American nineteenth century humorists as Bill Nye, Mark Twain,
and Artemus Ward: "Max Adder is a delight to discover and to read
for himself. But the delight is compounded when we compare him
with other contemporary humorists who shared the topic of Mormon
polygamy. Though in many respects Adder does not resemble the
peevish Nye, he is clearly dependent upon Mark Twain and Artemus
Ward for his basic Mormon situations, dealt with only anecdotally by
them, but remarkably extrapolated and sustained by him. And, in his
expansion of Twain's and Ward's basic situations, Adder continued to
follow them in packing his work with Wardian and Twainian
slapstick, incongruity and exaggeration, though he shuns their
dependence on such lecture-hall gimmicks as the pause, the aside, the
stage whisper, or the trail-off. But in other particulars Adder varies
from Twain and Ward. He is better than Ward in writing narration;
he is more serious in his attempts to be literary, to unify his work.
Rudimentary as Adder's attempts are at unifying his stories, such
attempts are usually more complete and often more satisfying than the
fragmentary and disjointed anecdotes of Ward's Mormon lecture and
Twain's Roughing It. A successful and renowned journalist, Adder
knew how to tell and sustain a story. Furthermore, his was an
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audience of readers, not that of the lecture circuit, and the effect of
these varied audiences goes far toward accounting for the difference
between him and Ward and Twain. Adeler's humor, often inane and
simplistic, is not really dated, is still pleasantly readable; and,
consequently, an understanding of this delightful but now virtually
ignored humorist is important to furthering our understanding of the
colorful, rich and varied fabric of the American tapestry" (8-11).
—. "Distorting Polygamy for Fun and Profit: Artemus Ward and Mark
Twain Among the Mormons."* BYUS 14:2 Winter 1974: 272-288.
Illustrates the relative merits and significance of humorists Ward and
Twain, their influence on each other, and details specific instances
where they employ mock envy, ridiculous exaggeration, and wild
hyperbole to exploit polygamy and mock Brigham Young and
Mormon society—despite their knowing better.
—. "Through Gentile Eyes: A Hundred Years of the Mormon in Fiction."*
The New Era II Mar. 1972: 14-19. The image of the Mormon in
nineteenth and twentieth century Gentile fiction.
—. "The Gentle Blasphemer; Mark Twain, Holy Scripture, and the Book of
Mormon."* BYUS XI Winter 1971: 119-140. Twain's treatment of
the Book of Mormon in context of his mistreatment of the world's
sacred texts.
Harris, Trent. Plan 10 From Outer Space. Film. This 1995 Sundance Film
Festival entry is "saturated with Mormon insider humor; a quirky
flick, destined for yearly runs at Salt Lake's Tower Theater and a
permanent place among Utah cult classics." (See SN 18:2 Aug. 1995:
95.*)
Keller, Karl. "The Witty and Witless Saints of a Nobel Prize Winner." DL
VI: 3-4 Autumn-Winter 1971: 48-54. Describing Haldor Laxness'
novel Paradise Reclaimed (see Sec. V.), Keller says it is "gently
satiric and sometimes ironically owlish in its humor" (48) and says
Laxness "has his greatest fun writing about America and Utah as a
Promised Land in watching the Mormons regard their material
possessions as a sign of God's favor" [footnoted evidence given is
Laxness' pp. 158, 164, 143] (52). See also, Claudia L. Bushman,
Mormon Sisters: Women in Early Utah* Cambridge, MA: Emmeline
Press, Lim., 1976: 258-260).
Mulder, William and A. Russell Mortensen, editors. Among the Mormons:
Historic Accounts by Contemporary Observers. See section V. and
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their "Forward":* "At the other extreme, a callow Sam Clemens and
his clowning contemporary, Artemus Ward, with one eye on the
lecture platform, crack standard jokes about the Mormons and gaily
perpetuate the world's outlandish image of them" (viii).
Nilsen, Don L. F. Humor in British Literature, From the Middle Ages to the
Restoration: A Reference Guide. Westport, CT: Greenwood Press,
1997. "Humor began in British literature during the Middle Ages,
when Chaucer developed the storytelling tradition along with the
ironies that resulted from the juxtaposition of people from different
classes and points of view. This book overviews scholarship on
humor in British literature from its medieval origins through the
seventeenth century. Chapters are devoted to particular centuries, with
authors listed individually within each chapter. Each entry discusses
the role of humor in the author's work and includes a bibliography"
(publisher's ad). Also mentioned in this ad are Nilsen's Humor in
Irish Literature: A Reference Guide (Westport, CT: Greenwood
Press, 1996), Humor Scholarship: A Research Bibliography
(Westport, CT: Greenwood, 1993), and Humor in American
Literature: A Selected Annotated Bibliography (New York: Garland
Publishing, 1992).
Tanner, Stephen L. "The Art of Self-Deprecation in American Literary
Humor."* Studies in American Humor: The Journal of the American
Humor Studies Association 3:3 (new series) 1996: 54-65: "The humor
of self-deprecation, the first-person anecdote of one's own frustrations
and ineptitudes, constitutes a distinct genre in American letters, a
genre with both an interesting history and a current vitality. By
focusing on Mark Twain, James Thurber, E. B. White, Patrick
McManus, and Gene Hill, I wish to characterize this form of humor
and trace its genealogy" (54); "I conclude with two general
observations concerning the art of humorous self-deprecation in
American letters. First, it seems to succeed best in short doses and is
therefore usually a branch of journalism. Second, it seems that this
method of humor succeeds best as an end in itself—humor for the pure
sake of delighting and entertaining. The best of the self-deprecating
humor in Twain, Thurber, and White came early in their careers,
before they shifted their interests to using humor for the larger
purposes of social-philosophical commentary and satire. The art of
self-deprecation is alive and well in American outdoor humor,
nurtured by a fertile blending of the nation's richest native traditions
of humor" (64-65).
—. "Kesey's Cuckoo's Nest and the Varieties of American Humor."*
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Thalia: Studies in Literary Humor XIII:1 &2, 1993: 3-10: "Ken
Kesey's [novel] (1962) has enjoyed remarkable success. It is of
special interest to students of humor not only because of its comedy
but also because its principal theme is the therapeutic nature of
laughter. In addition to asserting the therapeutic possibilities of
laughter and harrowingly demonstrating the indispensability of humor
for combating the negative aspects of an increasingly urban and
technologized society, the novel reasserts the vitality of certain
distinctive patterns in American humor, particularly those of
nineteenth-century frontier humor. It is not only a demonstration of
these varieties of American humor but also a celebration of them" (34); and, "The cartoon motif is likewise implicated in Kesey's
sympathetic treatment of what the novel calls the culls of the
Combine. On the whole, the novel demonstrates the enduring vitality
and remarkable adaptability of frontier humor" (9).
—. "James Thurber and the Midwest."* American Studies 33:2 Fall 1992:
61-72: "Through it all [in Thurber's My Life and Hard Times],
eccentricity of character is portrayed as a life-enhancing quality. The
delightful insanities and picturesque obsessions of the people Thurber
remembers are not simply amusing examples of a kind of Midwestern
human comedy; they represent freedom, individuality and the
irrepressible stuff of life that refuses to be encompassed by formulas
and conventions. For him, hope lay in the uncircumscribed realms of
instinct and imagination" (67); also, "Thurber's preface to My Life and
Hard Times sets the tone for the book and implies the notion of the
purpose of humor that underlies it. Norris Yates, in The American
Humorists: Conscience of the Twentieth Century, labels the two major
and contrasting personae in Thurber's writing the Little Man and the
Liberal Citizen. Sometimes in his autobiographical sketches Thurber
assumed the persona of the Little Man. That is the case in this
preface. Describing the kind of humorist he is, he says, 'He talks
largely about small matters and smally about great affairs.' This is
humor written by and about the Little Man. There is no attempt in
this book to bring humor to bear on large public concerns, even
though it was published during the Depression. The 'hard times' in
the title refer to the narrator's personal times, which are generously
tinted with fantasy. At this point, Thurber was willing to confine his
humor to small personal and domestic matters—the comedy of
everyday household bumbling. 'In later years,' [Charles C ] Holmes
explains, 'he was to modify his view and see humor as a public force,
a weapon for social good, rather than a subjective experience, but at
this stage in his career, he obviously felt that the state of society and
the crisis of history were not the best subject for the humorist"
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(footnote 27: Holmes, Clocks of Columbus, 66); further, "The narrator
in The Thurber Album is not the Little Man: he is the Liberal Citizen.
The 'times' he is concerned with are not the trivial incidents of
personal life but rather a period of crisis in morale and character in the
nation as a whole. The book displays a shift from humor to satire, for
the glowing portraits of a past generation are an implied satire of midcentury America, and Thurber's idealized Midwest serves as a satiric
norm. This is comedy used not merely as a shield but as a weapon.
The Thurber Album makes exact and palpable those social qualities
Thurber admired and those he condemned. Thus, in My Life and
Hard Times and The Thurber Album, he used the Midwest for two
different purposes growing out of two different conceptions of the
function of humor" (67-69).
—. "E. B. White and the Theory of Humor."* Humor: International Journal
of Humor Research 2:1 1989: 43-53: "Abstract—In his own inimitable
way, E. B. White pointedly discounted the value of analyzing humor
for the sake of theory. 'Humor can be dissected, as a frog can,' he
said, 'but the thing dies in the process and the innards are
discouraging to any but the pure scientific mind.' Humor, he insisted,
'won't stand much blowing up, and it won't stand much poking. It
has a certain fragility, an evasiveness, which one had best respect.
Essentially it is a complete mystery.' Elsewhere he added, 'To
interpret humor is as futile as explaining a spider's web in terms of
geometry.' Yet these very disclaimers appear in essays in which he
himself attempts some theoretical pronouncements on humor. Even if
he thought humor to be a mystery, he could not resist trying to explain
it. He said some rather profound things about it, and said them
artfully" (43).
—. "Gene Hill and Outdoor Humor."* Thalia: Studies in Literary Humor
IX:2 Fall & Winter 1987: (49-55): "Southwestern humor [he
mentions such authors and editors as Augustus Baldwin Longstreet,
George W. Harris, Johnson J. Hooper, William Tappan Thompson,
Joseph G. Baldwin, Thomas B. Thrope, Mark Twain, William T.
Porter, Franklin J. Meine, Kenneth Lynn, and Henry William Herbert
(Frank Forester), John Richard Berts] was connected with a sporting
journal from the beginning" (49-50); and, "Gene Hill is a current
outdoor writer who successfully combines elements of frontier humor
with an enthusiasm for hunting, shooting, fishing, and dog training.
The product is a distinctive brand of outdoor humor: colloquial, selfeffacing, nostalgic, and full of sentiment" (50); and, "It is to Twain as
frontier humorist that outdoor humor is most indebted. Twain lists the
major techniques of the tradition in his famous little essay 'How to
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Tell a Story': (1) impersonation and the dead-pan delivery; (2)
exaggeration of the tell-tale variety; (3) homely and imaginative comic
similes; (4) humorous understatement; and (5) comic juxtaposition of
incongruous elements. These techniques are staple ingredients of
outdoor humor, and for outdoor humorists, as for Twain, the humor
derives mainly from the manner of telling" (49); also, "A good
example of the kind of Twain humor that provides a model for
outdoor humorists is found in Chapter 32 of Roughing It [he tells the
tale]. Gene Hill and other outdoor humorists make similar use of the
devices of hyperbole, understatement, incongruity, and anticlimax to
narrate outdoor adventures" (52); further, "Wives play an important
role in Hill's humor. Many of his pieces are variations on the theme
of the sportsman's problem of getting around his wife. He reminisces
about the days before Women's Lib: 'But now that the rosy-cheeked
farm girls of yesterday are into politics, dry martinis and store-bought
frocks, they no longer wait to speak until spoken to.' He confesses
that his own wife has recently stopped referring to him as 'Mr. Hill'"
(53); [But] he is not without concern for his wife's interests" (54).
Certain tensions underlie the surface. For one thing, there is a tension
between the rural past and the urban present. Gene Hill's outdoor
humor reflects the confrontation between America's rural frontier
values, particularly as they have been mythologized in our century,
and the values of our present urban, technological society. Hill's
humor is paralleled in our society at large by a self-conscious boom in
outdoor recreation and the Whole Earth syndrome joined with near
pathological consumerism, therefore, outdoor humor, perhaps the
most complete and viable contemporary manifestation of the native
tradition of frontier humor, reveals our affectionate grasping at our
rural past as we compulsively, yet apprehensively, thrust forward in
technological progress" (54-55).
—. "The Function of Simile in Raymond Chandler's Novels."* Studies in
American Humor 3:4 Winter 1984-85: 337-346: "Anyone who has
sampled Raymond Chandler's hard-boiled detective novels has
discovered that, despite the somberness and often sordidness of his
subject matter, the books are very funny. Some of the wisecracks of
Chandler's detective narrator, Philip Marlowe, are virtually legendary.
Probably no American writer since Mark Twain invented so many
pungent one-liners. Perhaps his main achievement was a mastery of
the American style—a combination of idiom, slang, wisecrack,
hyperbole, understatement, and tough talk that in the hands of a man
of genius can, as someone put it, make the English language jump
through a hoop. Chandler was a dedicated and skilled stylist who
used figurative language, particularly a kind of comic simile having
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deep roots in the tradition of American humor, to add poetic resonance
and significant new dimensions to the popular and formulaic genre of
the detective novel" (336-338); and, "Like Dickens and Twain,
Chandler softened reality by introducing humor. An element of
romanticism in all three lent itself to humorous exaggeration, wit, and
wisecrack. The similes are a principal means of creating the
cushioning humor, and they often consist of a self-deflating wit that
disguises the sentimental note in Marlowe and his knight-errantry"
(343).
Ulrich, Laurel Thatcher. "Fictional Sisters."* Mormon Sisters: Women in
Early Utah. Ed. Claudia L. Bushman. Cambridge, MA: Emmeline
Press Limited, 1976: "When the Icelandic convert Steinar and his
friend Pastor Runolf [in Halldor Laxness' Paradise Reclaimed, see
Sec. V] go to see the Lion House with its twenty-seven garret
windows 'all with the same white curtains,' they are reminded of the
horrible beast their countrymen often talked about, a monster with as
'many greedy maws as it was slashed with knives' [PR, pp. 144, 234].
Laxness seems to be poking gentle fun here at the horrible monster of
lust evoked in Mormon defenses of polygamy as well as in the attacks
of the gentile reformers. Plural marriage, with its shining windows
and productive women, proves that the monster can be conquered and
domesticated. In Utah, so the argument goes, life and love are
ordered and directed toward the common good. In Iceland, the beast
runs rampant and destroys the order of the home. The irony is that
for poor Steinar, the beast gets in while he's out discovering this
Paradise" (259-260).
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VII. Mormon Internet Humor*
Gold, Lauramaery. "Mormon Humor." Mormons on the Internet: Online
Resources for Latter-day Saints.* Rocklin, CA: Prima Publishing,
1997. This resource for LDS leaders, teachers, singles, family
historians, mission leaders, auxiliary heads, and web cruisers in
general contains hundreds of web sites the author has rated and
categorized. The book includes an exclusive interview with Elder
Jeffrey R. Holland and provides over a dozen "Mormon Humor" sites
and commentary that includes samplings of some of "the best—and
cleanest—humor on the Internet" (268).
*See Ryan Johnson, Section III, for a sample of reviews available at the
AML e-mail site <aml-list@cc.weber.edu>.

